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Abstract
On Refined and Robust Inferences for Spatial Econometric Models
Shew Fan Liu
Asymptotically refined and heteroskedasticity robust inferences are consid-
ered for spatial linear and panel regression models, based on the quasi maximum
likelihood (QML) or the adjusted concentrated quasi score (ACQS) approaches.
Refined inferences are achieved through bias correcting the QML estimators, bias
correcting the t-ratios for covariate effects, and improving tests for spatial effects;
heteroskedasticity-robust inferences are achieved through adjusting the quasi score
functions. Several popular spatial linear and panel regression models are consid-
ered including the linear regression models with either spatial error dependence
(SED), or spatial lag dependence (SLD), or both SED and SLD (SARAR), the
linear regression models with higher-order spatial effects, SARAR(p, q), and the
fixed-effects panel data models with SED or SLD or both. Asymptotic properties
of the new estimators and the new inferential statistics are examined. Exten-
sive Monte Carlo experiments are run, and the results show that the proposed
methodologies work really well.
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Spatial dependence is increasingly becoming an integral part of empirical works
in economics as a means of modelling the effects of neighbours1. As in time se-
ries where the concern is to alleviate the estimation problems caused by the lag
in time, the analogous case in cross sectional data gives rise to a lag in space.
Spatial interaction in general can occur in many forms. For instance peer in-
teraction can cause stratified behaviour in the sample such as herd behaviour
in stock markets, innovation spillover effects, localised purchase decisions, etc.,
while spatial relationships can also occur more naturally due to structural dif-
ferences in space/cross-section such as geographic proximity, trade agreements,
demographic characteristics, etc.2 Modelling cross relationships over the fabric
of space have been prevalent mostly in the empirical literature. Some theoretical
1see, e.g., Cliff and Ord (1972, 1973, 1981), Ord (1975), Anselin (1988, 2003), Anselin and
Bera (1998), Le Sage and Pace (2009) for some early and comprehensive works
2See Case (1991), Pinkse and Slade (1998), Pinkse et al. (2002), Hanushek et al. (2003),
Baltagi et al. (2007) to name a few.
1
results appeared as early as mid 1970’s, however, much of the theoretical gaps
remained unfilled until the turn of the century. The objective of my dissertation
is to contribute in terms of this theoretical effort.
Linear regression models of spatial dependence take the following general func-
tional form:
f (Yn, Xn,W1n, . . . ,Wpn; θ, λ) = n, (1.1)
with a dependent variable Yn conditional on a set of independent variables Xn
and spatial weight matrices W1n, . . . ,Wpn that capture the relationships among
the n spatial units. Parameter vector θ denotes the parameters of the model
and λ = (λ1, . . . , λp)
′
denotes the spatial parameters. n is an n × 1 vector of
model errors. Popular spatial regression models can be written in this form.
For example, the spatial autoregressive lagged dependent variable (SLD) model,
Yn = λWnYn + Xnβ + n can be written in the form, C1n (λ)Yn − Xnβ = n
where C1n (λ) = In − λWn and In is an n × n identity matrix. The spatial error
dependent (SED) model, Yn = Xnβ + un, un = ρWnun + n can be written in
the form, C2n (ρ) [Yn −Xnβ] = n where C2n (ρ) = In − ρWn. These two models
are the building blocks for spatial econometric modelling, and many more general
spatial econometric models have been developed based on them.
Of the methods available for spatial model estimation, the maximum likeli-
hood (ML) or quasi-ML (QML) method remains attractive due to its efficiency.
As a result of the fast increase in computing power allowing for easier manipu-
lation of large matrices, the initial reluctance for the use of QML estimation as
opposed to other easily implementable estimation methods alleviated. As such
there had been a growing interest in developing the theoretical aspects behind
QML estimation. The present study3 focuses on the following aspects of QML
estimation: (i) asymptotic distribution of the QML estimators of popular spatial
3Liu and Yang (2015a,b,c), Yang et al. (2016)
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regression models (ii) finite-sample bias of the QML estimators (iii) refined tests
for spatial dependence and covariate effects based on QML estimates, and (iv)
heteroskedasticity robust QML estimation. Although, some of these aspects are
already considered in the literature4, it is far from complete in the sense most of
these works concentrate on particular types of spatial models and hence the issues
need to be analysed in relation to other important spatial models that have been
ignored so far.
A unique feature of spatial models is that the spatial parameters λ enter the
reduced form model and hence the log-likelihood function, in a highly non-linear
manner and the spatial dependence maybe strong. As a result, the bias problem
in estimating spatial parameters may be quite severe.5 As such bias correction is
particularly important to the applications of this model as it leads potentially to
much improved inferences for the regression coefficients.
In studying the finite sample properties of a parameter estimator, say ϑ,
ϑˆn = arg {ψn(ϑ) = 0} for a joint estimating function (JEF) ψn(ϑ), Rilstone et
al. (1996) developed a stochastic expansion from which a bias correction on ϑˆn
can be made. In the general spatial econometric model given in (1.1) the vector of
parameters contain a set of linear and scale parameters, θ, and a non-linear spatial
parameter, λ. Given λ, the constrained estimator θˆ (λ) of θ possesses an explicit
expression but the estimation of λ has to be done through numerical optimisation.
In such situations, Yang (2015b) argued that it is more effective to work with the
concentrated estimating function (CEF): ψ˜n(λ), and to perform a stochastic ex-
pansion based on this CEF and hence bias corrections on λˆn = arg{ψ˜n(λ) = 0}.6
In the literature, the SLD model has been extensively studied in terms of the
4See Baltagi and Yang (2013), Lee (2004), Lee and Yu (2010), Lin and Lee (2010), Yang
(2015b) among others.
5Lee (2004) shows the consistency of the QML estimator.
6Doing so reduces the dimensionality of the bias correction problem, and also takes into
account the additional variability from the estimation of the ‘nuisance’ parameters, θ.
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asymptotic distributions of the QML estimators (Lee, 2004); finite-sample bias
corrections on QML estimators (Bao and Ullah, 2007; Yang, 2015b). An inter-
esting phenomenon revealed by Lee (2004) for the SLD model is that the spatial
dependence may slow down the rate of convergence of QML estimators of cer-
tain model parameters, including the spatial parameter. Subsequent studies also
revealed that spatial dependence may cause QML estimators to be biased, and
more so with heavier spatial dependence (Baltagi and Yang, 2013; Yang, 2015b).
These aspects have not been studied in the context of the SED model. Built upon
the works of Lee (2004) and Yang (2015b), this dissertation fills in these gaps.
Contrary to the common perceptions, both large and small sample behaviours
of the QML estimators for the SED model can be different from those for the
SLD (Lee, 2004) model in terms of the rate of convergence and the magnitude
of bias. We also derive the second- and third-order biases of the QML estima-
tors of the spatial parameter in the SED model. The key quantities involved in
the terms related to the bias of a non-linear estimator are the derivatives of the
concentrated log-likelihood function and their expectations. While deriving the
analytical solutions of the higher order derivatives may only be a matter of tedious
algebraic manipulations, evaluation of their expectations can be very difficult if
not impossible. We follow the general method introduced in Yang (2015b) and
propose a bootstrap procedure for implementing these bias corrections for the
SED model. The method is simple to implement, since no re-estimation of the
model parameters is required in every bootstrap iteration. The validity of this
procedure when applied to the SED model is established. We argue that once the
spatial estimator is bias corrected, the estimators of the other models parameters
become nearly unbiased. Monte Carlo results show an excellent performance of
the proposed bias correction procedure.
Much effort has been devoted recently to the development of improved infer-
4
ence methods for the spatial econometric models. However, most of the research
has been focused on improving inferences for spatial effects in the form of point
estimation and testing. Little or no attention has been paid to the development
of improved inferences for the covariate effects in the spatial regression models.
In practical applications of spatial econometric models, it is central to have a set
of reliable inference methods for the covariate effects. As QML estimator of the
spatial parameters can be quite biased and hence the standard inferences for spa-
tial effects and covariate effects, based on LM-statistics or t−statistics referring to
the asymptotic standard normal distribution, can be seriously affected. We adopt
the bias correction method of Yang (2015b) to propose methods that ‘correct’ the
standard t−statistics for the regression coefficients. Once the biases of non-linear
estimators are corrected, the biases of covariate effects and error standard devi-
ations become negligible. We consider in detail three popular spatial regression
models: SED model, SLD model, and that with both SLD and SED, also referred
to as the SARAR model.7
The QML estimators of the spatial panel data models (SPD) are subjected
to the same issues on the finite sample bias and finite sample performance of
subsequent inferences, but these important issues have not been addressed so
far. We focus on the SPD models with fixed effects to provide methods for bias
and variance corrections (up to third-order), and then to show how the bias and
variance corrections lead to improved t−ratios for spatial and covariate effects.8
While the general stochastic expansions of Yang (2015b) for non-linear estimators
are applicable to different models including the SPD models considered in this
chapter, the detailed developments of bias corrections, variance corrections and
corrections on t−ratio vary from one model to another. Furthermore, the trans-
7The chapter also extends Yang (2015b) and Liu and Yang (2015a) to linear SARAR model
to introduce simple methods for finite-sample bias corrections.
8See Lee and Yu (2010) for the asymptotic properties of the fixed effects SPD model.
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formation approach to remove the fixed effects (in order to avoid the incidental
parameter problem), induces errors that may no longer be independent and iden-
tically distributed (iid) even if the original errors are. Thus, the bootstrap method
proposed by Yang (2015b) under iid errors, may not be directly applicable. We
demonstrate that when the original error distribution is not far from normality,
the standard iid bootstrap method can still provide an excellent approximation,
due to the fact that the transformed errors are homoskedastic and uncorrelated.
When the original errors are extremely non-normal, we show that the wild boot-
strap method can improve the approximation. Monte Carlo results reveal that
the QML estimators of the spatial parameters can be quite biased, and that a
second-order bias correction effectively removes the bias. Furthermore, it shows
that inferences for spatial and covariate effects based on the regular t−ratios can
be misleading, but those based on the proposed t−ratios are very reliable.
Although pioneers of spatial econometric literature identified and explored the
problem of heteroskedasticity in spatial econometric models, comprehensive treat-
ments of estimation related issues were not considered until recent years.9 While
heteroskedasticity is common in regular cross-section studies, it may be more so
for a spatial econometric model due to aggregation, clustering, etc. Hence the
assumption of homoskedastic disturbances is likely to be invalid in a spatial con-
text in general. However, much of the present spatial econometrics literature has
focused on estimators developed under the assumption that the errors are ho-
moskedastic. Of the available methods, the main focus is on GMM estimation
combined with 2SLS. However this estimator may not be the most efficient. As
such we explore a QML based robust estimation method which is as easily imple-
mentable as a GMM estimator but have the added advantage of being efficient.
In the presence of heteroskedasticity, Lin and Lee (2010) show that the QML
9See Lin and Lee (2010), and Baltagi and Yang (2013) among others.
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estimator of the spatial autoregressive model with a lagged dependent variable
can be inconsistent as a ‘necessary’ condition for consistency can be violated,
and thus propose robust GMM estimators for the model. Inspired by Lin and
Lee (2010), we introduce a robust estimator for the SLD model by adjusting the
concentrated score function for the spatial parameter to make it robust against
unknown heteroskedasticity. For the QML estimator to be consistent under un-
known heteroskedasticity, it is necessary that the expected value of the concen-
trated quasi score function, E(ψn (λ)) equals to or tends to zero. However, this
condition is not necessarily satisfied if the errors are heteroskedastic. Hence we
suggest an adjustment to the score function that allows it to reach a probability
limit of zero by brute force.10 Once a heteroskedasticity robust estimator of λ
is obtained, the heteroskedasticity robust estimators of the model parameters θ
are, θ˜n = θˆn(λ˜n). The method is very simple and more importantly, it can be
easily generalised. We provide formal theories for the consistency and asymptotic
normality of the proposed estimator, and the consistency of the robust standard
error estimate. We also study the cases under which the regular QML estimator
is robust against unknown heteroskedasticity and provide a set of robust inference
methods. It is interesting to note that the proposed estimator is computationally
as simple as the regular QML estimator, and it also outperforms the latter when
it is heteroskedasticity robust.
In order to conduct robust inference on the parameter estimates, an estimate
of the standard errors are required which usually involve the estimation of the
variance of the adjusted score function. However, the first order variance of score
contains the second, third and fourth order moments of n,i which vary across
i. As such a simple White type estimator is not suitable which makes it infea-
10Making the expectation of an estimating function to be zero leads potentially to a finite
sample bias corrected estimation. This is in line with Baltagi and Yang (2013) in constructing
standardised or heteroskedasticity-robust LM tests with finite sample improvements.
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sible to estimate the variance of the score. In this case, we recommend the use
of the outer product of the gradients (OPG) of the decomposed numerator of
the adjusted score (Baltagi and Yang, 2013). Monte Carlo results show that the
proposed ACQS estimator performs superbly. To demonstrate their flexibility
and generality, the proposed methods are extended to popular spatial autoregres-
sive models with heteroskedastic innovations including the SARAR(1,1) model,
SARAR(p, q) model and the fixed effects spatial panel data model.
The line-up for the rest of the chapters are as follows. Part I consists the chap-
ters that focus on refined inferences for spatial econometric models: Chapter 2 fo-
cuses on the asymptotic distribution and finite-sample bias correction of the QML
Estimators for the linear SED model. An extension of the methods to a spatial
moving average model is also included. Chapter 3 extends Chapter 2 to the linear
SARAR model to introduce simple methods for finite-sample bias corrections and
for improved t-ratios for covariate and spatial effects. Chapter 4 presents a set of
refined inference methods for the fixed-effects spatial panel data models. Part II
of this dissertation collects the chapters that focus on robust inferences for spatial
models: Chapter 5 moves onto inference methods robust against unknown cross-
sectional heteroskedasticity, with a focus on the linear SLD model. The chapter
also includes an extension to the SARAR(1,1) model. Chapter 6 introduces a
general methodology for heteroskedasticity-robust estimation and inference for all
the popular spatial econometric models, with detailed demonstrations given using
the linear SARAR(p, q) model, and the fixed-effects spatial panel data models.








Asymptotic Distribution and Finite-Sample Bias Correction
of QML Estimators for Spatial Error Dependence Model
2.1 Introduction
The conventional way to incorporate spatial autocorrelation in a regression
model is to add a spatial lag of the dependent variable or a spatial lag of the
error variable into the model, giving rise to a regression model with spatial lag
dependence (SLD), or a regression model with spatial error dependence (SED).1
These two models have over the years become the building blocks for spatial
econometric modelling, and many more general spatial econometric models have
been developed based on them. 2
1See, among the others, Cliff and Ord (1972, 1973), Ord (1975), Burridge (1980), Cliff and
Ord (1981), Anselin (1980, 1988), Anselin and Bera (1998), Anselin (2001).
2See, e.g., Anselin (2003), Das et al. (2003), Kelejian and Prucha (1998), and Lee and Liu
(2010) for more general spatial regression models; Pinkse (1998) and Fleming (2004) for spatial
discrete choices models; and Lee and Yu (2010b) for a survey on spatial panel data models.
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Of the methods available for spatial model estimation, the maximum likelihood
(ML) or quasi-ML (QML) method remains attractive due to its efficiency. As a
result of the fast increase in computing power allowing for easier manipulation of
large matrices, the initial reluctance for the use of QML estimation as opposed
to other easily implementable estimation methods alleviated.3 As such there had
been a growing interest in developing the theoretical aspects behind QML esti-
mation in recent times which mainly identifies two intriguing issues related the
QML estimation of spatial models: asymptotic distribution and finite-sample bias
of the ML or QML estimators. Of the two models, the SLD model has been ex-
tensively studied in terms of the asymptotic distributions of the ML estimators or
QML estimators (Lee, 2004); finite-sample bias corrections on ML estimators or
QML estimators (Bao and Ullah, 2007; Bao, 2013; Yang, 2015b). A particularly
interesting phenomenon revealed by Lee (2004) for the SLD model is that the
spatial dependence may slow down the rate of convergence of QML estimators of
certain model parameters, including the spatial parameter. An equally interest-
ing phenomenon revealed by subsequent studies is that spatial dependence may
cause QML estimators to be biased, and more so with heavier spatial dependence
(Baltagi and Yang, 2013a,b; Yang, 2015b; Liu and Yang, 2015a).
Surprisingly, these issues have not been addressed in terms of the SED model.
In particular, the effect of the degree of spatial dependence on the convergence rate
of the QML estimators has not been formally studied, and methods for correcting
finite-sample bias of the QML estimators for the SED model have not been given.4
3Other estimation methods include GMM (Kelejian and Robinson, 1993; Kelejian and
Prucha, 1999; Lee, 2001, 2007; Fingleton, 2008), 2SLS (Kelejian and Prucha, 1998; Lee, 2003),
IV estimation (Kelejian and Prucha, 2004), and OLS estimation (Lee, 2002).
4Here the degree of spatial dependence refers to, e.g., the number of neighbours each spatial
unit has, or the connectivity in general. Jin and Lee (2013) studied asymptotic properties of
models with both SLD and SED for the purpose of constructing Cox-type tests, but did not
study these issues. Further, it is important to know the differences between the SLD model
and the SED model in terms of asymptotic and finite sample behaviours, as they may provide
a valuable guidance in the specification choice. See also Martellosio (2010) for a related work.
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Built upon the works of Lee (2004) and Yang (2015b), this chapter fills in these
gaps. Of the two, bias correction is particularly important to the applications of
this model as it leads potentially to much improved inferences for the regression
coefficients. Contrary to the common perceptions, both large and small sample
behaviours of the QML estimators for the SED model can be different from those
for the SLD model in terms of the rate of convergence and the magnitude of bias.
In summary, the QML estimator of the spatial parameter for the SED model
always has a convergence rate slower than
√
n whenever the degree of spatial
dependence grows with the increase in sample size n, whereas the QML estimators
of regression coefficient and error variance always have
√
n-rate of convergence
whether or not the degree of spatial dependence increases with n. In contrast,
the QML estimators of all the parameters in the SLD model have
√
n-rate of
convergence when the spatially generated regressor is not asymptotically multi-
collinear with the original regressors (Lee, 2004, Assumption 8), and a slower
than
√
n-rate of convergence occurs in some parameters for non-regular cases
where the spatially generated regressor is asymptotically multi-collinear with the
original regressors and the degree of spatial dependence grows with the increase
of n. Monte Carlo results show that the proposed bias correction procedure works
very well for the SED model without compromising on the efficiency of the original
QML estimators.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 2.2 presents results for consistency
and asymptotic normality of the QML estimators for the SED model. Section
2.3 presents methods for finite sample bias correction. Section 2.4 extends the
study to an alternative SED model where the spatial autoregressive (SAR) error
is replaced by a spatial moving average (SMA) error; an undesirable feature of
this alternative model specification is revealed. Section 2.5 presents Monte Carlo
results and Section 2.6 concludes the chapter.
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2.2 Asymptotic Properties of QML Estimators
for SED Model
In this section, we examine the asymptotic properties of the QML estimators
of the linear regression model with spatial error dependence, giving particular at-
tention to the effect of spatial dependence on the rate of convergence of the QML
estimators. We show that the QML estimators of the regression coefficients and
the error variance always have the conventional
√
n-rate of convergence, whereas,
the QML estimator of the spatial parameter has the conventional
√
n-rate of con-
vergence if the degree of spatial dependence does not grow with the increase in
sample size, otherwise it has a slower rate. With an adjustment on the normali-
sation factor for the score component of the spatial parameter, we establish the
joint asymptotic normality for the QML estimators of the model parameters. All
proofs are given in Appendix D.
2.2.1 The model and the QML estimation
Consider the following linear regression model with spatial error dependence
(SED), where the SED is specified as a spatial autoregressive (SAR) process:
Yn = Xnβ + un, un = ρWnun + n, (2.1)
where Yn is an n×1 vector of observations on the dependent variable corresponding
to n spatial units, Xn is an n × k matrix containing the values of k exogenous
regressors, Wn is an n×n spatial weights matrix that summarises the interactions
among the spatial units, n is an n × 1 vector of independent and identically
distributed (iid) disturbances with mean zero and variance σ2, ρ is the spatial
parameter, and β denotes the k × 1 vector of regression coefficients.
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Let θ = (β′, σ2, ρ)′ be the vector of model parameters and θ0 be its true value.
Denote An(ρ) = In− ρWn and An = An(ρ0) where In is an n× n identity matrix.
If A−1n exists, then Model (2.1) can be written as,
Yn = Xnβ0 + A
−1
n n, (2.2)
leading to Var(un) = Var(A
−1






The linear regression with spatial lag dependence (SLD) model has the form:
Yn = ρ0WnYn+Xnβ0+, which can be rewritten as Yn = Xnβ0+ρ0GnXnβ0+A
−1
n n,
where Gn = WnA
−1
n . While in both SED and SLD models, the spatial effects
generate a non-spherical structure in the disturbance term, the SLD model has
an extra spatially generated regressor, GnXnβ0 which plays an important role in
the identification and estimation of the spatial parameter in the SLD model in a
ML estimation framework (Lee, 2004). 5
While the SLD and SED models have been fundamental to the development
of spatial econometric models and methods, an important issue, which is perhaps
unique to spatial econometrics models, the effect of the degree of spatial depen-
dence on the asymptotic properties of the QML estimators, in particular, the rate
of convergence, was not addressed until Lee (2004) who identified the situations
where the rate of convergence can be affected when the spatial dependence increase
with the number of observations. However, this issue has not been addressed in
the context of SED models. Furthermore, the degree of spatial dependence also
has a profound impact on the finite sample performance of parameter estimates.
5The first comprehensive treatment of maximum likelihood estimation for the SLD and SED
models was given by Ord (1975). More formal results can be found in Anselin (1980). In
particular, Anselin (1980) pointed out that the ML estimator of the SED model can be carried
out as an application of the general framework of Magnus (1978) for non-spherical errors. See
Anselin (1988); and Anselin and Bera (1998) for a detailed survey on the SLD and SED models.
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The quasi Gaussian log-likelihood function for the SED model is given by,
`n(θ) = −n2 log(2piσ2) + log |An(ρ)| − 12σ2 ′n(β, ρ)n(β, ρ), (2.3)
where n(β, ρ) = An(ρ)(Yn −Xnβ). Maximizing `n(θ) gives the ML estimator, θˆn
of θ if the errors are indeed Gaussian, otherwise the QML estimator. Given ρ, the















where, Mn(ρ) = In − An(ρ)Xn[X ′nA′n(ρ)An(ρ)Xn]−1X ′nA′n(ρ). The concentrated




`cn(ρ) = −n2 [log(2pi) + 1] + log |An(ρ)| − n2 log(σˆ2n(ρ)). (2.6)
Maximising `cn(ρ) gives the unconstrained QML estimator ρˆn of ρ, which in turn




2.2.2 Consistency and asymptotic normality
The asymptotic properties of the QML estimators of the SED model are built
upon the following basic regularity conditions:
Assumption 2.1: The true ρ0 is in the interior of the compact parameter set
P.
Assumption 2.2: {n,i} are iid with mean 0, variance σ2, and E|n,i|4+δ <
∞,∀δ > 0.
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Assumption 2.3: Xn has full column rank k, its elements are uniformly




n(ρ)An(ρ)Xn exists and is non-singular for
any ρ in a neighbourhood of ρ0.
Assumption 2.4: The elements {wij} of Wn are at most of order h−1n uni-
formly for all i and j, where hn can be bounded or divergent but subject to
limn→∞ hnn = 0; Wn is uniformly bounded in both row and column sums and its
diagonal elements are zero.
Assumption 2.5: An is non-singular and A
−1
n is uniformly bounded in both
row and column sums. Further, A−1n (ρ) is uniformly bounded in either row or
column sums, uniformly in ρ ∈ P.
We allow for the possibility that the degree of spatial dependence, hn, grows
with the sample size n, and the possibility that the error distribution is not nor-
mal. These conditions are similar to those in Lee (2004) to ascertain the
√
n/hn-
consistency of the QML estimators of the SLD model. All conditions are very
general regularity conditions considered widely in the literature. Assumption 2.1
states that the spatial parameter ρ can only take values in a compact space such
that the Jacobian term of the likelihood function, log |An(ρ)|, is well defined.6
The full rank condition of Assumption 2.3 is needed to guarantee that the model
does not suffer from multicollinearity. Assumption 2.4 is based on Lee (2004).
Assumption 2.5 allows us to write the model in the reduced form (2.2). Uniform
boundedness conditions given in Assumptions 2.4 and 2.5 are needed to limit the
spatial correlation to a manageable degree. Boundedness on the regressors is not
6For this it is necessary that |In−ρWn| =
∏n
i=1(1−ρλi) > 0, where {λi} are the eigenvalues
of Wn. If the eigenvalues of Wn are all real, the parameter space P can be a closed interval
contained in (λ−1min, λ
−1
max), where λmin and λmax are, respectively, the minimum and maximum
eigenvalues. If Wn is row-normalised, then λmax = 1 and −1 ≤ λmin < 0 and P can be a closed
interval contained in (λ−1min, 1), where the lower bound can be below −1 (Anselin, 1988). In
general, the eigenvalues of Wn may not be all real and in this case Kelejian and Prucha (2010)
suggested the interval (−τ−1n , τ−1n ), where, τn = maxi|λi| is the spectral radius of the weights
matrix, and Le Sage and Pace (2009, p. 88-89) suggested interval (λ−1s , 1) where λs is the most
negative real eigenvalue of Wn as only the real eigenvalues can affect the singularity of In−λWn.
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restrictive when analysing cross-sectional units, and in case of with stochastic
regressors it can be replaced by certain finite moment conditions.
Identification of the model parameters requires that the expected log-likelihood
function, ¯`n(θ) = E[`n(θ)], has identifiably unique maximisers that converge to θ0
as n → ∞. (White, 1994, Theorem 3.4; Lee, 2004). The expected log-likelihood
function is,
¯`
n(θ) = −n2 log(2piσ2) + log |An(ρ)| − 12σ2E [′n(β, ρ)n(β, ρ)] , (2.7)












































n(θ) = −n2 (log(2pi) + 1) + log |An(ρ)| − n2 log(σ2n(ρ)). (2.10)
From Assumption 2.3, it is clear that β and σ2 are identified once ρ is. The latter is
guaranteed if ¯`cn(ρ) has an identifiably unique maximiser in P which converges to
ρ0 as n→∞, or limn→∞ hnn [¯`cn(ρ)− ¯`cn(ρ0)] < 0, ∀ρ 6= ρ0. The global identification
condition for the SED model thus simplifies to a condition on ρ alone.
Assumption 2.6: limn→∞ hnn
[
log |σ20A−1n A′−1n | − log |σ2n(ρ)A−1n (ρ)A′−1n (ρ)|
] 6=
0,∀ρ 6= ρ0.
This differentiates the SED model from the SLD in the asymptotic behaviours
of the QML estimators. The spatially generated regressor GnXnβ0 of the SLD
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model Yn = Xnβ0 + ρ0GnXnβ0 + A
−1
n n can help identifying ρ if it is not asymp-
totically multi-collinear with the original regressors, giving the conventional
√
n-
rate of convergence of ρˆn irrespective of whether hn is bounded or unbounded.
When GnXnβ0 is asymptotically collinear with Xn, the convergence rate of ρˆn
becomes
√
n/hn. In contrast, ρˆn for the SED model always has a
√
n/hn-rate of






n and hence the
global identification condition given above ensures the uniqueness of the variance
matrix. With this global identification condition and the uniform convergence of
hn
n
[`cn(ρ)− ¯`cn(ρ)] to zero in P , the consistency of ρˆn follows.
Theorem 2.1 Under Assumptions 2.1-2.6, the QML estimator ρˆn is a con-
sistent estimator of ρ0.
Theorem 2.1 and Assumption 2.3 lead immediately to the consistency of βˆn
and σˆ2n. However, Theorem 2.1 reveals nothing about the rate of convergence of
ρˆn, and hence the rates of convergence of βˆn and σˆ
2
n remain unknown as well. To
reveal the exact convergence rates, and at the same time to derive the asymptotic





















where, un(β) = Yn−Xnβ and Gn(ρ) = WnA−1n (ρ). For likelihood-based inferences,
the normalised score 1√
n
Sn(θ0) at the true parameter value would be asymptot-
ically normal. Indeed, under Assumptions 2.1-2.5 one can easily show that this
is true for β and σ2 components of 1√
n




), see Lemmas A.2 and A.3 in Appendix A. This means that when
hn is divergent, the likelihood function with respect to ρ is too flat so that its
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normalised score converges to a degenerate distribution. As a result ρˆn converges
to ρ0 at a slower rate than the conventional
√
n-rate. A similar phenomenon is
observed by Lee (2004) for the spatial parameter as well as the regression coeffi-
cients in the SLD model, in the ‘non-regular cases’ where the spatially generated
regressor GnXnβ0, is asymptotically collinear with the regressors.
To account for the effect of spatial dependence on the asymptotic behaviour
of the QML estimator ρˆn of ρ, and to jointly study the asymptotic distribution of
the QML estimator θˆn of θ, we consider the following adjusted score vector:
S∗n(θ) = KnSn(θ),





S∗n(θ) would have a proper asymptotic
behaviour whether hn is divergent or bounded. Under Assumptions 2.1-2.5, the
central limit theorem (CLT) for linear-quadratic forms of Kelejian and Prucha


















































where, ιn is an n × 1 vector of ones, γ = σ−30 E(3n,i) is the measure of skewness,
κ = σ−40 E(
4
n,i)−3 is the measure of excess kurtosis, gn = diag(Gn), Gn = Gn(ρ0),
and Gsn = Gn + G
′


























which leads to the adjusted version of the information matrix, Σ∗n = KnΣnK
′
n.
One can show that Γ∗ exists and its diagonal elements are non-zero and Σ∗ =
limn→∞ 1nΣ
∗
n exists and is positive definite irrespective of whether hn is bounded








































the adjustment Kn, we cannot derive the asymptotic normality results due to the
singularity of the matrices in the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix.
To see that Σ∗ is non-singular under a general hn, consider the determinant of
Σ∗n: |Σ∗n| = 12σ60
1
n
|X ′nA′nAnXn|hnn [tr(GsnGn) − 2ntr2(Gn)]. If hn is bounded then by
Assumptions 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5, |Σ∗n| = O(1). Now suppose hn is unbounded where
limn→∞ hn = ∞ such that hnn → 0, then gn,ii, 1ntr(G′nGn), 1ntr(G2n), and 1ntr(Gn)
are all O(h−1n ) and hence by Assumption 2.3, |Σ∗n| = O(1). We have the following
theorem for asymptotic normality of QML estimator θˆn of θ0.
Theorem 2.2 Under Assumptions 2.1-2.6, we have,
√
nK−1n (θˆn − θ0) D−→ N(0, Σ∗−1Γ∗Σ∗−1),
where, Γ∗ = limn→∞ 1nΓ
∗
n and Σ
∗ = limn→∞ 1nΣ
∗
n. If errors {n,i} are normally
distributed, then
√
nK−1n (θˆn − θ0) D−→ N(0, Σ∗−1).
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Remark 2.1 For practical applications of Theorem 2.2, note that hn, the de-
gree of spatial dependence and affecting the rate of convergence, is not known in













Hence, AVar(θˆn − θ0) = n−1Σ−1n ΓnΣ−1n .
It is also useful to have the marginal asymptotic distributions of the QML
estimators, in particular, the marginal asymptotic distribution of ρˆn.
Corollary 2.1 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2, we have,
√








n(σˆ2n − σ20) D−→ N
[
0, 2σ40T1 + κσ
4





(ρˆn − ρ0) D−→ N
(































Cn = Gn − tr(Gn)n In and Csn = C ′n + Cn.
Corollary 2.1 clearly reveals that only the QML estimator of the spatial param-
eter has a slower rate of convergence of
√
n/hn when hn is unbounded, which says
that the effect of a growing spatial dependence is that the effective sample size for
estimating ρ is reduced to n/hn; βˆn and σˆ
2
n have the traditional
√
n-convergence
rate whether hn is bounded or unbounded. Intuitively this is correct since un-
like in the SLD model where there is a lagged dependent variable WnYn, in the
SED model, the spatial structure affects only the errors and hypothetically if ρ is
known, the model in (2.1) can be simplified to a linear regression model.
We note that due to the block-diagonal structure of Σn and the fact that the
skewness measure γ appears only in the off-diagonal blocks of Γn, the marginal
asymptotic distributions do not depend upon γ. For general asymptotic infer-













n,i − 3, respectively, where ˆn,i are the QML residuals. Thus, the esti-
mates of Σn and Γn are obtained by plugging in θˆn, γˆn and κˆn into Σn and Γn.
These discussions show that the asymptotic inferences for the SED model based on
QML estimation are extremely simple. However, an important question remains:
how do they perform in finite samples? Take a simple, and a very important spe-
cial case where the inference concerns the regression coefficients β. While the bias
of ρˆn does not have much impact on the bias of βˆn and σˆ
2
n, it does translate into the






(see the end of Section 2.4). This shows the importance of bias correction for the
SED model, or perhaps for the more general models with non-spherical errors.
2.3 Finite Sample Bias Correction for the QML
Estimators
The problem of estimation bias, arising from the estimation of non-linear pa-
rameters has been widely recognised by econometricians7. Spatial econometricians
too have recognised this issue in estimating spatial econometric models and have
successfully tackled this problem for the SLD model (Bao and Ullah, 2007; Bao,
2013; Yang, 2015b). However, no work has been done for the SED model and
other spatial models. In a spatial regression context, spatial parameter(s) enter
the regression model in a highly non-linear manner and spatial dependence maybe
quite strong. As a result, the bias problem in estimating spatial parameter(s) may
be quite severe, and hence it is very important to perform bias corrections on spa-
tial estimator(s). Among the various methods for bias corrections, the stochastic
expansion method of Rilstone et al. (1996) has recently gained more attention.
7see, among others, Kiviet, 1995; Hahn and Kuersteiner, 2002; Hahn and Newey, 2004; Bun
and Carree, 2005
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With the introduction of the bootstrap method by Yang (2015b), its applicability
has been greatly expanded (See Efron, 1979, for a general introduction to the
bootstrap method).
In this section, we derive the second- and third-order biases of the QML es-
timator of the spatial parameter in the SED model, based on the technique of
stochastic expansion (Rilstone et al., 1996) and bootstrap (Yang, 2015b). As in
Yang (2015b), the key quantities involved in the terms related to the bias of a
non-linear estimator are the derivatives of the concentrated log-likelihood function
and their expectations. While deriving the analytical solutions of the higher-order
derivatives may only be a matter of tedious algebraic manipulations, evaluation
of their expectations can be very difficult if not impossible. We follow the general
method introduced in Yang (2015b) and propose a bootstrap procedure for imple-
menting these bias corrections for the SED model. The validity of this procedure
when applied to the SED model is established. Monte Carlo results show an ex-
cellent performance of the proposed bias correction procedure. We argue that
once the spatial estimator is bias corrected, the estimators of the other models
parameters become nearly unbiased. All proofs are given in Appendix D.
2.3.1 The general method for bias correction
In studying the finite sample properties of a parameter estimator, say θˆn,
defined as θˆn = arg{ψn(θ) = 0} for an estimating function ψn(θ), based on a
sample of size n, Rilstone et al. (1996) and Bao and Ullah (2007) developed
a stochastic expansion from which a bias correction on θˆn can be made. The
vector of parameters θ may contain a set of linear and scale parameters, say δ,
and a non-linear parameter, say ρ, in the sense that given ρ, the constrained
estimator δˆn(ρ) of the vector δ possesses an explicit expression and the estimation
of ρ has to be done through numerical optimization. In this case, Yang (2015b)
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argued that it is more effective to work with the concentrated estimating function
(CEF): ψ˜n(ρ) = ψn(δˆn(ρ), ρ), and to perform a stochastic expansion on this CEF
and hence do the bias correction only on the non-linear estimator defined by,
ρˆn = arg{ψ˜n(ρ) = 0}. In doing so, a multi-dimensional problem is reduced to a
single-dimensional problem, and the additional variability from the estimation of
the ‘nuisance’ parameters δ is taken into account in bias correcting the estimate




ψ˜n(ρ), r = 1, 2, 3. Under some general smoothness conditions
on ψ˜n(ρ), Yang (2015b) presented a third-order, CEF-based, stochastic expansion
for ρˆn at the true parameter value ρ0 as,
ρˆn − ρ0 = a−1/2 + a−1 + a−3/2 +Op(n−2), (2.12)
where, a−s/2 represents terms of order Op(n−s/2) for s = 1, 2, 3, and they are,



















−1/2), where, ψ˜n ≡ ψ˜n(ρ0),
Hrn ≡ Hrn(ρ0), r = 1, 2, 3, H◦rn = Hrn − E(Hrn) and Ωn = −[E(H1n)]−1.
The above stochastic expansion leads to a second-order bias, E(a−1/2 + a−1),
and a third-order bias, E(a−1/2 + a−1 + a−3/2), which may be used for performing
bias corrections on ρˆn, provided that analytical expressions of the various ex-
pected quantities can be derived so that they can be estimated through a plug-in
method. Several applications of this plug-in method have appeared in the litera-
ture including Bao and Ullah (2007) for the pure spatial autoregressive process,
and Bao (2013) for the SLD model. The plug-in method may run into difficulty
when the analytical expectations are not available or are difficult/impossible to
derive as in the SED model we consider. To overcome this obstacle, Yang (2015b)
proposed a simple and yet a very effective bootstrap method to estimate the rel-
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evant expected values.
2.3.2 Bias of the QML estimator of the spatial parameter
of the SED model
Recall the concentrated log-likelihood function, defined in (2.6). Define the

















leading to ρˆn = arg{ψ˜n(ρ) = 0}. Let Hrn(ρ) = drdρr ψ˜n(ρ), r = 1, 2, 3, then,
h−1n H1n(ρ) = −T1n(ρ) +R2n(ρ) + 2R21n(ρ), (2.15)
h−1n H2n(ρ) = −2T2n(ρ) +R3n(ρ) + 6R1n(ρ)R2n(ρ) + 8R31n(ρ), (2.16)













, j = 2, 3, 4. (2.18)
The full expressions for Djn(ρ), j = 2, 3, 4 are given in Appendix C. Clearly,
D1n(ρ) = Gn(ρ) in R1n(ρ).
The above expressions show that the key quantities in the third-order stochas-
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tic expansion for ρˆn, are those ratios of quadratic forms Rjn(ρ), j = 1 . . . , 4.
8 Now,
some specific conditions on Rjn are needed to regulate the limiting behaviour of





































, s = 2, 3, 4;








, s = 1, 2;
(iii) hnE(Rrn − ERrn) = O((hnn )
1
2 ), r = 3, 4;
(iv) hs+1n E[(R1n − ER1n)s(R2n − ER2n)] = O((hnn )
1
2 ), s = 1, 2, and







The following Lemma shows the bounded behaviour of the expectations of the
quantities in the stochastic expansion.
Lemma 2.1 Under Assumptions 2.1-2.7, (i) hnRin = Op(1), (ii) E(hnRin) =





2 ), i = 1, . . . , 4.
Given Lemma 2.1 and the regularity conditions, we can prove the following
propositions:
Proposition 2.1 Suppose the SED model specified by (2.1) satisfies Assump-
tions 2.1-2.8. Then, the third-order stochastic expansion given in (2.12) holds for
the QML estimator ρˆn of the spatial parameter in the model with n replaced by
n/hn for the stochastic order:
ρˆn − ρ0 = c′1nζn + c′2nζn + c′3nζn +Op((hnn )2), (2.19)





2 ), s = 1, 2, 3, with,
8Note that, a function of ρ evaluated at ρ0 is denoted by dropping the function argument,
e.g., ψ˜n = ψ˜n(ρ0), An = An(ρ0), Gn = Gn(ρ0), Rjn = Rjn(ρ0), Hrn = Hrn(ρ0), Trn = Trn(ρ0).
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ζn = {ψ˜n, H1nψ˜n, ψ˜2n, H21nψ˜n, H2nψ˜2n, H1nψ˜2n, ψ3n}′, c1n = {Ωn, 0′6×1}′,
Ωn = −E(H1n)−1, c2n = {Ωn,Ω2n, 12Ω3nE(H2n), 0′4×1}′, and
c3n = {Ωn, 2Ω2n,Ω3nE(H2n),Ω3n, 12Ω3n, 32Ω4nE(H2n), 12Ω5nE(H2n)2 + 16Ω4nE(H3n)}′.
Remark 2.2 By letting C2n = c1n+c2n and C3n = c1n+c2n+c3n, the stochastic
expansions can be further simplified to c′1nζn (asymptotic), C
′
2nζn (second-order),
and C ′3nζn (third order), which are helpful in the bootstrap work introduced later.
Proposition 2.2 Under Assumptions 2.1-2.8 and further assuming that a
quantity bounded in probability has a finite expectation, a third-order expansion









and the 2nd and 3rd order bias corrected QML estimators are:
ρˆbc2n = ρˆn − Ĉ ′2nÊ(ζn) and ρˆbc3n = ρˆn − Ĉ ′3nÊ(ζn), (2.21)
where, a quantity with a ̂ is the corresponding estimate of that quantity.
Practical implementation of the bias corrections given in (2.21) depends on
the availability of the estimates Ê(ζn), and Ĉ2n or Ĉ3n. Note that ζn is defined in
terms of ψ˜n and Hrn, and C2n and C3n are defined in terms of E(Hrn), r = 1, 2, 3.
Given the complicated expressions for ψ˜n and Hrn defined in (2.13)-(2.17), the
conventional method of estimation by deriving the analytical expectations for
E(ζn), and C2n or C3n would be extremely difficult if not impossible. The method
of using the sample analogue would not work either due to the fact that ψ˜(ρˆn) = 0.
These iterate the point raised in Yang (2015b), and hence, the bootstrap method
given in same is adopted for the estimation of the quantities in question.
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2.3.3 Bootstrap method for implementing the bias correc-
tion
From (2.13), and (2.15)-(2.17), we see that ψ˜n and Hrn are functions of only
Rjn, j = 1, . . . , 4, i.e., we need to individually estimate the following terms:
E(Ri1n), i = 1, . . . , 5; E(R
j
2n), j = 1, 2; E(R3n); E(R4n);




1nR3n), i = 1, 2.
It is easy to see that,





where en = σ
−1
0 n, Λjn(ρ0) = Mn(ρ0)DjnMn(ρ0) with D1n = Gn and Djn, j = 2, 3
being defined at the beginning of Appendix C. It follows that all the necessary
quantities whose expectations are required can be expressed in terms of en and ρ0.
In particular, we can write, Hrn ≡ Hrn(en, ρ0), and ζn ≡ ζn(en, ρ0). Thus, Hrn
and ζn, and their distributions are invariant of β0 and σ
2
0. The bootstrap procedure
for estimating the expectations of the above quantities can be described as follows:





′ using the original data,
(2) Compute standardised QML residuals, eˆn = σˆ
−1
n An(ρˆn)(Yn−Xnβˆn).9 Denote
the empirical distribution function (EDF) of centred eˆn by Fn,
(3) Draw a random sample of size n from Fn, and denote it by e∗n,b,
(4) Compute Rin(e
∗
n,b, ρˆn), i = 1, . . . , 4, and hence Hin(e
∗




(5) Repeat (3) and (4) B times, and the bootstrap estimates of E(Hin), i =
9Whether to bootstrap the standardised QML residuals eˆn or the original QML residuals
ˆn = σˆneˆn does not make a difference as Rjn are invariant of σ0. However, use of eˆn makes the
theoretical discussion easier.
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The proposed bootstrap procedure overcomes the difficulty of analytically eval-
uating the expectations of very complicated quantities, and is very straightforward
since in every bootstrap iteration, no re-estimation of the model parameters is re-
quired. The question that remains is its validity, particularly the validity of using
Ĉ2nÊ(ξn) in the third-order bias corrections Ĉ3nÊ(ξn) = Ĉ2nÊ(ξn) + ĉ3nÊ(ξn). We
now elaborate using the quantities Rjn.
Let F0 be the CDF of en,i. The EDF Fn is thus an estimate of F0. If
ρ0 and F0 were known, then E[Rjn(en, ρ0)] =˙ 1M
∑M
m=1 Rjn(en,m, ρ0), where en,m
is a random sample of size n drawn from F0 and M is an arbitrarily large




m=1Rjn(en,m, ρˆn), giving the Monte Carlo (or parametric bootstrap) esti-
mates of an expectation. In reality, however, both ρ0 and F0 are unknown making
this Monte Carlo method infeasible. The bootstrap analogue of Model (2.2) takes




n,b, where (βˆn, σˆ
2
n, ρˆn) are now treated as boot-
strap parameters. Based on the generated bootstrap data (Y ∗n,b,Wn, Xn) and the
bootstrap parameter ρˆn, one computes Rjn defined by (2.14) and (2.18), to give
bootstrap analogues of Rjn, which are Rjn(e
∗
n, ρˆn), j = 1, . . . , 4. The bootstrap







n,b, ρˆn), for a large B,
which takes the same form as the Monte Carlo estimate with a known F0. This
gives a heuristic justification on the validity of the bootstrap method.




and b3(ρ0, γ0) = c
′
3nE(ζn), respectively, where γ0 = γ(F0) denotes the higher (than
2nd) order moments of F0 that b2 and b3 may depend upon. In our QML estima-
tion framework, γ0 is unknown as F0 is specified up to only the first two moments.
Following the arguments above, the bootstrap estimates of b2 and b3 must take
the form: bˆ2 = b2(ρˆn, γˆn) and bˆ3 = b3(ρˆn, γˆn) where γˆn = γ(Fˆn). The validity of
the bootstrap estimates of bias corrections is thus established.
Proposition 2.3 Under Assumptions of Proposition 2.1 and further, assum-
ing a quantity bounded in probability has a finite expectation, then,
E[b2(ρˆn, γˆn)] = b2(ρ0, γ0) +O((
hn
n













2.4 An Alternative Model Specification
As mentioned in Section 2.2, an alternative to the SED model with an SAR
error process is the SED model with a spatial moving average (SMA) error process,
Yn = Xnβ + un, un = n − ρWnn, (2.24)
where, all the quantities are defined in a similar manner as (2.1). The model
at the true parameters can be written as Yn = Xnβ0 + Ann, giving, Var(un) =
σ20AnA
′
n, suggesting a similar non-spherical error structure. The quasi Gaussian
log-likelihood function for this model is,




























where, Mn(ρ) = In−A−1n (ρ)Xn[X ′nA′−1n (ρ)A−1n (ρ)Xn]−1X ′nA′−1n (ρ). This results in




`cn(ρ) = −n2 [log(2pi) + 1]− log |An(ρ)| − n2 log(σˆ2n(ρ)). (2.26)
The unconstrained QML estimator ρˆn of ρ maximises `
c
n(ρ), and the unconstrained
QML estimators of β and σ2 are given as βˆn ≡ βˆn(ρˆn) and σˆ2n ≡ σˆ2n(ρˆn), respec-
tively as in Section 2.2.
The QML estimator ρˆn of the SMA error model is likely to perform poorer
than that of the SAR error model, because the parameter space P for ρ stays
the same, but ρˆn now becomes upward biased by comparing (2.26) with (2.6).
Thus, when ρ is positive, 0.5 say, ρˆn may hit the upper bound of P when n is
small, causing difficulty in estimating ρ.10 Monte Carlo results given in Section
2.5 confirm this point. See also Martellosio (2010) for related discussions.
Asymptotic Distribution: Consistency and asymptotic normality of θˆn can
be proved in a similar manner as in the SED model with SAR errors, under a
similar set of regularity conditions. In particular, the Assumption 2.3 has to be
adjusted as: limn→∞ 1nX
′
nA
′−1(ρ)A−1(ρ)Xn exists and is non-singular uniformly
in ρ in a neighbourhood of ρ0; and replace Assumption 2.6, the identification
10A more natural parametrisation for the SMA error model may be un = n + ρWnn, under
which P becomes a closed interval contained in (−1,−λ−1min), but the QML estimator ρˆn is now
downward biased, and hence when ρ0 is negative and n is small ρˆn may hit the lower bound of
P, causing the numerical instability of (In + ρˆnWn)−1.
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Theorem 2.3 Under the adjusted Assumptions 2.1-2.6, we have,
√
nK−1n (θˆn − θ0) D−→ N(0, Σ∗−1Γ∗Σ∗−1),
where, Γ∗ = limn→∞ 1nΓ
∗
n, Σ








































































 , and Gn = A−1n Wn.
Note that if the errors {n,i} are normally distributed, then
√
nK−1n (θˆn−θ0) D−→
N(0, Σ∗−1). A similar set of results as in Corollary 2.1 can be obtained as well.
The proof Theorem 2.3 is omitted as it is very similar to that of Theorem 2.2.
Finite-Sample Bias Correction: To simplify the exposition, we only present
the necessary expressions for a second-order bias correction. The derivatives of
the averaged concentrated log-likelihood function hn
n
`cn(ρ), are:
ψ˜n(ρ) = hnT0n(ρ)− hnR1n(ρ),
h−1n H1n(ρ) = T1n(ρ)−R2n(ρ) + 2R21n(ρ),





























, j = 2, 3, (2.28)
where, D2n(ρ) and D3n(ρ) are given in Appendix C.
Finally, with the clear definitions of the quantities ψ˜n(ρ), h
−1
n H1n(ρ) and
h−1n H2n(ρ), the second-order bias correction of the QML estimator ρˆn can be
carried out using an identical bootstrap procedure as described in Section 2.3.
The validity of the bootstrap procedure applied to this model can be proved in a
similar manner. While the third-order bias correction can be carried out in the
same manner, we found from the Monte Carlo experiments that the second-order
bias corrections are more than satisfactory in all the cases considered.
Impact of bias correction: We now offer some details on the impact of bias
correcting ρˆn on the subsequent inference for β in the form of testing H0 : c
′
0β = 0.


















nWnXn/n. As ρˆn is downward biased, Vˆn tends to over estimate Vn,
and hence Vˆ −1n tends to under estimate V
−1
n , causing tn to be more variable and
hence size distortions (over rejections). Our Monte Carlo results (unreported for
brevity) show that simply replacing ρˆn in tn by ρˆ
bc2
n defined in (2.21) significantly
reduces the size distortion. This shows that bias correction has a great potential
for improving inferences for the regression coefficients. A formal study on this is
interesting, but beyond the scope of this chapter.
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2.5 Monte Carlo Experiments
The objective of the Monte Carlo simulations is to investigate the finite sample
behaviour of ρˆn and the bias corrected ρˆn, under various spatial layouts, error
distributions and the model parameters. The simulations are carried out based
on the following data generation processes (DGP):
Yn = ιnβ0 +X1nβ1 +X2nβ2 + un, un = ρWnun + n,
where, ιn is an n × 1 vector of ones for the intercept term and X1n and X2n are
the n × 1 vectors containing the values of two fixed regressors. The parameters
of the simulation are initially set to be as: β = (5, 1, 1)′, σ2 = 1, ρ takes values
form {−0.5,−0.25, 0, 0.25, 0.5} and n take values from {50, 100, 200, 500}. Each
set of results is based on M = 10, 000 Monte Carlo samples, and B = 999+bn0.75c
bootstrap samples within each Monte Carlo sample. The methods for generating
Xn, Wn, and the errors are described in Appendix B.
Partial Monte Carlo results are summarised in Tables 2.1-2.4, where in each
table, the Monte Carlo means, root mean square errors (rmse) and the standard
errors (se) of ρˆn and ρˆ
bc2
n are reported. The results for ρˆ
bc3
n are omitted as ρˆ
bc2
n
provides satisfactory bias corrections for all the cases and the additional gain
of using ρˆbc3n , although apparent, is quite marginal. Further, the case of queen
contiguity (Table 2.2) is replicated by changing the β value to (0.5, 0.1, 0.1)′ (Table
2.5), and by changing the σ value to 3 (Table 2.6). We also give some partial results
(Tables 2.7 and 2.8) for the SMA error model under the same set of parameters
values set out at beginning of this section. It is useful to the note the following
general characteristics of the results:
(i) ρˆn suffers from severe downward bias for almost all of the ρ values considered.
The severity of the bias varies according to variations in (a) the sample size,
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(b) the spatial layout, and (c) the distribution of the errors considered.
(ii) ρˆbc2n is almost unbiased in all the cases, even at considerably small sam-
ple sizes, which ascertains the effectiveness of the proposed bias correction
procedure. These corrections can be attained without compromising the
efficiency of the original QML estimators.
(iii) The spatial layout has a considerable impact on the finite sample perfor-
mance of ρˆn in terms of the bias, rmse and se. A relatively sparse Wn, as
in contiguity schemes, results in lower bias, rmse and se while a relatively
dense Wn, as in group interaction scheme, results in the opposite.
(iv) The bias of the original QML estimator seems to worsen as the error distri-
bution deviates from normality. In contrast, ρˆbc2n attains a similar level of
accuracy in all the cases.
(v) The performance of ρˆn is not so sensitive to changes in the values of σ and
β in terms of bias and the bias correction works well regardless of the true
values set for the parameters.
(vi) The impact of the degree of spatial dependence on the rate of convergence
is clearly revealed when comparing the results in Table 2.3 with those in
Table 2.4 under the group interaction scheme. When the degree of spatial
dependence is stronger as in the case where k = n0.5, the rate of convergence
is slower than in the case where k = n0.65.
As expected, the magnitude of the bias, rmse and se are larger for small sample
sizes. When considering the efficiency variations in terms of standard errors it can
be seen that the efficiency of the estimators are sensitive to the sample size and the
spatial layout. However, the different error distributions does not seem to have a
significant effect on standard errors, reiterating the applicability of the proposed
bias correction method in terms of robustness.
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When the errors follow the SMA process, un = (In −Wn)n, the Monte Carlo
results given in Tables 2.7 and 2.8 show that (i) the bias becomes positive, (ii)
the QML estimator ρˆn again can be severely biased, and (iii) the bias corrected
ρˆn is almost unbiased. As discussed in Section 2.4, the Monte Carlo results indeed
show that when ρ is positive (e.g., 0.5) and n is small (e.g., 50), ρˆn can be close to
or can hit its upper bound, say 0.9999, causing numerical instability in calculating
A−1n (ρˆn) = (In− ρˆnWn)−1, thus resulting in a poor performance of ρˆn and causing
difficulty in bootstrapping the bias. This stands in contrast to the SED model with
SAR errors where ρˆn is downward biased. However, with a larger n(≥ 100), this
problem disappears as seen from the results in Tables 2.7 and 2.8. Nevertheless,
this does signal to a possible poor performance of the QML estimator for an SMA
error model when the sample size is not so large and the true spatial parameter
value is positive and big.
Finally, compared to the Monte Carlo results presented in Yang (2015b) for
the SLD model, we see that the bias of ρˆn is more severe for the SED model, but





Empirical Mean[rmse](sd) of Estimators of ρ for SED Model with SAR Errors - Rook Contiguity, REG-1
Normal Errors Mixed Normal Errors Log-Normal Errors







.50 50 .440[.175](.164) .495[.169](.169) .445[.166](.157) .499[.161](.161) .452[.152](.144) .503[.147](.147)
100 .472[.116](.112) .501[.114](.114) .471[.112](.108) .499[.110](.110) .473[.104](.101) .500[.102](.102)
200 .487[.079](.077) .501[.078](.078) .486[.077](.075) .500[.076](.076) .487[.072](.071) .500[.071](.071)
500 .495[.049](.049) .501[.049](.049) .495[.049](.048) .500[.049](.049) .495[.046](.046) .500[.046](.046)
.25 50 .202[.192](.186) .248[.195](.195) .203[.182](.176) .248[.184](.184) .207[.169](.163) .250[.170](.170)
100 .228[.130](.128) .252[.131](.131) .225[.127](.124) .248[.127](.127) .228[.119](.117) .251[.120](.120)
200 .239[.091](.090) .251[.091](.091) .239[.090](.090) .250[.090](.090) .240[.085](.084) .251[.085](.085)
500 .246[.057](.057) .250[.057](.057) .246[.057](.057) .251[.058](.058) .246[.055](.055) .251[.055](.055)
.00 50 -.032[.192](.189) .002[.201](.201) -.035[.184](.181) -.002[.191](.191) -.033[.178](.175) -.002[.184](.184)
100 -.021[.135](.133) -.004[.137](.137) -.018[.131](.130) .000[.133](.133) -.019[.124](.123) -.003[.126](.126)
200 -.010[.097](.096) -.001[.098](.098) -.008[.093](.093) .001[.094](.094) -.010[.089](.088) -.002[.089](.089)
500 -.005[.060](.060) -.001[.060](.060) -.005[.059](.059) -.001[.059](.059) -.004[.058](.058) .001[.058](.058)
-.25 50 -.270[.180](.179) -.252[.191](.191) -.273[.171](.170) -.255[.181](.181) -.274[.169](.168) -.257[.178](.178)
100 -.262[.127](.126) -.252[.130](.130) -.261[.124](.123) -.251[.127](.127) -.262[.120](.119) -.252[.123](.123)
200 -.255[.090](.090) -.250[.091](.091) -.255[.088](.088) -.250[.089](.089) -.255[.087](.087) -.250[.088](.088)
500 -.253[.057](.057) -.250[.058](.058) -.252[.057](.057) -.250[.058](.058) -.253[.056](.056) -.250[.057](.057)
-.50 50 -.503[.152](.152) -.502[.163](.163) -.503[.144](.144) -.500[.153](.153) -.509[.144](.143) -.507[.153](.153)
100 -.504[.107](.107) -.502[.111](.111) -.503[.104](.104) -.501[.108](.108) -.504[.103](.103) -.502[.106](.106)
200 -.502[.076](.076) -.501[.077](.077) -.502[.074](.074) -.501[.076](.076) -.503[.074](.074) -.502[.075](.075)
500 -.501[.048](.048) -.500[.049](.049) -.501[.047](.047) -.500[.048](.048) -.501[.046](.046) -.501[.047](.047)
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Table 2.2
Empirical Mean[rmse](sd) of Estimators of ρ for SED Model with SAR Errors - Queen Contiguity, REG-1
Normal Errors Mixed Normal Errors Log-Normal Errors







.50 50 .390[.244](.218) .492[.215](.215) .395[.232](.206) .493[.204](.204) .406[.207](.184) .501[.181](.181)
100 .445[.153](.143) .499[.140](.140) .449[.145](.135) .501[.133](.133) .451[.133](.124) .501[.122](.122)
200 .474[.099](.095) .500[.095](.095) .474[.098](.095) .500[.094](.094) .476[.091](.087) .500[.087](.087)
500 .491[.059](.058) .501[.058](.058) .490[.059](.058) .500[.058](.058) .490[.056](.055) .500[.055](.055)
.25 50 .144[.270](.248) .248[.250](.250) .153[.255](.236) .254[.238](.238) .153[.239](.218) .250[.219](.219)
100 .196[.179](.171) .253[.169](.169) .194[.177](.168) .249[.166](.166) .197[.165](.156) .250[.154](.154)
200 .221[.121](.117) .248[.117](.117) .222[.118](.115) .249[.114](.114) .225[.110](.107) .250[.107](.107)
500 .240[.073](.073) .250[.073](.073) .240[.075](.074) .250[.074](.074) .241[.069](.068) .251[.068](.068)
.00 50 -.101[.294](.276) -.002[.285](.285) -.095[.277](.260) .003[.268](.268) -.095[.259](.241) -.001[.247](.247)
100 -.059[.200](.192) -.002[.192](.192) -.059[.197](.188) -.002[.189](.189) -.055[.181](.172) .001[.172](.172)
200 -.027[.135](.132) .001[.133](.133) -.026[.132](.130) .002[.130](.130) -.027[.124](.121) -.002[.121](.121)
500 -.011[.083](.082) -.001[.082](.082) -.011[.082](.081) .000[.081](.081) -.010[.079](.079) .001[.079](.079)
-.25 50 -.339[.299](.285) -.248[.300](.300) -.338[.284](.270) -.249[.283](.283) -.337[.265](.250) -.251[.261](.261)
100 -.308[.211](.203) -.252[.206](.206) -.303[.202](.195) -.248[.198](.198) -.307[.194](.185) -.254[.188](.188)
200 -.277[.142](.140) -.251[.141](.141) -.274[.140](.138) -.249[.139](.139) -.275[.132](.129) -.250[.130](.130)
500 -.262[.089](.089) -.252[.089](.089) -.260[.088](.088) -.250[.088](.088) -.261[.084](.083) -.251[.084](.084)
-.50 50 -.576[.291](.281) -.499[.301](.301) -.577[.283](.272) -.502[.290](.290) -.584[.268](.255) -.511[.271](.270)
100 -.548[.208](.203) -.498[.209](.209) -.550[.201](.195) -.501[.201](.201) -.547[.193](.188) -.499[.193](.193)
200 -.524[.144](.142) -.501[.144](.144) -.524[.141](.139) -.501[.141](.141) -.521[.136](.134) -.498[.136](.136)
500 -.511[.090](.089) -.502[.090](.089) -.510[.089](.089) -.501[.089](.089) -.509[.086](.086) -.500[.086](.086)
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Table 2.3
Empirical Mean[rmse](sd) of Estimators of ρ for SED Model with SAR Errors - Group Interaction, k = n0.5, REG-2
Normal Errors Mixed Normal Errors Log-Normal Errors







.50 50 .277[.403](.335) .523[.223](.222) .287[.395](.332) .524[.223](.222) .303[.354](.294) .532[.194](.192)
100 .375[.233](.197) .512[.148](.148) .377[.233](.198) .511[.149](.149) .384[.214](.180) .515[.136](.136)
200 .424[.160](.141) .502[.116](.116) .430[.152](.134) .506[.111](.111) .432[.143](.126) .507[.104](.104)
500 .454[.106](.096) .502[.085](.085) .455[.105](.095) .502[.085](.085) .456[.100](.090) .502[.080](.080)
.25 50 -.082[.548](.437) .291[.325](.322) -.078[.541](.431) .288[.318](.315) -.061[.507](.401) .296[.296](.293)
100 .051[.345](.281) .268[.220](.219) .052[.342](.278) .265[.218](.218) .068[.309](.249) .275[.196](.194)
200 .129[.239](.206) .259[.171](.171) .127[.236](.201) .256[.168](.168) .131[.220](.184) .257[.154](.153)
500 .176[.160](.141) .254[.126](.126) .175[.161](.142) .253[.127](.127) .179[.153](.135) .255[.120](.120)
.00 50 -.433[.679](.523) .040[.419](.417) -.432[.672](.514) .034[.412](.411) -.400[.620](.474) .055[.378](.375)
100 -.270[.448](.357) .018[.288](.288) -.260[.435](.347) .020[.280](.280) -.251[.409](.324) .025[.263](.261)
200 -.172[.315](.264) .009[.223](.223) -.171[.312](.261) .008[.221](.221) -.162[.295](.246) .012[.209](.209)
500 -.107[.215](.186) .002[.167](.167) -.106[.213](.185) .002[.166](.166) -.100[.199](.173) .006[.156](.155)
-.25 50 -.758[.767](.575) -.210[.487](.485) -.746[.753](.567) -.209[.483](.481) -.723[.708](.527) -.195[.448](.445)
100 -.573[.534](.425) -.227[.354](.353) -.574[.530](.420) -.233[.350](.350) -.563[.490](.377) -.228[.314](.313)
200 -.467[.394](.329) -.242[.282](.282) -.466[.382](.315) -.242[.271](.271) -.455[.356](.291) -.236[.250](.250)
500 -.383[.263](.227) -.240[.205](.204) -.381[.263](.228) -.246[.206](.206) -.379[.250](.215) -.245[.194](.194)
-.50 50 -1.057[.828](.614) -.456[.553](.551) -1.059[.828](.611) -.467[.550](.549) -1.040[.782](.566) -.454[.505](.503)
100 -.880[.612](.480) -.481[.409](.409) -.875[.598](.465) -.482[.397](.396) -.857[.562](.434) -.472[.369](.368)
200 -.753[.451](.374) -.487[.325](.325) -.751[.445](.369) -.487[.320](.320) -.746[.422](.344) -.487[.299](.299)
500 -.655[.308](.267) -.493[.242](.242) -.659[.311](.267) -.497[.243](.243) -.652[.294](.251) -.492[.228](.228)
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Table 2.4
Empirical Mean[rmse](sd) of Estimators of ρ for SED Model with SAR Errors - Group Interaction, k = n0.65, REG-2
Normal Errors Mixed Normal Errors Log-Normal Errors







.50 50 .435[.155](.140) .504[.119](.119) .440[.147](.134) .507[.114](.114) .441[.133](.119) .506[.101](.101)
100 .458[.110](.101) .502[.091](.091) .460[.105](.097) .502[.087](.087) .462[.094](.086) .503[.077](.077)
200 .477[.077](.073) .503[.069](.068) .475[.077](.073) .501[.068](.068) .478[.069](.065) .503[.061](.061)
500 .486[.053](.051) .501[.050](.050) .485[.053](.051) .500[.049](.049) .487[.050](.048) .502[.046](.046)
.25 50 .148[.213](.186) .257[.166](.166) .151[.205](.179) .257[.160](.160) .154[.189](.162) .257[.144](.144)
100 .182[.156](.140) .252[.129](.129) .183[.151](.135) .252[.124](.124) .185[.139](.123) .252[.112](.112)
200 .209[.113](.105) .252[.099](.099) .211[.109](.102) .253[.096](.096) .209[.104](.095) .250[.090](.090)
500 .228[.076](.073) .252[.070](.070) .227[.077](.073) .251[.070](.070) .227[.072](.068) .251[.066](.066)
.00 50 -.129[.253](.218) .006[.205](.205) -.127[.244](.208) .006[.195](.195) -.119[.222](.187) .011[.175](.174)
100 -.087[.191](.170) .005[.159](.159) -.088[.187](.165) .003[.155](.154) -.081[.169](.148) .007[.138](.138)
200 -.056[.144](.133) .003[.126](.126) -.056[.140](.128) .002[.122](.122) -.052[.131](.120) .005[.114](.114)
500 -.033[.101](.096) -.001[.093](.093) -.034[.100](.094) -.001[.091](.091) -.030[.093](.088) .002[.086](.086)
-.25 50 -.395[.273](.231) -.248[.227](.227) -.389[.260](.220) -.244[.216](.216) -.384[.241](.201) -.242[.196](.196)
100 -.351[.218](.193) -.244[.184](.184) -.353[.215](.189) -.247[.180](.180) -.349[.197](.170) -.246[.162](.162)
200 -.319[.170](.156) -.248[.149](.149) -.321[.169](.154) -.251[.147](.147) -.317[.155](.140) -.249[.134](.134)
500 -.290[.122](.115) -.249[.112](.112) -.291[.122](.115) -.251[.112](.112) -.289[.114](.107) -.250[.104](.104)
-.50 50 -.647[.276](.234) -.499[.241](.241) -.644[.269](.228) -.499[.236](.236) -.639[.252](.210) -.497[.215](.215)
100 -.616[.241](.212) -.497[.205](.205) -.609[.234](.207) -.492[.200](.200) -.610[.219](.189) -.495[.183](.183)
200 -.580[.193](.176) -.499[.170](.170) -.579[.191](.174) -.499[.168](.168) -.579[.179](.161) -.500[.156](.156)
500 -.547[.141](.133) -.500[.129](.129) -.545[.139](.131) -.498[.128](.128) -.544[.131](.124) -.497[.121](.121)
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Table 2.5
Replication of Table 2.2 for β = (.5, .1, .1)
Normal Errors Mixed Normal Errors Log-Normal Errors







.50 50 .395[.242](.218) .499[.213](.213) .396[.230](.205) .497[.200](.200) .404[.210](.187) .501[.182](.182)
100 .446[.150](.140) .500[.138](.138) .447[.149](.139) .499[.137](.137) .451[.135](.125) .501[.123](.123)
200 .474[.100](.096) .500[.096](.096) .475[.096](.093) .500[.092](.092) .476[.091](.087) .500[.087](.087)
500 .490[.059](.058) .500[.058](.058) .490[.059](.058) .500[.058](.058) .491[.056](.055) .501[.055](.055)
.25 50 .137[.282](.258) .246[.258](.258) .145[.263](.241) .251[.240](.240) .152[.246](.225) .253[.224](.224)
100 .195[.182](.173) .252[.172](.172) .196[.173](.165) .252[.163](.163) .195[.162](.152) .249[.151](.151)
200 .224[.121](.118) .250[.118](.118) .224[.118](.115) .251[.115](.115) .226[.111](.108) .251[.108](.108)
500 .241[.072](.071) .251[.071](.071) .240[.072](.071) .251[.071](.071) .241[.070](.070) .251[.070](.070)
.00 50 -.104[.297](.279) .004[.286](.286) -.106[.285](.264) -.002[.270](.270) -.098[.269](.250) .004[.255](.255)
100 -.059[.201](.192) -.002[.193](.193) -.058[.196](.187) -.001[.188](.188) -.054[.181](.173) .002[.173](.173)
200 -.027[.134](.131) .001[.132](.132) -.028[.133](.131) -.002[.131](.131) -.027[.124](.121) -.001[.121](.121)
500 -.010[.082](.081) .002[.082](.082) -.012[.083](.082) -.001[.082](.082) -.011[.079](.078) -.001[.078](.078)
-.25 50 -.352[.305](.288) -.253[.302](.302) -.351[.294](.276) -.254[.289](.289) -.346[.279](.262) -.252[.273](.273)
100 -.302[.208](.202) -.247[.205](.205) -.304[.203](.196) -.249[.199](.199) -.304[.192](.185) -.251[.187](.187)
200 -.275[.142](.140) -.250[.141](.141) -.280[.139](.136) -.255[.137](.137) -.277[.134](.131) -.252[.132](.132)
500 -.261[.090](.089) -.251[.089](.089) -.261[.088](.087) -.251[.088](.088) -.259[.085](.085) -.249[.085](.085)
-.50 50 -.591[.300](.286) -.506[.307](.307) -.592[.290](.276) -.508[.294](.294) -.588[.280](.265) -.506[.282](.282)
100 -.549[.207](.201) -.500[.208](.208) -.554[.203](.195) -.506[.201](.201) -.548[.193](.187) -.500[.192](.192)
200 -.524[.144](.142) -.501[.144](.144) -.522[.141](.140) -.499[.142](.142) -.523[.136](.134) -.501[.136](.136)
500 -.509[.091](.090) -.500[.091](.091) -.508[.090](.089) -.499[.090](.090) -.510[.087](.086) -.500[.087](.087)
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Table 2.6
Replication of Table 2.2 for σ = 3
Normal Errors Mixed Normal Errors Log-Normal Errors







.50 50 .392[.243](.217) .499[.210](.210) .396[.234](.209) .499[.202](.202) .404[.212](.189) .505[.182](.182)
100 .449[.150](.141) .501[.139](.139) .449[.147](.137) .499[.135](.135) .452[.134](.125) .501[.123](.123)
200 .474[.098](.095) .500[.094](.094) .475[.097](.094) .500[.093](.093) .474[.091](.087) .499[.087](.087)
500 .489[.060](.059) .499[.059](.059) .490[.060](.059) .500[.058](.058) .490[.056](.055) .500[.055](.055)
.25 50 .139[.282](.259) .253[.257](.257) .136[.271](.246) .247[.243](.243) .147[.249](.227) .255[.224](.223)
100 .196[.180](.172) .250[.171](.171) .195[.174](.165) .249[.165](.165) .202[.159](.152) .253[.151](.151)
200 .220[.120](.116) .247[.116](.116) .225[.119](.116) .251[.116](.116) .226[.110](.107) .251[.107](.107)
500 .240[.074](.073) .250[.073](.073) .240[.072](.071) .251[.071](.071) .240[.070](.070) .250[.070](.070)
.00 50 -.114[.307](.285) .001[.291](.291) -.111[.297](.275) .001[.280](.280) -.109[.279](.256) -.001[.259](.259)
100 -.053[.195](.188) .003[.189](.189) -.053[.192](.184) .001[.185](.185) -.051[.177](.170) .002[.171](.171)
200 -.027[.134](.131) -.001[.132](.132) -.028[.132](.129) -.002[.129](.129) -.027[.123](.120) -.002[.121](.121)
500 -.010[.083](.083) .001[.083](.083) -.011[.082](.082) -.001[.082](.082) -.011[.079](.078) -.001[.078](.078)
-.25 50 -.364[.312](.291) -.258[.306](.305) -.356[.298](.278) -.250[.291](.291) -.355[.286](.266) -.252[.276](.276)
100 -.300[.209](.203) -.248[.207](.207) -.302[.202](.195) -.252[.199](.199) -.297[.187](.181) -.248[.183](.183)
200 -.277[.143](.141) -.252[.142](.142) -.275[.139](.137) -.249[.138](.138) -.274[.134](.132) -.249[.132](.132)
500 -.259[.088](.087) -.249[.087](.087) -.262[.088](.087) -.252[.087](.087) -.260[.085](.085) -.250[.085](.085)
-.50 50 -.593[.305](.290) -.501[.312](.312) -.596[.292](.276) -.504[.296](.296) -.599[.281](.263) -.509[.280](.280)
100 -.548[.207](.201) -.503[.208](.208) -.547[.198](.193) -.502[.199](.199) -.543[.192](.187) -.499[.192](.192)
200 -.522[.145](.143) -.499[.145](.145) -.525[.142](.140) -.503[.142](.142) -.522[.136](.134) -.500[.136](.136)
500 -.509[.091](.091) -.500[.091](.091) -.511[.089](.088) -.502[.089](.089) -.510[.086](.086) -.501[.086](.086)
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Table 2.7
Empirical Mean[rmse](sd) of Estimators of ρ for SED Model with SMA Errors - Queen Contiguity, REG-1
Normal Errors Mixed Normal Errors Log-Normal Errors







.50 100 .554[.154](.145) .509[.418](.418) .552[.151](.142) .509[.318](.318) .553[.149](.139) .506[.140](.140)
200 .527[.101](.097) .501[.096](.096) .528[.099](.095) .502[.095](.095) .527[.096](.093) .501[.092](.092)
500 .510[.059](.058) .500[.058](.058) .510[.059](.058) .500[.058](.058) .510[.059](.058) .500[.058](.058)
.25 100 .302[.184](.176) .256[.178](.178) .301[.180](.173) .255[.171](.171) .292[.171](.166) .247[.163](.163)
200 .275[.121](.119) .251[.117](.117) .273[.120](.118) .250[.116](.116) .274[.115](.112) .251[.111](.111)
500 .259[.074](.073) .250[.073](.073) .261[.073](.072) .252[.072](.072) .260[.071](.071) .251[.070](.070)
.00 100 .041[.204](.200) -.001[.196](.196) .040[.197](.193) -.002[.188](.188) .039[.187](.183) -.001[.179](.179)
200 .019[.136](.134) -.002[.132](.132) .022[.133](.131) .002[.129](.129) .021[.129](.127) .001[.125](.125)
500 .009[.083](.083) .001[.083](.083) .009[.082](.082) .001[.081](.081) .008[.081](.080) .000[.080](.080)
-.25 100 -.214[.217](.214) -.249[.208](.208) -.217[.210](.208) -.251[.202](.202) -.222[.197](.195) -.254[.189](.189)
200 -.234[.145](.144) -.250[.142](.142) -.233[.143](.142) -.249[.140](.140) -.235[.138](.137) -.251[.134](.134)
500 -.245[.089](.089) -.251[.089](.089) -.245[.089](.089) -.251[.089](.089) -.245[.086](.086) -.251[.086](.086)
-.50 100 -.472[.218](.216) -.498[.209](.209) -.475[.214](.212) -.500[.205](.205) -.479[.201](.200) -.502[.193](.193)
200 -.489[.149](.149) -.501[.146](.146) -.492[.146](.146) -.503[.143](.143) -.490[.139](.138) -.500[.136](.136)
500 -.495[.092](.092) -.500[.091](.091) -.495[.089](.089) -.500[.089](.089) -.496[.087](.087) -.500[.086](.086)
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Table 2.8
Empirical Mean[rmse](sd) of Estimators of ρ for SED Model with SMA Errors - Group Interaction, k = n0.5, REG-1
Normal Errors Mixed Normal Errors Log-Normal Errors







.50 100 .549[.129](.120) .508[.128](.127) .548[.126](.117) .507[.124](.124) .548[.121](.111) .507[.118](.118)
200 .534[.106](.100) .503[.104](.104) .534[.104](.098) .502[.102](.102) .533[.099](.094) .502[.097](.097)
500 .519[.078](.076) .501[.078](.078) .520[.079](.077) .502[.079](.079) .519[.077](.074) .502[.076](.076)
.25 100 .309[.184](.174) .254[.183](.183) .310[.179](.169) .256[.177](.177) .306[.167](.158) .253[.165](.165)
200 .292[.148](.142) .252[.147](.147) .292[.147](.141) .252[.146](.146) .294[.140](.133) .254[.138](.138)
500 .277[.116](.113) .252[.116](.116) .276[.116](.113) .252[.116](.116) .275[.111](.108) .251[.111](.111)
.00 100 .071[.234](.223) .005[.234](.234) .069[.228](.217) .004[.227](.227) .065[.211](.200) .002[.209](.209)
200 .051[.197](.190) .001[.198](.198) .053[.192](.185) .004[.192](.192) .052[.180](.172) .004[.178](.178)
500 .032[.152](.149) -.001[.154](.154) .032[.150](.146) .001[.150](.150) .034[.145](.141) .003[.145](.145)
-.25 100 -.168[.281](.269) -.246[.282](.282) -.174[.269](.258) -.251[.270](.270) -.172[.254](.242) -.246[.253](.253)
200 -.194[.234](.227) -.253[.236](.236) -.187[.233](.225) -.245[.233](.233) -.192[.221](.214) -.249[.222](.222)
500 -.210[.188](.184) -.248[.189](.189) -.211[.188](.184) -.249[.189](.189) -.213[.178](.174) -.251[.179](.179)
-.50 100 -.411[.321](.308) -.500[.324](.324) -.408[.315](.302) -.495[.316](.316) -.417[.294](.282) -.503[.296](.296)
200 -.427[.276](.266) -.496[.276](.276) -.427[.272](.262) -.495[.273](.273) -.436[.256](.247) -.502[.257](.257)
500 -.456[.219](.215) -.501[.221](.221) -.453[.223](.218) -.498[.224](.224) -.456[.213](.208) -.501[.214](.214)
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2.6 Conclusions
This chapter provide formal results for the asymptotic distribution as well
as finite sample bias correction of the QML estimators for the SED model with
autoregressive errors of order 1. Comparable results for moving average errors of
order 1 has been illustrated as well.
Consistency and the asymptotic normality of the QML estimators has been
addressed with a specific attention given to the effect of the degree of spatial
dependence on the rate of convergence of the QML estimators of the model pa-
rameters. Specifically when the degree spatial dependence, hn, grows with the
sample size n, the QML estimator of the spatial parameter will have a lower rate
of convergence (of
√
n/hn) while the other QML estimators will have a
√
n-rate of
convergence irrespective of the behaviour of hn. Of the finite sample properties of
spatial models, a specific attention has been given to the finite sample bias of the
QML estimator of the spatial parameter as it enters the model in a highly non-
linear manner and thus the estimation of it constitutes the main source of bias.
Simulation studies indicate a prominent single direction bias in the estimation of
the spatial parameter which in turn affects the subsequent inferences for the other
model parameters. The severity of the bias increases as the spatial weights matrix
becomes less sparse.
The finite sample results of this chapter demonstrate again that stochastic
expansions (Rilstone et al., 1996) coupled with bootstrap (Yang, 2015b) provide
a general and effective method for finite sample bias corrections of a non-linear
estimator. The suggested theories and methodologies are likely to be appealing to
both theorists as well as practitioners alike who are dealing with the SED model
or any other regression model that considers a spatial dependence structure in the




Improved Inferences for Spatial Regression Models
3.1 Introduction
The maximum likelihood (ML) or quasi-ML (QML) method is popular in
the estimation and inference for spatial regression models1. However, the ML
estimators or quasi-ML (QML) estimators of the spatial parameters can be quite
biased 2 and hence the standard inferences for spatial effects and covariate effects,
based on LM-statistics or t-statistics referring to the asymptotic standard normal
distribution, can be seriously affected. Much effort has been devoted recently
to the development of improved inference methods for the spatial econometrics
models. However, most of the research has been focused on improving inferences
for spatial effects in the form of point estimation 3 and testing 4. Little or no
1Anselin, 1988; Anselin and Bera, 1998; Lee, 2004
2Bao and Ullah, 2007; Yang, 2015b; Liu and Yang, 2015a
3Bao and Ullah, 2007; Bao, 2013; Liu and Yang, 2015a; Yang, 2015b
4Baltagi and Yang, 2013a,b; Robinson and Rossi, 2014a,b; Yang, 2010; Yang, 2015a,b
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attention has been paid to the development of improved inferences for the covariate
effects in the spatial regression models.
Yang (2015a) proposed a general method for constructing 2nd-order accurate
bootstrap LM tests for spatial effects, but the issue of improved inferences for
covariate effects was not studied. Yang (2015b) proposed a general method for
3rd-order bias and variance corrections on non-linear estimators which are prone
to finite sample bias, and argued that once the biases of non-linear estimators
are corrected, the biases of covariate effects and error standard deviations become
negligible. He demonstrated the effectiveness of the methods using the linear
regression model with spatial lag dependence with results showing that a 2nd-
order bias correction is largely sufficient. He further demonstrated that the 2nd-
order or 3rd-order corrected t-statistics for spatial effect indeed improve upon
the standard t-statistics greatly, but again, no study was carried out to test the
performance of the t-statistics for covariate effects, and its improvements.
Evidently, in practical applications of spatial econometrics models, it is central
to have a set of reliable inference methods for the covariate effects. In this chapter,
we adopt the bias correction method of Yang (2015b) to propose methods that
‘correct’ the standard t-statistics for the regression coefficients. We demonstrate
that by simply replacing the QML estimators of the spatial parameters by their
bias corrected versions, the usual t-ratios for the regression coefficients can be
greatly improved. We propose further corrections on the standard errors of the
‘bias corrected’ QML estimators of the regression coefficients, and the resulted
t-ratios perform superbly, leading to much more reliable inferences. The proposed
methods are simple and can be easily adopted by practitioners. We consider
in detail three popular spatial regression models: the linear regression model
with spatial error dependence (SED), that with a spatial lag dependence (SLD),
and that with both SLD and SED, also referred to as the SARAR model in the
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literature.5 Bias-correction on a single spatial estimator has been considered in
detail in Yang (2015b) for the SLD model, and in Liu and Yang (2015a) for
the SED model. Bias-corrections for the SARAR model have not been formally
considered, although briefly discussed in Yang (2015b) under a general outline for
bias corrections for a model with a vector of non-linear parameters.
The line-up for the chapter is as follows. Section 3.2 outlines the general
method of bias correction on non-linear estimators, and the methods for con-
structing improved t-statistics for the linear parameters in the model. Sections
3-5 study in detail the improved inference methods for the regression coefficients
for, respectively, the SED model, the SLD model, and the SARAR model. Each
of Sections 3.3-3.5 is accompanied with a set of Monte Carlo simulation results.
Section 3.6 concludes the chapter, and discuss further extensions of the proposed
methodology.
3.2 Method of Bias Correction for Non-linear
Estimation
From the discussions in the introduction, it is clear that the key for an improved
inference for the regression coefficients is to bias correct the QML estimators of
the spatial parameters in a spatial regression model. We now outline the method
of bias correction on non-linear estimators, not necessarily the QML estimators
of the spatial parameters. In studying the finite sample properties of a parameter
estimator, say θˆn, defined as θˆn = arg{ψn(θ) = 0} for a joint estimating function
(JEF) ψn(θ), based on a sample of size n, Rilstone et al. (1996) developed a
stochastic expansion from which a bias correction on θˆn can be made. The vector
of parameters θ may contain a set of linear and scale parameters, say α, and
5See Anselin and Bera (1998) and Anselin (2001) for excellent reviews on these models.
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a few non-linear parameters, say δ, in the sense that given δ, the constrained
estimator α˜n(δ) of the vector α possesses an explicit expression but the estimation
of δ has to be done through numerical optimization. In this case, Yang (2015b)
argued that it is more effective to work with the concentrated estimating function
(CEF): ψ˜n(δ) = ψn(α˜n(δ), δ), and to perform a stochastic expansion based on this
CEF and hence bias corrections on the non-linear estimators defined by, δˆn =
arg{ψ˜n(δ) = 0}, which not only reduces the dimensionality of the bias correction
problem (a multi-dimensional problem is reduced to a single-dimensional problem
if δ is a scalar parameter), but also takes into account the additional variability
from the estimation of the ‘nuisance’ parameters α.
Let Hrn(δ) = ∇rψ˜n(δ), r = 1, 2, 3, be the partial derivatives of ψ˜n(δ), carried
out sequentially and element-wise with respect to δ′, ψ˜n ≡ ψ˜n(δ0), Hrn ≡ Hrn(δ0),
H◦rn = Hrn − E(Hrn), r = 1, 2, 3, and Ωn = −[E(H1n)]−1. Yang (2015b) presents
a set of sufficient conditions under which δˆn possesses the following third-order
stochastic expansion at δ0, the true value of δ:
δˆn − δ0 = a−1/2 + a−1 + a−3/2 +Op(n−2), (3.1)
where, a−s/2 represents terms of order Op(n−s/2) for s = 1, 2, 3:
a−1/2 = Ωnψ˜n,












ΩnE(H2n)(a−1/2 ⊗ a−1 + a−1 ⊗ a−1/2)
+1
6
ΩnE(H3n)(a−1/2 ⊗ a−1/2 ⊗ a−1/2),
with ⊗ denoting the Kronecker product.
The key difference between the CEF-based and JEF-based expansions is that
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E[ψ˜n(δ0)] 6= 0 in general, but E[ψn(θ0)] = 0, which allows a CEF-based bias
correction to be derived under a more relaxed condition. Thus, a third-order
expansion for the bias of δˆn takes the form:
Bias(δˆn) = b−1 + b−3/2 +O(n−2), (3.2)
where b−1 = E(a−1/2 + a−1) and b−3/2 = E(a−3/2), being respectively the second-
and third-order biases of δˆn.
If an estimator bˆ−1 of b−1 is available such that Bias(bˆ−1) = O(n−3/2), then a
second-order bias corrected estimator of δ is, δbc2n = δˆn − bˆ−1.
If estimators bˆ−1 and bˆ−3/2 of both b−1 and b−3/2 are available such that
Bias(bˆ−1) = O(n−2) and Bias(bˆ−3/2) = O(n−2), we have a third-order bias cor-
rected estimator of δ as, δbc3n = δˆn − bˆ−1 − bˆ−3/2.
An obvious approach for finding the feasible corrections bˆ−1 and bˆ−3/2 is to first
find the analytical expressions for b−1 and b−3/2 and then plugging in θˆn for θ0.
This approach is generally not feasible for two reasons: first, it is often difficult to
find these analytical expressions even for known error distributions, and second,
even if these expressions are available, it may involve higher-order moments of the
errors if they are non-normal, for which estimation may be unstable numerically.
To overcome this difficulty, Yang (2015b) proposed a simple and yet very effective
bootstrap method to estimate the relevant expected values.
Suppose that the model under consideration takes the form g(Zn, θ0) = en,
and that the key quantities ψ˜n and Hrn can be expressed as ψ˜n ≡ ψ˜n(en, θ0)
and Hrn ≡ Hrn(en, θ0), r = 1, 2, 3. Let eˆn = g(Zn, θˆn) be the vector of estimated
residuals based on the original data, and Fˆn be the empirical distribution function
(EDF) of eˆn (centred). When δ is a scalar parameter, the bootstrap estimates of
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n, θˆn)], i, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , r = 1, 2, 3, (3.3)
where E∗ denotes the expectation with respect to Fˆn, and eˆ∗n is a vector of n
random draws from Fˆn. To make (3.3) practically feasible, the following procedure
can be followed.
Bootstrap Algorithm 1 (BA-1):
1. Compute θˆn defined by JEF, eˆn = g(Zn, θˆn), and EDF Fˆn of the centred eˆn;




n,b, θˆn) and Hrn(eˆ
∗
n,b, θˆn), r = 1, 2, 3;




















for i, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , r = 1, 2, 3.
The approximations in the last step can be made arbitrarily accurate by choosing
an arbitrarily large B. Yang (2015b) shows that under certain conditions:
Bias(δbc2n ) = Bias(δˆn)− E(bˆ−1) = −Bias(bˆ−1) +O(n−3/2) = O(n−3/2), and
Bias(δbc3n ) = Bias(δˆn)− E(bˆ−1)− E(bˆ−3/2)
= −Bias(bˆ−1)− Bias(bˆ−3/2) +O(n−2) = O(n−2).
When δ becomes a vector, the non-stochastic and stochastic quantities are
mixed in b−1 and b−3/2. In this case, Yang (2015b) proposed that instead of going
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through the algebraic procedure to separate the two types of quantities so that the
expectations of various quantities can be bootstrapped in one round, the above
bootstrap procedure can be revised as follows.
Bootstrap Algorithm 2 (BA-2):
1. Draw B independent random samples, {eˆ∗n,b, b = 1, 2, . . . , B}, from Fˆn,














3. Based on the bootstrap estimates Ωˆn = −Ê−1(H1n) and Ê(H2n), calculate the








n,b, θˆn)− Ê(H2n)][Ωˆnψ˜n(eˆ∗n,b, θˆn)⊗ Ωˆnψ˜n(eˆ∗n,b, θˆn)]
}
.
The other quantities can be handled in a similar manner. This is essentially a
two-round bootstrap procedure as it runs the iterations b = 1, 2, . . . , B two times,
based on the same sequence of bootstrap samples. Computationally it is slightly
more demanding, but algebraically it is much simpler and thus easier to code. As
noted by Yang (2015b), these procedures are time-efficient as the re-estimation of
the parameters in the bootstrap process is avoided.
Inferences following bias correction: There are mainly two types of in-
ferences that could benefit from the bias corrections on the non-linear estimators:
one is the inference for the non-linear parameters, and the other for the linear
parameters. In the framework of linear regressions with spatial dependence, the
spatial parameters are the non-linear parameters, and the regression coefficients
are the linear parameters. Improved tests for spatial effects have been consid-
ered by Baltagi and Yang (2013a,b), Robinson and Rossi (2014a,b), Yang (2010),
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and Yang (2015a). However, the issue of improved inferences for the regression
coefficients has not been considered.
To fix the idea, we focus on the 2nd-order bias corrected δˆn, the δˆ
bc2
n . Let
αˆn ≡ α˜n(δˆn) and αˆbcn ≡ α˜n(δˆbc2n ), and θˆn = (αˆ′n, δˆ′n)′ and θˆbcn = (αˆbc′n , δˆbc2′n )′. Yang
(2015b) argued that estimation of the non-linear parameter is the main source
of bias and once the non-linear estimator is bias corrected the resulting linear
estimators would be nearly unbiased. Let Ωn(θ0) be the asymptotic variance-
covariance (VC) matrix of αˆn. Then, an asymptotic t-statistic for inference for






Simply replacing θˆn by θˆ
bc








The statistic tbcn is not fully 2nd-order corrected as it uses the asymptotic variance
of αˆn evaluated at θˆ
bc
n . Further, the estimator αˆ
bc
n is also not fully 2nd-order
bias corrected, although it can easily be made so. Let αˆbc2n be the 2nd-order bias
corrected αˆn or αˆ
bc
n . Let Ω
bc2
n (θ0) be the 2nd-order variance of αˆ
bc2
n , and Ωˆ
bc2
n be
its consistent estimate. A fully 2nd-order corrected t-statistic, using a 2nd-order








Typically, Ωbc2n (θ0) does not have an explicit expression, but the bootstrap meth-
ods described above can be extended to give a consistent estimate of it. See the
subsequent sections for details.
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3.3 Improved Inferences for the SED Model
In this section, we study the inference methods for the regression coefficients
of the SED model. First, in Section 3.3.1, we outline the inferences based on the
asymptotic distribution of the QML estimators of the model parameters, then in
Section 3.3.2 we outline the method of bias correcting the QML estimator of the
spatial parameter, and then in Section 3.3.3 we present the improved inference
methods. To assess the finite sample performance of the asymptotic and improved
inferences, Monte Carlo results are presented in Section 3.3.4.
3.3.1 Asymptotic inference
Consider the following linear regression model with spatial error dependence
(SED), where the SED is specified as a spatial autoregressive (SAR) process:
Yn = Xnβ + un, un = ρWnun + n, (3.4)
where Yn is an n×1 vector of observations on the dependent variable corresponding
to n spatial units, Xn is an n × k matrix containing the values of k exogenous
regressors, Wn is an n×n spatial weight matrix that summarises the interactions
among the spatial units, n is an n × 1 vector of independent and identically
distributed (iid) disturbances with mean zero and variance σ2, ρ is the spatial
parameter, and β denotes the k × 1 vector of regression coefficients. The SED
model specific terminology follows that of Chapter 2.
Using the asymptotic Var-Cov given in Corollary 2.1, inference for c′0β0 is













where c0 represents a linear contrast of the regression coefficients and Aˆn = In −
ρˆnWn. The t-ratio, tSED, is asymptotically N(0, 1), and hence inferences concerning
β0 are carried out by referring to the standard normal critical values.
Monte Carlo experiments in Chapter 2 show that ρˆn can be seriously downward
biased but the bias of ρˆn does not spillover much to βˆn. This means that the
existence of spatial dependence in the regression errors does not affect much the
point estimation of the regression coefficients in terms of consistency and finite
sample bias. However, it does spill over to the estimate of Var(βˆn). First, the
downward bias of ρˆn causes σˆ
2
n to be downward biased when n is not large (e.g.,







nAnXn − (ρˆn − ρ0)X ′n(W ′nAn + A′nWn)Xn
+(ρˆn − ρ0)2X ′nW ′nWnXn,




nBˆnXn to be severely biased
for the estimation of X ′nA
′







(in matrix sense),6 X ′nBˆ
′












−1c0 tends to underestimate Var(c′0βˆn), which makes tSED much
more variable than N(0, 1) and inferences for β0 based on tSED defined in (3.5)
unreliable. Our Monte Carlo results confirm this point.
3.3.2 Improved inferences for regression coefficients
Following the bias correction results of Chapter 2, by simply replacing ρˆ in tSED
defined in (3.5) by ρˆbc2n , the second-order bias corrected ρˆ, we obtain the following





jrXjr, where nr is the size of the rth group and Xjr contains rth group values






















n ), and Bˆ
bc2
n = In − ρˆbc2n Wn. Obviously, this
statistic is not fully second-order bias corrected. However, Monte Carlo results
presented in the next subsection show that it offers a huge improvement over tSED.
This confirms the point made at the end of Section 3.3.1. However, results also
show that when n is not so large, there is still room for further improvement on
tbcSED.







n(ρ)An(ρ) such that β˜n(ρ) = Fn(ρ)Yn










Fn(ρ0) for r = 1, 2, we have the following second-order stochastic expansion
for βˆn = β˜n(ρˆn):
βˆn − β0 = β˜n − β0 + β˜(1)n (ρˆn − ρ0) + 12 β˜(2)n (ρˆn − ρ0)2 +Op(n−3/2)
= b0n + E(β˜
(1)






where b0n = FnA
−1
n n, b1n = F
(1)
n A−1n n, E(β˜
(1)









n are given in Appendix C. This leads immediately to, as a by-product of
the bootstrap bias correction for ρˆn, a fully 2nd-order bias corrected estimator βˆ
bc2
n
of β. Similarly, an expansion as (3.7) can easily be carried out for σˆ2n = σ˜
2
n(ρˆn),
giving a fully 2nd-order bias corrected estimator σˆ2,bc2n of σ
2.7 Finally, denoting
g(en, θ0) ≡ b0n + E(β˜(1)n )(a−1/2 + a−1) + b1na−1/2 + 12E(β˜(2)n )a2−1/2, the expansion
7As βˆbcn and βˆ
bc2




n also do not differ much, one can
simply use βˆbcn and σˆ
2,bc
n in practical applications.
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(3.7) leads to a second-order variance expansion:
Var(βˆn) = Var[g(en, θ0)] +O(n
−2).
Further it is easy to see Var(βˆbc2n ) = Var(βˆn) +O(n
−2), and Var(βˆbcn ) = Var(βˆn) +
O(n−2). Obviously, an explicit expression of the above is difficult to obtain, but is
not needed as it can be easily estimated by the two-stage bootstrap procedure de-














Stage 1: Compute θˆn and the QML residuals eˆn = σˆ
−1
n Bˆn(Yn −Xnβˆn). Re-
sample eˆn to give ρˆ
bc2




n , using the algorithm BA-1 given
in Section 3.2.




n (Yn − Xnβˆbc2n )
and compute g∗n,b ≡ g(eˆbc2∗n,b , θˆbc2n ) for b = 1, . . . , B, where eˆbc2∗n,b is the bth boot-










bootstrap estimate of Var(βˆbc2n ), unbiased up to O(n


























3.3.3 Monte Carlo experiments




SED is investigated and compared
under the following data generating process (DGP):
Yn = ιnβ0 +X1nβ1 +X2nβ2 + un, un = ρWnun + n,
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where X1n and X2n are the n × 1 vectors containing the values of two fixed
regressors. The parameters of the simulation are initially set to be as: β =
(5, 1, 1)′, σ2 = 1, ρ takes values form {−0.5,−0.25, 0, 0.25, 0.5} and n take values
from {50, 100, 200, 500}. Each set of Monte Carlo results is based on M = 10, 000
Monte Carlo samples, and B = 999+bn0.75c bootstrap samples within each Monte
Carlo sample. The methods for generating Xn, Wn, and the errors are described
in Appendix B.
Table 3.3.1 summarizes some results for tSED and t
bc2
SED used for testing H0 : β1 =
β2. From the results we see that (i) as n increases, all tests converge in terms of
rejection rates, (ii) it is indeed the case that the asymptotic test tn can be very
unreliable in the sense it rejects the true H0 much too often than it supposes to.
The test tbcSED offers a huge reduction in size distortions, and when n = 200 and 500,
its rejection rates become very close to their nominal levels. Nevertheless, when
n = 50 or 100, we see from the tables that there is room for further improvement
on tbcSED. The t-statistic t
bc2
SED based on the second order corrected variance provides
a further improvement on tbcSED with the rejection rates quite close to the nominal
levels even when n is not so large. The results show that the error distribution
does not significantly affect the performance of the three tests. The true value
of the spatial parameter has little effect on the performance of the two improved
tests (except when n = 50), but has a significant effect on the asymptotic test:
the size distortion gets larger when ρ changes from .5 to −.5. Furthermore, the
size distortion for the asymptotic test is seen to be quite persistent, which remains
to be at least 20% even when n = 500. The results (unreported for brevity) show
that the tests under a more sparse spatial weight matrix generally have smaller
size distortions.
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Table 3.3.1 Empirical Sizes: Two-Sided Tests of H0 : β1 = β2 in SED Model
Group Interaction, REG2, σ = 1; Test: 1 = tSED, 2 = t
bc
SED, 3 = t
bc2
SED
ρ Test 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1%
Normal Errors Normal Mixture Log-normal Normal Errors Normal Mixture Log normal
n = 50 n = 200
.50 1 .232 .169 .088 .239 .173 .092 .237 .167 .086 .128 .073 .020 .139 .076 .024 .125 .068 .018
2 .132 .078 .029 .136 .083 .032 .132 .079 .029 .107 .057 .014 .117 .060 .016 .109 .059 .014
3 .113 .066 .024 .116 .072 .028 .112 .068 .024 .100 .053 .012 .108 .057 .014 .102 .052 .012
.25 1 .252 .185 .102 .254 .188 .104 .255 .186 .100 .153 .092 .030 .138 .080 .026 .141 .084 .028
2 .133 .083 .038 .132 .083 .037 .136 .082 .035 .114 .060 .018 .116 .063 .017 .109 .058 .015
3 .117 .076 .034 .120 .075 .033 .121 .073 .031 .108 .056 .016 .109 .057 .014 .101 .053 .013
.00 1 .259 .195 .105 .259 .193 .105 .265 .194 .104 .152 .093 .035 .157 .094 .034 .153 .098 .034
2 .134 .084 .036 .136 .086 .040 .138 .085 .035 .110 .060 .018 .114 .062 .017 .116 .066 .019
3 .125 .077 .034 .125 .079 .037 .126 .077 .033 .104 .056 .017 .108 .058 .016 .108 .060 .017
-.25 1 .270 .195 .110 .263 .193 .105 .267 .196 .108 .161 .101 .039 .166 .102 .037 .160 .099 .039
2 .141 .093 .047 .140 .091 .042 .146 .092 .040 .114 .063 .020 .114 .064 .018 .111 .065 .020
3 .135 .088 .044 .132 .086 .040 .137 .085 .037 .109 .060 .018 .109 .060 .018 .108 .062 .019
-.50 1 .260 .191 .102 .258 .189 .098 .262 .193 .103 .166 .102 .037 .167 .107 .038 .168 .106 .039
2 .142 .096 .043 .145 .094 .044 .147 .096 .043 .112 .062 .017 .119 .064 .020 .118 .066 .020
3 .136 .099 .033 .139 .099 .031 .141 .099 .031 .109 .060 .010 .104 .060 .011 .102 .061 .011
n = 100 n = 500
.50 1 .164 .103 .042 .170 .107 .042 .172 .106 .041 .123 .065 .018 .124 .067 .017 .120 .066 .017
2 .124 .070 .023 .128 .074 .021 .129 .072 .018 .105 .054 .014 .109 .055 .013 .108 .055 .013
3 .113 .062 .019 .115 .064 .017 .115 .062 .015 .101 .053 .012 .104 .051 .012 .103 .052 .010
.25 1 .190 .126 .054 .192 .127 .053 .192 .126 .055 .132 .074 .022 .126 .070 .019 .130 .072 .021
2 .128 .076 .023 .127 .075 .021 .130 .074 .025 .107 .056 .015 .104 .053 .014 .107 .054 .015
3 .117 .068 .020 .117 .067 .019 .119 .067 .020 .104 .053 .010 .101 .051 .010 .102 .052 .011
.00 1 .200 .133 .058 .197 .128 .056 .204 .133 .058 .132 .077 .024 .136 .077 .024 .134 .075 .024
2 .124 .070 .024 .123 .072 .023 .126 .073 .025 .105 .057 .015 .107 .056 .014 .107 .056 .015
3 .116 .064 .021 .114 .066 .021 .119 .070 .023 .103 .050 .011 .105 .051 .010 .103 .051 .010
-.25 1 .201 .132 .060 .204 .137 .059 .199 .129 .057 .135 .077 .023 .135 .076 .021 .133 .076 .021
2 .124 .072 .027 .123 .071 .024 .117 .068 .023 .104 .056 .014 .104 .053 .013 .105 .056 .013
3 .116 .067 .026 .115 .066 .022 .109 .063 .022 .102 .051 .011 .102 .050 .012 .102 .054 .013
-.50 1 .198 .137 .058 .195 .130 .057 .203 .133 .058 .137 .077 .023 .134 .077 .024 .133 .077 .024
2 .118 .068 .024 .117 .069 .026 .120 .071 .025 .105 .058 .014 .100 .054 .015 .101 .055 .013
3 .110 .065 .021 .111 .060 .020 .115 .068 .021 .104 .051 .010 .100 .051 .011 .101 .051 .010
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3.4 Improved Inferences for the SLD Model
This section concerns the improved inference methods for the regression co-
efficients of the SLD model. Section 3.4.1 outlines the asymptotic results, and
Section 3.4.2 the finite sample bias correction results. Section 3.4.3 presents the
improved inference methods, and Section 3.4.4 presents Monte Carlo results.
3.4.1 QML estimation and asymptotic inference
The regression model with spatial lag dependence (SLD) takes the form:
Yn = λWnYn +Xnβ + n, (3.9)
Letting An(λ) = In−λWn, the log-likelihood function of θ = (β′, σ2, λ)′ is `n(θ) =
−n
2
log(2piσ2) + log |An(λ)| − 12σ2 [An(λ)Yn −Xnβ]′ [An(λ)Yn −Xnβ].
Given λ, `n(θ) is maximised at β˜n(λ) = (X
′
nXn)







n(λ)MnAn(λ)Yn, where Mn = In −Xn(X ′nXn)−1X ′n. These lead to the con-
centrated log-likelihood of λ as,
`cn(λ) = −n2 [log(2pi) + 1]− n2 log σˆ2n(λ) + log |An(λ)|. (3.10)
Maximizing `cn(λ) gives the unconstrained QML estimator λˆn of λ. The un-
constrained QML estimators of β and σ2 are thus, βˆn ≡ β˜n(λˆn) and σˆ2n ≡





































































ιn, γ and κ are measures of skewness and excess kurtosis of n,i, respectively,




n = Gn +G
′
n and ηn = σ
−1
0 GnXnβ0.




n corresponding to β and Vˆn1 be its





which is asymptotically N(0, 1). Finite sample properties of tSLD is of interest.
As β˜n(λˆ) = β0+(λ−λˆ)(X ′nXn)−1X ′nGnXnβ0+op(1), any estimation bias of λˆ is
quickly passed down to the QML estimator of β0and thus the t-statistic computed
using β˜n(λˆ) and the variance estimate Vˆn1 can be unreliable.
3.4.2 Bias corrections
As an illustration to his general bias correction method, Yang (2015b) studied





n(λ) is given in (3.10),
we have, ψ˜n(λ) = −hnT0n(λ) + hnR1n(λ), and
H1n(λ) = −T1n(λ)−R2n(λ) + 2R21n(λ), (3.12)
H2n(λ) = −2T2n(λ)− 6R1n(λ)R2n(λ) + 8R31n(λ), (3.13)
H3n(λ) = −6T3n(λ) + 6R22n(λ)− 48R21n(λ)R2n(λ) + 48R41n(λ), (3.14)
where Trn(λ) = n


































where en = σ
−1
0 n. Hence, ψ˜n = ψ˜n(en, θ0) and Hrn = Hrn(en, θ0) r = 1, 2, 3 are
expressed in terms of en and θ0. So, the bias corrections are carried out using an
estimate of R1n(en, θ0) and R2n(en, θ0). See Yang (2015b) for details. Let λˆ
bc2
n be











3.4.3 Improved inferences for regression coefficients
Replacing λˆn by λˆ
bc2

















n , and κˆ
bc
n .
Let Xn = Xn(X ′nXn)−1. Now, to further improve tbcSLD, note that
βˆn − β0 = β˜n − β0 − (λˆn − λ0)X′nGnXnβ0 − (λˆn − λ0)X′nGnn
= X′n
[





This leads immediately to a 2nd-order bias corrected estimator βˆbc2n of β, and a
second-order expansion for Var(βˆn) as,
Var(βˆn) = X′nVar
[
n − (a−1/2 + a−1)GnXnβ0 − a−1/2Gnn
]
Xn +O(n−2).
We have, Var(βˆbc2n ) = Var(βˆn) + O(n
−2). An expansion can be carried out for
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A two-stage bootstrap procedure can be followed to give a consistent estimate of
V = X ′nVar
[
n − (a−1/2 + a−1)GnXnβ0 − a−1/2Gnn
]
Xn: first, run the algorithm




n ; then update
the residuals and run the algorithm BA-1 again using the updated residuals to give
a sequence of bootstrap values for V , and hence the bootstrap estimate V̂ar(βˆbc2n )







3.4.4 Monte Carlo experiments




SLD is investigated under the DGP:
Yn = λWnYn + ιnβ0 +X1nβ1 +X2nβ2 + n,
where all the quantities are generated as in those for the SED model. Parameters
for the Monte Carlo simulation are also set to be the same before.





used for testing H0 : β1 = β2 under the Group Interaction scheme. From the
results we see that (i) as n increases, all tests converge in terms of sizes, (ii) it is
indeed the case that the asymptotic test tSLD can be very unreliable in the sense
that it rejects the true H0 much too often than it supposes to. The test t
bc2
SLD offers
a huge reduction in size distortions, with the empirical sizes getting close to their
nominal levels faster than in the SED case. Nevertheless, when n = 50, the results
show that tbcSLD needs further improvements, and indeed the test t
bc2
SLD based on the
second-order corrected variance offers the desired improvements.
8Again, βˆbcn and βˆ
bc2




n do not differ much. Hence in practical applications,




Table 3.4.1 Empirical Sizes: Two-Sided Tests of H0 : β1 = β2 in SLD Model
Group Interaction, REG2, σ = 1; Test: 1 = tSLD, 2 = t
bc
SLD, 3 = t
bc2
SLD
ρ Test 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1%
Normal Errors Normal Mixture Log-normal Normal Errors Normal Mixture Log normal
n = 50 n = 200
.50 1 .161 .095 .028 .162 .095 .029 .174 .120 .058 .109 .057 .013 .113 .059 .014 .125 .068 .019
2 .113 .062 .016 .117 .068 .017 .142 .098 .049 .102 .051 .012 .104 .052 .011 .114 .061 .016
3 .095 .045 .010 .100 .045 .010 .100 .054 .014 .093 .048 .011 .098 .048 .011 .100 .050 .010
.25 1 .156 .095 .028 .160 .095 .026 .171 .107 .041 .115 .060 .013 .111 .056 .012 .123 .063 .014
2 .113 .062 .014 .117 .065 .015 .139 .085 .033 .106 .055 .012 .103 .050 .011 .112 .054 .012
3 .095 .044 .009 .093 .045 .010 .098 .050 .012 .100 .049 .010 .097 .046 .010 .100 .047 .010
.00 1 .158 .097 .030 .157 .090 .028 .139 .073 .021 .115 .056 .012 .115 .061 .014 .114 .061 .015
2 .115 .065 .018 .116 .062 .017 .110 .060 .015 .106 .051 .010 .104 .053 .011 .105 .054 .012
3 .100 .048 .012 .093 .049 .012 .099 .053 .015 .099 .046 .009 .099 .048 .010 .098 .049 .010
-.25 1 .163 .096 .033 .161 .099 .032 .122 .067 .019 .112 .057 .015 .112 .058 .012 .111 .058 .011
2 .117 .068 .020 .124 .069 .020 .100 .049 .012 .105 .054 .013 .105 .053 .010 .108 .055 .011
3 .095 .052 .014 .102 .053 .015 .100 .050 .010 .100 .049 .012 .100 .050 .010 .103 .052 .009
-.50 1 .167 .100 .033 .161 .099 .034 .113 .062 .017 .119 .065 .016 .108 .056 .012 .105 .057 .014
2 .124 .069 .020 .126 .074 .022 .094 .046 .012 .108 .058 .013 .107 .056 .013 .099 .052 .011
3 .099 .055 .016 .106 .051 .015 .103 .050 .011 .099 .051 .011 .099 .049 .011 .100 .051 .011
n = 100 n = 500
.50 1 .131 .070 .018 .127 .067 .017 .133 .077 .027 .106 .053 .011 .111 .057 .014 .107 .056 .012
2 .105 .055 .013 .103 .051 .011 .117 .066 .023 .101 .048 .009 .104 .051 .012 .102 .052 .011
3 .098 .054 .010 .099 .049 .018 .093 .048 .010 .099 .050 .010 .098 .048 .011 .097 .048 .010
.25 1 .127 .068 .019 .130 .073 .019 .145 .087 .024 .110 .060 .012 .109 .057 .013 .109 .054 .011
2 .103 .052 .014 .109 .056 .014 .120 .069 .018 .103 .055 .011 .100 .051 .010 .104 .050 .010
3 .096 .049 .010 .093 .050 .010 .095 .046 .009 .098 .050 .010 .099 .050 .009 .099 .049 .010
.00 1 .133 .070 .019 .130 .071 .017 .128 .073 .018 .107 .055 .012 .109 .058 .012 .108 .055 .013
2 .105 .054 .013 .109 .057 .012 .111 .059 .013 .101 .051 .011 .102 .053 .010 .101 .051 .012
3 .100 .050 .010 .099 .050 .009 .099 .052 .011 .099 .050 .010 .097 .049 .009 .100 .049 .011
-.25 1 .133 .071 .020 .134 .077 .021 .130 .065 .013 .103 .052 .014 .107 .054 .012 .105 .054 .012
2 .109 .054 .014 .112 .060 .015 .110 .051 .009 .097 .048 .012 .100 .049 .011 .099 .050 .010
3 .100 .046 .011 .099 .047 .010 .103 .049 .010 .099 .050 .011 .099 .049 .010 .099 .050 .010
-.50 1 .128 .071 .017 .132 .074 .018 .113 .057 .012 .105 .056 .013 .108 .056 .011 .107 .054 .011
2 .106 .057 .013 .112 .060 .012 .094 .044 .008 .098 .052 .011 .102 .050 .009 .100 .050 .009
3 .099 .050 .010 .099 .052 .011 .100 .049 .010 .099 .050 .010 .099 .049 .010 .100 .049 .009
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3.5 Improved Inferences for the SARAR Model
In this section, finite sample bias of the SARAR model and improved inference
methods for the regression coefficients is given. Neither issue has been formally
considered due to its complexity, and hence the results in this section constitute
important contributions, in particular considering the fact that the SARAR model
is more versatile and practically more useful than either the SLD or SED models.
Section 3.5.1 outlines the QML estimation and the asymptotic inference method.
Section 3.5.2 presents detailed results for bias correcting the QML estimators of
the spatial parameters. Section 3.5.3 presents improved inference methods for
regression coefficients. Section 3.5.4 presents Monte Carlo results.
3.5.1 QML estimation and asymptotic inference
Combining the SED and SLD models considered above, we have the spatial
autoregressive model with autoregressive errors, also known as the SARAR model:
Yn = λW1nYn +Xnβ + un, un = ρW2nun + n. (3.19)
Let δ = (λ, ρ)′. Gaussian log-likelihood function of θ = (β′, σ2, λ, ρ)′ is `n(θ) =
−n
2
log(2piσ2) + log |A1n(λ)| + log |A2n(ρ)| − 12σ2 ′n(β, δ)n(β, δ), where n(β, δ) =
Yn(δ) − Xn(ρ)β, A1n(λ) = In − λW1n, A2n(ρ) = In − ρW2n, Xn(ρ) = A2n(ρ)Xn
and Yn(δ) = A2n(ρ)A1n(λ)Yn. The constrained QML estimators of β and σ
2,
are β˜n(δ) = [X
′
n(ρ)Xn(ρ)]






Mn(ρ) = In−A2n(ρ)Xn[X ′nA′2n(ρ)A2n(ρ)Xn]−1X ′nA′2n(ρ). Then, the concentrated
Gaussian log-likelihood function for δ is,
`cn(δ) = −n2 [ln(2pi) + 1]− n2 ln(σˆ2n(δ)) + ln |A1n(λ)|+ ln |A2n(ρ)|. (3.20)
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Maximizing (3.20) gives the QML estimator δˆn of δ, and thus the QML estimators
of β and σ2 as βˆn ≡ β˜n(δˆn) and σˆ2n ≡ σ˜2n(δˆn). Write θˆn = (βˆ′n, σˆ2n, δˆ′n)′. The


















1n (λ), G2n(ρ) = W2nA
−1
2n (ρ) and B¯n(δ) = A2n(ρ)G1n(λ)A
−1
2n (ρ).
Jin and Lee (2013) shows that under some regularity conditions, θˆn is asymp-










































































∼ ∼ κb¯′nb¯n + 2γb¯′nµn κg′2nb¯n + γg′2nµn
∼ ∼ ∼ κg′2ng2n

+ Σn,
ιn, γ and κ are defined in the earlier sections, µn = σ
−1
0 A2nG1nXnβ0, b¯n =
diag(B¯n), g2n = diag(G2n), B¯
s




2n = G2n +G
′
2n.




n corresponding to β and Vˆn1 be its




∼ N(0, 1). (3.22)
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3.5.2 Bias corrections
Given that QML estimators of the spatial parameters in the SED and SLD
models can both be seriously biased, there is a good reason to believe that
they will remain so when the spatial effects are combined. Hence bias cor-
rections for the QML estimators of the SARAR model would be useful. To
conduct bias correction, we need the higher-order partial derivatives of ψ˜n(δ),
Hrn(δ) = ∇rψ˜n(δ), r = 1, 2, 3, where the partial derivatives are obtained se-
quentially and element-wise with respect to δ′. Define, Trn = tr(Gr1n(λ)) and
Krn = tr(G
r
























, r = 1, 2,
where D1n(ρ) = G2n(ρ), and Drn(ρ), r = 2, 3, 4, are given in Appendix C. These





1n(δ)−R2n(δ), ddλR2n(δ) = 2R1n(δ)R2n(δ),
d
dλ








R1n(δ) = 2R1n(δ)S1n(δ)− 2Q†1n(δ),
d
dρ















Write ψ˜n(δ) = (ψ˜1n(δ), ψ˜2n(δ))
′, where ψ˜1n(δ) = −T0n(λ)+R1n(δ) and ψ˜2n(δ) =
−K0n(ρ) +S1n(δ). Denote the partial derivatives of ψ˜rn(δ) by adding superscripts










Thus, H1n(δ) has 1st row {ψ˜λ1n(δ), ψ˜ρ1n(δ)} and 2nd row {ψ˜λ2n(δ), ψ˜ρ2n(δ)}:
H1n(δ) =
 −T1n(λ)−R2n(δ) + 2R21n(δ), −2Q†1n(δ) + 2R1n(δ)S1n(δ)
−2Q†1n(δ) + 2R1n(δ)S1n(δ), −K1n(ρ) + S2n(δ) + 2S21n(δ)
 .
H2n(δ) has rows {ψ˜λλ1n (δ), ψ˜λρ1n(δ), ψ˜ρλ1n(δ), ψ˜ρρ1n(δ)} and {ψ˜λλ2n (δ), ψ˜λρ2n(δ), ψ˜ρλ2n(δ), ψ˜ρρ2n(δ)},
where
ψ˜λλ1n (δ) = −2T2n(λ)− 6R1n(δ)R2n(δ) + 8R31n(δ),
ψ˜λρ1n(δ) = 2Q
‡
1n(δ)− 8R1n(δ)Q†1n(δ)− 2R2n(δ)S1n(δ) + 8R21n(δ)S1n(δ),
ψ˜ρρ1n(δ) = −2Q†2n(δ)− 8S1n(δ)Q†1n(δ) + 2R1n(δ)S2n(δ) + 8R1n(δ)S21n(δ),












H3n(δ) is obtained by taking partial derivatives w.r.t. δ
′ for every element of
H2n(δ). It has elements:
ψ˜λλλ1n (δ) = −6T3n(λ) + 6R22n(δ)− 48R21n(δ)R2n(δ) + 48R41n(δ),



















ψ˜ρρρ1n (δ) = −2Q†3n(δ)− 12S2n(δ)Q†1n(δ)− 12S1n(δ)Q†2n(δ)− 48S21n(δ)Q†1n(δ)
+24R1n(δ)S1n(δ)S2n(δ) + 2R1n(δ)S3n(δ) + 48R1n(δ)S
3
1n(δ),




ψ˜λλρ1n (δ) = ψ˜
λρλ
1n (δ) = ψ˜
ρλλ




1n (δ) = ψ˜
λρρ
2n (δ) = ψ˜
ρλρ
2n (δ) = ψ˜
ρρλ
2n (δ)
and ψ˜λρρ1n (δ) = ψ˜
ρλρ
1n (δ) = ψ˜
λλρ
2n (δ) = ψ˜
ρρλ
1n (δ) = ψ˜
λρλ
2n (δ) = ψ˜
ρλλ
2n (δ).
Bootstrap estimates of biases: The R-, S- and Q-ratios at δ = δ0 defined
above can all be written as functions of θ0 and en = σ
−1
0 n, given Xn and WrN , r =
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, r = 1, 2,
where B¯n = B¯n(δ0). As a result, we have ψ˜n = ψ˜n(θ0, en) and Hrn = Hrn(θ0, en),
r = 1, 2, 3. The bias terms, b−1 and b−3/2, can be estimated using the Bootstrap
Algorithm 2 (BA-2), described in Section 3.2.





′ be the 2nd-order bias corrected version of δˆn. Let
βˆbcn = β˜(δˆ
bc2






n ). As expected, which can also be inferred from
the results given in Section 3.5.4, the QML estimators can be severely biased and
a 2nd-order bias correction effectively eliminates the bias. To conserve space, we
do not report the Monte Carlo results for the finite sample biases of the QML
estimators and the bias corrected QML estimators of the SARAR model.
3.5.3 Improved inferences for regression coefficients
Replacing δˆn by δˆ
bc2
n in the definition of tSARAR, we obtain a statistic which is

















n , and κˆ
bc
n . The last two are the
estimates of γ and κ, the skewness and excess kurtosis of n,i involved in Γn.
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Given β˜n = β˜n(δ0), let β˜
(r)
n be the rth derivative with respect to δ′0, r =







2n(ρ)A2n(ρ) where we have




n (ρ0) is the rth derivative with respect to
δ′0, r = 1, 2. Assuming that E(β˜
(r)
n ) exists and that β˜
(r)
n −E(β˜(r)n ) = Op(n−1/2), r =
1, 2, by a Taylor expansion, we have,
β˜n(δˆn)− β0 = β˜n − β0 + β˜(1)n (δˆn − δ0) + 12 β˜(2)n [(δˆn − δ0)⊗ (δˆn − δ0)]
+Op(n
−3/2),
= b0n + E(β˜
(1)





n )(a−1/2 ⊗ a−1/2) +Op(n−3/2),
where b0n = FnA
−1
2n n, b1n = (−FnG1nA−12n n, F (1)n A−12n n),
E(β˜
(1)
n ) = (−FnG1nXnβ0, F (1)n Xnβ0) and
E(β˜
(2)
n ) = (0k×1, −F (1)n G1nXnβ0, −F (1)n G1nXnβ0, F (2)n Xnβ0).




n are given in Appendix C. This leads to a second




n ) = Var[b0n + E(β˜
(1)
n )(a−1/2 +
a−1) + b1na−1/2 + 12E(β˜
(2)
n )(a−1/2 ⊗ a−1/2)] + Op(n−2), where a−1/2 = Ωnψ˜n and
a−1 = Ωnψ˜n + Ωn(ψ˜′n⊗H1n)vec(Ωn) + 12ΩnE(H2n)(Ωn⊗Ωn)(ψ˜n⊗ ψ˜n), (see Yang,
2015b). One can easily obtain the 2nd-order bias corrected estimators βˆbc2n and
σˆ2,bc2n , but again Monte Carlo results (not reported for brevity) show that they do
not differ much from the corresponding ‘plug-in’ estimators. A similar two stage
bootstrap procedure as given in Section 3.3, but based on the algorithm BA-2
presented in Section 3.2, can be applied to obtain an estimate of this variance








3.5.4 Monte Carlo experiments
The methods for bias correction and for improved inferences introduced above
for the SARAR model are investigated for their finite sample performance under
the following DGP:
Yn = λW1nYn + ιnβ0 +X1nβ1 +X2nβ2 + un, un = ρW2nun + n,
where all the quantities are generated in a similar manner to those for the SED
model. The two spatial weight matrices are taken to be the same. The param-
eters are set to be the same as before, where λ and ρ both take values from
{−0.5,−0.25, 0, 0.25, 0.5}.
We focus on the finite sample performance of the three tests tSARAR, t
bc
SARAR and
tbc2SARAR. The results for the finite sample bias of the QML estimators are avail-
able from the authors upon request. Tables 5.1-5.3 report empirical sizes of tSARAR,
tbcSARAR and t
bc2
SARAR when used for testing H0 : β1 = β2, under the Group Interaction
spatial layouts described in Appendix B. Similar conclusions are drawn from the
Monte Carlo results for the SARAR model as those for the two sub models consid-
ered in the earlier sections: (i) as n increases, all tests converge in terms of sizes,
(ii) the asymptotic test tSARAR remains unreliable in the sense it rejects the true H0
much too often than it supposes to, (iii) the test tbcSARAR offers immediate reduction
in size distortions, and (iv) tbc2SARAR generally offers further improvements. Further-
more, like the asymptotic test for the SED model, tSARAR can have a size distortion
that is very persistent, having values that are at least 24% even when n = 500.
The results (unreported to conserve space) under Rook and Queen Contiguity
show similar patterns, but the differences are of a lesser degree due to the weaker
spatial dependence (less number of neighbours) under these two spatial layouts.
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Table 3.5.1 Empirical Sizes: Two-Sided Tests of H0 : β1 = β2 in SARAR Model
Group Interaction, REG2, σ = 1, λ = 0.5; Test: 1 = tSARAR, 2 = t
bc
SARAR, 3 = t
bc2
SARAR
ρ Test 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1%
Normal Errors Normal Mixture Log-normal Normal Errors Normal Mixture Log normal
n = 50 n = 200
.50 1 .197 .115 .040 .201 .122 .044 .197 .122 .040 .141 .078 .022 .140 .082 .028 .131 .078 .021
2 .120 .068 .020 .123 .073 .023 .146 .084 .028 .113 .056 .014 .117 .061 .017 .116 .061 .015
3 .115 .062 .017 .119 .068 .023 .128 .074 .024 .105 .050 .011 .107 .056 .016 .106 .052 .013
.25 1 .191 .109 .031 .180 .110 .031 .183 .109 .035 .147 .085 .025 .152 .089 .028 .150 .083 .025
2 .118 .067 .020 .116 .069 .022 .120 .066 .021 .108 .056 .012 .112 .061 .012 .111 .058 .012
3 .109 .061 .016 .103 .058 .019 .103 .055 .017 .100 .050 .009 .102 .054 .011 .101 .051 .010
.00 1 .191 .110 .031 .177 .099 .028 .191 .114 .037 .150 .089 .026 .137 .075 .016 .138 .084 .020
2 .111 .054 .015 .100 .054 .016 .117 .065 .021 .104 .055 .012 .116 .061 .014 .124 .066 .017
3 .098 .047 .012 .095 .046 .013 .100 .055 .018 .097 .050 .010 .102 .051 .010 .105 .052 .012
-.25 1 .173 .100 .025 .170 .096 .027 .184 .108 .033 .158 .093 .030 .131 .074 .018 .120 .062 .014
2 .094 .048 .011 .098 .049 .016 .111 .059 .020 .108 .054 .013 .123 .068 .019 .118 .066 .017
3 .108 .048 .009 .108 .051 .013 .090 .047 .016 .099 .049 .012 .102 .055 .010 .095 .054 .010
-.50 1 .182 .104 .030 .162 .085 .023 .177 .100 .034 .127 .072 .020 .120 .061 .013 .119 .063 .013
2 .097 .049 .013 .085 .043 .010 .102 .059 .019 .115 .066 .017 .122 .063 .015 .135 .074 .019
3 .100 .048 .011 .091 .052 .009 .092 .046 .014 .105 .060 .013 .095 .046 .009 .091 .052 .009
n = 100 n = 500
.50 1 .169 .099 .027 .163 .097 .029 .171 .103 .031 .124 .068 .018 .126 .070 .017 .124 .073 .018
2 .115 .058 .014 .122 .064 .017 .115 .059 .016 .102 .053 .013 .107 .053 .011 .106 .056 .011
3 .101 .049 .013 .107 .057 .015 .105 .055 .013 .098 .049 .012 .100 .049 .010 .100 .050 .010
.25 1 .165 .094 .029 .172 .101 .028 .163 .095 .030 .130 .073 .023 .134 .073 .020 .130 .074 .018
2 .106 .054 .012 .116 .056 .011 .111 .056 .013 .105 .056 .015 .106 .057 .014 .101 .053 .012
3 .095 .045 .010 .101 .047 .009 .098 .049 .011 .099 .052 .014 .100 .053 .013 .099 .049 .010
.00 1 .177 .103 .031 .176 .098 .032 .165 .100 .035 .138 .075 .021 .135 .072 .019 .133 .076 .020
2 .105 .054 .012 .102 .052 .013 .105 .056 .014 .106 .055 .013 .099 .052 .009 .106 .054 .012
3 .093 .046 .011 .099 .048 .011 .095 .051 .013 .103 .053 .011 .099 .049 .009 .101 .053 .010
-.25 1 .170 .100 .027 .164 .095 .029 .170 .098 .029 .131 .074 .020 .135 .077 .022 .132 .075 .022
2 .096 .047 .010 .097 .048 .010 .102 .048 .011 .101 .055 .013 .102 .053 .012 .098 .053 .011
3 .095 .054 .011 .099 .050 .009 .099 .052 .010 .096 .051 .012 .099 .051 .011 .100 .051 .010
-.50 1 .158 .091 .026 .151 .086 .022 .145 .087 .024 .128 .071 .018 .144 .076 .022 .129 .072 .019
2 .090 .046 .010 .091 .044 .010 .091 .048 .011 .094 .046 .011 .107 .054 .014 .093 .050 .011
3 .090 .054 .009 .099 .047 .009 .098 .052 .009 .092 .045 .011 .103 .051 .013 .099 .050 .010
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Table 3.5.2 Empirical Sizes: Two-Sided Tests of H0 : β1 = β2 in SARAR Model
Group Interaction, REG2, σ = 1, λ = 0.0; Test: 1 = tSARAR, 2 = t
bc
SARAR, 3 = t
bc2
SARAR
ρ Test 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1%
Normal Errors Normal Mixture Log-normal Normal Errors Normal Mixture Log-normal
n = 50 n = 200
.50 1 .186 .107 .027 .196 .127 .050 .188 .114 .037 .134 .079 .020 .132 .066 .019 .135 .074 .018
2 .130 .073 .020 .123 .076 .027 .132 .079 .027 .111 .058 .014 .107 .055 .013 .116 .061 .013
3 .128 .068 .017 .113 .071 .025 .118 .069 .023 .101 .052 .012 .098 .049 .010 .104 .053 .010
.25 1 .199 .125 .047 .187 .113 .039 .204 .130 .048 .140 .083 .023 .143 .086 .029 .153 .087 .025
2 .115 .064 .021 .126 .071 .018 .111 .065 .020 .117 .066 .017 .107 .060 .016 .108 .058 .015
3 .110 .061 .020 .112 .061 .015 .108 .062 .019 .107 .060 .014 .098 .053 .014 .096 .050 .013
.00 1 .184 .110 .034 .184 .107 .033 .203 .126 .043 .157 .093 .029 .155 .094 .027 .153 .089 .027
2 .110 .061 .017 .114 .062 .020 .127 .074 .022 .106 .058 .015 .112 .060 .014 .110 .056 .014
3 .097 .054 .015 .095 .054 .017 .106 .059 .017 .099 .053 .013 .103 .054 .013 .100 .052 .012
-.25 1 .192 .114 .039 .189 .109 .036 .194 .122 .039 .127 .072 .016 .136 .072 .019 .127 .068 .016
2 .110 .059 .018 .112 .063 .017 .117 .067 .021 .107 .061 .014 .129 .069 .019 .128 .072 .019
3 .095 .050 .015 .095 .051 .013 .099 .055 .017 .099 .053 .012 .111 .054 .015 .092 .049 .012
-.50 1 .194 .114 .038 .177 .100 .030 .183 .115 .033 .156 .095 .028 .123 .067 .014 .150 .090 .030
2 .105 .058 .018 .102 .052 .014 .112 .062 .016 .106 .053 .012 .127 .071 .020 .105 .056 .014
3 .098 .049 .014 .098 .052 .011 .099 .047 .012 .098 .049 .011 .105 .054 .012 .096 .050 .013
n = 100 n = 500
.50 1 .172 .105 .030 .168 .096 .032 .173 .099 .030 .129 .074 .021 .129 .068 .016 .125 .072 .017
2 .122 .067 .017 .122 .065 .017 .110 .054 .014 .109 .055 .013 .107 .053 .011 .107 .057 .010
3 .107 .060 .014 .109 .056 .014 .100 .049 .012 .102 .051 .012 .099 .050 .009 .100 .052 .010
.25 1 .175 .102 .030 .171 .101 .031 .171 .110 .036 .136 .077 .018 .136 .077 .022 .128 .075 .019
2 .113 .057 .013 .108 .055 .013 .115 .064 .016 .106 .053 .011 .103 .057 .014 .102 .053 .012
3 .098 .049 .011 .096 .049 .010 .105 .056 .014 .100 .047 .010 .099 .052 .012 .097 .050 .011
.00 1 .173 .103 .030 .175 .103 .034 .180 .107 .031 .137 .079 .021 .134 .081 .022 .126 .077 .021
2 .098 .051 .014 .105 .056 .013 .110 .054 .013 .111 .053 .012 .105 .055 .015 .103 .057 .012
3 .097 .052 .013 .094 .050 .011 .098 .047 .011 .105 .050 .012 .099 .051 .014 .100 .053 .012
-.25 1 .180 .109 .032 .159 .094 .028 .165 .099 .030 .136 .077 .023 .142 .082 .021 .136 .071 .019
2 .104 .052 .011 .094 .046 .012 .101 .049 .011 .101 .053 .011 .109 .055 .011 .099 .049 .010
3 .093 .046 .010 .091 .054 .010 .099 .055 .011 .098 .050 .010 .105 .053 .010 .100 .050 .010
-.50 1 .172 .106 .029 .159 .093 .026 .158 .096 .025 .146 .076 .020 .134 .078 .017 .138 .076 .021
2 .101 .048 .011 .090 .045 .009 .093 .048 .009 .103 .050 .010 .103 .053 .009 .101 .051 .011
3 .096 .054 .010 .098 .049 .009 .096 .054 .010 .100 .047 .010 .100 .050 .009 .100 .049 .011
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Table 3.5.3 Empirical Sizes: Two-Sided Tests of H0 : β1 = β2 in SARAR Model
Group Interaction, REG2, σ = 1, λ = −.25; Test: 1 = tSARAR, 2 = tbcSARAR, 3 = tbc2SARAR
ρ Test 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1%
Normal Errors Normal Mixture Log-normal Normal Errors Normal Mixture Log-normal
n = 50 n = 200
.50 1 .196 .119 .045 .203 .126 .047 .188 .115 .045 .129 .073 .020 .144 .083 .022 .133 .072 .016
2 .121 .070 .020 .122 .076 .022 .138 .085 .030 .112 .063 .014 .116 .060 .012 .111 .059 .013
3 .114 .066 .017 .117 .072 .020 .122 .074 .022 .104 .055 .013 .106 .054 .012 .093 .046 .009
.25 1 .198 .123 .042 .205 .128 .043 .205 .130 .054 .143 .081 .025 .150 .085 .022 .151 .084 .025
2 .108 .059 .018 .109 .057 .020 .112 .066 .025 .122 .062 .018 .122 .065 .015 .112 .055 .014
3 .103 .056 .015 .104 .055 .017 .109 .064 .022 .110 .056 .016 .106 .057 .011 .100 .051 .013
.00 1 .192 .115 .037 .180 .109 .038 .199 .127 .051 .144 .086 .023 .129 .075 .016 .156 .091 .028
2 .115 .065 .017 .118 .065 .017 .106 .062 .020 .123 .066 .017 .114 .065 .015 .113 .056 .013
3 .103 .058 .014 .101 .056 .015 .104 .059 .020 .110 .059 .014 .100 .053 .011 .103 .050 .012
-.25 1 .196 .114 .032 .186 .108 .038 .194 .115 .042 .136 .075 .023 .125 .065 .018 .153 .090 .026
2 .107 .052 .016 .109 .060 .019 .114 .069 .022 .123 .068 .018 .120 .062 .017 .106 .056 .011
3 .099 .050 .013 .098 .051 .015 .098 .057 .017 .112 .060 .015 .101 .048 .012 .097 .052 .011
-.50 1 .188 .113 .040 .188 .111 .037 .186 .116 .040 .120 .064 .016 .114 .055 .011 .150 .091 .025
2 .111 .061 .018 .089 .049 .014 .098 .055 .015 .117 .063 .015 .126 .063 .015 .105 .051 .012
3 .095 .051 .015 .093 .055 .013 .099 .051 .015 .106 .055 .012 .099 .045 .009 .097 .049 .011
n = 100 n = 500
.50 1 .175 .100 .029 .171 .099 .030 .167 .098 .033 .132 .069 .016 .131 .070 .017 .133 .072 .021
2 .116 .059 .016 .126 .067 .018 .113 .061 .014 .110 .058 .012 .108 .055 .010 .109 .056 .012
3 .100 .051 .013 .111 .057 .015 .104 .055 .014 .104 .053 .011 .100 .048 .010 .102 .052 .011
.25 1 .179 .102 .032 .172 .103 .034 .170 .099 .031 .132 .079 .023 .125 .074 .019 .138 .076 .020
2 .114 .059 .014 .111 .063 .015 .108 .057 .014 .109 .060 .014 .106 .055 .012 .107 .052 .012
3 .102 .052 .012 .099 .053 .013 .098 .052 .011 .104 .056 .013 .100 .051 .009 .103 .051 .011
.00 1 .176 .106 .030 .178 .103 .032 .158 .093 .029 .135 .077 .025 .129 .077 .020 .128 .071 .019
2 .099 .054 .012 .108 .055 .012 .096 .044 .011 .105 .056 .015 .099 .049 .012 .100 .050 .011
3 .099 .055 .010 .096 .048 .010 .099 .045 .011 .101 .053 .013 .100 .049 .011 .099 .050 .011
-.25 1 .177 .102 .031 .165 .098 .031 .162 .097 .029 .139 .082 .026 .139 .079 .022 .130 .077 .020
2 .096 .048 .009 .101 .050 .013 .101 .053 .013 .106 .059 .014 .104 .053 .011 .099 .050 .012
3 .099 .052 .010 .099 .050 .013 .100 .050 .011 .101 .056 .014 .099 .050 .010 .100 .050 .012
-.50 1 .169 .102 .029 .160 .100 .032 .159 .100 .035 .143 .085 .023 .140 .084 .024 .126 .074 .023
2 .098 .047 .010 .095 .049 .012 .099 .053 .012 .107 .054 .012 .111 .059 .014 .098 .053 .013
3 .096 .051 .009 .096 .049 .011 .099 .052 .012 .105 .053 .011 .108 .055 .012 .099 .052 .012
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3.6 Conclusions
This chapter considers inference problems for the regression coefficients β in
linear regression models with spatial dependence, where the estimation of the
spatial parameters may incur severe bias. It is shown that while the existence
of spatial dependence does not have a big impact on the point estimation of the
regression coefficients in terms of consistency and bias, it can have a huge impact
on the usual t-statistics for β. We propose simple ways to correct the t-statistics,
and the resulted 2nd-order corrected t-statistics perform superbly. Considering the
effectiveness and the simplicity of the proposed methods, they are recommended
for practical applications.
Central to the proposed inference methods for regression coefficients in this
chapter is the general bias correction methods for non-linear estimators proposed
in Yang (2015b). The proposed methods have a great potential to be extended to
more advanced models such as higher-order SARAR models, spatial panel data
models, dynamic panel data models, non-linear spatial regression models and
non-linear spatial panel data models. They are equally applicable to non-spatial
models as well. Among these, the extension to a higher-order SARAR incurs only
some extra algebra.
The classical approach to the problem considered in this chapter is to directly
bootstrap the original t-statistic to give asymptotically refined approximations to
the finite sample critical values, taking advantage of the underlining statistic being
asymptotically pivotal. However, bootstrapping a Wald-type or a likelihood ratio
statistic requires the re-estimation of all parameters in every bootstrap iteration,
and thus is computationally much more demanding compared to our approach, in
particular when the model contains more non-linear parameters. Nevertheless, it
would be interesting as a future research to compare the two approaches.9
9We thank a referee for raising this issue.
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CHAPTER 4
Bias Correction and Refined Inferences for Fixed Effects
Spatial Panel Data Models
4.1 Introduction
Panel data models with spatial and social interactions have received a be-
lated but recently increasing attention by econometricians, since Anselin (1988).1
Spatial panel data (SPD) models are differentiated by whether they are static or
dynamic and whether they contain random effects or fixed effects. Popular meth-
ods of model estimation and inferences are quasi maximum likelihood (QML) and
generalised method of moments (GMM).2
It has been recognised through the studies of spatial regression models that
1See, among others, Baltagi et al. (2003, 2013), Kapoor et al. (2007), Yu et al. (2008,
2012), Yu and Lee (2010), Lee and Yu (2010a,b), Baltagi and Yang (2013a,b), and Su and Yang
(2015b).
2See Lee and Yu (2010a, 2015) and Anselin et al. (2008) for general accounts on issues related
to SPD model specifications, parameter estimation, etc.
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QML estimators of the spatial parameter(s), though efficient, can be quite biased
3, and more so with a denser spatial weight matrix (Chapters 2 and 3). As a result
the subsequent model inferences (based on t-ratios) can be seriously affected.4
Evidently, the QML estimators of the SPD models are subjected to the same
issues on the finite sample bias and finite sample performance of subsequent infer-
ences, but these important issues have not been addressed.5 Given the popularity
of the SPD models among the applied researchers, it is highly desirable to have a
set of simple and reliable methods for parameter estimation and model inference.
In this chapter, we focus on the SPD models with fixed effects to provide methods
for bias and variance corrections (up to third-order) by extending the methods
of Yang (2015b),6 and then to show how the bias and variance corrections lead
to improved t-ratios for spatial and covariate effects. Lee and Yu (2010b) inves-
tigate the asymptotic properties for the QML estimation of this model based on
direct and transformation approaches. The latter approach is more attractive as
it provides consistent estimators for all the common parameters, which is crucial
in the developments of the methods for finite sample bias-corrections and refined
inferences.7
3Lee, 2004; Bao and Ullah, 2007; Bao, 2013; Yang, 2015b
4Methods of bias-correcting the QML estimators of the spatial parameter(s) have been given
for the spatial lag (SL) model (Bao and Ullah, 2007; Bao, 2013; Yang, 2015b), the spatial error
(SE) model (Chapter 2), and the spatial lag and error (SLE) model (Chapter 3). The improved
t-ratios for the SL effect is given in Yang (2015b), and improved t-ratios for the covariate effects
are given in Chapter 3 for the SL, SE and SLE models, respectively.
5The importance of bias correction for models with non-linear parameters is seen from the
large literature on the regular dynamic panels (see, e.g., Nickell (1981), Kiviet (1995), Hahn and
Kuersteiner (2002), Hahn and Newey (2004), Bun and Carree (2005), Hahn and Moon (2006),
and Arellano and Hahn (2005).
6The fixed effects model has the advantage of robustness because fixed effects are allowed to
depend on included regressors. It also provides a unified model framework for different random
effects models considered in, e.g., Anselin (1988), Kapoor et al. (2007) and Baltagi et al. (2013).
However, fixed effects model encounters incidental parameter problem (Neyman and Scott, 1948;
Lancaster, 2000).
7Lee and Yu (2010b) observe that when conducting a direct estimation using the likelihood
function where all the common parameters and the fixed effects are estimated together, the
estimate of the variance parameter is inconsistent when T is finite while n is large. With data
transformations to eliminate the fixed effects, the incidental parameter problem is avoided, and
the ratio of n and T does not affect the asymptotic properties of estimates as the data are
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We note that while the general stochastic expansions of Yang (2015b) for non-
linear estimators are applicable to different models including the SPD models
considered in this chapter, the detailed developments of bias corrections, variance
corrections and corrections on t-ratio vary from one model to another. Further-
more, the transformation approach induces errors that may no longer be inde-
pendent and identically distributed (iid) even if the original errors are. Thus,
the bootstrap method proposed by Yang (2015b) under iid errors, may not be
directly applicable. We demonstrate in this chapter that when the original error
distribution is not far from normality, the standard iid bootstrap method can still
provide an excellent approximation, due to the fact that the transformed errors
are homoskedastic and uncorrelated. When the original errors are extremely non-
normal, we show that the wild bootstrap method can improve the approximation.
Monte Carlo results reveal that the QML estimators of the spatial parameters
can be quite biased, in particular for the models with spatial error dependence,
and that a second-order bias correction effectively removes the bias. Furthermore,
Monte Carlo results show that inferences for spatial and covariate effects based on
the regular t-ratios can be misleading, but these based on the proposed t-ratios
are very reliable. We emphasize that while corrections on bias and variance of a
point estimator are important, it is more important to correct the t-ratios so that
practical applications of the models and methods are more reliable. The methods
presented in this chapter show a plausible way to do so. They are simple and yet
quite general as the spatial regression models are embedded as special cases.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 introduces the
spatial panel data model allowing both spatial lag and spatial error, and both
time-specific effects and individual-specific effects, and its QML estimation based
on the transformed likelihood function. Section 4.3 presents a third-order stochas-
pooled. The QML estimators so derived are shown to be consistent, and, except for the variance
estimate, are identical to those from the direct approach.
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tic expansion for the QML estimators of the spatial parameters, a third-order
expansion for the bias, and a third-order expansion for the variance of the QML
estimators of the spatial parameters. Section 4.3 also addresses issues on the bias
of QML estimators of other model parameters, and on the inferences following
bias and variance corrections. Section 4.4 introduces the bootstrap methods for
estimating various quantities in the expansions, and presents theories for the va-
lidity of these methods. Section 4.5 presents Monte Carlo results. Section 4.6
discusses and concludes the chapter.
4.2 The Model and QML Estimation
For the spatial panel data (SPD) model with fixed effects (FE), we can investi-
gate the case with both spatial lag and spatial error, where n is large and T could
be finite or large. We include both individual effects and time effects to have a
robust specification. The FE-SPD model under consideration is
Ynt = λ0W1nYnt +Xntβ0 + cn0 + αt0ln + Unt, Unt = ρ0W2nUnt + Vnt, (4.1)
for t = 1, 2, . . . , T , where, for a given t, Ynt = (y1t, y2t, . . . , ynt)
′ is an n × 1
vector of observations on the response variable, Xnt is an n× k matrix containing
the values of k non-stochastic, individually and time varying regressors, Vnt =
(v1t, v2t, . . . , vnt)
′ is an n × 1 vector of errors where {vit} are independent and
identically distributed (iid) for all i and t with mean 0 and variance σ20, cn0 is
an n × 1 vector of fixed individual effects, and αt0 is the fixed time effect with
ln being an n × 1 vector of ones. W1n and W2n are given n × n spatial weights
matrices where W1n generates the ‘direct’ spatial effects among the spatial units
in their response values Ynt, and W2n generates cross-sectional dependence among
the disturbances Unt. In practice, W1n and W2n may be the same.
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In Lee and Yu (2010b), QML estimation of (4.1) is considered by using either a
direct approach or a transformation approach. The direct approach is to estimate
the regression parameters jointly with the individual and time effects, which yields
a bias of order O(T−1) due to the estimation of individual effects and a bias of
order O(n−1) due to the estimation of time effects. The transformation approach
eliminates the individual and time effects and then implements the estimation,
which yields consistent estimates of the common parameters when either n or T is
large. In the current chapter, we will follow the transformation approach so that
it is free from the incidental parameter problem.
To eliminate individual effects, define JT = (IT − 1T lT l′T ) and let [FT,T−1, 1√T lT ]
be the orthonormal eigenvector matrix of JT , where FT,T−1 is the T × (T − 1)
sub-matrix corresponding to the eigenvalues of one, IT is a T × T identity matrix
and lT is a T × 1 vector of ones.8 To eliminate the time effects, let Jn and Fn,n−1
be similarly defined, and let W1n and W2n be row normalised.
9 For any n × T
matrix [Zn1, · · · , ZnT ], define the (n− 1)× (T − 1) transformed matrix as




n,n−1[Zn1, . . . , ZnT ]FT,T−1. (4.2)
This leads to, for t = 1, . . . , T − 1, Y ∗nt, U∗nt, V ∗nt, and X∗nt,j for the jth regres-









F ′n,n−1WhnFn,n−1, h = 1, 2. The transformed model we will work on thus takes the
form:
















nt, t = 1, . . . , T − 1. (4.3)
8As discussed in Lee and Yu (2010b, Footnote 12), the first difference and Helmert
transformation have often been used to eliminate the individual effects. A special selec-
tion of FT,T−1 gives rise to the Helmert transformation where {Vnt} are transformed to
( T−tT−t+1 )
1/2[Vnt − 1T−t (Vn,t+1 + · · · + VnT )], which is of particular interest for dynamic panel
data models.
9When Wjn are not row normalised, the linear SARAR presentation of (4.4) for the spatial
panel model will no longer hold. In that case, a likelihood formulation would not be feasible.
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After the transformations, the effective sample size becomes N = (n− 1)(T − 1).
Stacking the vectors and matrices, i.e., letting YN = (Y
∗′




(U∗′n1, . . . , U
∗′
n,T−1)
′, VN = (V ∗′n1, . . . , V
∗′
n,T−1)




ing WhN = IT−1 ⊗W ∗hn, h = 1, 2, we have the following compact expression for
the transformed model:
YN = λ0W1NYN + XNβ0 + UN , UN = ρ0W2NUN + VN , (4.4)
which is in form identical to the spatial autoregressive model with autoregressive
errors (SARAR), showing that the QML estimation of the two-way fixed effects
panel SARAR model is similar to that of the linear SARAR model. The key
difference is that the elements of VN may not be iid though they are uncorrelated
and homoskedastic as shown below. This may have a certain impact on the
bootstrap method (see next section for details).
It is easy to show that the transformed errors {v∗it} are uncorrelated for all i
and t by using the identity (V ∗′n1, . . . , V
∗′
n,T−1)
′ = (F ′T,T−1 ⊗ F ′n,n−1)(V ′n1, . . . , V ′nT )′,
E(V ∗′n1, . . . , V
∗′
n,T−1)
′(V ∗′n1, · · · , V ∗′n,T−1) = σ20(F ′T,T−1⊗F ′n,n−1)(FT,T−1⊗Fn,n−1) = σ20IN .
Hence, {v∗it} are iid N(0, σ20) if the original errors {vit} are iid N(0, σ20). It follows
that the (quasi) Gaussian log likelihood function for (4.3) is,
`N(θ) = −N2 ln(2piσ2) + ln |AN(λ)|+ ln |BN(ρ)| − 12σ2V′N(ζ)VN(ζ), (4.5)
where ζ = (β′, λ, ρ)′, θ = (β′, σ2, λ, ρ)′, AN(λ) = IN−λW1N , BN(ρ) = IN−ρW2N ,
and VN(ζ) = BN(ρ)[AN(λ)YN −XNβ].
Now, letting YN(λ) = AN(λ)YN and XN(ρ) = BN(ρ)XN , the constrained
QML estimators of β and σ2, given λ and ρ, can be expressed in the following
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simple form:




σ˜2N(λ, ρ) = N
−1Y′N(λ)MN(ρ)YN(λ), (4.7)
where MN(ρ) = B
′
N(ρ){IN −XN(ρ)[X′N(ρ)XN(ρ)]−1X′N(ρ)}BN(ρ). Substituting
β˜N(λ, ρ) and σ˜
2
N(λ, ρ) back into (4.5) gives the concentrated log likelihood function
of (λ, ρ):
`cN(λ, ρ) = −N2 (ln(2pi) + 1) + ln |AN(λ)|+ ln |BN(ρ)| − N2 ln σ˜2N(λ, ρ). (4.8)
Maximizing `cN(λ, ρ) in (4.8) gives the unconstrained QML estimators λˆN and ρˆN
of λ and ρ, and substituting (λˆN , ρˆN) back into (4.6) and (4.7) gives the uncon-
strained QML estimators of β and σ2 as βˆN ≡ β˜N(λˆN , ρˆN) and σˆ2N ≡ σ˜2N(λˆN , ρˆN).10
Write θˆN = (βˆ
′
N , λˆN , ρˆN , σˆ
2
N)
′. Lee and Yu (2010b) show that θˆN is
√
N -consistent
and asymptotically normal under some mild conditions. These conditions and the
asymptotic variance of θˆN are given in Appendix E to facilitate the subsequent
developments for the higher-order results. It follows that the QML estimators for
any of the sub-models discussed below will be
√
N -consistent and asymptotically
normal as well, where N can be (n− 1)(T − 1), n(T − 1), (n− 1)T , or nT .
The linear SARAR representation (4.4) has greatly facilitated the QML esti-
mation of the general FE-SPD model. It is also very helpful for the subsequent
developments in bias and variance corrections. Obviously, it contains as special
cases the spatial regression models. Based on this representation, the results de-
10Numerical maximization of `cN (λ, ρ) can be computationally demanding if N is large
due to the need of repeated calculations of the two determinants. Following simplifications
help alleviate such a burden: |AN (λ)| = |In−1 − λW ∗1n|T−1 =
(
1








, where ω1i are the eigenvalues of W1n, the middle equation from
Lee and Yu (2010), and the last equation is from Griffith (1988). Similarly the determinant of
|BN (ρ)| is calculated.
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veloped for this general model can easily be reduced to suit simpler models. For
example, setting ρ or λ to zero in (4.4) gives an FE-SPD model with only the SL
effect or an FE-SPD model with only the SE effect; dropping either αt0 or cn0 in
(4.1) (or dropping either Fn,n−1 or FT,T−1 in (4.2)) leads to a sub-model with only
the individual-specific effects or a sub-model with only the time-specific effects;
and finally, dropping both cn0 and αt0 in (4.1) leads to the SARAR regression
model. On the other hand, the spatial panel model considered in this chapter can
also be extended to include more spatial lag terms in both the response and the
disturbance, in particular the former.11 Software can be developed to facilitate
the end users of the methodologies developed in this chapter.
4.3 Third-Order Bias and MSE for FE-SPD Model
4.3.1 Third-order stochastic expansions for non-linear es-
timators
Yang (2015b) presents a general method for up to third-order bias and variance
corrections on a set of non-linear estimators based on stochastic expansions and
bootstrap. The stochastic expansions provide tractable approximations to the bias
and variance of the non-linear estimators and the bootstrap make these expansions
practically implementable. The method is demonstrated, through a linear SAR
model, to be very effective in correcting the bias and improving inferences. It was
emphasised in Yang (2015b) that, in estimating a model with both linear and non-
linear parameters, the main source of bias and the main difficulty in correcting
the bias are associated with the estimation of the non-linear parameters, and
hence one should focus on the concentrated estimation equations. By doing so,
11See Lee and Yu (2015, 2016) for more discussions and for the related issue on parameter
identification.
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the dimensionality of the problem can be greatly reduced, and more importantly,
the additional variations from the estimation of the linear and scale parameters
are captured in correcting the non-linear estimators, thus making the bias and
variance corrections more effective. The method is summarised as follows.
Let δ be the vector of non-linear parameters of a model, and δˆN defined as
δˆN = arg{ψ˜N(δ) = 0}, be its
√
N -consistent estimator, with ψ˜N(δ) is the con-
centrated estimating function (CEF) and ψ˜N(δ) = 0 the concentrated estimating
equation (CEE). Let HrN(δ) = ∇rψ˜N(δ), r = 1, 2, 3, where the partial derivatives
are carried out sequentially and element-wise, with respect to δ′. Let ψ˜N ≡ ψ˜N(δ0),
HrN ≡ HrN(δ0) and H◦rN = HrN − E(HrN), r = 1, 2, 3. Note that hereafter the
expectation operator ‘E’ corresponds to the true model parameters θ0. Define
ΩN = −[E(H1N)]−1. Yang (2015b), extending Rilstone et al. (1996) and Bao
and Ullah (2007), gives a set of sufficient conditions for a third-order stochastic
expansion of δˆN = arg{ψ˜N(δ) = 0}, based on a general CEF ψ˜N(δ), which are
restated here to facilitate the development of higher-order results for the FE-SPD
model:
Assumption G1. δˆN solves ψ˜N(δ) = 0 and δˆN − δ0 = Op(N−1/2).
Assumption G2. ψ˜N(δ) is differentiable up to the rth order for δ in a neigh-
bourhood of δ0, E(HrN) = O(1), and H
◦
rN = Op(N
−1/2), r = 1, 2, 3.
Assumption G3. [E(H1N)]
−1 = O(1), and H−11N = Op(1).
Assumption G4. ‖HrN(δ)−HrN(δ0)‖ ≤ ‖δ − δ0‖UN for δ in a neighbour-
hood of δ0, r = 1, 2, 3, and E |UN | ≤ c <∞ for some constant c.
Under these conditions, a third-order stochastic expansion for δˆN is:
δˆN − δ0 = a−1/2 + a−1 + a−3/2 +Op(N−2), (4.9)
where a−s/2 represents a term of order Op(N−s/2) for s = 1, 2, 3, having the ex-
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pressions
a−1/2 = ΩN ψ˜N ,












ΩNE(H2N)(a−1/2 ⊗ a−1 + a−1 ⊗ a−1/2)
+1
6
ΩNE(H3N)(a−1/2 ⊗ a−1/2 ⊗ a−1/2),
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. In moving from the stochastic expansion
given in (4.9) to third-order expansions for the bias, MSE and variance of δˆN , it
is assumed that E(ψ˜N) = O(N
−1) and that a quantity bounded in probability has
a finite expectation. The latter is a simplifying assumption to ensure that the
remainders are of the stated order. A third-order expansion for the bias of δˆN is
Bias(δˆN) = b−1 + b−3/2 +O(N−2), (4.10)
where b−1 = E(a−1/2 + a−1) and b−3/2 = E(a−3/2), being the second- and third-
order biases. Similarly, a third-order expansion for the mean squared error (MSE)
of δˆN is
MSE(δˆN) = m−1 +m−3/2 +m−2 +O(N−5/2), (4.11)









−1/2), and the third-order expansion for the variance of δˆN is
Var(δˆN) = v−1 + v−3/2 + v−2 +O(N−5/2), (4.12)
where v−1 = Var(a−1/2), v−3/2 = Cov(a−1/2, a−1) + Cov(a−1, a−1/2), and v−2 =
Cov(a−1/2, a−3/2) + Cov(a−3/2, a−1/2) + Var(a−1 + a−3/2); or simply v−1 = m−1,
v−3/2 = m−3/2, and v−2 = m−2 − b2−1.
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Therefore, we can improve the statistical inference in finite samples by cor-
recting the bias and standard deviation of estimates. From (4.10), we can use
δbc2N = δˆN − b−1 or δbc3N = δˆN − b−1 − b−3/2,
to yield an estimator unbiased up to order O(N−1) or O(N−3/2). With estimated
b−1 and b−3/2, feasible δbc2N and δ
bc3
N can be constructed.
Similar procedures can be applied to increase the precision of variance estimate.
By (4.12), if bˆ−1 − b−1 = Op(N−3/2) and bˆ−3/2 − b−3/2 = Op(N−2), we have
Var(δbc3N ) = v−1 + v−3/2 + v−2 − 2ACov(δˆN , bˆ−1) +O(N−5/2), (4.13)
and Var(δbc2N ) = Var(δ
bc3
N )+O(N
−5/2), where ACov denotes asymptotic covariance.
4.3.2 Third-order bias and variance for spatial estimators
The general expansions summarised in Section 4.3.1 are applicable to different
models including the FE-SPD model we consider,, but the detailed developments
for the corrections on bias, variance, and t-ratio vary from one model to another.
Furthermore, the transformation approach induces errors that are no longer iid,
rendering the bootstrap method of Yang (2015b) for estimating the correction
terms not directly applicable. In this subsection, we first derive all the quantities
required for the third-order expansions for the FE-SPD model, and then discuss
conditions under which the results (4.9)-(4.13) hold under the FE-SPD model
instead of going through the detailed proofs of them. As seen from Section 4.2,
the set of non-linear parameters in the FE-SPD model are δ = (λ, ρ)′. The CEF







































12 To derive the rth order derivative, HrN(δ), of ψ˜N(δ) w.r.t. δ
′, r =













r+1], r = 0, 1, 2, 3. Let M
(k)
N (ρ) be the kth deriva-





























which have the following properties:
∂R1N (δ)
∂λ




























12Lee and Yu (2010b) provide a useful identity: (In−1 − λW ∗hn)−1 = F ′n,n−1(In−1 −
λWhn)
−1Fn,n−1. Based on this, the inverses of AN (λ) and BN (λ) can easily be calculated
as they are block-diagonal. The conditions for the
√
N -consistency of δˆN are given in Lee and
Yu (2010b), and in Appendix E.
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Write ψ˜N(δ) = (ψ˜1N(δ), ψ˜2N(δ))
′ with ψ˜1N(δ) = −T0N(λ) +R1N(δ) and ψ˜2N(δ) =
−K0N(ρ)−S1N(δ). Denote the partial derivatives of ψ˜jN(δ) by adding superscripts
λ and/or ρ sequentially, e.g., ψ˜λρλ2N (δ) =
∂3
∂λ∂ρ∂λ
ψ˜2N(δ). Thus, H1N(δ) has 1st row
{ψ˜λ1N(δ), ψ˜ρ1N(δ)} and 2nd row {ψ˜λ2N(δ), ψ˜ρ2N(δ)}, which gives
H1N(δ) =
 −T1N(λ)−R2N(δ) + 2R21N(δ), Q†1N(δ)−R1N(δ)S1N(δ)
Q†1N(δ)−R1N(δ)S1N(δ), −K1N(ρ)− 12S2N(δ) + 12S21N(δ)
 .
H2N(δ) has rows:
{ψ˜λλ1N(δ), ψ˜λρ1N(δ), ψ˜ρλ1N(δ), ψ˜ρρ1N(δ)} and {ψ˜λλ2N(δ), ψ˜λρ2N(δ), ψ˜ρλ2N(δ), ψ˜ρρ2N(δ)}, where
ψ˜λλ1N(δ) = −2T2N(λ)− 6R1N(δ)R2N(δ) + 8R31N(δ),
ψ˜λρ1N(δ) = −Q‡1N(δ) + 4R1N(δ)Q†1N(δ) +R2N(δ)S1N(δ)− 4R21N(δ)S1N(δ),
ψ˜ρρ1N(δ) = Q
†
2N(δ)− 2Q†1N(δ)S1N(δ) + 2R1N(δ)S21N(δ)−R1N(δ)S2N(δ),












H3N(δ) is obtained by differentiating elements of H2N(δ) w.r.t. δ
′:
ψ˜λλλ1N (δ) = −6T3N(λ) + 6R22N(δ)− 48R21N(δ)R2N(δ) + 48R41N(δ),




ψ˜λρλ1N (δ) = 2Q
‡












ψ˜ρρλ1N (δ) = −Q‡2N(δ) + 4Q†2N(δ)R1N(δ) + 2Q‡1N(δ)S1N(δ)− 16R1N(δ)Q†1N(δ)S1N(δ)
−R2N(δ)S2N(δ)+12R21N(δ)S21N(δ)−2R2N(δ)S21N(δ)−4S21N(δ)S2N(δ)+4Q†21N(δ),
ψ˜ρρρ1N (δ) = Q
†
3N(δ)− 3Q†2N(δ)S1N(δ) + 6Q†1N(δ)S21N(δ)− 3Q†1N(δ)S2N(δ)
−6R1N(δ)S31N(δ) + 6R1N(δ)S1N(δ)S2N(δ)−R1N(δ)S3N(δ),
ψ˜ρρλ2N (δ) = Q
†
3N(δ)−R1N(δ)S3N(δ)− 3Q†1N(δ)S2N(δ) + 6R1N(δ)S1N(δ)S2N(δ)
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−3S1N(δ)Q†2N(δ) + 6S21N(δ)Q†1N(δ)− 6R1N(δ)S31N(δ),
ψ˜ρρρ2N (δ) = −6K3N(ρ)− 12S4N(δ) + 2S1N(δ)S3N(δ) + 32S22N(δ)− 6S2N(δ)S21N(δ)
+3S41N(δ).
ψ˜ρλλ1N (δ) = ψ˜
λρλ




1N (δ) = ψ˜
λρρ




1N (δ) = ψ˜
λρλ
2N (δ) =
ψ˜ρλλ2N (δ), and ψ˜
ρρρ
1N (δ) = ψ˜
λρρ





N (ρ), ρ, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, are lengthy and are given in Appendix E.
For general results (4.9)-(4.13) for the CEF ψ˜N(δ) of the FE-SPD model, it is
sufficient that ψ˜N(δ) satisfies Assumptions G1-G4. First the
√
N -consistency of
δˆN in Assumption G1 is given in Theorem E.1 in Appendix E. The differentiability
of ψ˜N(δ) in Assumption G2 is obvious. From Section 4.4.1 we see that the R−,





N = IN −XN(ρ0)[X′N(ρ0)XN(ρ0)]−1X′N(ρ0). It






0 +op(1). Hence, with Assumptions E1-E8 in
Appendix E, for the H-quantities to have proper stochastic behaviour, it would
require the existence of the 6th moment of vit for a second-order bias correction,
and the existence of the 10th moment of vit for a third-order bias correction.
Variance corrections have stronger moment requirements. However, these mo-
ment requirements are no more than those under a joint estimating equation with
analytical approach. The condition E(ψ˜N) = O(N
−1) is required so that b−1
is O(N−1). This condition is not restrictive given
√
N(δˆN − δ0) converges to a
centred bivariate normal distribution as N → ∞, (Lee and Yu, 2010b), implies
that E(ψ˜N) = o(N
−1/2). The other conditions are likely to hold. With these
and Assumptions E1-E8 in Appendix E, the results (4.9)-(4.13) are likely to hold.
Hence, we do not present detailed proofs of the results (4.9)-(4.13) for the FE-SPD
model, but rather focus on the validity of the bootstrap methods for the practical
implementation of the bias and variance corrections.
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4.3.3 Reduced models
Letting either ρ = 0 or λ = 0 leads to two sub-models, the FE-SPD model with
SL dependence and the FE-SPD model with SE dependence. Bias and variance
corrections become much simpler in these cases, in particular the former.
FE-SPD model with SL dependence. The necessary terms for up to a



















ψ˜N(λ) = −T0N(λ) +R1N(λ),
H1N(λ) = −T1N(λ)−R2N(λ) + 2R21N(λ),
H2N(λ) = −2T2N(λ)− 6R1N(λ)R2N(λ) + 8R31N(λ),
H3N(λ) = −6T3N(λ) + 6R22N(λ)− 48R21N(λ)R2N(λ) + 48R41N(λ),
where M0N ≡MN(0) = IN−XN(X′NXN)−1X′N . These results contain, as a special
case, the results for linear SAR model considered in Yang (2015b), showing the
usefulness of the linear SARAR representation (4.4) for the FE-SPD model.
FE-SPD model with SE dependence. The necessary terms for up to







, k = 1, 2, 3, 4,
ψ˜N(ρ) = −K0N(ρ)− 12S1N(ρ),
H1N(ρ) = −K1N(ρ)− 12S2N(ρ) + 12S21N(ρ),
H2N(ρ) = −2K2N(ρ)− 12S3N(ρ) + 32S1N(ρ)S2N(ρ)− S31N(ρ),
H3N(ρ) = −6K3N(ρ)− 12S4N(δ) + 2S1N(δ)S3N(δ) + 32S22N(δ)
−6S2N(δ)S21N(δ) + 3S41N(δ).
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These results contain, as a special case, the results for the linear SED model
considered in Chapter 2. Again, these results show the usefulness of the linear
SARAR representation for the fixed effects spatial panel data model given in (4.4).
Simplifications to a one-way fixed effects model are easily done. If the model
contains only individual-specific effects, t = 1, . . . , T − 1 and N = n(T − 1), and
when model contains only the time-specific effects, t = 1, . . . , T and N = (n−1)T .
4.3.4 Bias correction for non-spatial estimators




N(δˆN), where β˜N(δ) and σ˜
2
N(δ) are the
constrained QML estimators of β and σ2 defined in (4.6) and (4.7). As β˜N(δ0) is an
unbiased estimator of β, and N
N−k σ˜
2
N(δ0) is an unbiased estimator of σ
2, it is natural











N ) would be much less biased than the original QML estimators.
Thus, with a bias-corrected non-linear estimator, the QML estimators of the linear
and scale parameters may be automatically bias-corrected, making the overall
bias correction much easier. This is another point stressed by Yang (2015b) in
supporting the arguments that one should use CEE to perform bias correction on
non-linear parameters. We now present some results to support this point. First,
βˆN ≡ β˜N(δˆN) = FN(ρˆN)YN(λˆN), where FN(ρ) = [X′N(ρ)XN(ρ)]−1X′N(ρ)BN(ρ),
by (4.6). Let β˜
(k)
N (δ) be the kth derivative of β˜N(δ) w.r.t. δ
′, and F(k)N (ρ) the
kth derivative of FN(ρ) w.r.t. ρ. Assume E(β˜
(k)
N ) exists and β˜
(k)
N − E(β˜(k)N ) =
Op(N
−1/2), k = 1, 2. By a Taylor series expansion, we obtain,13
β˜N(δˆN) = β˜N + β˜
(1)
N (δˆN − δ0) + 12 β˜(2)N [(δˆN − δ0)⊗ (δˆN − δ0)] +Op(N−
3
2 ), (4.15)
= β˜N + E(β˜
(1)





N )(a− 12 ⊗ a− 12 ) +Op(N
− 3
2 ),
13A notational convention is followed: β˜N ≡ β˜N (δ0), β˜(k)N ≡ β˜(k)N (δ0), FN ≡ FN (ρ0), AN =




N ) = [−FNGNXNβ0,F(1)N XNβ0], bN = [−FNGNB−1N VN , F(1)N B−1N VN ],
GN = W1NA
−1
N , and E(β˜
(2)
N ) = [0k×1, −F(1)N GNXNβ0,−F(1)N GNXNβ0,F(2)N XNβ0].
Recall a−1/2 = ΩN ψ˜N . It is easy to see that the expansion (4.15) holds when δˆN
is replaced by δˆbc2N . Thus,
Bias(βˆN) = E(β˜
(1)





N )E(a− 12 ⊗ a− 12 ) +O(N
− 3
2 ),






N )E(a− 12 ⊗ a− 12 ) +O(N
− 3
2 ). (4.16)
The key term E(β˜
(1)
N )Bias(δˆN) of order O(N
−1) in the bias of β˜N(δˆN) is ab-
sorbed into the error term when δˆN is replaced by δˆ
bc2
N in defining the estimator
for β0. Thus, it can be expected that the resulting bias reduction can be big,
and the estimator βˆbc2N = β˜N(δˆ
bc2
N ) is essentially second-order bias-corrected, if
E(bNa−1/2)+ 12E(β˜
(2)
N )E(a−1/2⊗a−1/2) is ‘small’. In general, using (4.16), βˆbc2N can
easily be further bias-corrected to be ‘truly’ second-order unbiased. However, our
Monte Carlo results given in Section 4.5 suggest that this may not be necessary.
Finally, F
(k)
N (ρ), k = 1, 2, can be easily derived.








N (δ) be the kth partial derivative of QN(δ) w.r.t. δ













N − E(Q(k)N )] = Op(N−1/2) for k =

























where the expressions for qN and E(Q
(k)
N ), k = 1, 2, are given in Appendix E.
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The expansion (4.17) holds when δˆN is replaced by δˆ
bc2
































Again, the key bias term 1
N−kE(Q
(1)
N )Bias(δˆN) is removed when δˆN is replaced by
δˆbc2N in defining the estimator for σ
2






N ) is nearly unbiased for σ
2
0. In any case, one can always use






4.3.5 Inferences following bias and variance corrections
It would be interesting to further investigate the impacts of bias and variance
corrections for spatial estimators on the statistical inferences concerning the model
parameters. The latter issue is of a great practical relevance, as being able to assess
the covariate effects in a reliable manner may be the most desirable feature in any
econometric modelling activity. Unfortunately, this issue has not been addressed
for the spatial panel data regression models.
One of the most interesting type of inferences for a spatial model would be the
testing for the existence of spatial effects. With the availability of QML estimators
δˆN and its asymptotic variance ΩNE(ψ˜N ψ˜
′
N)ΩN , one can easily carry out a Wald
test. However, given the fact that δˆN can be quite biased, it is questionable
that this asymptotic test would be reliable when N is not large. With the bias
and variance correction results presented in Section 4.3, one can easily construct
various ‘bias-corrected’ Wald tests. For testing H0 : λ = ρ = 0, i.e., the joint
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non-existence of both types of spatial effects, we have,
WSARARN,jk = (δˆbcjN )′Var−1k (δˆbcjN )δˆbcjN , (4.19)
where δˆbcjN is the jth-order bias-corrected δˆN and Vark(δˆ
bcj
N ) is the kth-order cor-
rected variance of δˆbcjN . When j = k = 1, δˆ
bc1
N = δˆN , Var1(δˆ
bc1
N ) = ΩNE(ψ˜N ψ˜
′
N)ΩN ,





N ), are given at the end of Section 4.4.
Similarly, for testing the non-existence of one type of spatial effects, allowing
the existence of the other type of spatial effects, i.e., H0 : λ = 0, allowing ρ, or
H0 : ρ = 0 allowing λ, we have, respectively,











N ) denotes the i-th diagonal element of Vark(δˆ
bcj
N ). We can con-
struct improved tests for testing the non-existence of spatial effect in the two
reduced models, i.e., testing H0 : λ = 0, given ρ = 0, or H0 : ρ = 0, given λ = 0:











N ) and Vark(ρˆ
bcj
N ) are the k-order corrected variances of the jth-
order bias-corrected estimators based on the corresponding reduced models de-
scribed in Section 4.3.3.
Another important type of inference concerns the covariate effects, i.e., the
testing or confidence interval construction for c′β0, a linear combination of the
regression parameters. For an improved inference, we need the bias-corrected
variance estimator for βˆbc2N . By (4.15) with δˆN being replaced by δˆ
bc2
N , we have,














−2). This variance can be easily estimated based on the bootstrap method
described at the end of Section 4.4. For testing H0 : c
′β0 = 0, the following two
statistics may be used:
TN,11 = c′βˆN/
√
c′ÂVar(βˆN)c, and TN,22 = c′βˆbc2N /
√
c′V̂ar(βˆbc2N )c, (4.22)
where ÂVar(βˆN) is the estimate of the asymptotic variance of βˆN and V̂ar(βˆ
bc2
N ) is
the bootstrap estimate of Var(βˆbc2N ) (see end of Section 4.4). These results can be
simplified to suit the simpler models. Monte Carlo results show that inferences
based on TN,22 are much more reliable than inferences based on TN,11.
4.4 Bootstrap for Feasible Bias and Variance Cor-
rections
For practical purpose, we need to evaluate the expectations of a−s/2 for s =
1, 2, 3, and the expectations of their cross products. Thus, we need to compute
expectations of all theR-, S-, andQ-ratios of quadratic forms defined below (4.14),
expectations of their powers, and expectations of cross products of powers, which
seem impossible analytically. The use of a joint estimating equation (JEE) as in
Bao and Ullah (2007) and Bao (2013) may offer a possibility. However, even for
a second-order bias correction of a simple SAR model (Bao, 2013), the formulae
are seen to be very complicated already. Further, the analytical approach runs
into another problem with variance corrections and higher-order bias corrections
– it may involve higher than fourth moments of the errors of which estimation
may not be stable numerically. In the current chapter, we follow Yang (2015b)
to use the CEE, ψ˜N(δ) = 0, which not only reduces the dimensionality but also
captures additional bias a nd variability from the estimation of linear and scale
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parameters, making the bias correction more effective. We then use bootstrap to
estimate these expectations involved in the bias and variance corrections, which
overcomes the difficulty in analytically evaluating the expectations and avoids the
direct estimation of higher-order moments of the errors.
4.4.1 The bootstrap method
We follow Yang (2015b) and propose a bootstrap procedure for the FE-SPD
model with SARAR effects. Note YN(λ0) = XNβ0 + B
−1
N (ρ0)VN , W1NYN =
GN [XNβ0+B
−1
N (ρ0)VN ], where GN ≡ GN(λ0) = W1NA−1(λ0), and MN(ρ)XN =
0. The R-ratios, S-ratios and Q-ratios at δ = δ0 defined below (4.14) can all be






























































where MN = IN − XN(ρ0)[X′N(ρ0)XN(ρ0)]−1X′N(ρ0) and M(k)N ≡ M(k)N (ρ0). It
follows that ψ˜N = ψ˜N(ζ0,VN) and HrN = HrN(ζ0,VN), r = 1, 2, 3. Now, define
the QML estimate of the error vector VN in the FE-SPD model (4.4):
VˆN = BN(ρˆN)[A(λˆN)YN −XN βˆN ]. (4.28)
Let Vˆ?N be a bootstrap sample based on VˆN . The bootstrap analogues of various
quantities are ψ˜?N ≡ ψ˜N(ζˆN ,V?N) and H?rN ≡ HrN(ζˆN ,V?N), r = 1, 2, 3. Thus, the
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bootstrap estimates of the quantities in bias and variance corrections are,











N)⊗ ψ˜N(ζˆN , Vˆ?N)⊗ ψ˜N(ζˆN , Vˆ?N)
]
,
where E? denotes the expectation with respect to the bootstrap distribution. The
bootstrap estimates of other quantities are defined in the same manner.14 To make
these bootstrap expectations practically feasible, we first follow Yang (2015b) and
propose the following iid bootstrap procedure:
Algorithm 4.1 (iid Bootstrap)
1. Compute ζˆN and VˆN , and centre VˆN .
2. Draw a bootstrap sample Vˆ?N,b, i.e., make N random draws from the elements
of centred VˆN .
3. Compute ψ˜N(ζˆN , Vˆ
?
N,b) and HrN(ζˆN , Vˆ
?
N,b), r = 1, 2, 3.
4. Repeat steps 2-3 for B times to give approximate bootstrap estimates as















N,b)⊗ ψ˜N(ζˆN , Vˆ?N,b)⊗ ψ˜N(ζˆN , Vˆ?N,b)
]
.
The approximation in the last step of Algorithm (4.1) can be made arbitrarily
accurate by choosing an arbitrarily large B, and that the scale parameter σ20
and its QML estimator σˆ2N do not play a role in the bootstrap process as they
14To facilitate the bootstrapping, the a−s/2 in (4.9) can be re-expressed so that the random
quantities are put together, using the well-known properties of Kronecker product: (A⊗B)(C⊗
D) = AC ⊗ BD and vec(ACB) = (B′ ⊗ A)vec(C), where ‘vec’ vectorizes a matrix by stacking
its columns. For example, H1NΩN ψ˜N = (ψ
′
N ⊗ H1N )vec(ΩN ), and a−1/2 ⊗ a−1/2 ⊗ a−1/2 =
(ΩN ⊗ΩN ⊗ΩN )(ψ˜N ⊗ ψ˜N ⊗ ψ˜N ). Alternatively, one can follow the ‘two-step’ procedure given
in Yang (2015b, Sec. 4).
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are hidden in either VN or VˆN . The iid bootstrap procedure requires that the
underlining error vector VN contains iid elements, which may not be true if the
original errors are not normal. However, the fact that the elements of VN are
uncorrelated and homoskedastic suggests that applying the iid bootstrap may give
a good approximation although it may not be strictly valid. Nevertheless, when
the original errors are non-normal, the following wild bootstrap or perturbation
procedure can be used.
Algorithm 4.2 (Wild Bootstrap)
1. Compute ζˆN and VˆN , and centre VˆN .
2. Compute Vˆ?N,b = VˆN  εb, where  denotes the Hadamard product, and εb
is an N-vector of iid draws from a distribution of mean zero and all higher
moments 1, and is independent of VˆN .
15
3. Compute ψ˜N(ζˆN , Vˆ
?
N,b) and HrN(ζˆN , Vˆ
?
N,b), r = 1, 2, 3.
4. Repeat steps 2-3 for B times to give approximate bootstrap estimates as















N,b)⊗ ψ˜N(ζˆN , Vˆ?N,b)⊗ ψ˜N(ζˆN , Vˆ?N,b)
]
.
Note that the common applications of the wild bootstrap method are to handle
the problem of unknown heteroskedasticity, which clearly is not the main purpose
of this chapter. In our model, the (transformed) errors are homoskedastic in the
usual sense, i.e., variances are constant. Also, the errors are uncorrelated. How-
ever, the transformed errors are, strictly speaking, heteroskedastic in the sense
15We are unaware of the existence of such a distribution. However, the two-point distribution
suggested by Mammen (1993): εb,i = −(
√





5 − 1)/(2√5), has mean zero, and second and third moments 1. Another two-
point distribution: εb,i = −1 or 1 with equal probability, has all the odd moments zero and
even moments 1. See Liu (1988) and Davidson and Flachaire (2008) for more details on wild
bootstrap.
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that their third and higher order moments may not be constant. The wild boot-
strap here aims to capture these non-constant higher-order moments. Also, there
may be higher-order dependence, which the wild bootstrap is not able to capture.
We see in the next section that this can be ignored.
4.4.2 Validity of the bootstrap method
In discussing the validity of the bootstrap method, we concentrate on bias
corrections. The fact that the elements of the transformed errors VN = {v∗it}
are uncorrelated and homoskedastic (up to second moment) across i and t, and
its observed counterpart VˆN is consistent provide the theoretical base for the
proposed iid bootstrap method. However, these may not be sufficient for the iid
bootstrap method to be strictly valid, as our estimation requires matching of the
higher-order bootstrap moments with those of v∗it. There are important special
cases under which the classical iid bootstrap method is strictly valid.
First, we note that the original errors {vit} are iid normal, the transformed
errors {v∗it} are again iid normal. Further, Lemma 4.1 shows that if the original
errors {vit} are iid with mean zero, variance σ20, and cumulants kr = 0, r = 3, 4, . . .,
then the transformed errors {v∗it} will also have mean zero, variance σ20, and rth
cumulant being zero for r = 3, 4, . . .. Furthermore, the rth order joint cumulants
of the transformed errors are also zero. The iid bootstrap procedure essentially
falls into the general framework of Yang (2015b) and hence its validity is fully
established. We have the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1 Suppose the conditions leading to the third-order bias ex-
pansion (4.10) are satisfied by the FE-SPD model. Assume further that the rth
cumulant kr of {vit} is 0, r = 3, . . . , 10. Then the iid bootstrap method stated in
Algorithm 4.1 is valid, i.e., Bias(δˆbc2N ) = O(N
−3/2) and Bias(δˆbc3N ) = O(N
−2).
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Second, for the important sub-model with individual effects only and small T ,
the transformed errors, [V ∗n1, . . . , V
∗
n,T−1] = [Vn1, . . . , Vn,T ]FT,T−1 are iid across i,
i.e., the rows of the matrix [V ∗n1, . . . , V
∗
n,T−1] are iid whether the original errors are
normal or non-normal, where N = n(T − 1). As T is small and fixed, the asymp-
totics depend only on n. The bootstrap thus proceeds by randomly drawing the
rows of the QML estimate of [V ∗n1, . . . , V
∗
n,T−1]. We have the following proposition.
Proposition 4.2 Suppose the conditions leading to the third-order bias ex-
pansion (4.10) are satisfied by the FE-SPD model with only individual effects. As-
sume further that the rth cumulant kr of {vit} exists, r = 3, . . . , 10, and T is fixed.
Then the bootstrap method making iid draws from the rows of the QML estimates
of [V ∗n1, . . . , V
∗
n,T−1] is valid, i.e., Bias(δˆ
bc2
N ) = O(N
−3/2) and Bias(δˆbc3N ) = O(N
−2).
For the general FE-SPD model with two-way fixed effects, T being small or
large, and the original errors being iid but not necessarily normal, the classical iid
bootstrap may not be strictly valid, because the transformed errors (on which the
iid bootstrap depend) are not guaranteed to be iid, although they are uncorrelated
with mean zero and constant variance σ20. In particular, the transformed errors
may not be independent, and their higher-order moments (3rd-order and higher)
may not be constant. On the other hand, making random draws from the empirical
distribution function (EDF) of the centred VˆN gives bootstrap samples that are of
iid elements. Thus, the classical iid bootstrap does not fully mimic or recreate the
random structure of VN , rendering its strict validity questionable. The following
proposition says that the wild bootstrap described in Algorithm 4.2 is valid.
Proposition 4.3 Suppose the conditions leading to the third-order bias ex-
pansion (4.10) are satisfied by the FE-SPD model. Assume further that the rth
cumulant kr of {vit} exists for r = 3, . . . , 10. Then the wild bootstrap method
stated in Algorithm 4.2 is valid for the general FE-SPD model, provided that the
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joint cumulants of the transformed errors {v∗it} up to rth order, r = 3, . . . , 10, are
negligible.
Proof: We now present a collective discussion/proof of the Propositions 4.1-
4.3. Very importantly, we want to ‘show’ that the classical iid bootstrap method
can give a very good approximation in cases it is not strictly valid, i.e., the ‘missing
parts’ can be ignored numerically.
Let VnT = (V ′n1, . . . , V ′nT )′ be the vector of original errors in Model (4.1), which
contains iid elements of mean zero, variance σ20, cumulative distribution function
(CDF) F , and cumulants kr, r = 3, 4, . . . , 10. Let FnT,N = FT,T−1 ⊗ Fn,n−1 be the
nT ×N transformation matrix. We have
VN = F′nT,NVnT . (4.29)
For convenience, denote the elements of VN by vi, and the ith column of FnT,N
by fi, i = 1, . . . , N . Let κr(·) denote the rth cumulant of a random variable, and
κ(·, . . . , ·) the joint cumulants of random variables. Let  denote the Hadamard
product. A vector raised to rth power is operated element-wise. From the defini-
tion of the bias terms b−s/2, s = 2, 3, we see that b−s/2 ≡ b−s/2(ζ0,κN) where κN
contains the cumulants or joint cumulants of {vi}. From (4.23)-(4.28), it is clear
that the bootstrap estimates of b−s/2 are such that bˆ−s/2 ≡ b−s/2(ζˆN , κˆ?N) where
κˆ?N contains the cumulants of {v?i } w.r.t. the bootstrap distribution. With the
√
N -consistency of θˆN , how the set κˆ
?
N match the set κN , becomes central to the
validity of the bootstrap method. Following lemmas reveal their relationship.
Lemma 4.1 If the elements of VnT are iid with mean zero, variance σ20, CDF
F , and higher-order cumulants kr, r = 3, 4, . . ., then,
(a) κ1(vi) = 0, κ2(vi) = σ
2
0, and κr(vi) = kr ar,i, r ≥ 3, i = 1, . . . , N ,






i , ai1,...,ir = l
′
nT (fi1  · · ·  fir), and {i1, . . . , ir} are not all the same.
Lemma 4.1 shows clearly that the higher-order cumulants or joint cumulants
of {vi} are proportional to the higher-order cumulants kr of the original errors
{vit}. This suggests that when kr = 0, r = 3, . . . , 10, {vi} are essentially iid
and hence the conclusion of Proposition 4.1 holds in light of the results of Yang
(2015b) for the iid bootstrap. Similarly, the conclusion of Proposition 4.2 also
holds. When kr 6= 0 for some or all r = 3, . . . , 10, {v′i} are no longer iid. First,
ar,i are constant across i only when r = 1 and 2, i.e., a1,i = 0 and a2,i = 1.
Thus, κr(vi), r ≥ 3, are not constant across i unless kr = 0. Second, v′is are not
independent as ai1,...,ir 6= 0 for r ≥ 3. The latter may cause more problem as it is
known that the iid bootstrap is unable to capture dependence. However, noting
that the proportionality constants ai1,...,ir are all pure numbers, being the sum
of element-wise products of the orthonormal vectors {fi}, intuitively they should
be small, and the larger the r, the smaller the ai1,...,ir .
16 These suggest that the
higher-order dependence among {vi} can largely be ignored. The question left is
how well the two sets of cumulants match.
Lemma 4.2 Let v? be a random draw from {vi, i = 1, . . . , N}. Then, under
the conditions of Lemma 4.1, we have κ?1(v
?) = 0, κ?2(v
?) = σ20 + Op(N
−1/2) and
κ?r(v
?) = kra¯r + Op(N
−1/2), r ≥ 3, where a¯r = 1N
∑N
i=1 ar,i, and κ
?
r(·) denotes rth
cumulant w.r.t. the EDF GN of {vi, i = 1, . . . , N}.
Lemma 4.2 shows that the iid bootstrap is able to capture, to a certain degree,
the higher-order moments of vi (a¯r versus ar,i), but is unable to capture the
16We are unable to further characterise these quantities. However, as they are pure numbers
depending on n and T through FT,T−1 and Fn,n−1, it should be indicative to present some of
their values. With the eigenvector-based transformations defined above (4.2) and calculated
using Matlab eig function, we have, for n = 100 and T = 3, a1,2,3 = −5.6e−5, a1,2,3,4 = 3.4e−5,
and a1,2,3,4,5 = −3.7e−7; and for n = 200, the same set of numbers become 2.3e−5,−3.8e−6 and
1.3e−8. With Helmert transformations (see Footnote 5), these numbers become much smaller
(< 1.0e−19).
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higher-order dependence. As argued below Lemma 4.1, the latter does not have
a significant effect as such dependence is weak and negligible since both {ar,i}
and their variability are not big and get smaller as r increases,17 the results of
Lemmas 4.1-4.3 strongly suggest that the simple iid bootstrap method may be
able to give a good approximation in situations where the original errors are not
far from normal.
Lemma 4.3 Suppose Assumptions A1-A8 and the conditions of Lemma 4.1
hold. Let vˆ? be a random draw from the EDF GˆN of {vˆ1, . . . , vˆN}, and v? a




−1/2), or κr(GˆN) = κr(GN) +Op(N−1/2), r ≥ 3,
where κ?r(vˆ
?) is the rth cumulant of vˆ? w.r.t. GˆN , and κ?r(v?) is the rth cumulant
of v? w.r.t. GN .
In case of severe non-normality of the original errors so that the transformed
errors are far from being iid, it may be more important to be able to match the
even moments, in particular the kurtosis, than the odd moments as ar,i is typically
small on average with moderate variability when r is odd, see Footnote 16. This
point is also reflected by the fact that the variance of the joint score function
(given in Theorem A.1) is free from the third cumulant of the original error. In
this spirit, the simple two-point distribution with equal probability described in
Footnote 10 may provide satisfactory results.
Lemma 4.4 Suppose Assumptions A1-A8 and the conditions of Lemma 4.1
hold. Let vˆ?i = vˆiε
?, where ε? is independent of vˆi, having a distribution with
17Again, we are unable to further characterise these pure constants. To have some concrete
idea, we have calculated the mean and standard deviation of {ar,i} for n = 100, T = 3 and
r = 3, 4, 5, 6: (−.0020, .0827), (.1245, .0679), (−.0010, .0425), (.0308, .0299). When n = 500, the
same set of values becomes: (.0008, .0751), (.1141, .0714), (.0010, .0360), (.0263, .0281). With
Helmert transformations, these numbers become slightly bigger.
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mean 0 and rth moment 1, r ≥ 2. Then,
E?(vˆ?i ) = 0, and E
?[(vˆ?i )
r] = vˆri , r ≥ 2,
where E? corresponds to the distribution of ε?.
Lemma 4.3 shows that moving from the model errors to their observed counter-
parts introduces errors of smaller order and hence can be ignored asymptotically.
With the results of Lemma 4.4, the validity of the wild bootstrap follows. The
proofs of Lemmas 4.1-4.4 are given in Appendix E.
Variance corrections. A final note is given to the variance correction. The
bootstrap estimate of a bias term or a variance term typically has a bias of
order O(N−1) multiplied by the order of that term, i.e., Bias(bˆ−1) = O(N−2),
Bias(vˆ−1) = O(N−2), Bias(vˆ−3/2) = O(N−5/2), etc. This is sufficient for achieving
a third-order bias correction, but not for a third-order variance correction. Thus,
to achieve a third-order variance correction (up to O(N−2)), a further correction
on the bootstrap estimate vˆ−1 of v−1 is desirable. Yang (2015b) proposed a method
based on the first-order variance term obtained from the joint estimating func-
tion. To avoid algebraic complications, we adopt a simple approximation method:
replacing vˆ−1 evaluated at the original QML estimator θˆN , by vˆbc−1 evaluated at
the second-order bias-corrected QML estimator θˆbc2N . Monte Carlo results show
that this approximation works well.
To have a third-order variance correction for δˆbc3N , we also need to estimate
ACov(δˆN , bˆ−1) in (4.13). We write ACov(δˆN , bˆ−1) = ACov(δˆN , ζˆN)E(b′−1,ζ0), where
b−1,ζ0 is the partial derivative of b−1 w.r.t. ζ
′

















, where ψN(θ) =
∂
∂θ′ `N(θ). The de-













in Theorem E.1 in Appendix E. We estimate E(b−1,ζ0) by bˆ−1,ζˆN , the numeri-
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cal derivatives. E( ∂
∂θ′0
ψN(θ0)) can simply be estimated by the plug-in method as
it involves only the parameter-vector θ0. Var(
∂
∂θ0
`N(θ0)) involves k4, the fourth
cumulant of the original errors, besides the parameter-vector θ0. The results of
Lemmas 4.1-4.3 suggest that k4 can be consistently estimated by kˆ4 = a¯
−1
4 κ4(VˆN),
where κ4(VˆN) is the fourth sample cumulant of the QML residuals VˆN , and a¯4 is
given in Lemma 4.2.
Finally, to estimate V̂ar(βˆbc2N ) in (4.22): we need to (i) calculate the estimates
of all non-stochastic quantities with analytical expressions by plugging in δˆbc2N





and (iii) bootstrap the new residuals to give bootstrap estimates of the other
quantities in Var(βˆbc2N ), including ΩN and E(H2N), and hence the final estimate
V̂ar(βˆbc2N ) of Var(βˆ
bc2
N ). The estimates of ΩN and E(H2N) from the early stage
bootstrap based on the original QML estimators δˆN and βˆN can be used.
4.5 Monte Carlo Study
We present Monte Carlo results to show (i) the finite sample performance





(ii) the impact of bias corrections for δˆN on the estimations for β and σ
2, and
(iii) the impact of bias and variance correction on the inferences for spatial or
regression coefficients. The simulations are carried out based on the following
data generation process (DGP): for t = 1, . . . , T
Ynt = λ0W1nYnt +X1ntβ10 +X2ntβ20 + cn0 + αt0ln + Unt, Unt = ρ0W2nUnt + Vnt.
For all the Monte Carlo experiments, β0 = (β10, β20)
′ is set to (1, 1)′, σ20 = 1,
λ0 and ρ0 take values from {−0.5,−0.25, 0, 0.25, 0.5}, n = {25, 50, 100, 200, 500},
and T = {3, 10}. Each set of Monte Carlo results is based on M = 5000 Monte
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Carlo samples, and B = 999 bootstrap samples within each Monte Carlo sample.
The FT,T−1 and Fn,n−1 defined above (4.2) are used and calculated using Matlab
eig function. The weight matrices, the regressors, and the idiosyncratic errors
are generated as follows. The manner in which weight matrices, regressors, and
error distribution are generated are presented in Appendix E.
The estimators of spatial parameters. The finite sample performance of
the QML estimators and bias-corrected QML estimators of the spatial parameters
is investigated. Monte Carlo results are summarised in Tables 4.1a, 4.1b, 4.2, 4.3a
and 3b, where Tables 4.1a-4.1b correspond to the model with ρ = 0, i.e., the
spatial lag dependence model; Table 4.2 the model with λ = 0, i.e., the spatial
error dependence model; and Tables 4.3a-4.3b the general model. All the reported
results correspond to the iid bootstrap method given in Algorithm 4.1. The results
(unreported for brevity) using the wild bootstrap method described in Algorithm
4.2 show that the wild bootstrap gives almost identical results as the iid bootstrap,
consistent with remarks below Lemma 4.2.
From Tables 4.1a and 4.1b, we see that regular QML estimators of the spatial
parameters can be very biased, depending on the spatial layouts, the true values
of the parameters, and the way that the regressors are generated. First, when the
number of cross sectional units increases from 50 to 500, the magnitude of the bias
becomes small. The bias is apparent for n = 50 and negligible for n = 500, which
implies that bias correction is especially needed for the data with a small sample
size. Also, when the spatial weights matrix becomes denser (from the queen matrix
to the group interaction matrix), the bias of regular QML estimators becomes
larger. When the true value of spatial effect parameter becomes larger in absolute
value, the bias becomes larger. Either reducing the magnitude of the regression
parameters β or increasing the value of the error standard deviation increases the
bias of the QML estimator of the spatial parameter. The magnitude of the bias
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is also influenced by the way that the regressors are generated. The DGPs with
normal errors and log-normal errors give a smaller bias than the DGP with normal
mixture errors. For the bias correction, we see that our bias correction procedure
works very well, independent of the spatial layouts, model parameters, and the
way the regressors being generated. We see that even for the small sample case
of n = 50, the bias correction procedure produces nearly unbiased estimates. By
comparing λˆbc2n and λˆ
bc3
n , we see that in most of the situations considered, a second-
order bias correction has essentially removed the bias of the QML estimators and
the third-order bias correction might not be needed.
The results in Table 4.2 show that the patterns observed from the spatial lag
model for the regular QML estimators and bias corrections generally hold for the
spatial error model. A noticeable difference is that the regular QML estimator of
the spatial error parameter can be much more biased and the bias can be much
more persistent than the QML estimator of the spatial lag parameter in the spatial
lag model. Therefore, the bias correction procedures developed in the current
chapter works even more effectively for the spatial error model. Furthermore,
unlike the case of spatial lag model, the magnitude of β and σ does not affect the
performance of ρˆN much.
From Tables 4.3a and 4.3b where the third-order bias correction results are
omitted for brevity, we see that the general patterns we observed for the two
special models hold for the general model as well. However, we observe that the
QML estimator of the spatial error parameter can be much more biased than the
QML estimator of the spatial lag parameter, in particular when the regressors
are generated in a non-iid manner. The bias of the QML estimator of the spatial
error parameter can be very persistent and even when n = 500, there can still
exist very noticeable bias.
The results show that in general the QML estimators of the spatial panel data
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models need to be bias-corrected even when sample size is not small, and that the
proposed bias correction method is very effective in removing the bias. As far as
the bias correction is concerned, a simple iid bootstrap may well serve the purpose.
The method can easily be applied and thus is recommended to the practitioners.
The estimators of non-spatial parameters. The finite sample properties
of βˆN and σˆ
2




N defined in Section
4.3.4 are investigated. Monte Carlo results reveal some interesting phenomena.
The biases of the non-spatial estimators βˆN and σˆ
2
N depend very much on whether
λˆN is biased, not much on whether ρˆN is biased. In general the biases of βˆN and σˆ
2
N
are not problems of serious concern (at most 6-7% for the experiments considered).
Consistent with the discussions in Section 4.3.4, βˆbcN is nearly unbiased in general.
When the error distribution is skewed, σˆ2,bcN may still encounter a bias of less than
5% when n = 50 and T = 3, and in this case the method given in Section 4.3.4
can be applied for further bias correction. Partial results are summarised in Table
4.4.
Inferences following bias and variance corrections. To demonstrate the
potential gains from bias and variance corrections, we present Monte Carlo results
concerning the finite sample performance of various tests for spatial effects, and
the tests concerning the regression coefficients, presented in Section 4.3.5. Partial
results are summarised in Tables 4.5a-4.5c, and 4.6. More comprehensive results
are available from the authors upon request.
Table 4.5a presents the empirical sizes of, respectively, the joint tests for the
lack of both SLD and SED effects given in (4.19), and the one-directional tests
for the lack of SLD effect allowing the presence of SED effect or the lack of SED
effect allowing the presence of SLD effect, given in (4.20). The results show that
the third-order bias and variance corrections on the spatial estimators lead to
tests that can have a much better finite sample performance over the tests based
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on the original estimates and asymptotic variances. The tests based on second-
order corrections offer improvements over the asymptotic ones but may not be
satisfactory. All the reported results are based on the wild bootstrap with the
perturbation distribution being the simple two-point (1 and −1) distribution with
equal probability. Consistent with the results of Section 4.2, in case of severe
non-normality such as the log-normal errors, the wild bootstrap perform better
than the iid bootstrap; in case of normal errors, the iid bootstrap performs slightly
better than the wild bootstrap and both show excellent performance of the third-
order corrected Wald tests. Due to its robustness, the wild bootstrap may be a
better choice in the case of testing for spatial effects. Tables 4.5b and 4.5c present
the empirical sizes of the tests given in (4.21) for the two simpler models, from
which the same conclusions are drawn.
Table 4.6 presents partial results for the empirical sizes of the tests for the
equality of the two regression slopes given in (4.22), based on iid bootstrap. The
results show that the tests with merely second-order bias and variance corrections
significantly outperforms the standard tests with the original estimate and asymp-
totic variance. With smaller values of the slope parameters, the size distortion for
the standard tests becomes more persistent. The results (unreported for brevity)
shows that when the spatial dependence becomes weaker the performance of the
asymptotic test improves, but is still outperformed by the proposed bias-corrected
test.
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(a) Queen Contiguity, REG1 (b) Group Interaction, REG2
Normal Error, n=50
.50 .484[.120](.119) .502[.120](.120) .502[.120](.120) .469[.095](.089) .497[.088](.088) .499[.088](.088)
.25 .234[.142](.141) .248[.143](.143) .250[.143](.143) .210[.130](.124) .250[.123](.123) .251[.123](.123)
.00 -.010[.158](.158) .001[.161](.161) .002[.161](.161) -.049[.167](.159) -.001[.160](.160) .001[.160](.160)
-.25 -.258[.161](.161) -.251[.164](.164) -.250[.165](.165) -.303[.189](.182) -.250[.184](.184) -.248[.184](.184)
-.50 -.504[.163](.163) -.503[.166](.166) -.502[.167](.167) -.565[.214](.204) -.509[.208](.208) -.507[.208](.208)
Normal Mixture, n=50
.50 .483[.119](.117) .500[.118](.118) .501[.118](.118) .470[.091](.086) .498[.084](.084) .499[.084](.084)
.25 .238[.139](.139) .253[.141](.141) .254[.141](.141) .209[.128](.121) .248[.120](.120) .249[.120](.120)
.00 -.013[.155](.154) -.002[.157](.157) -.001[.157](.157) -.048[.160](.152) -.001[.153](.153) .001[.153](.153)
-.25 -.257[.158](.158) -.251[.161](.161) -.250[.162](.162) -.301[.188](.181) -.248[.182](.182) -.247[.183](.183)
-.50 -.504[.163](.163) -.503[.166](.166) -.503[.167](.167) -.556[.206](.199) -.500[.203](.203) -.498[.203](.203)
Log-normal Error, n=50
.50 .485[.111](.110) .501[.111](.111) .502[.111](.111) .470[.090](.085) .497[.083](.083) .498[.083](.083)
.25 .239[.133](.133) .253[.134](.134) .254[.134](.134) .212[.122](.116) .249[.115](.115) .251[.115](.115)
.00 -.010[.146](.146) .001[.149](.149) .002[.149](.149) -.045[.154](.147) .000[.147](.147) .002[.147](.147)
-.25 -.255[.151](.151) -.249[.154](.154) -.248[.154](.154) -.302[.178](.171) -.251[.173](.173) -.250[.173](.173)
-.50 -.498[.152](.152) -.499[.155](.155) -.499[.156](.156) -.556[.204](.196) -.503[.200](.200) -.501[.200](.200)
Normal Error, n=100
.50 .493[.079](.078) .502[.078](.078) .502[.078](.078) .482[.067](.065) .500[.064](.064) .501[.064](.064)
.25 .243[.095](.095) .251[.095](.095) .252[.095](.095) .222[.096](.092) .248[.092](.092) .248[.092](.092)
.00 -.007[.110](.109) .000[.110](.110) .000[.110](.110) -.031[.123](.119) .000[.120](.120) .001[.120](.120)
-.25 -.255[.114](.114) -.250[.115](.115) -.250[.115](.115) -.289[.146](.141) -.254[.143](.143) -.253[.143](.143)
-.50 -.503[.117](.117) -.501[.118](.118) -.501[.118](.118) -.538[.162](.158) -.503[.162](.162) -.503[.162](.162)
Normal Mixture, n=100
.50 .490[.078](.078) .499[.078](.078) .500[.078](.078) .482[.067](.065) .500[.065](.065) .500[.065](.065)
.25 .241[.095](.095) .249[.095](.095) .250[.095](.095) .224[.095](.091) .250[.091](.091) .250[.091](.091)
.00 -.006[.106](.106) .001[.107](.107) .002[.107](.107) -.034[.122](.117) -.002[.118](.118) -.002[.118](.118)
-.25 -.255[.112](.112) -.250[.113](.113) -.250[.113](.113) -.286[.144](.140) -.251[.142](.142) -.250[.142](.142)
-.50 -.502[.117](.117) -.499[.119](.119) -.499[.119](.119) -.535[.160](.156) -.500[.159](.159) -.500[.159](.159)
Log-normal Error, n=100
.50 .492[.075](.075) .501[.075](.075) .501[.075](.075) .482[.065](.062) .500[.062](.062) .500[.062](.062)
.25 .242[.091](.091) .250[.091](.091) .250[.091](.091) .225[.093](.090) .250[.090](.090) .250[.090](.090)
.00 -.006[.102](.102) .001[.103](.103) .001[.103](.103) -.029[.116](.113) .001[.113](.113) .002[.113](.113)
-.25 -.255[.110](.110) -.250[.111](.111) -.250[.111](.111) -.283[.138](.134) -.249[.136](.136) -.248[.136](.136)
-.50 -.503[.112](.112) -.500[.113](.113) -.500[.113](.113) -.526[.157](.154) -.492[.159](.159) -.495[.159](.159)
Normal Error, n=500
.50 .498[.033](.033) .500[.033](.033) .500[.033](.033) .495[.034](.033) .500[.033](.033) .500[.033](.033)
.25 .249[.040](.040) .251[.041](.041) .251[.041](.041) .242[.050](.049) .249[.049](.049) .249[.049](.049)
.00 -.001[.047](.047) .000[.047](.047) .000[.047](.047) -.009[.065](.064) .000[.065](.065) .000[.065](.065)
-.25 -.252[.050](.050) -.251[.050](.050) -.251[.050](.050) -.260[.080](.079) -.249[.079](.079) -.249[.079](.079)
-.50 -.501[.050](.050) -.501[.050](.050) -.501[.050](.050) -.514[.096](.095) -.501[.095](.095) -.501[.095](.095)
Normal Mixture, n=500
.50 .498[.033](.033) .500[.033](.033) .500[.033](.033) .495[.034](.033) .500[.033](.033) .500[.033](.033)
.25 .249[.040](.040) .250[.040](.040) .250[.040](.040) .242[.050](.049) .249[.049](.049) .249[.049](.049)
.00 -.002[.045](.045) -.001[.045](.045) -.001[.045](.045) -.007[.066](.066) .002[.066](.066) .002[.066](.066)
-.25 -.251[.048](.048) -.250[.048](.048) -.250[.048](.048) -.261[.081](.081) -.250[.081](.081) -.250[.081](.081)
-.50 -.501[.050](.050) -.500[.050](.050) -.500[.050](.050) -.514[.095](.094) -.501[.094](.094) -.501[.094](.094)
Log-normal Error, n=500
.50 .498[.032](.032) .500[.032](.032) .500[.032](.032) .496[.034](.034) .501[.034](.034) .501[034](.034)
.25 .248[.040](.040) .250[.040](.040) .250[.040](.040) .243[.050](.049) .250[.049](.049) .250[.049](.049)
.00 -.003[.046](.046) -.001[.046](.046) -.001[.046](.046) -.009[.065](.064) .000[.064](.064) .000[.064](.064)
-.25 -.250[.048](.048) -.249[.048](.048) -.249[.048](.048) -.259[.080](.080) -.248[.080](.080) -.248[.080](.080)
-.50 -.501[.049](.049) -.501[.049](.049) -.501[.049](.049) -.514[.095](.094) -.501[.095](.095) -.501[.095](.095)
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(a) Queen Contiguity, REG1 (b) Group Interaction, REG2
Normal Error, n=50
.50 .477[.133](.132) .500[.133](.133) .500[.132](.132) .449[.122](.111) .498[.105](.105) .500[.105](.105)
.25 .231[.157](.156) .251[.159](.159) .252[.158](.158) .179[.171](.156) .248[.150](.150) .250[.150](.150)
.00 -.015[.176](.175) .000[.180](.180) .002[.180](.180) -.086[.214](.196) -.002[.191](.191) .001[.191](.191)
-.25 -.261[.180](.180) -.252[.185](.185) -.251[.185](.185) -.348[.247](.227) -.252[.224](.224) -.249[.224](.224)
-.50 -.505[.185](.184) -.502[.190](.190) -.501[.190](.190) -.609[.283](.262) -.504[.261](.261) -.502[.262](.262)
Normal Mixture, n=50
.50 .478[.133](.132) .501[.133](.133) .500[.132](.132) .449[.120](.109) .498[.103](.103) .500[.103](.103)
.25 .229[.158](.157) .248[.159](.159) .249[.159](.159) .180[.168](.153) .248[.147](.147) .250[.147](.147)
.00 -.017[.174](.173) -.002[.177](.177) .000[.177](.177) -.088[.212](.193) -.003[.188](.188) .000[.188](.188)
-.25 -.260[.176](.176) -.251[.181](.181) -.250[.181](.181) -.346[.247](.227) -.250[.224](.224) -.247[.225](.225)
-.50 -.502[.181](.181) -.499[.186](.186) -.499[.186](.186) -.608[.281](.260) -.503[.260](.260) -.500[.260](.260)
Log-normal Error, n=50
.50 .480[.123](.122) .502[.123](.123) .502[.122](.122) .454[.112](.102) .502[.097](.097) .504[.097](.097)
.25 .229[.148](.147) .249[.150](.149) .250[.149](.149) .184[.157](.143) .251[.138](.138) .254[.138](.138)
.00 -.013[.162](.161) .002[.165](.165) .003[.165](.165) -.079[.193](.176) .003[.172](.172) .006[.172](.172)
-.25 -.258[.168](.167) -.248[.172](.172) -.247[.172](.172) -.341[.225](.206) -.247[.203](.203) -.244[.203](.203)
-.50 -.504[.173](.172) -.501[.177](.177) -.501[.178](.178) -.598[.258](.239) -.495[.239](.239) -.493[.240](.240)
Normal Error, n=100
.50 .490[.090](.090) .502[.090](.090) .502[.089](.089) .469[.087](.081) .499[.079](.079) .500[.079](.079)
.25 .242[.108](.108) .253[.109](.109) .253[.109](.109) .205[.127](.119) .248[.117](.117) .248[.117](.117)
.00 -.003[.122](.122) .006[.123](.123) .006[.123](.123) -.058[.166](.155) -.004[.153](.153) -.003[.153](.153)
-.25 -.256[.130](.129) -.250[.131](.131) -.249[.131](.131) -.313[.192](.181) -.249[.179](.179) -.249[.179](.179)
-.50 -.505[.131](.131) -.503[.133](.133) -.503[.133](.133) -.578[.223](.209) -.506[.209](.208) -.506[.209](.209)
Normal Mixture, n=100
.50 .491[.088](.088) .502[.088](.088) .502[.088](.088) .470[.087](.082) .500[.080](.080) .500[.079](.079)
.25 .241[.105](.105) .252[.106](.106) .252[.106](.106) .207[.124](.116) .249[.113](.113) .250[.113](.113)
.00 -.010[.120](.120) -.002[.121](.121) -.001[.121](.121) -.056[.160](.150) -.001[.148](.148) -.001[.148](.148)
-.25 -.254[.129](.129) -.248[.131](.131) -.247[.131](.131) -.314[.195](.184) -.251[.182](.182) -.250[.182](.182)
-.50 -.503[.130](.130) -.500[.131](.131) -.500[.132](.132) -.567[.217](.207) -.496[.206](.206) -.495[.206](.206)
Log-normal Error, n=100
.50 .490[.084](.084) .502[.084](.084) .502[.084](.084) .470[.084](.079) .500[.077](.077) .500[.077](.077)
.25 .235[.102](.101) .246[.102](.102) .246[.102](.102) .208[.120](.113) .250[.110](.110) .251[.110](.110)
.00 -.005[.116](.116) .004[.117](.117) .004[.117](.117) -.050[.151](.143) .003[.141](.141) .004[.141](.141)
-.25 -.258[.121](.121) -.252[.123](.123) -.252[.123](.123) -.316[.185](.172) -.253[.171](.171) -.253[.171](.171)
-.50 -.502[.125](.125) -.499[.126](.126) -.499[.126](.126) -.565[.208](.197) -.495[.197](.197) -.495[.197](.197)
Normal Error, n=500
.50 .498[.039](.039) .500[.039](.039) .500[.039](.039) .490[.050](.049) .501[.048](.048) .501[.048](.048)
.25 .247[.048](.048) .250[.048](.048) .250[.048](.048) .234[.073](.071) .250[.071](.071) .250[.071](.071)
.00 -.001[.055](.055) .001[.055](.055) .001[.055](.055) -.021[.097](.094) .000[.094](.094) .000[.094](.094)
-.25 -.251[.058](.058) -.250[.058](.058) -.250[.058](.058) -.275[.117](.114) -.249[.113](.113) -.249[.113](.113)
-.50 -.500[.060](.060) -.499[.061](.061) -.499[.061](.061) -.530[.139](.136) -.500[.135](.135) -.500[.135](.135)
Normal Mixture, n=500
.50 .499[.039](.039) .501[.039](.039) .501[.039](.039) .490[.048](.047) .501[.047](.047) .501[.047](.047)
.25 .247[.048](.048) .249[.048](.048) .249[.048](.048) .233[.074](.072) .249[.071](.071) .249[.071](.071)
.00 .000[.054](.054) .002[.055](.055) .002[.055](.055) -.020[.095](.093) .002[.092](.092) .002[.092](.092)
-.25 -.250[.059](.059) -.249[.059](.059) -.249[.059](.059) -.279[.119](.116) -.253[.115](.115) -.253[.115](.115)
-.50 -.501[.059](.059) -.500[.060](.060) -.500[.060](.060) -.529[.137](.134) -.499[.133](.133) -.499[.133](.133)
Log-normal Error, n=500
.50 .497[.037](.037) .500[.037](.037) .500[.037](.037) .491[.047](.046) .502[.046](.046) .502[.046](.046)
.25 .248[.048](.048) .250[.048](.048) .250[.048](.048) .234[.072](.070) .251[.069](.069) .251[.069](.069)
.00 -.002[.053](.053) .000[.053](.053) .000[.053](.053) -.020[.094](.092) .001[.091](.091) .001[.091](.091)
-.25 -.252[.057](.057) -.251[.058](.058) -.251[.058](.058) -.277[.116](.112) -.250[.112](.112) -.251[.112](.112)
-.50 -.499[.059](.059) -.499[.059](.059) -.499[.059](.059) -.530[.139](.136) -.498[.135](.135) -.499[.135](.135)
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(a) Queen Contiguity, REG1 (b) Group Interaction, REG2
Normal Error, n=50
.50 .481[.144](.142) .500[.143](.143) .500[.142](.142) .457[.139](.132) .503[.116](.116) .503[.115](.115)
.25 .233[.171](.170) .252[.171](.171) .254[.171](.171) .177[.202](.188) .258[.167](.167) .260[.167](.166)
.00 -.018[.190](.189) -.001[.190](.190) .001[.191](.190) -.115[.266](.240) -.004[.221](.221) -.001[.220](.220)
-.25 -.271[.202](.201) -.255[.203](.203) -.254[.204](.204) -.382[.299](.268) -.250[.256](.256) -.249[.256](.256)
-.50 -.516[.203](.202) -.503[.205](.205) -.502[.206](.206) -.637[.321](.290) -.496[.287](.287) -.497[.288](.288)
Normal Mixture, n=50
.50 .480[.139](.138) .500[.138](.138) .500[.137](.137) .458[.137](.130) .504[.114](.114) .504[.113](.113)
.25 .233[.166](.165) .252[.166](.166) .251[.166](.166) .168[.210](.194) .251[.172](.172) .250[.171](.171)
.00 -.016[.186](.185) .002[.186](.186) .003[.186](.186) -.108[.258](.234) .004[.214](.214) .003[.214](.214)
-.25 -.267[.195](.194) -.252[.196](.196) -.250[.197](.197) -.381[.293](.262) -.248[.251](.251) -.249[.251](.251)
-.50 -.511[.198](.197) -.498[.200](.200) -.498[.201](.201) -.636[.313](.282) -.493[.280](.280) -.495[.281](.281)
Log-normal Error, n=50
.50 .483[.135](.133) .504[.134](.134) .503[.133](.133) .454[.136](.128) .502[.112](.112) .502[.111](.111)
.25 .237[.160](.159) .256[.161](.160) .255[.160](.160) .174[.196](.181) .257[.160](.160) .256[.160](.160)
.00 -.012[.179](.179) .006[.180](.180) .005[.180](.180) -.105[.242](.218) .009[.199](.199) .002[.199](.199)
-.25 -.264[.186](.186) -.248[.188](.188) -.249[.188](.188) -.368[.273](.247) -.233[.235](.235) -.239[.236](.235)
-.50 -.512[.191](.191) -.499[.194](.194) -.499[.194](.194) -.632[.305](.275) -.489[.272](.272) -.489[.274](.273)
Normal Error, n=100
.50 .490[.096](.095) .500[.095](.095) .500[.095](.095) .467[.107](.102) .501[.093](.093) .501[.093](.093)
.25 .241[.119](.119) .251[.119](.119) .251[.118](.118) .196[.152](.142) .252[.132](.132) .251[.132](.132)
.00 -.011[.132](.132) -.001[.132](.132) .000[.132](.132) -.074[.192](.177) -.002[.171](.171) -.002[.171](.171)
-.25 -.259[.141](.140) -.249[.141](.141) -.249[.141](.141) -.333[.215](.199) -.255[.199](.199) -.255[.199](.199)
-.50 -.510[.142](.142) -.501[.143](.143) -.501[.143](.143) -.574[.220](.207) -.500[.215](.215) -.500[.215](.215)
Normal Mixture, n=100
.50 .489[.095](.094) .500[.094](.094) .500[.094](.094) .465[.104](.098) .500[.090](.090) .500[.090](.090)
.25 .240[.118](.117) .250[.117](.117) .250[.117](.117) .196[.149](.139) .253[.130](.130) .253[.130](.130)
.00 -.010[.130](.130) .001[.130](.130) .001[.130](.130) -.073[.189](.174) .000[.168](.168) .000[.168](.168)
-.25 -.260[.138](.138) -.250[.138](.138) -.249[.138](.138) -.327[.211](.196) -.249[.197](.197) -.249[.197](.197)
-.50 -.510[.138](.138) -.501[.139](.139) -.501[.139](.139) -.569[.220](.209) -.495[.219](.219) -.495[.219](.219)
Log-normal Error, n=100
.50 .494[.088](.088) .505[.088](.088) .505[.088](.088) .465[.107](.101) .501[.092](.092) .500[.092](.092)
.25 .240[.110](.110) .251[.110](.110) .251[.110](.110) .198[.145](.135) .256[.126](.126) .256[.126](.125)
.00 -.006[.126](.126) .004[.127](.126) .003[.127](.126) -.064[.174](.162) .010[.156](.156) .010[.156](.156)
-.25 -.259[.136](.136) -.250[.136](.136) -.249[.136](.136) -.320[.200](.188) -.239[.189](.188) -.239[.189](.189)
-.50 -.508[.135](.135) -.500[.136](.136) -.500[.136](.136) -.561[.214](.205) -.485[.215](.215) -.486[.215](.215)
Normal Error, n=500
.50 .497[.041](.041) .499[.041](.041) .499[.041](.041) .487[.060](.059) .500[.057](.057) .500[.057](.057)
.25 .249[.051](.051) .251[.051](.051) .251[.051](.051) .226[.090](.087) .249[.083](.083) .249[.083](.083)
.00 -.003[.058](.058) -.001[.058](.058) -.001[.058](.058) -.033[.121](.116) .000[.112](.112) .000[.112](.112)
-.25 -.252[.062](.061) -.250[.062](.062) -.250[.062](.062) -.292[.148](.142) -.249[.137](.137) -.249[.137](.137)
-.50 -.500[.063](.063) -.499[.063](.063) -.499[.063](.063) -.549[.170](.162) -.499[.158](.158) -.499[.158](.158)
Normal Mixture, n=500
.50 .498[.040](.040) .500[.040](.040) .500[.040](.040) .485[.060](.058) .499[.056](.056) .499[.056](.056)
.25 .247[.051](.051) .250[.051](.051) .250[.051](.051) .226[.091](.088) .250[.084](.084) .249[.084](.084)
.00 -.001[.058](.058) .001[.058](.058) .001[.058](.058) -.035[.120](.114) -.001[.110](.110) -.002[.110](.110)
-.25 -.252[.062](.062) -.250[.062](.062) -.250[.062](.062) -.291[.146](.140) -.249[.136](.136) -.249[.136](.136)
-.50 -.504[.063](.063) -.502[.063](.063) -.502[.063](.063) -.551[.173](.165) -.500[.161](.161) -.500[.161](.161)
Log-normal Error, n=500
.50 .498[.040](.040) .500[.040](.040) .500[.040](.040) .485[.062](.060) .500[.058](.058) .499[.058](.058)
.25 .249[.050](.050) .251[.050](.050) .251[.050](.050) .227[.088](.085) .252[.081](.081) .252[.081](.081)
.00 -.003[.057](.056) -.001[.056](.056) -.001[.056](.056) -.030[.112](.108) .006[.104](.104) .005[.104](.104)
-.25 -.251[.060](.060) -.249[.060](.060) -.249[.060](.060) -.290[.141](.135) -.245[.131](.130) -.246[.130](.130)
-.50 -.503[.062](.062) -.501[.062](.062) -.501[.062](.062) -.545[.168](.162) -.492[.158](.157) -.493[.158](.157)
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Table 4.3a. Empirical Mean[rmse](sd) of Estimators of λ and ρ, 2FE-SPD Model with SARAR, T = 3, β = (1, 1)′, σ = 1, Queen Contiguity, REG-1









(a) Normal Error, n = 50 (b) Log-normal Error, n = 50
.50 .50 .484[.116](.115) .500[.116](.116) .483[.143](.142) .500[.143](.143) .486[.105](.104) .502[.105](.105) .484[.131](.130) .502[.131](.131)
.25 .484[.119](.117) .501[.118](.118) .226[.176](.174) .242[.175](.175) .485[.114](.113) .501[.113](.113) .233[.162](.161) .250[.161](.161)
.00 .483[.118](.116) .500[.117](.117) -.019[.192](.191) -.002[.192](.192) .486[.110](.109) .503[.110](.110) -.015[.177](.176) .002[.177](.177)
-.25 .482[.124](.122) .500[.123](.123) -.267[.202](.202) -.251[.203](.203) .487[.112](.111) .503[.112](.112) -.265[.193](.193) -.249[.193](.193)
-.50 .484[.125](.123) .500[.124](.124) -.513[.208](.208) -.498[.209](.209) .489[.111](.110) .505[.111](.111) -.514[.195](.194) -.499[.196](.196)
-.50 .50 -.502[.158](.158) -.500[.161](.161) .486[.144](.143) .504[.144](.144) -.502[.145](.145) -.500[.148](.148) .486[.132](.131) .504[.132](.131)
.25 -.506[.165](.165) -.504[.168](.168) .232[.174](.173) .249[.174](.174) -.505[.152](.151) -.503[.155](.154) .233[.161](.160) .250[.160](.160)
.00 -.501[.163](.163) -.499[.167](.167) -.006[.187](.187) .010[.187](.187) -.499[.159](.159) -.497[.162](.162) -.018[.180](.179) -.001[.180](.180)
-.25 -.500[.164](.164) -.498[.168](.168) -.262[.209](.209) -.246[.210](.210) -.501[.152](.152) -.499[.155](.155) -.263[.197](.197) -.246[.197](.197)
-.50 -.506[.169](.169) -.505[.172](.172) -.518[.207](.206) -.503[.208](.208) -.498[.157](.157) -.497[.160](.160) -.513[.194](.194) -.498[.195](.195)
(c) Normal Error, n = 100 (d) Log-normal Error, n = 100
.50 .50 .494[.078](.077) .502[.078](.078) .490[.096](.096) .499[.096](.096) .490[.078](.078) .499[.078](.078) .493[.090](.090) .502[.090](.090)
.25 .490[.080](.080) .499[.080](.080) .244[.117](.116) .253[.117](.117) .491[.081](.080) .500[.080](.080) .243[.111](.111) .252[.111](.111)
.00 .493[.083](.083) .502[.083](.083) -.011[.132](.131) -.002[.131](.131) .494[.079](.079) .503[.079](.079) -.009[.126](.126) .001[.126](.126)
-.25 .491[.084](.083) .500[.083](.083) -.258[.142](.142) -.249[.142](.142) .490[.077](.077) .499[.077](.077) -.264[.138](.137) -.254[.138](.137)
-.50 .490[.079](.078) .499[.078](.078) -.509[.142](.141) -.499[.142](.142) .493[.077](.077) .501[.077](.077) -.509[.137](.137) -.499[.137](.137)
-.50 .50 -.494[.118](.118) -.493[.119](.119) .492[.094](.094) .501[.094](.094) -.503[.106](.106) -.503[.107](.107) .491[.089](.088) .500[.088](.088)
.25 -.501[.119](.119) -.500[.121](.121) .242[.117](.117) .251[.117](.117) -.502[.112](.112) -.501[.113](.113) .240[.111](.111) .249[.111](.111)
.00 -.496[.115](.115) -.495[.117](.117) -.008[.133](.133) .001[.133](.133) -.498[.114](.114) -.498[.115](.115) -.007[.129](.129) .003[.128](.128)
-.25 -.505[.118](.118) -.504[.120](.120) -.258[.143](.143) -.248[.143](.143) -.497[.112](.112) -.496[.113](.113) -.257[.136](.136) -.248[.136](.136)
-.50 -.501[.118](.118) -.500[.120](.120) -.504[.148](.148) -.495[.149](.149) -.505[.109](.109) -.504[.110](.110) -.507[.137](.137) -.498[.138](.137)
(e) Normal Error, n = 500 (f) Log-normal Error, n = 500
.50 .50 .497[.033](.033) .499[.033](.033) .499[.041](.041) .501[.041](.041) .499[.030](.030) .501[.030](.030) .497[.040](.040) .499[.040](.040)
.25 .497[.033](.033) .499[.033](.033) .247[.052](.052) .249[.052](.052) .499[.032](.032) .501[.032](.032) .249[.050](.050) .250[.050](.050)
.00 .499[.033](.033) .501[.033](.033) .001[.057](.057) .003[.058](.057) .498[.033](.033) .500[.033](.033) -.001[.057](.057) .001[.057](.057)
-.25 .498[.033](.032) .499[.033](.033) -.254[.062](.062) -.252[.062](.062) .498[.033](.033) .500[.033](.033) -.250[.061](.061) -.248[.061](.061)
-.50 .498[.032](.032) .500[.032](.032) -.503[.062](.062) -.501[.062](.062) .497[.032](.032) .499[.032](.032) -.501[.062](.062) -.499[.062](.062)
-.50 .50 -.502[.049](.049) -.501[.049](.049) .498[.041](.041) .500[.041](.041) -.499[.049](.049) -.499[.049](.049) .498[.040](.040) .500[.040](.040)
.25 -.503[.051](.051) -.502[.051](.051) .249[.051](.051) .250[.051](.051) -.500[.051](.051) -.499[.051](.051) .248[.050](.050) .250[.050](.050)
.00 -.501[.050](.050) -.501[.050](.050) -.001[.060](.060) .001[.060](.060) -.501[.051](.051) -.500[.052](.052) -.002[.058](.058) .000[.058](.058)
-.25 -.502[.051](.050) -.502[.051](.051) -.253[.061](.061) -.251[.061](.061) -.499[.051](.051) -.498[.051](.051) -.252[.062](.062) -.250[.062](.062)
-.50 -.500[.049](.049) -.499[.049](.049) -.501[.063](.063) -.499[.064](.064) -.500[.048](.048) -.500[.049](.049) -.503[.062](.062) -.502[.062](.062)
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Table 4.3b. Empirical Mean[rmse](sd) of Estimators of λ and ρ, 2FE-SPD Model with SARAR, T = 3, β = (1, 1)′, σ = 1, Group Interaction, REG-2









(a) Normal Error, n = 50 (b) Log-normal Error, n = 50
.50 .50 .484[.095](.094) .499[.092](.092) .453[.156](.149) .500[.129](.129) .484[.089](.088) .500[.087](.087) .456[.146](.140) .505[.121](.121)
.25 .480[.103](.101) .497[.099](.099) .162[.238](.221) .248[.194](.194) .484[.096](.095) .501[.093](.093) .161[.237](.220) .251[.193](.193)
.00 .481[.104](.102) .498[.100](.100) -.120[.298](.272) .001[.243](.243) .486[.097](.096) .501[.093](.093) -.120[.301](.276) .005[.247](.247)
-.25 .481[.104](.102) .496[.100](.100) -.408[.362](.326) -.257[.299](.299) .488[.097](.096) .502[.094](.094) -.407[.365](.330) -.252[.306](.306)
-.50 .484[.099](.098) .498[.096](.096) -.685[.400](.354) -.512[.335](.334) .491[.095](.095) .504[.093](.093) -.682[.413](.370) -.506[.354](.354)
-.50 .50 -.527[.218](.216) -.499[.218](.218) .453[.158](.150) .501[.130](.130) -.522[.214](.213) -.494[.215](.215) .458[.147](.141) .507[.123](.122)
.25 -.534[.237](.235) -.505[.237](.236) .164[.235](.219) .251[.191](.191) -.524[.226](.225) -.495[.227](.227) .171[.220](.205) .259[.179](.179)
.00 -.532[.239](.237) -.504[.239](.239) -.117[.301](.277) .004[.249](.249) -.528[.239](.237) -.501[.239](.239) -.114[.293](.270) .010[.242](.242)
-.25 -.530[.237](.235) -.504[.237](.237) -.407[.357](.320) -.257[.295](.295) -.519[.240](.240) -.494[.241](.241) -.396[.349](.317) -.243[.293](.293)
-.50 -.524[.233](.232) -.500[.233](.233) -.689[.403](.355) -.518[.337](.336) -.528[.251](.250) -.505[.252](.252) -.661[.399](.364) -.489[.345](.345)
(c) Normal Error, n = 250 (d) Log-normal Error, n = 250
.50 .50 .497[.044](.044) .501[.044](.044) .477[.082](.079) .500[.074](.074) .497[.043](.043) .500[.042](.042) .477[.081](.078) .500[.073](.073)
.25 .497[.043](.043) .500[.043](.043) .209[.124](.117) .250[.110](.110) .497[.042](.042) .500[.042](.042) .209[.119](.112) .250[.105](.105)
.00 .497[.041](.040) .499[.040](.040) -.056[.161](.151) .001[.142](.142) .498[.040](.040) .500[.039](.039) -.056[.158](.148) .002[.138](.138)
-.25 .498[.038](.038) .500[.038](.038) -.327[.204](.189) -.253[.178](.178) .498[.038](.038) .500[.038](.038) -.322[.194](.180) -.247[.169](.169)
-.50 .499[.035](.035) .500[.035](.035) -.590[.232](.214) -.501[.203](.203) .500[.035](.035) .501[.035](.035) -.588[.229](.211) -.497[.200](.200)
-.50 .50 -.508[.123](.122) -.498[.122](.122) .476[.082](.078) .499[.073](.073) -.509[.122](.121) -.498[.121](.121) .476[.081](.078) .500[.073](.073)
.25 -.510[.118](.118) -.502[.118](.118) .213[.121](.115) .253[.108](.108) -.504[.118](.118) -.496[.118](.118) .210[.120](.113) .251[.106](.106)
.00 -.507[.116](.116) -.500[.116](.116) -.063[.167](.155) -.005[.146](.146) -.509[.113](.113) -.502[.113](.113) -.058[.161](.150) .000[.140](.140)
-.25 -.502[.105](.105) -.497[.105](.105) -.326[.201](.186) -.252[.175](.175) -.507[.105](.105) -.502[.105](.105) -.320[.192](.179) -.245[.169](.169)
-.50 -.506[.099](.099) -.502[.099](.099) -.592[.235](.216) -.503[.204](.204) -.503[.100](.100) -.499[.100](.100) -.589[.234](.217) -.498[.205](.205)
(e) Normal Error, n = 500 (f) Log-normal Error, n = 500
.50 .50 .498[.030](.030) .500[.030](.030) .484[.065](.063) .500[.060](.060) .498[.030](.030) .500[.030](.030) .484[.065](.063) .501[.060](.060)
.25 .499[.029](.029) .500[.029](.029) .220[.098](.093) .248[.089](.089) .498[.029](.029) .500[.029](.029) .223[.096](.092) .252[.087](.087)
.00 .500[.027](.027) .501[.027](.027) -.040[.128](.122) .001[.116](.116) .500[.027](.027) .501[.027](.027) -.044[.128](.120) -.001[.114](.114)
-.25 .500[.025](.025) .501[.025](.025) -.303[.160](.151) -.249[.144](.144) .500[.025](.025) .501[.025](.025) -.305[.158](.148) -.249[.141](.141)
-.50 .499[.023](.023) .500[.023](.023) -.562[.187](.176) -.496[.168](.168) .499[.022](.022) .500[.022](.022) -.565[.192](.180) -.497[.172](.172)
-.50 .50 -.505[.087](.087) -.500[.087](.087) .485[.065](.063) .500[.060](.060) -.505[.085](.085) -.499[.085](.085) .484[.064](.062) .501[.059](.059)
.25 -.507[.082](.082) -.503[.082](.082) .220[.098](.094) .248[.089](.089) -.504[.081](.081) -.500[.081](.081) .223[.096](.092) .252[.088](.088)
.00 -.503[.075](.075) -.500[.075](.075) -.041[.131](.124) .000[.118](.118) -.502[.075](.075) -.499[.075](.075) -.044[.127](.119) -.001[.113](.113)
-.25 -.504[.070](.070) -.502[.070](.070) -.303[.161](.152) -.249[.145](.145) -.501[.071](.071) -.499[.071](.071) -.303[.159](.150) -.248[.143](.143)
-.50 -.501[.065](.065) -.499[.065](.065) -.569[.192](.179) -.503[.171](.171) -.502[.065](.065) -.500[.065](.065) -.562[.187](.176) -.494[.168](.168)
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4.6 Conclusion
We have introduced a general method for finite sample bias and variance cor-
rections of the QML estimators of the two-way fixed effects spatial panel data
models where the spatial interactions can be in the form of either spatial lag
or spatial error, or both, and the panels can be either short or long. We have
demonstrated that bias and variance corrections lead to refined inferences for the
spatial effects as well as covariate effects. The proposed methods are seen to be
very easy to implement, and very effective. If only bias-correction is of concern, a
second-order correction using iid bootstrap suffices. For improved inferences for
the spatial parameters, a third-order variance correction seems necessary and a
wild bootstrap method seems to perform better. However, for improved inferences
concerning the regression coefficients (the covariate effects), the second-order bias
and variance corrections seem sufficient, and the resulting inferences can be much
more reliable than those based on the standard asymptotic methods. The latter
observation is perhaps the most important one in this study as being able to assess
the covariate effects in a reliable manner may be the most desirable feature of the
econometric modelling activities. All the methods proposed in the current chapter
can easily be built into the standard statistical software to facilitate the practical
applications. Further extensions of the proposed methods are desirable and possi-
ble such as the FE-SPD models of higher-order spatial effects, but are beyond the
scope of the chapter. Nevertheless, the results presented in this chapter reinforce
that the general methodology of bias and variance corrections of Yang (2015b),
based on stochastic expansion and bootstrap, is indeed a promising approach in
handling the bias issues, and in providing refined inference methods.
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Table 4.4. Empirical Means of the Non-Spatial Estimators, 2FE-SPD Model with SLD
Group Interaction, REG2, T = 3

















(a) β = (1, 1)′, σ = 1 (b) β = (.5, .5)′, σ = 1
Normal Error, n=50
.50 1.041 1.035 0.984 0.996 0.998 0.992 0.533 0.530 0.985 0.496 0.499 0.991
.25 1.039 1.030 0.982 0.997 0.995 0.992 0.532 0.524 0.981 0.498 0.496 0.991
.00 1.035 1.023 0.980 0.997 0.992 0.992 0.529 0.519 0.978 0.498 0.494 0.991
-.25 1.032 1.023 0.978 0.997 0.995 0.992 0.524 0.519 0.975 0.496 0.496 0.992
-.50 1.030 1.019 0.974 0.999 0.994 0.989 0.527 0.514 0.970 0.501 0.494 0.990
Normal Mixture, n=50
.50 1.040 1.031 0.975 0.996 0.994 0.982 0.532 0.520 0.981 0.495 0.490 0.988
.25 1.041 1.030 0.973 1.000 0.996 0.982 0.531 0.523 0.973 0.497 0.495 0.983
.00 1.038 1.030 0.973 1.001 0.998 0.984 0.526 0.518 0.973 0.495 0.493 0.986
-.25 1.035 1.025 0.966 1.001 0.997 0.980 0.524 0.515 0.963 0.496 0.492 0.979
-.50 1.028 1.023 0.969 0.997 0.997 0.985 0.521 0.520 0.962 0.496 0.500 0.981
Log-normal Error, n=50
.50 1.036 1.031 0.944 0.994 0.995 0.951 0.529 0.523 0.946 0.493 0.493 0.952
.25 1.036 1.032 0.947 0.996 0.999 0.957 0.529 0.521 0.946 0.496 0.494 0.956
.00 1.028 1.020 0.936 0.992 0.990 0.947 0.525 0.519 0.944 0.495 0.494 0.957
-.25 1.029 1.019 0.942 0.996 0.992 0.955 0.522 0.517 0.943 0.494 0.494 0.959
-.50 1.026 1.017 0.940 0.996 0.993 0.956 0.518 0.514 0.926 0.494 0.494 0.945
Normal Error, n=100
.50 1.028 1.023 0.993 1.000 0.999 0.996 0.526 0.521 0.993 0.501 0.499 0.996
.25 1.027 1.019 0.991 1.000 0.996 0.995 0.524 0.517 0.990 0.500 0.496 0.995
.00 1.023 1.020 0.990 0.998 0.999 0.996 0.524 0.516 0.991 0.501 0.496 0.997
-.25 1.020 1.020 0.989 0.996 1.000 0.995 0.521 0.514 0.988 0.499 0.496 0.995
-.50 1.024 1.018 0.988 1.002 0.999 0.995 0.520 0.514 0.986 0.500 0.497 0.994
Normal Mixture, n=100
.50 1.026 1.022 0.990 0.998 0.998 0.993 0.523 0.518 0.988 0.497 0.497 0.991
.25 1.024 1.019 0.987 0.998 0.996 0.992 0.525 0.519 0.986 0.501 0.498 0.990
.00 1.022 1.018 0.985 0.997 0.996 0.990 0.522 0.515 0.985 0.499 0.496 0.991
-.25 1.023 1.018 0.987 1.000 0.998 0.994 0.523 0.517 0.983 0.501 0.499 0.991
-.50 1.022 1.019 0.982 1.000 1.001 0.989 0.518 0.515 0.983 0.498 0.498 0.992
Log-normal Error, n=100
.50 1.024 1.021 0.973 0.997 0.998 0.977 0.524 0.518 0.969 0.499 0.497 0.972
.25 1.025 1.023 0.964 1.000 1.002 0.968 0.522 0.516 0.966 0.498 0.496 0.971
.00 1.023 1.015 0.963 0.999 0.995 0.969 0.520 0.514 0.962 0.497 0.495 0.968
-.25 1.022 1.016 0.970 0.999 0.997 0.977 0.520 0.516 0.964 0.499 0.498 0.972
-.50 1.021 1.012 0.960 1.000 0.995 0.966 0.516 0.514 0.958 0.497 0.498 0.967
Normal Error, n=250
.50 1.011 1.010 0.997 0.999 0.998 0.999 0.512 0.512 0.997 0.499 0.499 0.998
.25 1.010 1.009 0.996 0.998 0.997 0.998 0.512 0.512 0.996 0.500 0.500 0.998
.00 1.009 1.009 0.996 0.998 0.997 0.998 0.509 0.509 0.996 0.497 0.497 0.998
-.25 1.009 1.010 0.996 0.997 0.998 0.999 0.508 0.511 0.995 0.497 0.500 0.998
-.50 1.009 1.010 0.995 0.998 0.999 0.998 0.511 0.510 0.994 0.500 0.499 0.997
Normal Mixture, n=250
.50 1.014 1.013 0.997 1.002 1.000 0.998 0.513 0.509 0.996 0.500 0.497 0.997
.25 1.012 1.010 0.993 1.000 0.998 0.995 0.512 0.511 0.995 0.500 0.498 0.996
.00 1.010 1.011 0.995 0.998 0.999 0.997 0.510 0.512 0.993 0.498 0.500 0.996
-.25 1.012 1.011 0.996 1.001 1.000 0.998 0.510 0.510 0.997 0.498 0.498 1.000
-.50 1.009 1.008 0.994 0.998 0.997 0.996 0.510 0.509 0.993 0.499 0.498 0.996
Log-normal Error, n=250
.50 1.011 1.010 0.986 0.999 0.998 0.987 0.511 0.511 0.982 0.498 0.498 0.983
.25 1.012 1.013 0.985 1.000 1.001 0.987 0.513 0.513 0.986 0.501 0.501 0.988
.00 1.010 1.009 0.983 0.998 0.998 0.985 0.511 0.511 0.984 0.499 0.499 0.987
-.25 1.010 1.009 0.982 0.999 0.997 0.985 0.512 0.510 0.984 0.500 0.498 0.987
-.50 1.007 1.007 0.985 0.996 0.997 0.987 0.509 0.508 0.983 0.498 0.497 0.986
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Table 4.5a. Empirical Sizes: Two-Sided Tests of Spatial Dependence in SARAR Model
Group Interaction, REG2, T = 3, β = (1, 1)′, σ = 1
n Test 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1%
Normal Errors Normal Mixture Log-normal Errors
H0 : λ = ρ = 0
50 W11 .1974 .1288 .0546 .1918 .1232 .0450 .1616 .1062 .0456
W22 .1896 .1196 .0516 .1846 .1222 .0470 .1584 .1008 .0408
W33 .1520 .0906 .0388 .1428 .0874 .0302 .1318 .0778 .0300
100 W11 .1732 .1048 .0348 .1652 .0964 .0384 .1416 .0860 .0286
W22 .1754 .1116 .0366 .1684 .1070 .0388 .1416 .0858 .0284
W33 .1290 .0764 .0224 .1228 .0734 .0266 .1192 .0676 .0208
250 W11 .1406 .0808 .0208 .1364 .0736 .0198 .1104 .0620 .0162
W22 .1390 .0788 .0234 .1350 .0758 .0206 .1170 .0712 .0196
W33 .1148 .0618 .0174 .1102 .0576 .0154 .1026 .0564 .0170
500 W11 .1334 .0740 .0176 .1168 .0682 .0142 .1128 .0630 .0136
W22 .1358 .0752 .0178 .1270 .0674 .0176 .1338 .0730 .0196
W33 .1088 .0548 .0128 .1000 .0528 .0118 .1096 .0552 .0118
H0 : λ = 0, (true ρ = 0)
50 W11 .1660 .1024 .0392 .1436 .0920 .0320 .1450 .0920 .0360
W22 .1622 .1044 .0382 .1578 .0968 .0378 .1590 .0970 .0410
W33 .1354 .0842 .0294 .1260 .0758 .0246 .1284 .0798 .0286
100 W11 .1362 .0798 .0256 .1352 .0812 .0268 .1302 .0734 .0230
W22 .1532 .0908 .0282 .1494 .0906 .0294 .1332 .0758 .0230
W33 .1174 .0668 .0212 .1162 .0686 .0202 .1186 .0670 .0178
250 W11 .1232 .0732 .0174 .1228 .0690 .0158 .1134 .0576 .0154
W22 .1266 .0726 .0170 .1238 .0682 .0160 .1174 .0616 .0154
W33 .1126 .0630 .0132 .1100 .0594 .0118 .1052 .0542 .0126
500 W11 .1108 .0578 .0142 .1094 .0556 .0116 .1116 .0616 .0138
W22 .1198 .0588 .0148 .1120 .0576 .0128 .1198 .0662 .0160
W33 .1050 .0530 .0122 .1030 .0524 .0098 .1070 .0572 .0130
H0 : ρ = 0 (true λ = 0)
50 W11 .1730 .1054 .0392 .1714 .1070 .0382 .1498 .0902 .0328
W22 .1366 .0850 .0326 .1418 .0822 .0312 .1202 .0692 .0192
W33 .1268 .0794 .0280 .1214 .0710 .0262 .1056 .0598 .0170
100 W11 .1604 .0980 .0268 .1478 .0856 .0250 .1292 .0710 .0198
W22 .1302 .0758 .0252 .1274 .0732 .0260 .1142 .0672 .0220
W33 .1124 .0630 .0198 .1056 .0612 .0196 .0952 .0568 .0164
250 W11 .1358 .0742 .0192 .1304 .0724 .0192 .1030 .0506 .0122
W22 .1216 .0694 .0166 .1226 .0670 .0176 .1036 .0552 .0168
W33 .1074 .0570 .0132 .1054 .0556 .0126 .0880 .0456 .0132
500 W11 .1306 .0704 .0158 .1126 .0600 .0140 .0976 .0514 .0124
W22 .1208 .0682 .0170 .1110 .0590 .0150 .1154 .0616 .0146
W33 .1030 .0528 .0114 .0928 .0466 .0106 .0966 .0478 .0116
Note: Wjj are defined in (4.19) for joint tests and (4.20) for one-directional tests.
Table 4.5b. Empirical Sizes: Two-Sided Tests of H0 : λ = 0 in SLD Model
Group Interaction, REG2, T = 3, β = (1, 1)′, σ = 1. Tjj are defined in (4.21)
n Test 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1%
Normal Errors Normal Mixture Log-normal Errors
50 T11 .1422 .0850 .0232 .1254 .0676 .0190 .1068 .0552 .0140
T22 .1348 .0808 .0212 .1154 .0586 .0162 .1042 .0586 .0134
T33 .1120 .0616 .0146 .0992 .0472 .0126 .0918 .0484 .0102
100 T11 .1224 .0622 .0174 .1186 .0660 .0136 .1070 .0590 .0116
T22 .1142 .0604 .0128 .1214 .0654 .0158 .1108 .0600 .0130
T33 .1004 .0478 .0102 .1046 .0518 .0118 .0958 .0502 .0084
250 T11 .1148 .0584 .0176 .1042 .0540 .0112 .1006 .0512 .0142
T22 .1130 .0622 .0172 .1128 .0604 .0128 .1140 .0572 .0150
T33 .1006 .0526 .0130 .0946 .0506 .0086 .0996 .0466 .0124
500 T11 .1126 .0560 .0106 .1082 .0528 .0122 .0970 .0472 .0082
T22 .1154 .0646 .0140 .1066 .0564 .0118 .1064 .0554 .0106
T33 .1010 .0554 .0110 .0972 .0484 .0104 .0960 .0474 .0080
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Table 4.5c. Empirical Sizes: Two-Sided Tests of H0 : ρ = 0 in SED Model
Group Interaction, REG2, T = 3, β = (1, 1)′, σ = 1. Tjj are defined in (4.21)
n Test 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1%
Normal Errors Normal Mixture Log-normal Errors
50 T11 .1572 .0920 .0282 .1492 .0846 .0236 .1282 .0666 .0164
T22 .1386 .0758 .0234 .1242 .0734 .0220 .1030 .0572 .0152
T33 .1146 .0620 .0172 .1152 .0640 .0176 .0928 .0518 .0142
100 T11 .1420 .0798 .0224 .1324 .0738 .0142 .1170 .0598 .0126
T22 .1274 .0736 .0202 .1248 .0700 .0160 .1010 .0550 .0140
T33 .1116 .0594 .0154 .1054 .0540 .0112 .0840 .0444 .0116
250 T11 .1224 .0630 .0140 .1128 .0568 .0114 .1028 .0544 .0124
T22 .1190 .0656 .0172 .1096 .0560 .0142 .1056 .0566 .0166
T33 .1006 .0518 .0124 .0882 .0450 .0114 .0880 .0466 .0114
500 T11 .1124 .0578 .0120 .1126 .0526 .0098 .1004 .0518 .0116
T22 .1136 .0624 .0142 .1202 .0604 .0148 .1164 .0610 .0178
T33 .0952 .0492 .0098 .1004 .0482 .0108 .0982 .0476 .0126
Table 4.6. Empirical Sizes: Two-Sided Tests of H0 : β1 = β2 in SARAR Model
Group Interaction, REG2, T = 3, σ = 1, λ = ρ = 0
n Test 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1%
Normal Errors Normal Mixture Log-normal Errors
50 T11 .1608 .1020 .0386 .1630 .1046 .0386 .1604 .0978 .0344
T22 .1154 .0650 .0214 .1190 .0678 .0206 .1138 .0614 .0204
100 T11 .1334 .0744 .0228 .1344 .0794 .0218 .1334 .0782 .0218
T22 .1012 .0546 .0138 .1042 .0536 .0126 .1032 .0534 .0120
250 T11 .1240 .0642 .0166 .1210 .0680 .0204 .1196 .0670 .0184
T22 .1066 .0524 .0120 .1060 .0564 .0152 .1018 .0580 .0114
500 T11 .1092 .0548 .0116 .1100 .0564 .0140 .1154 .0616 .0200
T22 .0958 .0472 .0092 .0978 .0472 .0100 .1022 .0536 .0146
50 T11 .1624 .1004 .0376 .1624 .1024 .0390 .1610 .0992 .0376
T22 .1136 .0654 .0196 .1204 .0666 .0208 .1136 .0640 .0216
100 T11 .1282 .0742 .0196 .1394 .0810 .0208 .1420 .0808 .0250
T22 .0968 .0496 .0114 .1068 .0540 .0090 .1060 .0564 .0118
250 T11 .1254 .0688 .0190 .1224 .0642 .0140 .1146 .0622 .0180
T22 .1050 .0568 .0142 .1024 .0480 .0094 .0990 .0526 .0132
500 T11 .1240 .0626 .0152 .1130 .0594 .0130 .1220 .0650 .0160
T22 .1102 .0502 .0124 .0978 .0482 .0096 .1084 .0552 .0122
Note: β = (1, 1)′ for upper panel, and (.5, .5)′ for lower panel. Tjj are defined in (4.22).
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Part II




Adjusted QML Estimation of Spatial Autoregressive Models
with Unknown Heteroskedasticity and Non-normality
5.1 Introduction
While heteroskedasticity is common in regular cross-section studies, it may
be more so for a spatial econometrics model due to aggregation, clustering, etc.
Anselin (1988) identifies that heteroskedasticity can broadly occur due to “idiosyn-
crasies in model specification and affect the statistical validity of the estimated
model”. This may be due to the misspecification of the model that feeds to the
disturbance term or may occur more naturally in the presence of peer interactions.
Heteroskedasticity may also occur if the model deals with a mix of aggregate and
non aggregate data, the aggregation may cause errors to be heteroskedastic.1 As
such, the assumption of homoskedastic disturbances is likely to be invalid in a
1See, e.g., Glaeser et al. (1996), Le Sage and Pace (2009), Lin and Lee (2010), Kelejian and
Prucha (2010), for more discussions.
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spatial context in general. However, much of the present spatial econometrics lit-
erature has focused on estimators developed under the assumption that the errors
are homoskedastic.
Although Anselin raised the issue of heteroskedasticity in spatial models as
early as in 1988, and made an attempt to provide tests of spatial effects robust
to unknown heteroskedasticity, comprehensive treatments of estimation related
issues were not considered until recent years.2 We introduce a robust estimator for
the SAR model by adjusting the concentrated quasi score function for the spatial
parameter. It turns out that the method is simple and can be easily generalised to
suit more general models.3 For heteroskedasticity robust inferences, we propose an
outer-product-of-gradient (OPG) method for estimating the asymptotic variance
of estimators. We provide formal theories for the consistency and asymptotic
normality of the proposed estimator, and the consistency of the robust standard
error estimate. Extensive Monte Carlo results show that the proposed estimator
generally outperforms its GMM counterparts in terms of efficiency and sensitivity
to the magnitude of model parameters in particular the regression coefficients. The
Monte Carlo results also show that the proposed robust standard error estimate
performs well. We also study the cases under which the regular QML estimator is
robust against unknown heteroskedasticity and provide a set of robust inference
methods. It is interesting to note that the prosed estimator is computationally as
simple as the regular QML estimator, and it also outperforms the regular QML
estimator when the latter is heteroskedasticity robust.
2e.g., Kelejian and Prucha (2007, 2010), Le Sage (1997), Lin and Lee (2010), Arraiz et al.
(2010), Badinger and Egger (2011), Jin and Lee (2012), Baltagi and Yang (2013b), and Dogˇan
and Tas¸pinar (2014). Lin and Lee (2010) formally illustrate that the traditional quasi maximum
likelihood (QML) and generalised method of moments (GMM) estimators are inconsistent in
general when the SAR model suffers from heteroskedasticity, and provide heteroskedasticity
robust GMM estimators by adjusting the usual quadratic moment conditions.
3The efficiency of an ML estimator may be the driving force for exploiting a likelihood-based
estimator for achieving robustness against various model misspecifications such as heteroskedas-
ticity and non-normality.
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To demonstrate their flexibility and generality, the proposed methods are then
extended to the popular spatial autoregressive model with spatial autoregres-
sive disturbances (SARAR(1,1)) with heteroskedastic innovations. Kelejian and
Prucha (2010) formally treat this model with a three-step estimation procedure.
Monte Carlo results show that the ACQS estimator performs better in finite sam-
ple than the three-step estimator.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.2 examines the cases
where the regular QML estimator of the SAR model is consistent under unknown
heteroskedasticity, and provides methods for robust inferences. Section 5.3 intro-
duces the ACQS estimator that is generally robust against unknown heteroskedas-
ticity, and presents methods for robust inferences. Section 5.4 presents the Monte
Carlo results for the SAR model. Section 5.5 extends the proposed methods to
the popular SARAR(1,1) model and discusses further possible extensions. Section
5.6 concludes the chapter. All technical details are given in Appendix F.
5.2 QML Estimation of SAR Models
In this section4, we first outline the QML estimation of the SAR model un-
der the assumptions that the errors are independent and identically distributed
(iid). Then, we examine the properties of the QML estimator of the SAR model
when the errors are independent but not identically distributed (inid). We pro-
vide conditions under which the regular QML estimator is robust against het-
eroskedasticity of unknown form, derive its asymptotic distribution, and provide
heteroskedasticity robust estimator of its asymptotic variance.
4Some general notation will be followed in this chapter: | · | and tr(·) denote, respectively,
the determinant and trace of a square matrix; A′ denotes the transpose of a matrix A; diag(·)
denotes the diagonal matrix formed by a vector or the diagonal elements of a square matrix;
diagv(·) denotes the column vector formed by the diagonal elements of a square matrix; and a
vector raised to a certain power is operated element-wise.
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5.2.1 The model and the QML estimation
Consider the spatial autoregressive or SAR model of the form:
Yn = λ0WnYn +Xnβ0 + n, (5.1)
where Xn is an n × k matrix of regressors, Wn is a known n × n spatial weights
matrix, n is an n × 1 vector of disturbances of independent and identically dis-
tributed (iid) elements with mean zero and variance σ2, β is a k × 1 vector of
regression coefficients and λ is the spatial parameter. The Gaussian log-likelihood
of θ = (β′, σ2, λ)′ is,
`n(θ) = −n2 ln(2pi)− n2 ln(σ2) + ln |An(λ)| − 12σ2 ′n(β, λ)n(β, λ), (5.2)
where An(λ) = In−λWn, In is an n×n identity matrix, and n(β, λ) = An(λ)Yn−
Xnβ. Given λ, `n(θ) is maximised at βˆn(λ) = (X
′
nXn)







n(λ)MnAn(λ)Yn, where Mn = In−Xn(X ′nXn)−1X ′n. Substituting βˆn(λ) and
σˆ2n(λ) in `n(θ), we get the concentrated Gaussian log-likelihood function for λ as,
`cn(λ) = −n2 [ln(2pi) + 1]− n2 ln(σˆ2n(λ)) + ln |An(λ)|. (5.3)
Maximizing `cn(λ) gives the unconstrained QML estimator λˆn of λ, and thus the




′, the QML estimator of θ.
Under regularity conditions, Lee (2004) establishes the consistency and asymp-
totic normality of the QML estimator θˆn. In particular, λˆn and βˆn may have a
slower than
√
n-rate of convergence if the degree of spatial dependence (or the
number of neighbours each spatial unit has) grows with the sample size. The QML
estimator and its asymptotic distribution developed by Lee are robust for non-
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normality of the errors. However, some important issues remain: (i) conditions
under which the regular QML estimator θˆn remains consistent when errors are
heteroskedastic, (ii) methods to adjust the QML estimator θˆn so that it becomes
consistent under unknown heteroskedasticity, and (iii) methods of estimating the
variance of the (adjusted) QML estimator robust for unknown heteroskedasticity.
5.2.2 Robustness of QML estimator under unknown het-
eroskedasticity
It is accepted that the regular QML estimator of the usual linear regression
model without spatial dependence, developed under homoskedastic errors, is still
consistent when the errors are in fact heteroskedastic. However, for correct in-
ferences the standard error of the estimator has to be adjusted to account for
this unknown heteroskedasticity (White, 1980). Suppose now we have a linear re-
gression model with spatial dependence as given in (6.21) with disturbances that




i=1 hn,i = 1.


















where Gn(λ) = WnA
−1(λ). It is well known that for an extremum estimator,




ψn(θ0) = 0 at the true parameter θ0 (Amemiya, 1985). This is
5Note that σ2 is the average of Var(n,i). Under homoskedasticity, hn,i = 1,∀i. For generality,
we allow hn,i to depend on n, for each i. This parametrisation, a non-parametric version of
Breusch and Pagan (1979), is useful as it allows the estimation of the average scale parameter.
See Section 5.3 for more details.
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always the case for the β and σ2 components of ψn(θ0) whether or not the errors are
homoskedastic. However, it may not be the case for the λ component of ψn(θ0).
Let hn = (hn,1, . . . , hn,n)
′, gn = (gn,1, . . . , gn,n)′ = diagv(Gn), g¯n = 1n
∑n
i=1 gn,i,
Hn = diag(hn). Let Cov(gn, hn) denote the sample covariance between the two












i=1(hn,i − 1)(gn,i − g¯n) + op(1)
= Cov(gn, hn) + op(1).
(5.5)
Therefore, for θˆn to be consistent, it is necessary that as n→∞, Cov(gn, hn)→ 0;
in other words, when limn→∞Cov(gn, hn) 6= 0, θˆn cannot be consistent.
Lin and Lee (2010) noted that this condition is satisfied if almost all the diag-
onal elements of the matrix Gn are equal. In fact, by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality,
this condition is satisfied if Var(gn) → 0, which boils down to Var(kn) → 0,
where kn is the vector of number of neighbours for each unit.
6 Furthermore, if
heteroskedasticity occurs due to reasons unrelated to the number of neighbours,
for example, due to the nature of the exogenous regressors Xn, then the required
condition will still be satisfied. These discussions suggest that the regular QML
estimator of the SAR model derived under homoskedasticity can still be consistent
when in fact the errors are heteroskedastic. following regularity conditions.7
Assumption 5.1: The true parameter λ0 is in the interior of a compact
parameter set Λ.8
6This is because (i) Gn = Wn + λW
2
n + λ
2W 3n + . . ., if |λ| < 1 and wn,ij < 1, and (ii) the
diagonal elements of W rn , r ≥ 2 inversely relate to kn, see Anselin (2003). In fact, when Wn is
row-normalised and symmetric, diag(W 2n) = {k−1n,i}. Var(kn) = o(1) can be seen to be true for
many popular spatial layouts such as Rook, Queen, group interactions such that variation in
groups sizes becomes small when n gets large, etc., see Yang (2010).
7A quantity defined at the true parameter is represented with a suppressed variable notation,
e.g., An ≡ An(λ0) and Gn ≡ Gn(λ0).
8For QML-type estimation, the parameter space Λ must be such that An(λ) is non-singular
∀λ ∈ Λ. If the eigenvalues of Wn are all real, then Λ = (w−1min, w−1max) where wmin and wmax
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i=1 hn,i = 1 and hn,i > 0,∀i and E|n,i|4+δ < c for some δ > 0 and constant c
for all n and i.
Assumption 5.3: The elements of the n×k regressor matrix Xn are uniformly
bounded for all n, Xn has the full rank k, and limn→∞ 1nX
′
nXn exists and is non-
singular.
Assumption 5.4: The spatial weights matrix Wn is uniformly bounded in
absolute value in both row and column sums and its diagonal elements are zero.
Assumption 5.5: The matrix An is non-singular and A
−1
n is uniformly bounded
in absolute value in both row and column sums. Further, A−1n (λ) is uniformly
bounded in either row or column sums, uniformly in λ ∈ Λ.
Assumption 5.6: The limit limn→∞ 1n(GnXnβ0)
′Mn(GnXnβ0) = k, where
either k > 0, or k = 0 but limn→∞ 1n ln |σ20A−1n A
′−1
n |− 1n ln |σ2n(λ)A−1n (λ)A
′−1
n (λ)| 6=







Assumptions 5.2 and 5.3 are similar to those from Lin and Lee (2010). As-
sumption 5.2 implies that {hn,i} as well as the third and fourth moments of n,i
are uniformly bounded for all n and i. Assumptions 5.2 and 5.3 imply that
limn→∞ 1nX
′
nHnXn exists and is non-singular. Assumptions 5.4 and 5.5 are stan-
dard for the SAR model. The uniform boundedness conditions limit the spatial
dependence to a manageable level (Kelejian and Prucha, 1999). Assumption 5.6
is the heteroskedastic version of the identification condition introduced by Lee
(2004) for the homoskedastic SAR model.
For the log-likelihood and score functions given in (6.23) and (5.4), let In =
are, respectively, the smallest and the largest eigenvalues of Wn; if, Wn is row normalised, then
wmax = 1 and w
−1
min < −1, and Λ = (w−1min, 1) (Anselin, 1988). In general, the eigenvalues of Wn
may not be all real as Wn can be asymmetric. Le Sage and Pace (2009, p. 88-89) argue that
only the purely real eigenvalues can affect the singularity of An(λ). Consequently, for Wn with
complex eigenvalues, the interval of λ that guarantees non-singular An(λ) is (w
−1
s , 1) where ws is
the most negative real eigenvalue of Wn. Kelejian and Prucha (2010) suggest Λ be (−τ−1n , τ−1n )




















, with their exact expressions
deferred to the next subsection. We have the following results (recall gn =
diagv(Gn) and let qn = diagv(G
′
nGn)).
Theorem 5.1 Given Cov(gn, hn) = o(1) and Cov(qn, hn) = o(1), and under
Assumptions 5.1-5.6, we have as n → ∞, θˆn p−→ θ0; under Assumptions 5.1-5.6
and Cov(gn, hn) = o(n
−1/2), we have as n→∞,
√
n(θˆn − θ0) D−→ N(0, I−1Σ I−1), (5.6)
where I = limn→∞ In and Σ = limn→∞Σn both assumed to exist and I is non-
singular.
5.2.3 Robust standard errors of the QML estimators
Asymptotically valid inference for θ based on the QML estimators θˆn requires
a consistent estimator of the asymptotic variance given in Theorem 5.1.9 Under

























where ηn = GnXnβ0. Thus a consistent estimator of In can still be obtained by
‘plugging’ θˆn for θ0, Gn(θˆn) for Gn and Hˆn =
1
σˆ2n
diag(ˆ2n,1, . . . , ˆ
2
n,n) for Hn, in line
with the idea of White (1980), where {ˆn,i} are the QML residuals. However, this










9This is simple under homoskedasticity as the sample analogues of In and Σn can be used as
consistent estimators.
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cannot be consistently estimated unless the excess kurtosis measures {κn,i} are
all zero or {n,i} are normally distributed. This means that robust inference
methods for σ20 is not available. Obviously, σ
2 is typically not the main parameter
that inferences concern, although the consistency of its QML estimator (shown
in Theorem 5.1) is crucial. Thus, to circumvent this problem, we focus on λ and
β as those are the main parameters that inferences concern. First, based on the
concentrated score function for λ, we obtain the robust variance of λˆn, and then
based on the relationship between βˆn and λˆn we obtain the robust variance of βˆn.
Detailed developments in this regard are presented in next section.
5.3 Robust Estimation
As argued in Lin and Lee (2010) and further discussed in Section 5.2, the neces-
sary condition for the consistency of the QML estimator, limn→∞Cov(gn, hn) = 0,
can be violated when hn is proportional to the number of neighbours kn for each
spatial unit and limn→∞Var(kn) 6= 0.10 To solve this problem, Lin and Lee (2010)
propose robust GMM and optimal robust GMM estimators for the SAR model. In
this chapter, we introduce an adjusted concentrated quasi score (ACQS) estimator
for the SAR model by adjusting the concentrated score function for the spatial
parameter to make it robust against unknown heteroskedasticity. The method
is very simple and more importantly it can be easily generalised to suit more
general models (see Section 5.5). Furthermore, the method of adjustment takes
into account the estimation of the β and σ2 parameters, thus can be expected to
have a good finite sample performance. Indeed, the Monte Carlo results presented
in Section 5.4 show an excellent finite sample performance of the proposed esti-
10For example, when Wn corresponds to group interactions (circular world spatial layout can
be a special case), and the group sizes are generated from a fixed discrete distribution, we
have limn→∞Var(kn) 6= 0. In fact, in many empirical situations, the spatial weight matrix is
constructed from economic or geographic distance, and hence does not satisfy the condition
Cov(gn, hn) = o(1).
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mator. For robust inferences concerning the spatial or regression parameters, we
introduce OPG estimators of the variances of the ACQS estimators.
5.3.1 The method
Given the problems associated with the λ-element of ψn(θ0) in (6.27), in
asymptotically attaining the limit desired to ensure consistency of the related
extremum estimator under heteroskedasticity, one can look at an adjustment to
the score function that allows it to reach a probability limit of zero. This method
is in line with Lin and Lee (2010)’s treatment to the quadratic moments of the
form E(′nPnn) = 0, where tr(Pn) = 0 is replaced with diag(Pn) = 0 to give a
consistent GMM estimator under unknown heteroskedasticity. Following this, if











nn− ′ndiag(Gn)n] = 0, in light of (5.5). This adjustment is asymp-
totically valid in the sense that it give estimators consistent under unknown het-
eroskedasticity. However, the finite sample performance of the estimators is not
guaranteed as the variations from the estimation of β and σ2 are unaccounted for.
Now consider the average concentrated score function derived by concentrating
out β and σ2, i.e., replacing β and σ2 by βˆn(λ) and σˆ
2
n(λ) in the last component
of (5.4), or taking the derivative of (5.3), and then dividing the resulting concen-







ψ˜n(λ) captures the variability coming from estimating β and σ
2. Under QML
estimation framework, the QML estimator of λ is equivalently defined as λˆn =
arg{ψ˜n(λ) = 0}. Solving ψ˜n(λ) = 0 is equivalent to solving Y ′nA′n(λ)Mn[Gn(λ) −
1
n
tr(Gn(λ))In]An(λ)Yn = 0, and for λˆn to remain consistent under unknown het-
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nMn(Gn − 1ntr(Gn)In)AnYn] equals or
tends to zero, see van der Vaart (1998, ch. 5). This is not true if there exists un-
known heteroskedasticity and the conditions stated in Theorem 5.1 are violated.
Our idea is to adjust the numerator of (5.7) so that its expectation at λ0





0tr(Hndiag(MnGn)), this suggests that one should replace
1
n





σ20tr(HnMndiag(MnGn)) 6= E(Y ′nA′nMnGnAnYn). Thus, to cancel the effect of the





Hence, ψ˜n(λ) is adjusted by replacing Gn(λ)− 1ntr(Gn(λ))In by, G◦n(λ) = Gn(λ)−
diag(Mn)









and hence a ACQS estimator of λ0 as,
λ˜n = arg{ψ˜∗n(λ) = 0}. (5.9)
Once a heteroskedasticity robust estimator of λ is obtained, the heteroskedasticity





n(λ˜n) as the estimating functions (first two components of
ψn(θ)) leading to βˆn(λ) and σˆ
2
n(λ) defined below (5.2) are robust to unknown
heteroskedasticity. More discussions on this will follow.
Jin and Lee (2012) proposed a heteroskedasticity robust root estimator of λ by
solving the quadratic equation: Y ′nA
′
n(λ)MnPnAn(λ)Yn = 0, where Pn is an n× n
11Making the expectation of an estimating function to be zero leads potentially to a finite
sample bias corrected estimation. This is in line with Baltagi and Yang (2013a,b) in constructing
standardised or heteroskedasticity-robust LM tests with finite sample improvements. See also
Kelejian and Prucha (2001, 2010) and Lin and Lee (2010) for some useful methods in handling
the linear-quadratic forms of heteroskedastic random vectors.
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matrix such that MnPn has a zero diagonal. As there are two roots and only one
is consistent, they gave criteria to choose the consistent root. When Pn matrix
is parameter dependent, they suggested using some initial consistent estimates to





0. Clearly, G◦n(λ) defined above is a choice for Pn although an initial estimate




n). Jin and Lee also suggest this.
This approach is attractive as the root estimator has a closed-form expression
and thus can handle a super large data. However, it can be ambiguous in practice
in choosing a consistent root as the selection criterion is parameter dependent.
Furthermore, our Monte Carlo simulation shows that Y ′nA
′
n(λ)MnP̂nAn(λ)Yn = 0
tends to give non-real roots when |λ| is not small, say ≥ 0.5, in particular when
λ is negative, and when n is not very large. In contrast, this problem does not
occur to the ACQS estimator λ˜n. Thus, the ACQS estimator λ˜n complements Jin
and Lee’s (2012) root estimator. More discussions follow.
Remark 5.1 It turns out that the ACQS estimators of the SAR model are
computationally as simple as the original QML estimators, but the former are
generally consistent under unknown heteroskedasticity while preserving the nature
of being robust against non-normality.
Remark 5.2 The proposed methods can be easily extended to more advanced
models (spatial or non-spatial) as demonstrated in Section 5.5 and Chapter 6.
However, it is not clear to us how to extend the GMM estimators of Lin and Lee
(2010) to a more general model, and the root estimator of Jin and Lee (2012)
may run into difficulty for a more general model as when there are two (or more)
quadratic functions of two (or more) unknowns, it is difficult to choose the con-
sistent roots.
Remark 5.3 The correction G◦n(λ) as opposed to the intuitively appealing cor-
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rection Gn(λ) − diag(Gn(λ)) has better finite sample performance since the ad-
justment is made directly on the concentrated score function which contains the
variability accruing from the estimation of β and σ2.
5.3.2 Asymptotic distribution of the ACQS estimators
To ensure that the adjusted estimation function given in (5.8) uniquely iden-



















0, ∀λ 6= λ0.
The central limit theorem (CLT) for linear quadratic forms of Kelejian and
Prucha (2001) allows for heteroskedasticity and can be used to prove the asymp-
totic normality of the ACQS estimator. First, the normalised and adjusted con-













where Bn = MnG
◦














tr(HnMn) + op(1) = σ
2
0 + op(1), it follows that σˆ
−2
n (λ0) = σ
−2
0 + op(1).
Let τn(·) denote the first-order standard deviation and τ 2n(·) the first-order
variance of a normalised quantity, e.g., τ 2n(ψ˜
∗
n) is the first-order term of Var(
√
nψ˜∗n),
and τ 2n(λ˜n) is the first-order term of Var(
√






















where bn,ii are the diagonal elements of Bn, sn,i = E(
3
n,i), and κn,i is the excess
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kurtosis of n,i which together with Hn are defined in Section 5.2.3. Now by the




D−→ N(0, 1). (5.12)
This result leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2 Under Assumptions 5.1-5.5 and 5.6∗, the ACQS estimator λ˜n
is consistent and asymptotically normal, i.e., as n→∞, λ˜n p−→ λ0, and
√
n(λ˜n − λ0) D−→ N
(
0, limn→∞ τ 2n(λ˜n)
)
,






















. Now consider the ACQS estimators β˜n and σ˜
2
n of β0 and σ
2
0 defined below (5.9).
Using the relation An(λ˜n) = An − (λ˜n − λ0)Wn, we can write,
β˜n = βˆn(λ0)− (λ˜n − λ0)(X ′nXn)−1X ′nGnAnYn, and (5.13)
σ˜2n = σˆ
2
n(λ0)− 2(λ˜n − λ0) 1nY ′nW ′nMnAnYn + (λ˜n − λ0)2 1nY ′nW ′nMnWnYn.(5.14)
The asymptotic properties of β˜n and σ˜
2
n are summarised in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.3 Under Assumptions 5.1-5.5 and 5.6∗, the ACQS estimators β˜n
and σ˜2n are consistent, i.e., as n → ∞, β˜n p−→ β0 and σ˜2n p−→ σ20, and further β˜n
is asymptotically normal, i.e.,
√






where An = nσ20Hn+τ 2n(λ˜n)ηnη′n−2Φ−1n (σ−20 diag(Bn)sn+Hncn)η′n, ηn = GnXnβ0,
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Clearly, the applicability of the results of Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 for making infer-
ences for λ or β depends on the availability of a consistent estimator of τ 2n(ψ˜
∗
n).
The plug-in method based on (5.11) does not work due to the involvement of
higher-order moments sn,i and κn,i.
5.3.3 Robust standard errors of the ACQS estimators
Following the discussions in Section 5.2.3, we focus on λ and β for robust in-
ferences. In order to carry out inference for model parameters using the ACQS
procedure, we need a consistent estimate of τ 2n(λ˜n). Given this, consistent esti-
mates of τ 2n(β˜n) = (X
′
nXn)
−1X ′nAnXn(X ′nXn)−1 immediately follow. The first-
order variance of the adjusted score as given in (5.11) contains second, third and
fourth moments of i which vary across i, and hence a simple White-type estimator
(White, 1980) may not be suitable, which in turn makes τ 2n(λ˜n) infeasible. Hence,
we follow the idea of Baltagi and Yang (2013b) to decompose the numerator of the
adjusted score into a sum of uncorrelated terms, and then use the outer product
of gradients (OPG) method to estimate the variance of the score function which






Clearly, Qn is not a sum of uncorrelated components, but can be made to be so by
the technique of Baltagi and Yang (2013b). Decompose the non-stochastic matrix
12Similarly,
√



































O(1), suggesting that σ˜2n is root-n consistent. However, similar to the regular QML estimator,


























n are, respectively, the upper triangular, lower triangular and




n)n. Then, Qn(n) can be written as,
Qn(n) =
∑n
i=1 n,i(ζn,i + bn,iin,i + cn,i), (5.17)
where n,i, ζn,i and cn,i are, respectively, the elements of n, ζn and cn. Equation
(5.17) expresses Qn(n) as a sum of n uncorrelated terms {n,i(ζn,i+bn,iin,i+cn,i)},
and hence its OPG gives a consistent estimate of the variance of Qn(n), which in
turn leads to a consistent estimate of τ 2n(ψ˜
∗











˜n,i(ζ˜n,i + b˜n,ii˜n,i + c˜n,i)
)2
, (5.18)









diag(˜21n, . . . , ˜
2
nn). Let Φ˜n be Φn evaluated at θ˜n and H˜n, η˜n =












τ˜ 2n(β˜n) = (X
′
nXn)
−1X ′nA˜nXn(X ′nXn)−1, (5.20)
where A˜n = nσ˜2nH˜n + τ˜ 2n(λ˜n)η˜nη˜′n − 2Φ˜−1n (σ˜−2n B˜dns˜n + H˜nc˜n)η˜′n and s˜n = ˜3n. Note
Φn can be estimated by − ddλ0 ψ˜∗n|λ0=λ˜n as Φn is the 1st-order term of −E( ddλ0 ψ˜∗n).
Theorem 5.4 If Assumptions 5.1-5.5 and 5.6∗ hold, then we have as n→∞,
τ˜ 2n(λ˜n)− τ 2n(λ˜n) p−→ 0; and τ˜ 2n(β˜n)− τ 2n(β˜n) p−→ 0.
Finally, when the conditions of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied so the QML estimators
are consistent, the robust variances of λˆn and βˆn can be obtained from the results
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of Theorems 5.2-5.4. Starting with the concentrated score ψ˜n given in (5.7), one
obtains τ 2(λˆn) by simply replacing G
◦
n by Gn − 1ntr(Gn)In in (5.10) and (5.11),
and in Φn defined in Theorem 5.2. Similarly, replacing G
◦
n by Gn − 1ntr(Gn)In in
τ 2n(β˜n) given in Theorem 5.3 leads to τ
2




are obtained in the same way as those of τ 2(λ˜n) and τ
2
n(β˜n), and their consistency
can be proved similarly to the results of Theorem 5.4.
5.4 Monte Carlo Study
Extensive Monte Carlo experiments were conducted to (i) investigate the finite
sample behaviour of the original QML estimator λˆn and the ACQS estimator λ˜n
proposed in this chapter, and their impacts on the estimators of β and σ2, with
respect to the changes in the sample size, spatial layouts, error distributions and
the model parameters when the models are heteroskedastic; and (ii) compare
the QML estimator and the ACQS estimator with the non-robust generalised
method of moments (GMM) estimator of Lee (2001), the robust GMM (RGMM)
estimator and the optimal RGMM (ORGMM) estimator of Lin and Lee (2010),
two stage least squares (2SLS) estimator of Kelejian and Prucha (1998), and the
root estimator (RE) of Jin and Lee (2012). We consider cases where the original
QML estimator are robust against heteroskedasticity and the cases it is not.
The simulations are carried out based on the following data generation process
(DGP):
Yn = λWnYn + ιnβ0 +X1nβ1 +X2nβ2 + n,
where ιn is an n × 1 vector of ones corresponding to the intercept term, X1n
and X2n are the n × 1 vectors containing the values of two fixed regressors, and
n = σHnen. The regression coefficients β is set to either (3, 1, 1)
′ or (.3, .1, .1)′, σ
is set to 1, λ takes values form {−0.5,−0.25, 0, 0.25, 0.5} and n take values from
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{100, 250, 500, 1000}. The ways of generating the values for (X1n, X2n), the spa-
tial weights matrix Wn, the heteroskedasticity measure Hn, and the idiosyncratic
errors en are described below. Each set of Monte Carlo results is based on 1, 000
Monte Carlo samples. The way regressors, weights matrices, error distribution
and heteroskedasticity is generated are explained in Appendix B.
The GMM-type estimators are implemented by closely following Lin & Lee
(2010). A GMM estimator is in general defined as a solution to the minimisation
problem: minθ∈Θ g′n(θ)a
′
nangn(θ) where gn(θ) =
(
Qn, P1nn(θ), . . . , Pmnn(θ)
)′
n(θ)
represents the linear and quadratic moment conditions, Qn = (Xn,WnXn) is the
matrix of instrumental variables (IVs), and a′nan is the weighting matrix related to
the distance function of the minimisation problem. The GMM estimator (Kelejian
& Prucha, 1999; Lee, 2001) under homoskedastic disturbances can be defined us-




and the IVs, (GnXnβ,Xn).
For the RGMM estimator, the Pn matrix in the moment conditions changes to
Gn−diag(Gn). A first step GMM estimator with Pn = Wn is used to evaluate Gn.
The weighting matrices of the distance functions are computed using the variance
formula of the iid case using residual estimates given by the first step GMM es-
timate. The ORGMM estimator is a variant of the RGMM estimator in which
the weighting matrix is robust to unknown heteroskedasticity. The ORGMM es-
timator results given in the tables are computed using the RGMM estimator as
the initial estimate to compute the standard error estimates and the instruments.
Finally, the 2SLS estimator uses the same IV matrix Qn. Lin and Lee (2010)
gives a detailed comparison of the finite sample performance of ML estimator,
GMM estimator, RGMM estimator, ORGMM estimator and 2SLS estimator for
models with both homoskedastic and heteroskedastic errors. Our Monte Carlo
experiments expand theirs by giving a detailed investigation on the effects of non-
normality, spatial layouts as well as negative values for the spatial parameter. The
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RE of Jin and Lee (2012) is also included.
To conserve space, only the partial results of QML estimator, ACQS estimator,
RGMM estimator and ORGMM estimator are reported. The full set of results
are available from the authors upon request. The GMM estimator and 2SLS
estimator can perform very poorly. The root estimator performs equally well
as the ACQS estimator when |λ| is not large and n is not small but tends to
give non-real roots otherwise. Tables 5.1-5.3 summarise the estimation results
for λ and Tables 5.4-5.6 for β, where in each table, the Monte Carlo means,
root mean square errors (rmse) and the standard errors (se) of the estimators are
reported. To analyse the finite sample performance of the proposed OPG based
robust standard error estimators, we also report the averaged se of the regular
QML estimator when it is heteroskedasticity robust and the averaged se of the
ACQS estimator based on Theorem 5.4. The experiments with β = (0.3, 0.1, 0.1)
represent cases where the stochastic component is relatively more dominant than
the deterministic component of the model. This allows a comparison between
the QML-type estimators and the GMM-type estimators when the model suffers
from relatively more severe heteroskedasticity and the IVs are weaker. The main
observations made from the Monte Carlo results are summarised as follows:
(i) ACQS estimator of λ performs well in all cases considered, and it generally
outperforms all other estimators in terms of bias and rmse.13 Further, in
cases where QML estimator is consistent, ACQS estimator can be signifi-
cantly less biased than QML estimator, and is as efficient as QML estimator.
(ii) RGMM estimator and ORGMM estimator of λ perform reasonably well
13A referee points out that under homoskedasticity, the GMM estimator can be as efficient as
the ML estimator when errors are normal, and can be more efficient than the QML estimator
when the errors are non-normal. See also Lee and Liu (2010). However, under heteroskedasticity,
the latter is not observed from our extensive Monte Carlo Experiments. It would be interesting
to carry out a theoretical comparison on the efficiency of the heteroskedasticity robust GMM-
type and QML-type estimators, but such a study is clearly beyond the scope of this chapter.
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when β = (3, 1, 1)′, but deteriorates significantly when β = (.3, .1, .1)′ and
in this case GMM estimator and 2SLS estimator can be very erratic. In
contrast, ACQS estimator is much less affected by the magnitude of β,
and is less biased and more efficient than RGMM estimator and ORGMM
estimator more significantly when β = (.3, .1, .1)′.
(iii) RE of λ performs equally well as ACQS estimator when |λ| is not big and n
is not small, but otherwise tends to give imaginary roots. Thus, when one
encounters a super large dataset and the QML estimator or ACQS estimator
run into computational difficulty, one may turn to RE and use its closed-form
expression.
(iv) The GMM-type estimators can perform quite differently when the errors are
normal as opposed to non-normal errors, especially when β = (.3, .1, .1)′. It
is interesting to note that RGMM estimator often outperforms the ORGMM
estimator.
(v) The OPG-based estimate of the robust standard errors of ACQS estimator
of λ performs well in general with their values very close to their Monte
Carlo counter parts.
(vi) Finally, the relative performance of various estimators of β is much less
contrasting than that of various estimators of λ, although it can be seen
that ACQS estimator of β is slightly more efficient than the competing
RGMM estimator and ORGMM estimator.
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5.5 Extension to More General Models
As discussed in the introduction and Remark 5.2 of Section 5.3.1, the ACQS es-
timation method can be extended to more general models (spatial or non-spatial)
where there are two or more concentrated score elements that need to be ad-
justed to account for the unknown heteroskedasticity. One popular example is
the SARAR(1,1) model, which extends the SAR model to include disturbances n
that follow a heteroskedastic SAR process. In this section, we first present a full
set of ‘feasible’ results for the SARAR(1,1) model which takes the form,
Yn = λW1nYn +Xnβ + n, n = ρW2nn + vn, (5.21)
where vn,i ∼ inid(0, σ2hn,i) such that 1n
∑n
i=1 hn,i = 1. Let An(λ) = In − λW1n
and Bn(ρ) = In − λW2n, then the concentrated Gaussian log-likelihood function
for δ = (λ, ρ)′ is,












n(ρ). Maximizing (5.22) gives the QML esti-






n(ρ)Yn(δ), and the QML estimator of σ
2 as σˆ2n ≡ σˆ2n(δˆn).

















Table 5.1: Empirical Mean(rmse)[sd]{sˆd} of Estimators of λ for SAR Model
Cases when Regular QML estimator is Consistent
λ0 n QML ACQS RGMM ORGMM
DGP 1: Constant Circular Neighbours (REG-1), β0 = (3, 1, 1)′
.50 100 .464 (.105)[.098]{.092} .473(.117)[.114]{.099} .469(.121)[.117] .479(.132)[.130]
250 .488(.061)[.060]{.064} .492(.063)[.063]{.059} .489(.064)[.063] .494(.071)[.071]
500 .494(.043)[.043]{.046} .497(.043)[.043]{.042} .495(.043)[.043] .498(.048)[.048]
1000 .497(.030)[.030]{.032} .498(.030)[.030]{.029} .498(.030)[.030] .498(.033)[.033]
.25 100 .212(.133)[.127]{.115} .230(.128)[.127]{.123} .221(.132)[.129] .232(.146)[.145]
250 .233(.080)[.078]{.078} .246(.081)[.081]{.079} .242(.082)[.081] .247(.090)[.090]
500 .245(.052)[.052]{.054} .245(.054)[.054]{.054} .243(.054)[.054] .244(.060)[.059]
1000 .246(.041)[.041]{.040} .247(.039)[.039]{.038} .246(.039)[.039] .247(.043)[.043]
.00 100 -.033(.153)[.149]{.142} -.014(.150)[.149]{.142} -.024(.156)[.154] -.009(.172)[.172]
250 -.017 (.090)[.089]{.089} -.007(.091)[.091]{.089} -.011(.092)[.092] -.005(.102)[.102]
500 -.006 (.063)[.063]{.062} -.002(.061)[.061]{.064} -.004(.061)[.061] -.002(.069)[.069]
1000 -.006(.046)[.046]{.046} -.003(.043)[.043]{.045} -.005(.043)[.043] -.003(.047)[.047]
-.25 100 -.285(.155)[.151]{.149} -.272(.171)[.169]{.167} -.286(.176)[.173] -.275(.200)[.198]
250 -.266(.101)[.100]{.100} -.258(.100)[.100]{.099} -.264(.101)[.100] -.260(.112)[.112]
500 -.259(.070)[.070]{.072} -.255(.070)[.070]{.070} -.258(.070)[.070] -.256(.077)[.076]
1000 -.253(.050)[.050]{.050} -.250(.050)[.050]{.049} -.252(.050)[.050] -.250(.055)[.055]
-.50 100 -.524(.172)[.170]{.179} -.506(.172)[.172]{.162} -.521(.175)[.174] -.513(.195)[.194]
250 -.515(.108)[.107]{.112} -.505(.104)[.104]{.101} -.511(.104)[.104] -.507(.117)[.116]
500 -.501(.075)[.075]{.080} -.497(.075)[.075]{.073} -.501(.075)[.075] -.497(.084)[.084]
1000 -.500(.054)[.054]{.058} -.499(.051)[.051]{.051} -.500(.051)[.051] -.500(.057)[.057]
DGP 2: Constant Circular Neighbours (REG-1), β0 = (3, 1, 1)′
.50 100 .465(.098)[.091]{.093} .481(.107)[.105]{.099} .475(.118)[.115] .488(.142)[.141]
250 .487(.062)[.061]{.063} .494(.061)[.060]{.059} .491(.061)[.061] .495(.084)[.084]
500 .494(.041)[.041]{.042} .499(.042)[.042]{.040} .497(.042)[.042] .500(.059)[.059]
1000 .498(.028)[.028]{.028} .500(.028)[.028]{.029} .499(.029)[.029] .499(.041)[.041]
.25 100 .219(.129)[.126]{.124} .238(.125)[.125]{.124} .230(.128)[.127] .251(.168)[.168]
250 .236(.081)[.080]{.080} .243(.080)[.079]{.079} .239(.081)[.080] .245(.108)[.108]
500 .246(.056)[.056]{.059} .250(.056)[.056]{.053} .248(.056)[.056] .251(.080)[.080]
1000 .249(.039)[.039]{.041} .251(.039)[.039]{.037} .250(.039)[.039] .250(.052)[.052]
.00 100 -.029(.146)[.143]{.139} -.010(.143)[.143]{.139} -.020(.150)[.148] -.005(.209)[.209]
250 -.011(.088)[.088]{.087} -.003(.088)[.088]{.085} -.008(.089)[.088] .003(.122)[.122]
500 -.005(.063)[.063]{.061} -.008(.064)[.064]{.062} -.010(.064)[.064] -.004(.092)[.092]
1000 -.003(.045)[.045]{.045} -.001(.043)[.043]{.044} -.003(.043)[.043] .000(.060)[.060]
-.25 100 -.276(.158)[.155]{.145} -.257(.156)[.156]{.153} -.271(.160)[.159] -.249(.223)[.223]
250 -.268(.100)[.099]{.106} -.261(.099)[.099]{.093} -.266(.100)[.099] -.260(.136)[.136]
500 -.256(.073)[.073]{.077} -.252(.073)[.073]{.069} -.255(.074)[.073] -.254(.102)[.102]
1000 -.254(.050)[.050]{.050} -.252(.049)[.049]{.048} -.253(.050)[.049] -.252(.068)[.068]
-.50 100 -.527(.155)[.153]{.163} -.505(.154)[.154]{.154} -.519(.158)[.157] -.511(.221)[.221]
250 -.505(.101)[.101]{.103} -.500(.099)[.099]{.097} -.506(.100)[.100] -.502(.138)[.138]
500 -.507(.075)[.075]{.077} -.502(.072)[.072]{.072} -.505(.072)[.072] -.501(.103)[.103]
1000 -.505(.050)[.049]{.049} -.503(.050)[.049]{.050} -.504(.050)[.050] -.505(.071)[.071]
DGP 3: Constant Circular Neighbours (REG-1), β0 = (3, 1, 1)′
.50 100 .474(.086)[.082]{.094} .484(.096)[.095]{.089} .476(.100)[.098] .480(.149)[.148]
250 .491(.057)[.056]{.054} .497(.056)[.056]{.052} .495(.076)[.076] .499(.088)[.088]
500 .493(.040)[.039]{.038} .496(.040)[.039]{.038} .494(.040)[.039] .494(.067)[.067]
1000 .496(.030)[.030]{.029} .497(.029)[.028]{.027} .497(.029)[.029] .498(.045)[.045]
.25 100 .213(.124)[.119]{.110} .231(.119)[.117]{.115} .221(.125)[.122] .233(.185)[.184]
250 .240(.072)[.071]{.079} .247(.071)[.070]{.067} .242(.072)[.072] .244(.116)[.116]
500 .245(.050)[.050]{.052} .247(.054)[.054]{.050} .245(.055)[.054] .245(.087)[.087]
1000 .248(.037)[.037]{.038} .250(.037)[.037]{.035} .249(.037)[.037] .250(.057)[.057]
.00 100 -.024(.124)[.122]{.116} -.015(.140)[.140]{.143} -.027(.148)[.145] -.018(.221)[.220]
250 -.010(.085)[.085]{.082} -.002(.084)[.084]{.088} -.007(.086)[.086] -.002(.133)[.133]
500 -.006(.059)[.058]{.060} -.002(.058)[.058]{.058} -.005(.059)[.059] -.007(.101)[.101]
1000 -.004(.045)[.044]{.044} -.002(.042)[.042]{.041} -.003(.043)[.043] .000(.069)[.069]
-.25 100 -.276(.148)[.146]{.156} -.258(.146)[.146]{.142} -.272(.152)[.150] -.261(.236)[.236]
250 -.260(.093)[.092]{.101} -.252(.093)[.093]{.096} -.259(.094)[.093] -.253(.153)[.153]
500 -.256(.063)[.063]{.065} -.254(.065)[.065]{.064} -.256(.066)[.066] -.251(.111)[.111]
1000 -.254(.049)[.049]{.047} -.250(.049)[.049]{.046} -.252(.050)[.050] -.251(.076)[.076]
-.50 100 -.514(.141)[.140]{.153} -.508(.161)[.161]{.167} -.526(.165)[.163] -.513(.246)[.245]
250 -.511(.092)[.091]{.098} -.506(.097)[.097]{.091} -.512(.099)[.098] -.514(.155)[.154]
500 -.503(.069)[.069]{.069} -.499(.069)[.069]{.067} -.503(.069)[.069] -.498(.111)[.111]
1000 -.503(.051)[.051]{.051} -.501(.051)[.051]{.049} -.503(.051)[.051] -.505(.081)[.081]
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Table 5.1: Cont’d
λ0 n QML ACQS RGMM ORGMM
DGP 1: Queen Contiguity (REG-1), β0 = (.3, .1, .1)′
.50 100 .447(.156)[.146]{.136} .471(.147)[.144]{.148} .463(.158)[.154] .501(.207)[.207]
250 .482(.081)[.079]{.088} .495(.079)[.079]{.079} .488(.081)[.080] .499(.085)[.085]
500 .489(.061)[.059]{.063} .494(.056)[.056]{.056} .491(.070)[.069] .497(.071)[.071]
1000 .496(.041)[.041]{.045} .497(.042)[.042]{.040} .495(.042)[.042] .498(.043)[.043]
.25 100 .207(.170)[.165]{.155} .231(.167)[.166]{.155} .219(.172)[.169] .240(.186)[.186]
250 .232(.103)[.101]{.101} .241(.102)[.102]{.099} .234(.104)[.102] .242(.106)[.106]
500 .242(.072)[.072]{.072} .249(.072)[.072]{.070} .245(.072)[.072] .250(.074)[.074]
1000 .244(.050)[.050]{.052} .247(.050)[.050]{.050} .245(.050)[.050] .247(.051)[.051]
.00 100 -.046(.192)[.186]{.173} -.021(.188)[.187]{.174} -.036(.195)[.192] -.021(.205)[.204]
250 -.019(.117)[.115]{.112} -.008(.115)[.115]{.112} -.017(.117)[.116] -.010(.120)[.120]
500 -.008(.080)[.080]{.079} -.001(.080)[.080]{.080} -.005(.080)[.080] -.001(.082)[.082]
1000 -.005(.058)[.058]{.057} -.002(.058)[.058]{.057} -.004(.058)[.058] -.002(.059)[.059]
-.25 100 -.286(.199)[.195]{.192} -.258(.198)[.198]{.193} -.277(.205)[.204] -.264(.218)[.217]
250 -.272(.122)[.120]{.125} -.258(.121)[.120]{.120} -.268(.122)[.121] -.265(.126)[.125]
500 -.260(.089)[.088]{.089} -.253(.089)[.089]{.086} -.258(.089)[.089] -.256(.090)[.090]
1000 -.256(.063)[.063]{.064} -.252(.063)[.063]{.061} -.255(.063)[.063] -.254(.064)[.064]
-.50 100 -.526(.194)[.192]{.201} -.502(.194)[.194]{.187} -.521(.197)[.196] -.521(.214)[.213]
250 -.513(.122)[.121]{.128} -.501(.122)[.122]{.122} -.513(.124)[.123] -.514(.128)[.127]
500 -.504(.087)[.087]{.088} -.498(.088)[.088]{.087} -.503(.088)[.088] -.503(.089)[.089]
1000 -.503(.063)[.063]{.061} -.500(.063)[.063]{.063} -.502(.063)[.063] -.502(.064)[.064]
DGP 2: Queen Contiguity (REG-1), β0 = (.3, .1, .1)′
.50 100 .455(.136)[.129]{.137} .481(.129)[.128]{.123} .470(.135)[.132] .581(.354)[.345]
250 .480(.087)[.083]{.100} .493(.078)[.078]{.076} .487(.080)[.079] .533(.160)[.157]
500 .490(.057)[.056]{.057} .497(.056)[.056]{.054} .495(.068)[.068] .518(.088)[.086]
1000 .496(.042)[.042]{.047} .499(.042)[.042]{.039} .498(.042)[.042] .510(.053)[.052]
.25 100 .206(.171)[.166]{.155} .233(.166)[.165]{.161} .224(.180)[.178] .308(.366)[.361]
250 .222(.108)[.104]{.105} .240(.097)[.096]{.094} .232(.099)[.098] .272(.139)[.137]
500 .239(.072)[.071]{.076} .246(.071)[.071]{.068} .242(.072)[.071] .259(.089)[.089]
1000 .246(.050)[.050]{.050} .245(.052)[.052]{.050} .244(.053)[.052] .257(.070)[.070]
.00 100 -.035(.177)[.174]{.165} -.023(.184)[.182]{.188} -.039(.191)[.187] .002(.243)[.243]
250 -.019(.116)[.115]{.109} -.005(.115)[.114]{.106} -.014(.117)[.116] .016(.153)[.152]
500 -.009(.081)[.080]{.078} -.004(.081)[.081]{.077} -.008(.082)[.081] .012(.105)[.105]
1000 -.004(.057)[.057]{.057} -.002(.057)[.057]{.056} -.005(.057)[.057] .007(.069)[.069]
-.25 100 -.283(.185)[.182]{.190} -.268(.186)[.185]{.186} -.285(.192)[.189] -.254(.251)[.251]
250 -.270(.122)[.120]{.125} -.256(.121)[.120]{.114} -.267(.123)[.122] -.253(.161)[.161]
500 -.256(.085)[.084]{.085} -.250(.085)[.085]{.082} -.254(.085)[.085] -.242(.106)[.106]
1000 -.252(.063)[.063]{.060} -.249(.063)[.063]{.060} -.251(.063)[.063] -.245(.078)[.078]
-.50 100 -.518(.195)[.194]{.204} -.506(.188)[.187]{.180} -.529(.193)[.190] -.523(.255)[.254]
250 -.513(.127)[.126]{.128} -.501(.127)[.127]{.125} -.512(.128)[.128] -.513(.168)[.167]
500 -.505(.088)[.088]{.084} -.500(.089)[.089]{.085} -.505(.089)[.088] -.500(.110)[.110]
1000 -.503(.063)[.063]{.060} -.500(.063)[.063]{.061} -.503(.063)[.063] -.501(.077)[.077]
DGP 3: Queen Contiguity (REG-1), β0 = (.3, .1, .1)′
.50 100 .453(.128)[.119]{.126} .479(.120)[.118]{.109} .470(.144)[.141] .631(.463)[.444]
250 .479(.079)[.076]{.072} .492(.076)[.075]{.069} .487(.079)[.077] .583(.287)[.275]
500 .486(.056)[.054]{.057} .492(.054)[.054]{.049} .489(.055)[.054] .554(.206)[.198]
1000 .494(.039)[.038]{.031} .497(.039)[.038]{.037} .496(.039)[.039] .530(.107)[.103]
.25 100 .205(.151)[.144]{.146} .232(.145)[.144]{.148} .220(.154)[.151] .354(.469)[.458]
250 .231(.100)[.098]{.100} .245(.098)[.098]{.095} .237(.100)[.099] .307(.277)[.271]
500 .237(.071)[.070]{.072} .244(.070)[.070]{.069} .240(.071)[.070] .306(.250)[.244]
1000 .246(.049)[.049]{.055} .248(.050)[.050]{.049} .246(.051)[.050] .271(.126)[.124]
.00 100 -.048(.164)[.157]{.159} -.015(.169)[.168]{.164} -.029(.175)[.172] .057(.327)[.321]
250 -.018(.106)[.104]{.104} -.004(.104)[.104]{.099} -.013(.107)[.106] .038(.214)[.210]
500 -.011(.077)[.076]{.075} -.003(.077)[.076]{.071} -.008(.077)[.077] .032(.169)[.166]
1000 -.004(.055)[.055]{.055} -.001(.055)[.055]{.053} -.003(.055)[.055] .028(.132)[.129]
-.25 100 -.284(.170)[.167]{.179} -.263(.169)[.168]{.163} -.284(.175)[.172] -.245(.283)[.283]
250 -.268(.119)[.117]{.110} -.254(.118)[.117]{.115} -.265(.120)[.119] -.220(.214)[.211]
500 -.258(.081)[.081]{.083} -.252(.081)[.081]{.079} -.257(.081)[.081] -.221(.176)[.174]
1000 -.252(.059)[.059]{.054} -.254(.059)[.059]{.056} -.256(.059)[.059] -.224(.151)[.148]
-.50 100 -.523(.176)[.175]{.189} -.516(.182)[.182]{.187} -.539(.192)[.188] -.528(.312)[.311]
250 -.514(.120)[.119]{.113} -.501(.119)[.119]{.118} -.513(.120)[.119] -.501(.215)[.215]
500 -.503(.085)[.085]{.084} -.500(.085)[.085]{.088} -.505(.085)[.085] -.491(.172)[.172]
1000 -.503(.063)[.063]{.061} -.500(.063)[.063]{.059} -.502(.063)[.063] -.496(.150)[.150]
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Table 5.2: Empirical Mean(rmse)[sd]{sˆd} of Estimators of λ for SAR Model
Case I of Inconsistent QML estimator: Circular Neighbours (REG-1)
λ0 n QML ACQS RGMM ORGMM
DGP 1: β0 = (3, 1, 1)′
.50 100 .434(.119)[.100] .481(.103)[.101]{.093} .477(.107)[.104] .483(.113)[.112]
250 .458(.071)[.057] .491(.059)[.059]{.057} .489(.058)[.057] .492(.061)[.060]
500 .463(.056)[.043] .496(.044)[.044]{.043} .495(.043)[.043] .496(.046)[.046]
1000 .472(.040)[.028] .500(.029)[.029]{.028} .499(.028)[.028] .500(.030)[.030]
.25 100 .197(.120)[.107] .233(.116)[.115]{.115} .226(.117)[.115] .232(.127)[.125]
250 .218(.077)[.070] .242(.075)[.074]{.070} .239(.073)[.072] .242(.075)[.075]
500 .222(.060)[.053] .246(.057)[.057]{.054} .245(.057)[.057] .247(.061)[.060]
1000 .225(.042)[.034] .246(.037)[.036]{.035} .245(.036)[.036] .246(.038)[.038]
.00 100 -.023(.114)[.111] -.009(.127)[.126]{.127} -.015(.127)[.127] -.006(.136)[.136]
250 -.012(.073)[.072] -.007(.081)[.080]{.078} -.009(.080)[.079] -.005(.084)[.084]
500 -.005(.054)[.053] -.002(.060)[.060]{.060} -.003(.060)[.060] -.001(.064)[.064]
1000 -.002(.036)[.036] -.001(.040)[.040]{.039} -.002(.039)[.039] -.001(.042)[.042]
-.25 100 -.249(.110)[.110] -.271(.137)[.135]{.139} -.271(.132)[.131] -.270(.155)[.154]
250 -.226(.072)[.068] -.250(.082)[.081]{.080} -.251(.076)[.076] -.250(.081)[.081]
500 -.224(.058)[.052] -.252(.063)[.063]{.062} -.252(.060)[.060] -.251(.064)[.064]
1000 -.225(.043)[.034] -.252(.040)[.040]{.040} -.252(.039)[.039] -.252(.042)[.042]
-.50 100 -.449(.105)[.092] -.494(.114)[.114]{.119} -.492(.105)[.104] -.498(.112)[.112]
250 -.448(.079)[.059] -.503(.076)[.076]{.076} -.498(.065)[.065] -.500(.070)[.070]
500 -.444(.073)[.046] -.506(.061)[.061]{.059} -.505(.054)[.054] -.506(.057)[.056]
1000 -.444(.064)[.030] -.501(.037)[.037]{.037} -.500(.034)[.034] -.501(.035)[.035]
DGP 2: β0 = (3, 1, 1)′
.50 100 .438(.114)[.096] .483(.098)[.097]{.089} .477(.105)[.102] .485(.130)[.129]
250 .462(.066)[.054] .495(.055)[.055]{.055} .492(.053)[.053] .496(.067)[.067]
500 .467(.054)[.043] .500(.044)[.044]{.042} .498(.043)[.043] .499(.057)[.057]
1000 .473(.039)[.027] .501(.028)[.028]{.028} .500(.027)[.027] .501(.034)[.034]
.25 100 .201(.123)[.113] .236(.120)[.119]{.109} .228(.122)[.120] .235(.147)[.146]
250 .219(.072)[.066] .244(.070)[.070]{.069} .242(.070)[.069] .245(.087)[.087]
500 .220(.059)[.051] .244(.055)[.054]{.053} .243(.054)[.054] .247(.071)[.071]
1000 .228(.040)[.033] .248(.035)[.035]{.035} .248(.035)[.034] .249(.043)[.043]
.00 100 -.022(.116)[.114] -.010(.131)[.131]{.129} -.016(.129)[.128] -.005(.159)[.158]
250 -.010(.073)[.072] -.005(.081)[.081]{.079} -.008(.080)[.079] -.004(.097)[.096]
500 -.004(.051)[.051] -.001(.058)[.058]{.058} -.002(.057)[.057] .001(.075)[.075]
1000 -.003(.036)[.036] -.002(.040)[.040]{.039} -.002(.039)[.039] -.001(.048)[.048]
-.25 100 -.239(.109)[.108] -.257(.131)[.131]{.129} -.256(.122)[.122] -.248(.150)[.150]
250 -.232(.071)[.069] -.257(.083)[.082]{.079} -.257(.077)[.077] -.253(.093)[.093]
500 -.223(.059)[.052] -.251(.062)[.062]{.060} -.251(.060)[.060] -.247(.078)[.078]
1000 -.222(.045)[.036] -.249(.041)[.041]{.040} -.249(.040)[.040] -.249(.048)[.048]
-.50 100 -.452(.105)[.093] -.499(.114)[.114]{.116} -.495(.110)[.110] -.496(.123)[.123]
250 -.448(.080)[.061] -.501(.073)[.073]{.073} -.499(.066)[.066] -.499(.079)[.079]
500 -.438(.077)[.046] -.500(.059)[.059]{.058} -.498(.052)[.052] -.497(.065)[.065]
1000 -.444(.064)[.031] -.501(.037)[.037]{.037} -.502(.034)[.034] -.502(.041)[.041]
DGP 3: β0 = (3, 1, 1)′
.50 100 .445(.107)[.092] .486(.087)[.086]{.079} .482(.092)[.090] .493(.144)[.144]
250 .464(.066)[.055] .495(.054)[.054]{.049} .493(.054)[.053] .497(.073)[.073]
500 .467(.055)[.044] .497(.041)[.041]{.039} .496(.042)[.041] .497(.060)[.060]
1000 .473(.040)[.030] .499(.027)[.027]{.026} .499(.027)[.027] .500(.037)[.037]
.25 100 .199(.116)[.105] .230(.110)[.108]{.099} .241(.068)[.067] .245(.090)[.089]
250 .219(.071)[.064] .243(.069)[.068]{.063} .241(.068)[.067] .245(.090)[.089]
500 .222(.058)[.050] .244(.054)[.053]{.049} .243(.053)[.053] .242(.078)[.078]
1000 .228(.040)[.033] .248(.035)[.034]{.033} .248(.034)[.034] .250(.045)[.045]
.00 100 -.019(.107)[.105] -.008(.120)[.120]{.119} -.013(.119)[.119] -.005(.164)[.164]
250 -.008(.065)[.065] -.003(.072)[.072]{.069} -.006(.072)[.072] -.003(.101)[.101]
500 -.006(.051)[.050] -.004(.057)[.057]{.054} -.006(.058)[.058] -.007(.089)[.089]
1000 -.003(.035)[.034] -.002(.038)[.038]{.037} -.003(.038)[.038] -.003(.053)[.053]
-.25 100 -.243(.102)[.102] -.260(.123)[.123]{.120} -.262(.118)[.117] -.257(.157)[.156]
250 -.230(.072)[.069] -.250(.077)[.077]{.072} -.251(.074)[.074] -.248(.098)[.098]
500 -.228(.055)[.050] -.255(.058)[.058]{.056} -.256(.058)[.057] -.255(.083)[.083]
1000 -.223(.044)[.035] -.250(.039)[.039]{.038} -.250(.039)[.039] -.249(.052)[.052]
-.50 100 -.450(.107)[.095] -.486(.110)[.109]{.112} -.485(.105)[.104] -.484(.125)[.123]
250 -.450(.081)[.063] -.502(.074)[.074]{.070} -.498(.064)[.064] -.496(.085)[.085]
500 -.439(.081)[.053] -.499(.061)[.061]{.059} -.497(.051)[.051] -.499(.069)[.069]
1000 -.445(.066)[.037] -.500(.038)[.038]{.036} -.500(.034)[.034] -.501(.044)[.044]
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Table 5.2: Cont’d
λ0 n QML ACQS RGMM ORGMM
DGP 1: β0 = (.3, .1, .1)′
.50 100 .407(.154)[.123] .474(.129)[.127]{.119} .467(.148)[.144] .499(.189)[.189]
250 .437(.100)[.078] .489(.080)[.079]{.075} .485(.082)[.080] .494(.083)[.083]
500 .445(.076)[.053] .494(.054)[.054]{.053} .493(.069)[.069] .497(.066)[.066]
1000 .453(.060)[.037] .499(.037)[.037]{.038} .498(.037)[.037] .500(.038)[.038]
.25 100 .174(.156)[.136] .226(.155)[.153]{.149} .213(.165)[.161] .235(.195)[.194]
250 .199(.101)[.087] .238(.097)[.097]{.096} .233(.100)[.098] .241(.102)[.102]
500 .208(.076)[.063] .243(.069)[.069]{.068} .240(.070)[.069] .243(.070)[.070]
1000 .213(.058)[.045] .246(.049)[.049]{.048} .245(.050)[.049] .246(.050)[.050]
.00 100 -.041(.146)[.140] -.023(.170)[.168]{.165} -.040(.179)[.174] -.026(.184)[.182]
250 -.016(.096)[.095] -.009(.114)[.113]{.117} -.015(.115)[.114] -.009(.116)[.116]
500 -.008(.066)[.066] -.004(.078)[.078]{.077} -.008(.079)[.079] -.005(.080)[.080]
1000 -.004(.044)[.044] -.002(.052)[.052]{.054} -.003(.052)[.052] -.002(.053)[.053]
-.25 100 -.240(.136)[.136] -.270(.176)[.175]{.172} -.292(.185)[.180] -.291(.201)[.197]
250 -.213(.095)[.087] -.251(.110)[.110]{.111} -.259(.111)[.111] -.256(.114)[.114]
500 -.210(.074)[.062] -.252(.079)[.079]{.079} -.256(.079)[.079] -.255(.080)[080]
1000 -.209(.060)[.044] -.252(.055)[.055]{.056} -.254(.055)[.055] -.254(.056)[.056]
-.50 100 -.417(.149)[.124] -.496(.164)[.164]{.159} -.531(.202)[.199] -.535(.213)[.210]
250 -.413(.117)[.078] -.504(.103)[.103]{.102} -.512(.103)[.102] -.516(.107)[.106]
500 -.409(.107)[.056] -.501(.073)[.073]{.073} -.506(.073)[.073] -.507(.074)[.074]
1000 -.405(.103)[.039] -.498(.051)[.051]{.052} -.501(.051)[.051] -.501(.051)[.051]
DGP 2: β0 = (.3, .1, .1)′
.50 100 .416(.147)[.121] .482(.123)[.121]{.119} .475(.138)[.136] .592(.342)[.329]
250 .438(.101)[.080] .490(.081)[.080]{.079} .487(.090)[.089] .528(.157)[.154]
500 .448(.074)[.053] .496(.053)[.053]{.052} .494(.054)[.053] .511(.068)[.067]
1000 .452(.061)[.038] .499(.038)[.038]{.037} .498(.038)[.038] .508(.047)[.047]
.25 100 .184(.152)[.137] .236(.154)[.154]{.157} .224(.165)[.163] .304(.305)[.301]
250 .203(.100)[.088] .242(.097)[.097]{.091} .236(.099)[.098] .271(.149)[.147]
500 .211(.073)[.062] .246(.067)[.067]{.066} .243(.068)[.068] .264(.109)[.109]
1000 .217(.055)[.044] .250(.048)[.048]{.047} .249(.048)[.048] .258(.058)[.058]
.00 100 -.040(.144)[.139] -.021(.171)[.169]{.164} -.039(.180)[.176] .014(.262)[.262]
250 -.016(.091)[.089] -.010(.107)[.107]{.104} -.016(.109)[.108] .008(.134)[.134]
500 -.007(.063)[.063] -.003(.075)[.075]{.074} -.006(.075)[.075] .008(.090)[.090]
1000 -.003(.046)[.046] -.001(.054)[.054]{.053} -.003(.054)[.054] .006(.066)[.066]
-.25 100 -.232(.133)[.131] -.259(.169)[.169]{.159} -.281(.180)[.177] -.254(.266)[.266]
250 -.216(.090)[.083] -.254(.106)[.106]{.107} -.262(.108)[.107] -.249(.138)[.138]
500 -.210(.073)[.061] -.251(.077)[.077]{.077} -.255(.077)[.077] -.246(.088)[.088]
1000 -.207(.063)[.046] -.249(.057)[.057]{.055} -.251(.057)[.057] -.247(.067)[.067]
-.50 100 -.424(.148)[.127] -.503(.163)[.163]{.160} -.535(.191)[.187] -.549(.246)[.241]
250 -.410(.123)[.084] -.499(.105)[.105]{.099} -.507(.106)[.105] -.513(.151)[.151]
500 -.409(.108)[.058] -.500(.071)[.071]{.072} -.504(.071)[.071] -.507(.086)[.086]
1000 -.409(.100)[.041] -.503(.050)[.050]{.051} -.506(.051)[.050] -.509(.063)[.062]
DGP 3: β0 = (.3, .1, .1)′
.50 100 .416(.147)[.120] .480(.118)[.116]{.099} .473(.130)[.128] .652(.453)[.426]
250 .439(.096)[.074] .490(.071)[.070]{.065} .486(.073)[.071] .572(.247)[.236]
500 .449(.074)[.054] .497(.050)[.050]{.048} .495(.051)[.051] .547(.189)[.184]
1000 .453(.060)[.037] .498(.034)[.034]{.035} .497(.035)[.034] .523(.104)[.101]
.25 100 .174(.153)[.133] .224(.147)[.144]{.137} .212(.156)[.152] .335(.387)[.378]
250 .210(.089)[.080] .249(.087)[.087]{.083} .243(.087)[.087] .310(.245)[.237]
500 .211(.072)[.061] .244(.065)[.065]{.061} .242(.066)[.065] .283(.198)[.195]
1000 .214(.057)[.044] .247(.046)[.046]{.044} .246(.047)[.046] .266(.116)[.115]
.00 100 -.027(.135)[.133] -.008(.161)[.160]{.153} -.026(.172)[.170] .077(.422)[.414]
250 -.014(.087)[.086] -.006(.103)[.103]{.099} -.013(.105)[.104] .052(.263)[.258]
500 -.008(.059)[.058] -.004(.070)[.070]{.069} -.008(.071)[.070] .026(.151)[.149]
1000 -.003(.042)[.042] -.001(.050)[.050]{.050} -.003(.050)[.050] .025(.116)[.114]
-.25 100 -.234(.131)[.130] -.262(.172)[.172]{.179} -.288(.184)[.180] -.238(.295)[.295]
250 -.218(.090)[.084] -.254(.105)[.105]{.099} -.262(.107)[.106] -.223(.239)[.238]
500 -.213(.073)[.063] -.252(.076)[.076]{.071} -.256(.077)[.076] -.233(.161)[.160]
1000 -.208(.062)[.046] -.250(.055)[.055]{.053} -.252(.055)[.055] -.238(.128)[.127]
-.50 100 -.418(.151)[.127] -.495(.158)[.158]{.151} -.526(.178)[.176] -.544(.304)[.301]
250 -.411(.126)[.089] -.503(.105)[.105]{.099} -.511(.105)[.104] -.508(.199)[.198]
500 -.408(.113)[.066] -.500(.073)[.073]{.069} -.504(.072)[.072] -.501(.156)[.156]
1000 -.403(.109)[.049] -.496(.051)[.051]{.049} -.498(.051)[.051] -.502(.129)[.129]
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Table 5.3: Empirical Mean(rmse)[sd]{sˆd} of Estimators of λ for SAR Model
Case II of Inconsistent QML estimator: Group Interaction (REG-2)
λ0 n QML ACQS RGMM ORGMM
DGP 1: β0 = (3, 1, 1)′
.50 100 .422(.124)[.096] .478(.102)[.099]{.093} .469(.109)[.105] .470(.112)[.108]
250 .461(.069)[.057] .493(.059)[.059]{.056} .488(.061)[.060] .491(.065)[.064]
500 .472(.047)[.037] .497(.039)[.038]{.038} .494(.039)[.039] .496(.041)[.041]
1000 .476(.037)[.028] .499(.029)[.029]{.028} .497(.029)[.029] .498(.031)[.030]
.25 100 .159(.161)[.132] .224(.142)[.140]{.139} .210(.156)[.150] .215(.162)[.158]
250 .210(.087)[.078] .244(.082)[.081]{.080} .237(.085)[.084] .242(.090)[.090]
500 .223(.060)[.053] .247(.056)[.056]{.055} .243(.057)[.057] .246(.061)[.061]
1000 .232(.042)[.037] .251(.039)[.039]{.040} .249(.040)[.040] .251(.043)[.043]
.00 100 -.079(.179)[.160] -.023(.183)[.181]{.183} -.035(.194)[.191] -.026(.203)[.201]
250 -.034(.100)[.094] -.011(.103)[.103]{.102} -.020(.107)[.105] -.014(.112)[.111]
500 -.018(.067)[.065] -.006(.071)[.070]{.070} -.013(.072)[.071] -.009(.075)[.075]
1000 -.011(.049)[.048] -.005(.052)[.052]{.051} -.009(.054)[.053] -.007(.057)[.057]
-.25 100 -.317(.184)[.171] -.285(.210)[.207]{.213} -.300(.222)[.216] -.291(.234)[.231]
250 -.264(.109)[.108] -.266(.126)[.124]{.123} -.276(.128)[.125] -.271(.134)[.132]
500 -.247(.074)[.074] -.258(.085)[.085]{.084} -.265(.086)[.085] -.262(.091)[.090]
1000 -.235(.056)[.054] -.254(.061)[.060]{.060} -.257(.062)[.061] -.255(.065)[.065]
-.50 100 -.532(.181)[.178] -.534(.226)[.224]{.219} -.546(.231)[.226] -.543(.245)[.241]
250 -.468(.120)[.116] -.505(.146)[.146]{.144} -.515(.143)[.142] -.511(.151)[.150]
500 -.460(.090)[.080] -.507(.101)[.100]{.097} -.511(.096)[.095] -.509(.101)[.101]
1000 -.448(.078)[.057] -.501(.070)[.070]{.069} -.505(.069)[.069] -.503(.073)[.073]
DGP 2: β0 = (3, 1, 1)′
.50 100 .437(.117)[.098] .492(.099)[.098]{.089} .487(.110)[.110] .497(.126)[.126]
250 .465(.066)[.056] .499(.057)[.057]{.054} .494(.060)[.059] .504(.074)[.074]
500 .471(.047)[.037] .497(.038)[.038]{.038} .494(.039)[.038] .499(.050)[.050]
1000 .477(.035)[.027] .500(.028)[.028]{.028} .498(.028)[.028] .500(.036)[.036]
.25 100 .167(.155)[.130] .230(.137)[.135]{.129} .220(.151)[.148] .235(.172)[.171]
250 .211(.085)[.076] .245(.079)[.079]{.077} .236(.082)[.081] .245(.100)[.100]
500 .219(.060)[.051] .243(.054)[.053]{.054} .238(.055)[.054] .245(.067)[.067]
1000 .231(.042)[.038] .251(.040)[.040]{.039} .248(.040)[.040] .250(.052)[.052]
.00 100 -.084(.181)[.160] -.028(.179)[.176]{.169} -.044(.195)[.190] -.019(.228)[.227]
250 -.031(.098)[.093] -.008(.101)[.101]{.098} -.018(.107)[.105] -.005(.134)[.134]
500 -.015(.068)[.067] -.003(.073)[.073]{.069} -.009(.074)[.074] .001(.095)[.095]
1000 -.008(.050)[.049] -.002(.053)[.053]{.050} -.005(.054)[.054] .000(.069)[.069]
-.25 100 -.313(.178)[.167] -.283(.206)[.203]{.211} -.296(.215)[.210] -.268(.259)[.258]
250 -.262(.109)[.108] -.263(.126)[.126]{.119} -.272(.128)[.126] -.256(.159)[.159]
500 -.243(.072)[.072] -.254(.082)[.082]{.082} -.260(.081)[.081] -.252(.101)[.101]
1000 -.235(.055)[.053] -.253(.060)[.060]{.060} -.256(.061)[.061] -.252(.080)[.080]
-.50 100 -.523(.182)[.181] -.531(.241)[.239]{.230} -.541(.237)[.233] -.510(.284)[.283]
250 -.471(.118)[.114] -.510(.142)[.142]{.140} -.517(.138)[.137] -.497(.174)[.174]
500 -.458(.092)[.082] -.503(.101)[.101]{.095} -.509(.098)[.097] -.498(.121)[.121]
1000 -.445(.079)[.057] -.497(.068)[.068]{.069} -.500(.068)[.068] -.493(.090)[.089]
DGP 3: β0 = (3, 1, 1)′
.50 100 .433(.115)[.094] .484(.090)[.089]{.081} .476(.110)[.107] .485(.138)[.138]
250 .469(.062)[.054] .500(.053)[.053]{.050} .495(.055)[.055] .503(.076)[.076]
500 .473(.046)[.037] .497(.036)[.036]{.035} .494(.037)[.037] .496(.051)[.051]
1000 .478(.035)[.027] .500(.026)[.026]{.026} .498(.027)[.027] .502(.038)[.038]
.25 100 .173(.145)[.123] .232(.125)[.124]{.114} .221(.150)[.147] .236(.187)[.186]
250 .211(.086)[.077] .243(.079)[.079]{.071} .236(.084)[.083] .247(.115)[.115]
500 .225(.056)[.051] .248(.052)[.052]{.051} .244(.054)[.053] .250(.078)[.078]
1000 .228(.044)[.038] .246(.039)[.039]{.038} .244(.040)[.039] .248(.056)[.056]
.00 100 -.078(.169)[.150] -.026(.174)[.172]{.164} -.044(.188)[.183] -.019(.229)[.228]
250 -.030(.098)[.093] -.008(.102)[.102]{.099} -.018(.107)[.106] -.002(.145)[.145]
500 -.017(.066)[.063] -.005(.069)[.069]{.066} -.012(.071)[.070] -.005(.097)[.097]
1000 -.007(.047)[.046] -.001(.050)[.050]{.048} -.005(.051)[.051] -.003(.073)[.073]
-.25 100 -.305(.178)[.170] -.270(.197)[.196]{.199} -.291(.218)[.214] -.262(.280)[.280]
250 -.262(.104)[.103] -.264(.123)[.122]{.119} -.272(.124)[.122] -.256(.173)[.173]
500 -.248(.071)[.071] -.259(.081)[.080]{.078} -.265(.082)[.081] -.256(.115)[.115]
1000 -.234(.055)[.053] -.251(.059)[.059]{.057} -.255(.060)[.060] -.249(.090)[.090]
-.50 100 -.535(.181)[.177] -.530(.218)[.216]{.223} -.555(.236)[.229] -.528(.304)[.303]
250 -.474(.118)[.115] -.515(.148)[.147]{.139} -.523(.142)[.141] -.505(.195)[.195]
500 -.457(.091)[.080] -.504(.094)[.093]{.092} -.509(.091)[.090] -.500(.125)[.125]
1000 -.449(.081)[.063] -.502(.069)[.069]{.067} -.505(.069)[.069] -.498(.101)[.101]
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Table 5.3: Cont’d
λ0 n QML ACQS RGMM ORGMM
DGP 1: β0 = (.3, .1, .1)′
.50 100 .364(.203)[.150] .456(.148)[.141]{.129} .419(.219)[.204] .423(.234)[.220]
250 .433(.105)[.080] .487(.079)[.078]{.073} .468(.095)[.090] .469(.095)[.090]
500 .450(.073)[.053] .494(.053)[.053]{.051} .482(.057)[.054] .483(.057)[.054]
1000 .460(.054)[.036] .497(.036)[.036]{.036} .491(.038)[.037] .491(.038)[.037]
.25 100 .092(.246)[.188] .193(.206)[.197]{.185} .126(.269)[.239] .127(.289)[.261]
250 .178(.129)[.107] .232(.114)[.112]{.109} .203(.126)[.116] .202(.127)[.117]
500 .202(.084)[.069] .242(.074)[.073]{.073} .225(.079)[.075] .225(.079)[.075]
1000 .215(.059)[.048] .246(.051)[.051]{.051} .238(.053)[.051] .238(.053)[.051]
.00 100 -.150(.258)[.211] -.070(.257)[.247]{.233} -.161(.331)[.289] -.159(.346)[.307]
250 -.060(.141)[.127] -.028(.148)[.146]{.133} -.066(.164)[.150] -.066(.165)[.151]
500 -.030(.090)[.085] -.011(.097)[.097]{.093} -.033(.104)[.099] -.032(.104)[.099]
1000 -.016(.059)[.057] -.007(.065)[.065]{.066} -.018(.068)[.066] -.018(.069)[.066]
-.25 100 -.365(.241)[.212] -.328(.294)[.283]{.272} -.441(.381)[.330] -.432(.409)[.366]
250 -.260(.127)[.126] -.264(.159)[.158]{.156} -.308(.172)[.162] -.309(.173)[.162]
500 -.243(.093)[.093] -.263(.116)[.115]{.110} -.289(.123)[.117] -.289(.123)[.117]
1000 -.228(.071)[.068] -.258(.084)[.084]{.088} -.271(.087)[.085] -.272(.088)[.085]
-.50 100 -.556(.216)[.209] -.581(.312)[.301]{.299} -.712(.409)[.350] -.706(.404)[.347]
250 -.464(.137)[.132] -.526(.185)[.183]{.179} -.576(.202)[.186] -.579(.204)[.188]
500 -.439(.113)[.095] -.514(.129)[.128]{.124} -.543(.137)[.130] -.544(.138)[.131]
1000 -.423(.101)[.066] -.506(.089)[.089]{.088} -.520(.092)[.090] -.521(.092)[.090]
DGP 2: β0 = (.3, .1, .1)′
.50 100 .361(.206)[.152] .453(.150)[.143]{.137} .426(.251)[.240] .518(.396)[.396]
250 .435(.103)[.080] .489(.078)[.077]{.070} .469(.085)[.079] .510(.185)[.185]
500 .453(.070)[.052] .496(.050)[.050]{.049} .485(.053)[.051] .502(.113)[.113]
1000 .460(.054)[.037] .497(.036)[.036]{.035} .492(.038)[.037] .494(.042)[.042]
.25 100 .098(.241)[.187] .197(.202)[.194]{.186} .134(.269)[.242] .230(.459)[.459]
250 .176(.131)[.108] .229(.116)[.114]{.109} .199(.128)[.117] .231(.219)[.218]
500 .200(.086)[.070] .239(.075)[.074]{.071} .222(.080)[.075] .234(.113)[.112]
1000 .215(.062)[.052] .246(.055)[.055]{.051} .238(.057)[.055] .239(.062)[.061]
.00 100 -.144(.254)[.209] -.064(.257)[.249]{.241} -.154(.314)[.273] -.029(.573)[.573]
250 -.052(.127)[.116] -.017(.132)[.131]{.129} -.054(.146)[.136] -.015(.267)[.266]
500 -.032(.091)[.085] -.014(.098)[.097]{.090} -.036(.105)[.099] -.024(.119)[.116]
1000 -.018(.063)[.060] -.009(.069)[.069]{.065} -.020(.072)[.069] -.014(.082)[.081]
-.25 100 -.354(.235)[.211] -.311(.283)[.276]{.265} -.423(.348)[.302] -.320(.534)[.529]
250 -.264(.131)[.130] -.268(.164)[.163]{.159} -.312(.180)[.168] -.278(.271)[.269]
500 -.241(.090)[.089] -.260(.110)[.109]{.106} -.286(.117)[.111] -.269(.136)[.135]
1000 -.228(.067)[.064] -.257(.078)[.078]{.077} -.270(.081)[.078] -.266(.092)[.091]
-.50 100 -.543(.218)[.214] -.559(.308)[.302]{.296} -.696(.424)[.376] -.621(.616)[.604]
250 -.468(.138)[.135] -.532(.186)[.183]{.179} -.583(.203)[.186] -.563(.248)[.240]
500 -.444(.113)[.098] -.520(.129)[.128]{.122} -.549(.138)[.129] -.538(.161)[.156]
1000 -.420(.104)[.066] -.503(.086)[.086]{.087} -.517(.088)[.086] -.512(.101)[.100]
DGP 3: β0 = (.3, .1, .1)′
.50 100 .378(.186)[.140] .470(.131)[.127]{.114} .439(.225)[.217] .575(.428)[.421]
250 .434(.100)[.076] .487(.071)[.070]{.074} .467(.080)[.073] .536(.255)[.253]
500 .450(.074)[.055] .492(.052)[.051]{.049} .481(.056)[.052] .539(.229)[.226]
1000 .460(.055)[.037] .497(.035)[.035]{.033} .491(.036)[.035] .523(.168)[.167]
.25 100 .109(.217)[.165] .210(.173)[.168]{.160} .151(.252)[.232] .286(.518)[.517]
250 .183(.120)[.099] .235(.103)[.102]{.099} .207(.114)[.106] .310(.398)[.394]
500 .205(.081)[.067] .243(.069)[.069]{.066} .227(.074)[.070] .287(.286)[.284]
1000 .215(.058)[.046] .246(.048)[.048]{.047} .237(.050)[.048] .265(.179)[.179]
.00 100 -.144(.241)[.194] -.063(.235)[.227]{.199} -.144(.329)[.296] .056(.696)[.694]
250 -.051(.123)[.112] -.018(.130)[.129]{.119} -.054(.144)[.133] .094(.551)[.543]
500 -.027(.084)[.079] -.008(.091)[.090]{.089} -.030(.098)[.093] .032(.337)[.336]
1000 -.015(.058)[.056] -.006(.065)[.064]{.061} -.017(.067)[.065] .020(.210)[.209]
-.25 100 -.355(.231)[.205] -.313(.273)[.265]{.250} -.432(.357)[.307] -.193(.780)[.778]
250 -.267(.129)[.128] -.272(.162)[.160]{.151} -.317(.180)[.167] -.183(.540)[.536]
500 -.240(.087)[.086] -.259(.106)[.106]{.100} -.285(.114)[.108] -.202(.376)[.373]
1000 -.224(.068)[.063] -.254(.075)[.075]{.073} -.267(.078)[.076] -.213(.253)[.251]
-.50 100 -.544(.209)[.204] -.557(.290)[.284]{.279} -.684(.447)[.407] -.442(.904)[.903]
250 -.467(.139)[.135] -.526(.179)[.177]{.168} -.577(.196)[.180] -.464(.523)[.522]
500 -.433(.119)[.099] -.506(.123)[.123]{.119} -.535(.130)[.125] -.412(.483)[.475]
1000 -.423(.107)[.074] -.504(.086)[.086]{.083} -.519(.088)[.086] -.466(.257)[.255]
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Table 5.4: Empirical Mean(rmse)[sd]{sˆd} of Estimators of β for SAR Model
Cases of Consistent QML estimators
λ0 n β0 QML ACQS RGMM ORGMM
DGP 1: Constant Circular Neighbours (REG-1), β0 = (3, 1, 1)′
.5 100 3 3.220(.644)[.606]{.592} 3.166(.708)[.688]{.691} 3.192(.733)[.707] 3.129(.797)[.786]
1 1.006(.131)[.131]{.123} 0.992(.153)[.152]{.143} 0.989(.152)[.152] 0.988(.152)[.152]
1 1.003(.201)[.201]{.203} 0.990(.229)[.228]{.222} 0.983(.228)[.228] 0.981(.229)[.229]
250 3 3.089(.396)[.386]{.392} 3.051(.388)[.385]{.369} 3.069(.395)[.389] 3.040(.437)[.435]
1 0.999(.096)[.096]{.093} 0.999(.096)[.096]{.093} 0.996(.096)[.096] 0.996(.096)[.096]
1 1.003(.138)[.138]{.134} 1.004(.149)[.149]{.144} 1.002(.149)[.149] 1.002(.149)[.149]
500 3 3.039(.264)[.261]{.276} 3.019(.261)[.260]{.253} 3.030(.264)[.263] 3.013(.290)[.290]
1 1.000(.068)[.068]{.068} 0.996(.070)[.070]{.070} 0.995(.070)[.070] 0.995(.070)[.070]
1 0.999(.106)[.106]{.104} 0.998(.106)[.106]{.104} 0.997(.106)[.106] 0.997(.106)[.106]
-.5 100 3 3.047(.357)[.353]{.360} 3.011(.356)[.355]{.339} 3.041(.362)[.360] 3.024(.400)[.399]
1 0.994(.130)[.130]{.123} 0.994(.157)[.157]{.149} 0.988(.157)[.157] 0.988(.158)[.158]
1 0.995(.226)[.226]{.222} 0.996(.227)[.227]{.222} 0.988(.226)[.226] 0.987(.227)[.227]
250 3 3.026(.221)[.220]{.230} 3.011(.220)[.220]{.214} 3.024(.221)[.220] 3.016(.246)[.245]
1 0.999(.098)[.098]{.100} 0.995(.093)[.093]{.094} 0.992(.094)[.093] 0.992(.094)[.093]
1 1.002(.130)[.130]{.135} 0.992(.143)[.143]{.144} 0.989(.143)[.143] 0.990(.144)[.143]
500 3 3.001(.157)[.157]{.166} 2.993(.158)[.157]{.152} 3.000(.158)[.158] 2.993(.174)[.174]
1 0.998(.067)[.067]{.068} 0.998(.067)[.067]{.070} 0.997(.067)[.067] 0.997(.067)[.067]
1 0.999(.104)[.104]{.103} 0.999(.104)[.104]{.103} 0.997(.104)[.104] 0.998(.104)[.104]
DGP 2: Constant Circular Neighbours (REG-1), β0 = (3, 1, 1)′
.5 100 3 3.207(.597)[.560]{.570} 3.117(.641)[.631]{.645} 3.150(.706)[.690] 3.071(.843)[.840]
1 1.007(.154)[.154]{.148} 1.007(.154)[.154]{.148} 1.003(.154)[.154] 1.003(.151)[.151]
1 1.000(.207)[.207]{.198} 0.999(.220)[.220]{.211} 0.993(.220)[.220] 0.991(.217)[.217]
250 3 3.078(.380)[.372]{.345} 3.041(.372)[.370]{.345} 3.057(.377)[.372] 3.029(.512)[.512]
1 1.004(.096)[.096]{.092} 1.004(.096)[.096]{.092} 1.001(.095)[.095] 1.001(.095)[.095]
1 0.993(.141)[.141]{.132} 1.010(.146)[.146]{.141} 1.007(.146)[.146] 1.007(.145)[.145]
500 3 3.028(.254)[.253]{.229} 3.009(.252)[.252]{.245} 3.020(.254)[.253] 2.998(.357)[.357]
1 1.001(.067)[.067]{.068} 0.996(.071)[.070]{.069} 0.995(.071)[.070] 0.995(.070)[.070]
1 0.999(.100)[.100]{.097} 1.002(.108)[.108]{.103} 1.001(.108)[.108] 1.000(.108)[.108]
-.5 100 3 3.044(.326)[.323]{.310} 3.010(.324)[.324]{.316} 3.039(.331)[.329] 3.021(.450)[.449]
1 0.997(.154)[.154]{.141} 0.999(.154)[.154]{.140} 0.992(.154)[.153] 0.993(.153)[.153]
1 0.999(.235)[.235]{.217} 1.000(.235)[.235]{.218} 0.992(.234)[.234] 0.990(.231)[.231]
250 3 3.012(.205)[.205]{.201} 2.997(.205)[.205]{.206} 3.010(.206)[.206] 3.002(.281)[.281]
1 1.000(.097)[.097]{.093} 1.001(.097)[.097]{.093} 0.998(.097)[.097] 0.999(.097)[.097]
1 0.997(.147)[.147]{.141} 0.998(.147)[.147]{.142} 0.994(.147)[.147] 0.995(.146)[.145]
500 3 3.010(.148)[.148]{.101} 3.002(.148)[.148]{.150} 3.009(.148)[.148] 3.002(.207)[.207]
1 1.001(.070)[.070]{.067} 0.995(.069)[.069]{.069} 0.994(.069)[.069] 0.994(.069)[.069]
1 1.000(.104)[.104]{.103} 1.000(.104)[.104]{.103} 0.998(.104)[.104] 0.999(.103)[.103]
DGP 3: Constant Circular Neighbours (REG-1), β0 = (3, 1, 1)′
0.5 100 3 3.203(.624)[.591]{.664} 3.106(.589)[.579]{.497} 3.149(.617)[.599] 3.120(.903)[.895]
1 0.998(.156)[.156]{.130} 0.997(.155)[.155]{.130} 0.994(.155)[.155] 0.993(.150)[.150]
1 0.995(.240)[.240]{.207} 0.994(.240)[.239]{.207} 0.989(.240)[.240] 0.989(.228)[.227]
250 3 3.057(.348)[.343]{.478} 3.020(.341)[.340]{.323} 3.028(.468)[.467] 3.001(.534)[.534]
1 1.000(.094)[.094]{.088} 1.000(.094)[.094]{.087} 0.998(.094)[.094] 0.998(.094)[.094]
1 0.999(.137)[.137]{.133} 0.998(.137)[.137]{.133} 0.995(.137)[.137] 0.995(.135)[.135]
500 3 3.042(.243)[.240]{.382} 3.023(.240)[.239]{.231} 3.032(.242)[.240] 3.031(.406)[.405]
1 1.001(.072)[.072]{.067} 1.000(.072)[.072]{.067} 0.999(.072)[.072] 0.999(.072)[.072]
1 1.002(.106)[.106]{.099} 1.002(.106)[.106]{.099} 1.000(.106)[.106] 1.000(.105)[.105]
-0.5 100 3 3.048(.335)[.331]{.492} 3.013(.330)[.330]{.288} 3.048(.340)[.336] 3.016(.497)[.497]
1 0.996(.154)[.154]{.131} 0.998(.154)[.154]{.131} 0.992(.153)[.153] 0.993(.151)[.151]
1 0.997(.223)[.223]{.194} 0.999(.223)[.223]{.196} 0.992(.223)[.223] 0.991(.221)[.221]
250 3 3.027(.207)[.205]{.355} 3.013(.205)[.205]{.194} 3.025(.209)[.207] 3.028(.322)[.321]
1 1.001(.093)[.093]{.088} 1.002(.093)[.093]{.088} 0.999(.093)[.093] 1.000(.093)[.093]
1 0.986(.146)[.145]{.134} 0.986(.146)[.145]{.134} 0.983(.146)[.145] 0.983(.144)[.143]
500 3 3.007(.145)[.144]{.286} 3.000(.144)[.144]{.141} 3.006(.145)[.145] 2.997(.227)[.227]
1 1.000(.072)[.072]{.068} 1.000(.072)[.072]{.068} 0.999(.072)[.072] 0.999(.072)[.072]
1 1.001(.104)[.104]{.099} 1.001(.104)[.104]{.099} 0.999(.104)[.104] 1.000(.103)[.103]
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Table 5.4: Cont’d
λ0 n β0 QML ACQS RGMM ORGMM
DGP 1: Queen Contiguity (REG-1), β0 = (.3, .1, .1)′
.5 100 .3 .338(.154)[.149]{.139} .323(.146)[.145]{.137} .328(.154)[.151] .306(.167)[.167]
.1 .094(.163)[.163]{.159} .094(.163)[.163]{.169} .093(.162)[.162] .092(.165)[.165]
.1 .100(.204)[.204]{.195} .100(.204)[.204]{.195} .099(.202)[.202] .100(.202)[.202]
250 .3 .310(.082)[.081]{.082} .303(.080)[.080]{.079} .307(.081)[.081] .300(.081)[.081]
.1 .109(.096)[.096]{.096} .109(.096)[.096]{.096} .109(.096)[.095] .108(.096)[.096]
.1 .101(.139)[.139]{.134} .096(.141)[.141]{.139} .096(.141)[.141] .096(.140)[.140]
500 .3 .308(.060)[.059]{.059} .304(.059)[.058]{.056} .306(.064)[.064] .302(.064)[.064]
.1 .101(.067)[.067]{.068} .101(.067)[.067]{.068} .101(.067)[.067] .100(.067)[.067]
.1 .102(.100)[.100]{.098} .102(.100)[.100]{.098} .102(.100)[.100] .101(.100)[.100]
-.5 100 .3 .306(.109)[.109]{.106} .301(.108)[.108]{.104} .305(.110)[.109] .304(.110)[.110]
.1 .100(.167)[.167]{.157} .100(.168)[.168]{.159} .099(.166)[.166] .097(.168)[.168]
.1 .087(.195)[.194]{.185} .084(.199)[.198]{.189} .082(.196)[.195] .082(.196)[.195]
250 .3 .303(.069)[.069]{.069} .303(.069)[.069]{.068} .305(.069)[.069] .306(.069)[.069]
.1 .097(.099)[.098]{.095} .107(.100)[.100]{.095} .106(.100)[.100] .106(.100)[.099]
.1 .096(.138)[.138]{.134} .106(.138)[.138]{.133} .105(.138)[.138] .105(.138)[.138]
500 .3 .301(.048)[.048]{.048} .297(.049)[.049]{.048} .298(.049)[.049] .298(.049)[.049]
.1 .100(.069)[.069]{.067} .101(.069)[.069]{.067} .101(.069)[.069] .101(.069)[.069]
.1 .100(.097)[.097]{.098} .100(.097)[.097]{.098} .100(.097)[.097] .100(.097)[.097]
DGP 2: Queen Contiguity (REG-1), β0 = (.3, .1, .1)′
.5 100 .3 .327(.136)[.133]{.128} .311(.129)[.129]{.120} .318(.134)[.133] .251(.234)[.229]
.1 .103(.161)[.161]{.153} .103(.161)[.161]{.152} .103(.161)[.161] .102(.161)[.161]
.1 .103(.194)[.194]{.189} .094(.194)[.194]{.180} .092(.193)[.193] .093(.192)[.192]
250 .3 .311(.080)[.079]{.087} .304(.078)[.078]{.078} .308(.079)[.079] .280(.111)[.110]
.1 .104(.095)[.095]{.093} .108(.097)[.097]{.093} .107(.097)[.097] .106(.095)[.095]
.1 .096(.130)[.130]{.132} .096(.130)[.130]{.132} .096(.129)[.129] .096(.129)[.129]
500 .3 .307(.057)[.057]{.064} .305(.058)[.058]{.056} .306(.064)[.063] .292(.070)[.069]
.1 .101(.069)[.069]{.067} .101(.069)[.069]{.067} .101(.069)[.069] .100(.068)[.068]
.1 .104(.102)[.102]{.098} .094(.101)[.101]{.098} .094(.101)[.101] .092(.100)[.099]
-.5 100 .3 .306(.109)[.109]{.110} .301(.108)[.108]{.103} .306(.109)[.109] .304(.111)[.111]
.1 .104(.171)[.171]{.162} .104(.172)[.172]{.164} .103(.170)[.170] .103(.159)[.159]
.1 .101(.194)[.194]{.181} .089(.194)[.194]{.181} .088(.192)[.191] .084(.181)[.180]
250 .3 .300(.069)[.069]{.072} .302(.067)[.067]{.066} .304(.067)[.067] .303(.070)[.070]
.1 .103(.095)[.095]{.093} .103(.095)[.095]{.093} .102(.095)[.094] .101(.092)[.092]
.1 .101(.133)[.133]{.132} .095(.138)[.138]{.130} .094(.138)[.138] .093(.133)[.133]
500 .3 .299(.048)[.048]{.051} .298(.048)[.048]{.048} .299(.048)[.048] .299(.049)[.049]
.1 .102(.067)[.067]{.068} .102(.067)[.067]{.068} .101(.067)[.067] .100(.066)[.066]
.1 .099(.099)[.099]{.096} .103(.103)[.103]{.098} .103(.102)[.102] .103(.101)[.101]
DGP 3: Queen Contiguity (REG-1), β0 = (.3, .1, .1)′
.5 100 .3 .334(.136)[.131]{.089} .318(.128)[.127]{.115} .325(.138)[.136] .211(.315)[.302]
.1 .102(.164)[.164]{.146} .102(.164)[.164]{.145} .101(.164)[.164] .103(.166)[.166]
.1 .105(.214)[.214]{.178} .105(.213)[.213]{.178} .104(.212)[.212] .104(.209)[.209]
250 .3 .311(.079)[.078]{.060} .304(.077)[.076]{.073} .307(.078)[.078] .239(.189)[.179]
.1 .104(.100)[.100]{.088} .104(.100)[.100]{.089} .103(.100)[.100] .101(.095)[.095]
.1 .103(.140)[.140]{.127} .103(.140)[.140]{.127} .103(.140)[.140] .105(.137)[.136]
500 .3 .306(.056)[.055]{.046} .302(.055)[.055]{.053} .304(.055)[.055] .258(.136)[.130]
.1 .102(.068)[.068]{.064} .102(.068)[.068]{.064} .102(.068)[.068] .101(.067)[.067]
.1 .097(.099)[.099]{.093} .097(.099)[.099]{.094} .096(.099)[.099] .094(.096)[.096]
-.5 100 .3 .308(.112)[.111]{.137} .303(.110)[.110]{.098} .307(.111)[.111] .282(.118)[.117]
.1 .101(.163)[.163]{.142} .102(.163)[.163]{.144} .101(.162)[.162] .096(.144)[.144]
.1 .096(.204)[.204]{.170} .096(.205)[.204]{.173} .094(.203)[.202] .089(.179)[.178]
250 .3 .305(.069)[.068]{.094} .303(.068)[.068]{.065} .305(.068)[.068] .291(.078)[.078]
.1 .094(.097)[.097]{.089} .094(.097)[.097]{.090} .094(.096)[.096] .093(.090)[.089]
.1 .102(.136)[.136]{.124} .102(.136)[.136]{.124} .102(.136)[.136] .102(.128)[.128]
500 .3 .302(.049)[.049]{.071} .301(.049)[.049]{.047} .302(.049)[.049] .293(.057)[.057]
.1 .102(.068)[.068]{.065} .102(.068)[.068]{.065} .102(.067)[.067] .102(.065)[.065]
.1 .096(.093)[.093]{.094} .096(.093)[.093]{.094} .096(.093)[.093] .093(.089)[.089]
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Table 5.5: Empirical Mean(rmse)[sd]{sˆd} of Estimators of β for SAR Model
Case I of Inconsistent QML estimators: Circular Neighbours (REG-1)
λ0 n β0 QML ACQS RGMM ORGMM
DGP 1: β0 = (3, 1, 1)′
.5 100 3 3.398(.598)[.719] 3.116(.596)[.607]{.594} 3.145(.641)[.624] 3.104(.679)[.671]
1 1.001(.125)[.125] 0.997(.125)[.125]{.118} 0.993(.125)[.125] 0.993(.126)[.126]
1 0.999(.190)[.190] 0.992(.189)[.189]{.188} 0.986(.188)[.187] 0.987(.187)[.187]
250 3 3.254(.346)[.429] 3.055(.350)[.355]{.349} 3.067(.351)[.345] 3.048(.370)[.367]
1 1.001(.076)[.076] 0.998(.076)[.076]{.073} 0.997(.076)[.076] 0.997(.076)[.076]
1 1.011(.125)[.125] 1.004(.124)[.124]{.119} 1.002(.124)[.124] 1.002(.124)[.124]
500 3 3.219(.263)[.342] 3.024(.265)[.266]{.262} 3.030(.266)[.264] 3.021(.281)[.280]
1 1.006(.054)[.055] 1.000(.054)[.054]{.056} 0.999(.054)[.054] 0.999(.055)[.055]
1 1.008(.090)[.090] 1.002(.089)[.089]{.089} 1.001(.089)[.089] 1.001(.089)[.089]
-.5 100 3 2.897(.206)[.231] 2.986(.259)[.259]{.270} 2.981(.232)[.231] 2.993(.245)[.245]
1 1.003(.127)[.127] 0.999(.127)[.127]{.120} 0.996(.127)[.127] 0.995(.127)[.127]
1 1.014(.191)[.191] 1.003(.192)[.192]{.194} 0.996(.192)[.192] 0.993(.192)[.192]
250 3 2.898(.134)[.169] 3.010(.177)[.177]{.166} 3.000(.146)[.146] 3.003(.154)[.154]
1 1.005(.072)[.073] 0.996(.072)[.072]{.074} 0.995(.073)[.073] 0.995(.073)[.073]
1 1.001(.122)[.122] 0.996(.121)[.121]{.119} 0.995(.121)[.121] 0.995(.121)[.121]
500 3 2.887(.101)[.152] 3.011(.136)[.137]{.135} 3.009(.115)[.115] 3.011(.121)[.120]
1 1.003(.055)[.055] 1.000(.055)[.055]{.055} 0.999(.055)[.055] 0.999(.055)[.055]
1 1.002(.089)[.089] 0.995(.089)[.089]{.088} 0.994(.089)[.089] 0.993(.089)[.089]
DGP 2: β0 = (3, 1, 1)′
.5 100 3 3.374(.572)[.683] 3.104(.568)[.578]{.563} 3.136(.623)[.607] 3.092(.767)[.762]
1 1.009(.122)[.122] 1.005(.122)[.122]{.115} 1.001(.122)[.122] 1.001(.121)[.121]
1 0.995(.193)[.193] 0.988(.192)[.193]{.182} 0.982(.192)[.191] 0.983(.192)[.191]
250 3 3.229(.325)[.397] 3.030(.327)[.328]{.330} 3.045(.321)[.318] 3.021(.399)[.399]
1 1.000(.073)[.073] 0.997(.073)[.073]{.072} 0.995(.074)[.073] 0.995(.074)[.074]
1 1.013(.118)[.118] 1.006(.117)[.118]{.117} 1.004(.118)[.118] 1.005(.118)[.118]
500 3 3.200(.261)[.329] 3.003(.262)[.262]{.259} 3.013(.265)[.264] 3.005(.343)[.343]
1 1.007(.054)[.055] 1.001(.054)[.054]{.055} 1.000(.054)[.054] 1.000(.054)[.054]
1 1.006(.089)[.089] 1.001(.088)[.088]{.087} 1.000(.088)[.088] 1.000(.088)[.088]
-.5 100 3 2.907(.209)[.229] 3.002(.260)[.260]{.273} 2.992(.239)[.239] 2.994(.265)[.265]
1 0.997(.125)[.125] 0.993(.124)[.124]{.119} 0.990(.125)[.124] 0.991(.124)[.124]
1 1.016(.198)[.199] 1.003(.199)[.199]{.195} 0.997(.200)[.200] 0.998(.199)[.199]
250 3 2.892(.135)[.173] 3.000(.168)[.168]{.161} 2.995(.145)[.145] 2.996(.169)[.168]
1 1.010(.075)[.076] 1.001(.075)[.075]{.072} 1.000(.076)[.076] 1.000(.076)[.076]
1 0.996(.122)[.122] 0.991(.121)[.121]{.116} 0.989(.121)[.121] 0.990(.121)[.121]
500 3 2.875(.101)[.161] 2.997(.133)[.133]{.129} 2.994(.113)[.113] 2.991(.137)[.137]
1 1.007(.056)[.057] 1.004(.056)[.056]{.055} 1.003(.056)[.056] 1.003(.056)[.056]
1 1.010(.090)[.090] 1.002(.090)[.090]{.088} 1.001(.090)[.090] 1.001(.090)[.090]
DGP 3: β0 = (3, 1, 1)′
.5 100 3 3.330(.573)[.661] 3.087(.509)[.516]{.475} 3.110(.558)[.547] 3.035(.882)[.881]
1 1.002(.123)[.123] 0.998(.123)[.123]{.109} 0.994(.122)[.122] 0.994(.119)[.118]
1 1.011(.193)[.193] 1.005(.191)[.191]{.173} 1.001(.190)[.190] 1.003(.189)[.189]
250 3 3.215(.347)[.408] 3.032(.321)[.323]{.305} 3.040(.329)[.326] 3.018(.440)[.439]
1 1.003(.071)[.071] 1.001(.071)[.071]{.068} 0.999(.072)[.072] 0.999(.071)[.071]
1 1.010(.121)[.121] 1.003(.120)[.120]{.111} 1.002(.120)[.120] 1.002(.120)[.120]
500 3 3.194(.274)[.336] 3.016(.246)[.246]{.236} 3.019(.254)[.253] 3.015(.362)[.362]
1 1.006(.055)[.055] 1.001(.055)[.055]{.052} 1.000(.055)[.055] 1.000(.055)[.055]
1 1.004(.086)[.086] 0.999(.086)[.086]{.084} 0.998(.086)[.086] 0.998(.086)[.086]
-.5 100 3 2.898(.193)[.219] 2.971(.241)[.243]{.263} 2.969(.226)[.223] 2.964(.264)[.262]
1 1.008(.122)[.122] 1.005(.121)[.121]{.110} 1.003(.121)[.121] 1.003(.120)[.120]
1 1.013(.192)[.192] 1.004(.192)[.192]{.174} 0.998(.193)[.193] 1.000(.193)[.193]
250 3 2.900(.131)[.165] 3.006(.174)[.174]{.156} 2.998(.146)[.146] 2.993(.184)[.184]
1 1.003(.077)[.077] 0.995(.076)[.077]{.071} 0.994(.077)[.077] 0.995(.078)[.078]
1 1.009(.123)[.124] 1.004(.123)[.123]{.114} 1.003(.123)[.123] 1.004(.122)[.122]
500 3 2.879(.105)[.161] 2.999(.136)[.136]{.121} 2.996(.112)[.112] 2.998(.146)[.146]
1 1.001(.058)[.058] 0.998(.058)[.058]{.053} 0.997(.059)[.059] 0.997(.059)[.058]
1 1.006(.095)[.096] 0.998(.095)[.095]{.086} 0.997(.095)[.095] 0.997(.095)[.095]
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Table 5.6: Empirical Mean(rmse)[sd]{sˆd} of Estimators of β for SAR Model
Case II of Inconsistent QML estimators: Group Interaction (REG-2)
λ0 n β0 QML ACQS RGMM ORGMM
DGP 1: β0 = (3, 1, 1)′
.5 100 3 3.493(.795)[.623] 3.146(.645)[.628]{.599} 3.207(.698)[.667] 3.196(.714)[.687]
1 1.131(.253)[.217] 1.036(.221)[.218]{.205} 1.043(.237)[.233] 1.043(.239)[.235]
1 1.096(.272)[.254] 1.015(.245)[.244]{.247} 1.019(.260)[.260] 1.019(.262)[.261]
250 3 3.239(.423)[.348] 3.041(.358)[.355]{.349} 3.074(.375)[.367] 3.054(.397)[.394]
1 1.059(.160)[.149] 1.008(.149)[.149]{.142} 1.012(.151)[.151] 1.008(.155)[.155]
1 1.058(.160)[.149] 1.007(.149)[.149]{.139} 1.011(.152)[.151] 1.008(.155)[.155]
500 3 3.173(.291)[.234] 3.017(.237)[.236]{.239} 3.038(.245)[.242] 3.027(.258)[.256]
1 1.045(.101)[.090] 1.002(.090)[.090]{.091} 1.006(.091)[.091] 1.003(.093)[.093]
1 1.045(.106)[.096] 1.004(.096)[.096]{.099} 1.008(.097)[.096] 1.005(.099)[.099]
-.5 100 3 3.070(.388)[.382] 3.075(.489)[.483]{.480} 3.104(.493)[.482] 3.097(.521)[.512]
1 1.011(.168)[.168] 1.011(.183)[.182]{.202} 1.009(.190)[.190] 1.009(.194)[.194]
1 1.019(.230)[.229] 1.020(.247)[.246]{.245} 1.016(.243)[.242] 1.015(.245)[.245]
250 3 2.938(.251)[.243] 3.015(.308)[.307]{.301} 3.033(.296)[.294] 3.025(.312)[.310]
1 0.980(.129)[.127] 0.997(.135)[.135]{.134} 0.998(.136)[.136] 0.997(.139)[.139]
1 0.982(.127)[.125] 1.000(.134)[.134]{.131} 1.001(.134)[.134] 1.001(.136)[.136]
500 3 2.918(.189)[.170] 3.013(.216)[.215]{.204} 3.023(.202)[.200] 3.017(.212)[.212]
1 0.976(.082)[.078] 1.001(.087)[.087]{.083} 1.002(.083)[.083] 1.001(.085)[.085]
1 0.976(.086)[.083] 1.000(.088)[.088]{.092} 1.001(.087)[.087] 0.999(.089)[.089]
DGP 2: β0 = (3, 1, 1)′
.5 100 3 3.397(.746)[.631] 3.057(.622)[.620]{.654} 3.088(.693)[.688] 3.027(.786)[.786]
1 1.106(.239)[.214] 1.012(.213)[.213]{.198} 1.009(.234)[.234] 0.998(.255)[.255]
1 1.084(.277)[.264] 1.003(.252)[.252]{.239} 0.999(.275)[.275] 0.989(.285)[.285]
250 3 3.211(.408)[.349] 3.006(.349)[.349]{.333} 3.036(.366)[.364] 2.979(.450)[.449]
1 1.045(.152)[.146] 0.993(.145)[.144]{.141} 0.996(.148)[.148] 0.984(.165)[.165]
1 1.046(.153)[.145] 0.993(.144)[.144]{.138} 0.997(.148)[.148] 0.984(.163)[.162]
500 3 3.172(.287)[.229] 3.016(.230)[.230]{.235} 3.036(.238)[.235] 3.005(.303)[.303]
1 1.049(.102)[.090] 1.005(.090)[.090]{.091} 1.009(.091)[.091] 1.001(.105)[.105]
1 1.046(.110)[.100] 1.005(.101)[.101]{.099} 1.008(.101)[.101] 1.001(.112)[.112]
-.5 100 3 3.055(.397)[.394] 3.073(.520)[.515]{.508} 3.096(.508)[.499] 3.031(.598)[.597]
1 1.016(.174)[.173] 1.020(.197)[.196]{.218} 1.019(.197)[.196] 1.004(.214)[.214]
1 1.004(.225)[.225] 1.009(.246)[.246]{.260} 1.001(.241)[.241] 0.991(.248)[.248]
250 3 2.939(.247)[.239] 3.018(.301)[.300]{.392} 3.031(.286)[.284] 2.992(.357)[.357]
1 0.986(.128)[.127] 1.006(.136)[.136]{.133} 1.005(.137)[.137] 0.997(.149)[.148]
1 0.986(.123)[.122] 1.005(.132)[.131]{.130} 1.006(.130)[.130] 0.997(.140)[.140]
500 3 2.912(.195)[.174] 3.003(.216)[.216]{.200} 3.015(.206)[.205] 2.993(.253)[.253]
1 0.976(.081)[.078] 1.000(.085)[.085]{.083} 1.002(.083)[.083] 0.996(.091)[.091]
1 0.982(.090)[.088] 1.005(.093)[.093]{.092} 1.007(.094)[.093] 1.002(.100)[.100]
DGP 3: β0 = (3, 1, 1)′
.5 100 3 3.430(.770)[.638] 3.111(.586)[.575]{.516} 3.166(.723)[.704] 3.101(.899)[.893]
1 1.111(.242)[.215] 1.024(.206)[.205]{.188} 1.028(.245)[.244] 1.015(.277)[.277]
1 1.081(.281)[.269] 1.009(.256)[.256]{.234} 1.010(.276)[.276] 0.998(.289)[.289]
250 3 3.188(.390)[.342] 3.002(.321)[.321]{.309} 3.030(.343)[.342] 2.980(.468)[.467]
1 1.044(.157)[.151] 0.997(.149)[.149]{.135} 0.999(.153)[.153] 0.988(.174)[.174]
1 1.042(.148)[.143] 0.994(.139)[.139]{.132} 0.997(.143)[.143] 0.986(.163)[.162]
500 3 3.164(.287)[.235] 3.016(.220)[.219]{.220} 3.038(.231)[.228] 3.023(.314)[.313]
1 1.042(.101)[.092] 1.002(.087)[.087]{.087} 1.006(.090)[.090] 1.003(.108)[.108]
1 1.045(.111)[.101] 1.007(.099)[.098]{.094} 1.010(.099)[.098] 1.007(.112)[.111]
-.5 100 3 3.076(.397)[.390] 3.066(.477)[.473]{.564} 3.122(.516)[.501] 3.061(.656)[.653]
1 1.016(.172)[.171] 1.014(.187)[.186]{.194} 1.020(.194)[.193] 1.007(.214)[.214]
1 0.996(.224)[.224] 0.994(.238)[.238]{.233} 0.993(.235)[.235] 0.982(.245)[.245]
250 3 2.952(.245)[.240] 3.036(.319)[.317]{.285} 3.053(.304)[.299] 3.015(.407)[.407]
1 0.986(.136)[.135] 1.005(.143)[.142]{.130} 1.006(.142)[.142] 0.998(.155)[.155]
1 0.987(.122)[.121] 1.007(.133)[.132]{.127} 1.008(.132)[.131] 1.000(.147)[.147]
500 3 2.916(.186)[.166] 3.011(.203)[.202]{.195} 3.022(.194)[.192] 3.002(.262)[.262]
1 0.975(.083)[.079] 1.000(.084)[.084]{.082} 1.002(.083)[.083] 0.997(.095)[.095]
1 0.976(.091)[.088] 1.000(.093)[.093]{.090} 1.001(.093)[.093] 0.997(.099)[.099]
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where G¯1n(δ) = Bn(ρ)G1n(λ)B
−1
n (ρ), G¯2n(ρ) = G2n(ρ)Mn(ρ), G1n(λ) = W1nA
−1
n (λ),
and G2n(ρ) = W2nB
−1
n (ρ). Using similar arguments as given in Section 5.3, we















where G¯◦rn(δ) = G¯rn(δ)− diag(Mn(ρ))−1diag[Mn(ρ)G¯rn(δ)], r = 1, 2.
The ACQS estimator of δ is defined as δ˜n = arg{ψ˜∗n(δ) = 0}, and the ACQS
estimators of β and σ2 are β˜n ≡ βˆn(δ˜n) and σ˜2n ≡ σˆ2n(δ˜n). To the best of our
knowledge, the three-step estimator of Kelejian and Prucha (2010) may be the
only heteroskedasticity robust estimator for the SARAR(1,1) model available in
the literature.14 Thus, it would be of a great interest to investigate and compare
the finite sample properties of the three-step estimator and the proposed ACQS
estimator estimator for the SARAR(1,1) model. For brevity, Table 5.7 presents
a small set of Monte Carlo results that serve such purposes, and more results
are available from the authors. Both the reported and unreported Monte Carlo
results show that the proposed ACQS estimator has an excellent finite sample
performance, and it outperforms the three-step estimator of Kelejian and Prucha
(2010) from a combined consideration in terms of bias, consistency and efficiency.15
For heteroskedasticity robust inferences based on the SARAR(1,1) model, one
needs the feasible heteroskedasticity robust estimators of the asymptotic variances
of δ˜ and β˜n. Under an extended set of regularity conditions and using the mul-
14Arraiz, et al. (2010) provide some additional details for this estimator including some Monte
Carlo results.
15A more rigorous comparison may be interesting but beyond the scope of this chapter. The
robust GMM approach of Lin and Lee (2010) may lead to a more efficient estimator than does the
three-step approach of Kelejian and Prucha (2010), but from Lin and Lee (2010) it is not clear
how to extend their robust GMM estimation approach for the SAR to the general SARAR(1,1)
model.
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tivariate CLT for linear-quadratic forms of Kelejian and Prucha (2010, Appendix
A), we can show that as n→∞,
√















where Φn equals to −E[ ∂∂δ′0 ψ˜
∗(δ0)] or its first-order term, and τ 2n(ψ˜
∗
n) is the first-
order terms of Var[
√
nψ˜∗(δ0)]. Both Φn and τ 2n(ψ˜
∗
n) possess analytical expressions
but are not needed for practical applications as the former can be estimated consis-
tently by Φ˜n = − ∂∂δ′0 ψ˜
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where Prn = MnG¯
◦
rn and crn = MnG¯
◦
rnBnXnβ0, r = 1, 2, with prn,ii, P
u
rn and
P lrn denoting, respectively, the diagonal elements, the upper and lower triangular
matrices of Prn.
With the asymptotic results for δ˜n, one can easily derive the asymptotic results
for β˜n. Under a similar set of regularity conditions, we can show that as n→∞,
√































rn = diag(Prn), ηn = BnG1nXnβ0, τ
2
n,11(δ˜n) is the top-right corner
element of τ 2n(δ˜n), and 0n is an n × 1 vector of 0’s. With the estimates Φ˜n and
τ˜ 2n(ψ˜
∗
n) defined above, the estimates s˜n = ˜
3




n) of sn and Hn,




The proposed methods can be further extended. For example, the SARAR(p, q),
which contains spatial lags of order p and spatial autoregressive errors of order q,
can be dealt with in a similar manner as for the SARAR(1,1) model. To have an
idea on how our methods can be extended to the SARAR(p, q) model, note that the
Gaussian likelihood takes an identical form as (5.23) for SARAR(1,1), except that
now An(λ) = In−
∑p
j=1 λjW1,jn and Bn(ρ) = In−
∑q
j=1 ρjW2,jn, λ = {λ1, . . . , λp}
and ρ = {ρ1, . . . , ρq}, see Lee and Liu (2010). Thus, the concentrated scores and
their adjustment can be found in a similar manner, resulting ACQS estimators
for the SARAR(p, q) model that are robust against unknown heteroskedasticity.16
Moving further, our methods can be applied to give heteroskedasticity robust
estimator for the fixed effects spatial panel data model. As argued in the intro-
duction, heteroskedasticity is common particularly in spatial models. This makes
it more desirable to develop heteroskedasticity robust inference methods for these
models. The methods proposed in this chapter shed much light on these intriguing
research problems. However, formal studies on these models, including detailed
proofs of the results (5.25)-(5.28) and the proofs of consistency of the variance
estimates therein, are beyond the scope of this chapter, and will be pursued in
future research.
16Lee and Liu (2010) proposed efficient GMM estimation of this model under homoskedasticity
assumption. Badinger and Egger (2011) extend the estimation strategy of Kelejian and Prucha
(2010) to give a heteroskedasticity robust three-step estimator of the SARAR(p, q) model, where
some Monte Carlo results are presented under a SARAR(3,3) model and some special spatial
weight matrices.
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Table 5.7: Empirical Mean(rmse)[sd] of Estimators of λ and ρ for SARAR(1,1) Model
Case I of Inconsistent QML estimators: Circular Neighbours (REG-1)
Par QML-λ ACQS-λ KP-λ QML-ρ ACQS-ρ KP-ρ
DGP 1: β0 = (3, 1, 1)′
1-1 .470(.141)[.138] .472(.197)[.195] .578(.219)[.204] .409(.195)[.172] .446(.237)[.231] .335(.341)[.299]
.484(.080)[.078] .482(.118)[.117] .528(.109)[.105] .445(.116)[.102] .488(.140)[.139] .479(.180)[.179]
.487(.065)[.064] .489(.097)[.097] .515(.093)[.092] .454(.088)[.075] .491(.110)[.109] .512(.156)[.156]
.490(.043)[.042] .495(.060)[.059] .505(.057)[.057] .458(.066)[.051] .497(.070)[.070] .533(.103)[.097]
1-2 .372(.173)[.116] .418(.233)[.218] .494(.143)[.143] -.307(.249)[.158] -.505(.252)[.239] -.507(.244)[.244]
.411(.109)[.063] .488(.095)[.094] .501(.072)[.072] -.324(.202)[.100] -.502(.153)[.153] -.492(.150)[.150]
.400(.112)[.050] .498(.071)[.071] .498(.060)[.060] -.305(.208)[.072] -.504(.126)[.125] -.476(.121)[.119]
.421(.084)[.030] .502(.047)[.047] .499(.035)[.035] -.321(.186)[.051] -.506(.109)[.108] -.470(.083)[.078]
2-1 .280(.144)[.141] .250(.200)[.200] .333(.239)[.224] .374(.208)[.165] .441(.225)[.217] .358(.307)[.272]
.292(.095)[.086] .253(.128)[.127] .297(.133)[.124] .399(.140)[.097] .470(.135)[.131] .464(.176)[.172]
.293(.080)[.067] .252(.106)[.106] .276(.105)[.101] .408(.119)[.075] .491(.109)[.107] .499(.146)[.146]
.287(.057)[.043] .250(.064)[.064] .259(.064)[.064] .421(.093)[.049] .494(.065)[.065] .524(.092)[.089]
2-2 .113(.189)[.130] .233(.188)[.163] .235(.186)[.186] -.330(.231)[.156] -.582(.269)[.249] -.507(.259)[.259]
.156(.120)[.074] .239(.131)[.131] .248(.092)[.092] -.337(.188)[.095] -.503(.209)[.209] -.484(.151)[.150]
.140(.125)[.059] .248(.099)[.099] .247(.079)[.079] -.319(.193)[.069] -.510(.115)[.114] -.484(.117)[.116]
.164(.093)[.036] .250(.052)[.052] .250(.045)[.045] -.332(.175)[.047] -.501(.102)[.101] -.475(.080)[.076]
3-1 .082(.168)[.147] .015(.210)[.209] .080(.236)[.222] .335(.239)[.172] .428(.241)[.230] .367(.292)[.260]
.090(.124)[.086] .012(.126)[.125] .047(.131)[.123] .373(.160)[.097] .472(.127)[.124] .467(.165)[.161]
.094(.116)[.067] .006(.099)[.099] .025(.103)[.100] .380(.140)[.072] .495(.093)[.091] .502(.131)[.131]
.082(.093)[.043] .001(.062)[.062] .009(.064)[.063] .397(.114)[.048] .496(.059)[.059] .526(.088)[.083]
3-2 -.104(.163)[.125] -.027(.171)[.148] -.027(.196)[.194] -.353(.208)[.147] -.488(.208)[.187] -.485(.250)[.250]
-.078(.109)[.076] -.023(.152)[.150] -.006(.108)[.108] -.356(.170)[.091] -.489(.117)[.116] -.481(.148)[.147]
-.086(.106)[.062] .000(.123)[.123] -.001(.096)[.096] -.343(.170)[.065] -.501(.102)[.102] -.478(.120)[.117]
-.071(.081)[.040] .001(.060)[.059] -.001(.055)[.055] -.350(.156)[.045] -.502(.106)[.104] -.473(.081)[.077]
4-1 -.126(.183)[.135] -.219(.194)[.192] -.189(.210)[.201] .323(.246)[.170] .430(.239)[.228] .395(.258)[.235]
-.132(.144)[.082] -.240(.106)[.105] -.224(.117)[.114] .363(.169)[.099] .478(.112)[.109] .485(.150)[.149]
-.119(.148)[.068] -.247(.090)[.090] -.236(.095)[.093] .365(.155)[.075] .490(.085)[.085] .510(.118)[.118]
-.131(.127)[.043] -.247(.057)[.057] -.242(.055)[.055] .376(.134)[.049] .492(.056)[.055] .520(.079)[.076]
4-2 -.303(.130)[.119] -.300(.217)[.215] -.279(.208)[.206] -.395(.168)[.131] -.484(.224)[.228] -.488(.221)[.221]
-.288(.084)[.075] -.272(.155)[.154] -.260(.122)[.121] -.384(.145)[.086] -.487(.200)[.199] -.475(.152)[.150]
-.289(.069)[.057] -.249(.106)[.106] -.255(.098)[.098] -.378(.137)[.061] -.508(.101)[.100] -.472(.115)[.112]
-.284(.050)[.037] -.244(.056)[.056] -.253(.058)[.058] -.381(.126)[.043] -.506(.104)[.103] -.471(.081)[.076]
5-1 -.357(.192)[.128] -.458(.165)[.160] -.449(.169)[.161] .320(.244)[.164] .438(.201)[.191] .413(.215)[.197]
-.373(.146)[.071] -.491(.082)[.082] -.481(.088)[.086] .362(.169)[.097] .483(.101)[.100] .488(.126)[.126]
-.352(.159)[.057] -.496(.068)[.068] -.493(.073)[.073] .357(.160)[.072] .491(.074)[.074] .509(.097)[.097]
-.374(.131)[.037] -.499(.041)[.041] -.498(.045)[.045] .377(.132)[.047] .497(.047)[.047] .526(.069)[.064]
5-2 -.478(.104)[.101] -.523(.180)[.179] -.518(.189)[.188] -.437(.140)[.125] -.490(.215)[.214] -.491(.217)[.217]
-.480(.069)[.066] -.513(.128)[.126] -.511(.111)[.111] -.424(.113)[.084] -.491(.146)[.145] -.474(.142)[.140]
-.472(.057)[.050] -.498(.109)[.109] -.501(.093)[.093] -.429(.092)[.059] -.507(.107)[.106] -.474(.113)[.110]
-.478(.040)[.033] -.499(.054)[.053] -.502(.056)[.056] -.424(.086)[.042] -.500(.077)[.076] -.470(.078)[.073]
Note: (i) The DGP used: Yn = λWnYn + ιnβ0 +X1nβ1 +X2nβ2 + n, n = ρWnn + vn.
(ii) Par = i-j, where ‘i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5’ represents ‘λ = .5, .25, 0,−.25,−.5’; ‘j = 1, 2’ represents ‘ρ = .5,−.5’.
Under each Par setting, n = 100, 250, 500, 1000, corresponding to the four rows.
(iii) KP denotes Kelejian and Prucha’s (2010) three-step estimator.
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Table 5.7: Cont’d
Par λQML λMQML λGS ρQML ρMQML ρGS
DGP 2: β0 = (3, 1, 1)′
1-1 .471(.138)[.135] .473(.188)[.186] .576(.216)[.202] .404(.195)[.170] .443(.235)[.228] .329(.340)[.294]
.487(.085)[.084] .489(.123)[.122] .529(.114)[.110] .440(.119)[.103] .477(.144)[.142] .466(.180)[.177]
.490(.064)[.063] .494(.096)[.096] .521(.092)[.089] .454(.090)[.077] .489(.113)[.113] .513(.158)[.157]
.493(.042)[.041] .499(.059)[.059] .508(.056)[.056] .455(.068)[.051] .493(.070)[.070] .526(.099)[.095]
1-2 .380(.173)[.124] .474(.153)[.138] .495(.141)[.141] -.318(.253)[.175] -.498(.266)[.252] -.509(.246)[.246]
.408(.114)[.067] .483(.101)[.100] .495(.072)[.072] -.320(.212)[.113] -.492(.200)[.199] -.483(.156)[.155]
.399(.116)[.056] .497(.063)[.063] .497(.060)[.060] -.303(.215)[.085] -.504(.124)[.123] -.476(.125)[.123]
.422(.085)[.035] .502(.038)[.038] .500(.035)[.035] -.324(.185)[.056] -.506(.100)[.100] -.473(.079)[.074]
2-1 .285(.143)[.139] .262(.194)[.194] .349(.241)[.220] .370(.214)[.170] .432(.232)[.222] .345(.317)[.276]
.280(.092)[.087] .244(.126)[.126] .282(.127)[.123] .407(.136)[.099] .478(.134)[.132] .478(.177)[.176]
.292(.081)[.069] .253(.105)[.105] .275(.106)[.103] .411(.116)[.074] .483(.103)[.102] .502(.145)[.145]
.285(.056)[.043] .247(.064)[.064] .257(.063)[.062] .424(.091)[.049] .497(.065)[.064] .529(.096)[.092]
2-2 .120(.186)[.134] .235(.198)[.175] .227(.184)[.182] -.337(.235)[.169] -.490(.271)[.254] -.504(.263)[.263]
.157(.121)[.078] .247(.109)[.108] .249(.094)[.094] -.336(.194)[.104] -.492(.125)[.124] -.485(.153)[.152]
.141(.125)[.062] .251(.101)[.101] .247(.081)[.081] -.318(.197)[.076] -.502(.129)[.127] -.479(.121)[.119]
.163(.096)[.039] .252(.043)[.043] .248(.047)[.046] -.334(.174)[.053] -.507(.101)[.109] -.474(.083)[.079]
3-1 .086(.171)[.148] .033(.210)[.207] .085(.234)[.218] .339(.231)[.166] .419(.235)[.221] .371(.282)[.250]
.082(.121)[.089] .007(.124)[.124] .037(.130)[.125] .376(.161)[.103] .472(.128)[.125] .476(.166)[.164]
.092(.114)[.068] .005(.096)[.096] .022(.102)[.100] .382(.138)[.071] .490(.088)[.087] .502(.124)[.124]
.081(.092)[.044] .001(.061)[.061] .009(.061)[.060] .395(.116)[.050] .493(.058)[.058] .525(.088)[.085]
3-2 -.087(.156)[.129] -.026(.205)[.201] -.012(.199)[.199] -.367(.196)[.144] -.479(.211)[.197] -.492(.238)[.238]
-.078(.109)[.077] -.021(.138)[.137] -.007(.109)[.109] -.356(.173)[.096] -.487(.195)[.195] -.479(.152)[.150]
-.088(.108)[.062] -.005(.106)[.106] -.009(.092)[.091] -.344(.171)[.071] -.508(.115)[.115] -.474(.120)[.117]
-.070(.080)[.039] .008(.057)[.057] .000(.054)[.054] -.352(.156)[.049] -.508(.107)[.105] -.472(.080)[.075]
4-1 -.132(.186)[.144] -.214(.201)[.198] -.185(.215)[.205] .329(.238)[.165] .428(.227)[.215] .393(.245)[.221]
-.132(.148)[.090] -.237(.119)[.118] -.219(.120)[.116] .366(.170)[.105] .477(.128)[.126] .481(.150)[.149]
-.119(.149)[.072] -.246(.088)[.088] -.236(.096)[.095] .368(.153)[.076] .491(.082)[.082] .508(.114)[.114]
-.133(.125)[.045] -.248(.055)[.055] -.244(.057)[.056] .382(.129)[.051] .497(.054)[.054] .527(.079)[.074]
4-2 -.297(.132)[.123] -.287(.206)[.205] -.280(.207)[.205] -.401(.175)[.144] -.462(.232)[.235] -.492(.233)[.233]
-.288(.083)[.074] -.278(.107)[.104] -.261(.115)[.115] -.387(.146)[.092] -.479(.157)[.156] -.480(.151)[.150]
-.289(.071)[.060] -.253(.100)[.100] -.253(.102)[.102] -.381(.135)[.064] -.508(.117)[.117] -.480(.118)[.116]
-.283(.050)[.038] -.252(.053)[.053] -.254(.058)[.058] -.381(.127)[.045] -.509(.107)[.106] -.470(.082)[.076]
5-1 -.373(.186)[.135] -.472(.154)[.151] -.459(.163)[.158] .327(.249)[.180] .445(.205)[.198] .414(.223)[.206]
-.380(.144)[.080] -.492(.082)[.082] -.485(.090)[.089] .369(.167)[.103] .484(.104)[.102] .492(.127)[.127]
-.355(.158)[.063] -.498(.066)[.066] -.491(.068)[.067] .362(.156)[.074] .495(.070)[.070] .510(.093)[.092]
-.375(.132)[.042] -.498(.043)[.043] -.498(.044)[.044] .377(.133)[.051] .495(.048)[.048] .524(.068)[.063]
5-2 -.473(.120)[.117] -.520(.191)[.190] -.518(.198)[.198] -.436(.156)[.143] -.483(.226)[.226] -.483(.229)[.229]
-.476(.072)[.068] -.505(.109)[.108] -.507(.112)[.112] -.427(.113)[.086] -.485(.146)[.146] -.477(.146)[.144]
-.472(.059)[.052] -.502(.107)[.107] -.500(.096)[.096] -.431(.093)[.062] -.503(.107)[.107] -.481(.109)[.107]
-.480(.040)[.034] -.498(.063)[.063] -.507(.057)[.057] -.422(.089)[.042] -.505(.075)[.074] -.469(.081)[.074]
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5.6 Conclusion
This chapter looks at heteroskedasticity robust QML-type estimation for spa-
tial autoregressive (SAR) models. We provide clear conditions for the regular
QML estimator to be consistent even when the disturbances suffer from het-
eroskedasticity of unknown form. When these conditions are violated, the regular
QML estimator becomes inconsistent and in this case we suggest a ACQS esti-
mator by making a simple adjustment to the score function so that it becomes
robust to unknown heteroskedasticity. This method is proven to work well in
the simulation studies and was shown to be robust to many situations including,
deteriorated signal strength as well as non-normal errors (besides the unknown
heteroskedasticity). To provide inference methods robust to heteroskedasticity
and non-normality, OPG-based estimators of the variances of QML estimator and
ACQS estimator are introduced. Monte Carlo results show that the proposed
ACQS estimator for the SAR model and the associated robust variance estimator
work very well in finite samples.
The proposed methodology (adjusting score for achieving heteroskedasticity
robustness for parameter estimation and finding a suitable OPG for achieving
heteroskedasticity robustness for variance estimation) has a great potential to be
extended to more general models, not necessarily the spatial models, thus paving a




A General Method for Heteroskedasticity Robust Inferences
of Spatial Econometric Models
6.1 Introduction
The spatial econometric literature has come a long way in filling many theoret-
ical gaps in handling estimation and inference related issues of spatial models.1 Of
the many challenges, estimation and inference in the presence heteroskedasticity
is important since heteroskedasticity may occur more naturally in spatial models
due to peer interaction as a result of unobservable heterogeneous characteristics of
spatial units that does not interact with each other (Glaeser, 1996). Heteroskedas-
ticity will be a conspicuous problem if this peer interaction is misspecified (Anselin,
1988b). The effect of heteroskedasticity in spatial models appeared as early as
in Anselin (1988b) which provides tests for spatial dependence in the presence
1See Cliff and Ord (1972,1973, 1981), Ord (1975), Anselin (1988b, 2003), Anselin and Bera
(1998), Le Sage and Pace (2009) for some pioneering theoretical work on spatial models.
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of heteroskedasticity. However, estimation in the presence of heteroskedasticity
was not considered until recent times.2 Most of these available methodologies
concentrate on specific spatial models and provide heteroskedasticity robust esti-
mators for that particular spatial model. Of the existing heteroskedasticity robust
estimators, the robust generalised method of moments (GMM) estimator based
on quadratic moments given in Lin and Lee (2010) is popular due to its effi-
ciency and ease of implementation. However, this estimator is given for a spatial
autoregressive model with one lagged dependent variable (SLD model), may not
readily carry over its desirable properties when more complex spatial dependencies
are present. The robust three step estimator combining two stage least squares
(2SLS) and GMM given in Kelejian and Prucha (2010) is also popular due to its
simplicity and versatility as it has been widely extended to many complex spatial
econometric models. However, this estimator, especially the 2SLS estimator may
lack efficiency as its estimation does not consider the reduced form of the model
but rather only the deterministic part.
In the previous chapter we introduce an adjusted concentrated quasi score
(ACQS) estimator which has the advantage of ease of implementation and enjoys
the efficiency aspect as it is based on the quasi maximum likelihood function.
However, Chapter 5 treatment focuses on a SLD model. Since spatial interaction
can enter a model in many forms, a unified method that is robust to heteroskedas-
ticity, but is also simple to implement and efficient will be useful. This chapter
looks at a general methodology that can handle heteroskedasticity of unknown
form in a wide class of spatial models and still perform well in both finite and
large samples. The proposed ACQS estimator is arrived at by adjusting the con-
centrated quasi score function for the spatial parameters to make it robust against
2See Kelejian and Prucha (2007, 2010), Le Sage (1997), Lin and Lee (2010), Arraiz et al.
(2010), Badinger and Egger (2011, 2015), Jin and Lee (2012), Baltagi and Yang (2013), Dog¨an
and Tas¸pinar (2014) for related work.
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unknown heteroskedasticity in a general spatial econometric model. In order to
conduct heteroskedasticity robust inferences, we also propose an outer-product-
of-gradient (OPG) method for estimating the variance of the ACQS estimator.
We establish the consistency and asymptotic normality of the proposed estima-
tor. The general method that we propose is discussed in detail two interesting
applications: (a) higher order spatial autoregressive model with SLD and spatial
autoregressive error dependent (SED) variables, also known as the SARAR(p, q)
model, and (b) fixed effects spatial panel data (SPD) model with SARAR(1,1).
For the SPD model, a key feature is the effect of the transformation of vari-
ables in order to eliminate the incidental parameters driven by the fixed effects.
The resulting transformed spatial model has the added complication of the dis-
turbances being dependent in addition to heteroskedastic. This fact in particular
causes a problem in applying the OPG method to estimate the standard errors.
The problem is tackled by making use of the special properties of the transformed
model.
Monte Carlo results show that the ACQS estimator is easy to implement, com-
putationally as simple as the regular QML estimator and is effective in attaining
consistency under unknown heteroskedasticity while limiting the compromise on
the efficiency aspect of the usual QML estimator. As the ACQS estimator cap-
tures the extra variability coming from the estimation of the regression coefficients
and the average of error variance, the ACQS estimator generally outperforms the
regular QML estimator when the latter is indeed consistent. As discussed in de-
tail later, heteroskedasticity does not affect the consistency of the QML estimator
of the covariate effects in general. However, since the estimate of the standard
errors depends on the estimate of the spatial parameters, direct inferences based
on standard t−statistics are likely to be affected by heteroskedasticity. In this
case we propose refined t−statistics for covariate effects which are robust.
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The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. In the next section we illus-
trate the general derivation of the robust ACQS estimator and the method of
robust estimation of the standard errors. Section 6.3 gives the application of the
methods in a SARAR(p, q) model and Section 6.4 gives a detailed application of
the methods in a fixed effects spatial panel data model. Section 6.5 gives Monte
Carlo results and Section 6.6 concludes the chapter. All accompanying lemmas
and proofs of theorems are given in the Appendices.
6.2 General Method for Heteroskedasticity Ro-
bust Estimation
Consider the general model,
f (Yn, Xn,W1n, . . . ,Wkn;ϑ, λ) = n, (6.1)
with a dependent variable Yn conditional on a set of independent variables Xn
and spatial weight matrices W1n, . . . ,Wkn. Parameter vector ϑ denotes the pa-
rameters of the model and λ denotes the spatial parameters. n is an n × 1
vector of model errors, uncorrelated with mean 0 and variances σ2hi where hi >
0,∀i = 1, . . . , n and ∑ni=1 hi = n. Clearly in the case of identically distributed
errors, hi = 1, ∀i. Popular spatial regression models can be written in this
form. For example, the pth order spatial autoregressive lagged dependent model
Yn =
∑p
r=1 λrWrnYn + Xnβ + n can be written in the form, Cn (λ1, . . . , λp)Yn −
Xnβ = n where Cn (λ1, . . . , λp) = In −
∑p
r=1 λrWrn and In is an n × n iden-
tity matrix. The qth order spatial error dependent model, Yn = Xnβ + un with
un =
∑q
r=1 λrWrnun+n can be written as Cn (λ1, . . . , λq) (Yn −Xnβ) = n. Com-
bining these two models gives a SARAR(p, q) model that can be written in the
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form, C2n (ρ1, . . . , ρq) [C1n (λ1, . . . , λp)Yn −Xnβ] = n. Fixed effects spatial panel
data models can also be written in the form given in (6.1) after eliminating the
fixed effects using a suitable transformation.
6.2.1 Robust estimation of model parameters
When the errors are homoskedastic, the quasi maximum likelihood estimators
of (ϑ, λ) of the model given in (6.1) are consistent as illustrated time and again
in the literature.3 When the errors are heteroskedastic, the QML estimator of ϑ
remains consistent while that of λ becomes inconsistent in general (See Lin and
Lee (2010), Liu and Yang (2015b)). As such it makes sense to use the concen-
trated quasi log-likelihood function for estimation by concentrating out ϑ from the
Gaussian log-likelihood function derived under homoskedasticity. This makes it
easier to make an adjustment to the concentrated quasi log-likelihood based esti-
mating equation to make it robust against unknown heteroskedasticity when using
it to estimate the spatial parameters λ. There are other advantages of using a
concentrated quasi log-likelihood function as opposed to a full quasi log-likelihood
function: (i) the dimensionality of the optimisation problem is greatly reduced
when applying a numerical optimisation method to find the estimate, and (ii) the
additional variability coming from the estimation of ϑ is captured by the concen-
trated quasi log-likelihood function. Once an estimate for the spatial parameters
λ is derived from the concentrated quasi log-likelihood function, the estimator for
ϑ can be defined as ϑˆn = ϑn(λ)
The usual first order condition from the concentrated quasi log-likelihood func-
tion gives the following concentrated quasi score function,















n (λ)Akn (λ)Yn (λ)
(6.2)
where σˆ2n (λ) is the QML estimator for σ
2
0, Arn (λ) , r = 1, . . . k is an n × n non-
stochastic matrix that involve Xn, and Wrn and the spatial parameters λ, and
Yn (λ) is an n × 1 vector that involve Yn, Wrn and λ. For the pth order spa-
tial autoregressive model, Arn (λ) = Mn
[
Grn (λ1, . . . , λp)− 1ntr (Grn (λ1, . . . , λp))
]








n, Grn (λ1, . . . , λp) = WrnC
−1
n (λ1, . . . , λp), and
Yn (λ) = Cn (λ1, . . . , λp)Yn for r = 1, . . . , p. The QML estimator for the spa-
tial parameter is derived as the solution to the estimating equation as, λˆn =
arg {ψn (λ) = 0} and the QML estimator for ϑ is defined as ϑˆn = ϑ(λˆn).
For λˆn to be consistent under unknown heteroskedasticity, it is necessary that
E(ψn (λ0)) equals to or tends to zero (See van der Vaart, 1998, ch. 5). However,
this condition is not necessarily satisfied if the errors are heteroskedastic. To
observe this consider the score function, given in (6.2), which can be written as a



















where Mn is the orthogonal projection matrix of the model given in (6.1) that
involves the regressors Xn and the spatial parameters λ. The following basic set of
regularity conditions are required in the set up of the general asymptotic theory.
4Quantities evaluated at the true parameters are denoted with a suppressed function argu-
ment.
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nMnn) = σ20 + o(1). Hence, in order to attain
consistency, we consider the numerator of (6.2).5 Note E(
′
nArnn) = σ20tr (HnArn)
where Hn = diag (hn,1, . . . , hn,n). A potentially robust estimator can be attained
by adjusting the concentrated quasi score function by replacing Arn with A♦rn =
Arn− tr(Arn)In, where In is the n× n identity matrix. However, when the errors
are heteroskedastic, E(
′
nA♦rnn) will not be necessarily zero (Lin and Lee, 2010)
since the ith component of A♦rnn is correlated with the corresponding component
of n unless the ith diagonal element of A♦rn is zero. Thus to attain a robust













n (λ)A◦kn (λ)Yn (λ)
(6.6)
where A◦kn (λ) = Akn (λ)− diag (Akn (λ)). The adjusted concentrated quasi score
(ACQS) estimator is defined as, λ˜n = arg{ψ∗n (λ) = 0}6 and the adjusted score














+ T1n + T2n + . . . (6.4)














κp is the pth cumulant of 
′





nMnn)q. (One can show that the higher order terms of the expansion are
increasingly of smaller order.)
6Maximum likelihood based estimators such as this broadly fall into the umbrella of es-
timators known as M-estimators in the literature, which stand for maximum likelihood type
estimators. Such an estimator can be either a solution to a maximisation function or a root of
an estimating equation. The proposed robust estimator falls into the latter which is also known
as the Z(ero)-estimator in van der Vaart (1998). For detailed discussions, see Huber (1964,
1981), van der Vaart (1998). Yang (2016) gives a more recent treatment of the M-estimator in
a spatial dynamic panel data setting.
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Adjusting the score function as in (6.6) is similar in spirit, to the adjustment
made to the moment conditions given in Lin and Lee (2010) in order to arrive at a
robust GMM estimator for the spatial parameter of the spatial lagged dependent
variable model. Adjusting the score function can also be viewed as adjusting a
moment condition, however, in a quasi maximum likelihood environment the usual
GMM considerations such as the availability of valid instruments, over/under
identification (and the associated implications) and optimal feasible weighting
matrix is not present. More importantly in a spatial model set up, when using
a GMM estimator, one also need to pay special attention to the fact that the
GMM estimator may give a spatial parameter estimate outside of the parameter
set Λ which ensures that C−1n (λ) is well defined. Lin and Lee shows that their
robust GMM estimator using the adjusted moment conditions can lead to an
estimate as efficient as the QML estimator, however, it is not clear how similar
robust moment conditions can be constructed for more advanced spatial models
such as the SARAR(1,1) model. For such models, the robust 3-step 2SLS/GMM
estimator pioneered by Kelejian and Prucha (2010), can be used, however, the
liaison with the 2SLS method comes at a cost of reduced efficiency. In contrast
the adjusted quasi score estimator that we suggest has the versatility of being
able to extend itself to a wide array of spatial models and estimate all the spatial
parameters together while leaning on the efficiency of QML method and optimal
robust method of moments (Lin and Lee, 2010).
The idea of adjusting the score function in order to attain a robust consistent
estimator has been appreciated in the past, (Alvarez, and Arellano, 2004), however
had been dormant until recent times. We believe that the ideas presented in this
7Further, in order to improve finite sample performance of the adjustment, one may also
need to consider the impact of the matrix Mn on the limiting behaviour of the adjusted score.
More on this will be discussed in the following two sections
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chapter has wider applications beyond spatial models. For example, non-linear
models such as limited dependent variable models and even SPD models with
dynamic parameters are interesting future avenues for research.
6.2.2 Robust Estimation for VC Matrix
In order to conduct robust inference on the parameter estimates, an estimate of
the standard errors are required which usually involve the estimation of the vari-
ance of the adjusted score function (6.2). However, the first order variance of (6.2)
contains the second, third and fourth order moments of n,i which vary across i.
As such a simple White type estimator (White, 1980) is not suitable which makes
it infeasible to estimate the variance of the score. In this case, we recommend the
use of the outer product of the gradients (OPG) of the decomposed numerator
of the adjusted score (Baltagi and Yang, 2013). The idea is to decompose the
numerator of (6.3) into a sum of uncorrelated terms by writing A◦rn as the sum of
an upper, lower and a diagonal matrices as, A◦rn = A◦urn +A◦lrn +A◦drn where A◦urn,
A◦lrn, and A◦drn are respectively, an upper triangular, a lower triangular, and the
diagonal matrices of A◦rn. Let, Υi = {ζrn,i + a◦rn,iin,i + brn,i; r = 1, . . . , k}′ , where
ζrn,i = (A◦u′rn +A◦lrn)n, and a◦rn,ii are the diagonal elements of A◦rn for i = 1, . . . , n.
In order to apply the OPG method to estimate the variance of the score, (6.3) must
be written as the sum of n uncorrelated terms as follows, Qn (n) =
∑n
i=1 n,iΥi.
While independence of n is sufficient to guarantee that n,iΥi are uncorrelated
for each i, it may not be the case for some types of spatial models. For example,
when we consider a spatial panel model with fixed effects, it is more suitable
to transform the variables to eliminate the fixed effects to avoid the incidental
parameter problem. In this case f(·) denotes a spatial model of transformed
variables and the resulting n,i will no longer be independent although uncorrelated
and as a result n,iΥi will fail to be uncorrelated. However, the OPG method will
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still be applicable if n,iΥi are asymptotically uncorrelated. Consequently we
consider two cases in the applications: (i) n,i are independent, and (ii) n,i are
not independent but uncorrelated.
6.3 Higher Order SARAR Model
In this section we apply the general ideas presented in Section 6.2 to give a de-
tailed treatment of the SARAR(p, q) model.8 We first present asymptotic results
for the quasi maximum likelihood (QML) estimators with iid errors, and then we
study the robustness of the QML estimators when homoskedasticity assumption
is violated. The latter in part motivates the new estimator, the adjusted concen-
trated quasi score (ACQS) estimators, which is robust to unknown heteroskedas-
ticity. The consistency and asymptotic normality of the ACQS estimators are
established. We introduce heteroskedasticity robust standard errors for the pa-
rameter estimates to give a set of robust inference methods. Extensive Monte
Carlo experiments are conducted, and the results show excellent performance of
the proposed estimators. The proposed methods are simple and can be easily
adopted by the applied researchers. The results presented in this chapter contain,
as special cases, the results of Jin and Lee (2013) for the QML estimations and
the results of Chapter 5 for the ACQS estimators. Extensive Monte Carlo experi-
ments are conducted, and the results show excellent performance of the proposed
estimators. Compared to the QML estimator, the proposed estimator has a better
finite sample performance and is robust against heteroskedasticity.
8For related works see Badinger and Egger (2011) which extends the robust three step
2SLS/GMM estimator given in Kelejian and Prucha (2010) to the SARAR(p, q) model, and
Lee and Liu (2010) which consider the efficient GMM estimation of SARAR(p, q) under ho-
moskedasticity. Liu and Yang (2015b) present heteroskedasticity robust adjusted concentrated
quasi score estimators for SARAR(1,0) and SARAR(1,1), but the asymptotic properties of the
ACQS estimators for the SARAR(1,1) model are not given.
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The SARAR(p, q) model we consider is,
Yn =
∑p
j=1 λiWjnYn +Xnβ + un where un =
∑q
k=1 ρkMknun + n, (6.7)
where Yn is an n × 1 vector of observations on the dependent variable, Xn is an
n×k matrix of observations on the exogenous regressors with the k×1 regression
parameter vector β, un is the n × 1 vector of disturbances, Wjn and Mkn are
the n × n spatial weights matrices which summarises the higher order spatial
dependence of the dependent variable and the disturbances with the associated
spatial parameters λ = (λ1, . . . , λp)
′ and ρ = (ρ1, . . . , ρq)′. The W ′jns are different
and so are the M ′ks to account for different levels of spatial dependence, but some
(or all) of the Wjn’s can be the same as some (or all) of the Mk’s.
6.3.1 Robustness of QML estimator against unknown het-
eroskedasticity
We now examine the properties of the QML estimator of the SARAR(p, q)
model when the errors are iid, and their robustness when they are inid. We derive
the asymptotic distribution of the QML estimator when the errors are iid and give
its asymptotic variance. When the errors are inid we provide conditions under







where, An(λ) = In −
∑p
j=1 λiWjn and Bn(ρ) = In −
∑q
k=1 ρkMkn. Let λ =
(λ1, . . . , λp)
′, ρ = (ρ1, . . . , ρq)′, δ = (λ′, ρ′)′, and θ = (β′, σ2, λ′, ρ′)′. Let θ0 denote
the true parameter vector. The Gaussian log-likelihood function for θ is,
`n(θ) = −n2 ln(2pi)− n2 ln(σ2) + ln |An(λ)|+ ln |Bn(ρ)| − 12σ2 ′n(β, δ)n(β, δ), (6.9)
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where n(β, δ) = Bn(ρ)[An(λ)Yn − Xnβ]. Maximizing (6.9) gives the maximum
likelihood estimates of θ0 if the disturbances are indeed Gaussian, otherwise QML
estimators. Let Xn(ρ) = Bn(ρ)Xn and Yn(δ) = Bn(ρ)An(λ)Yn. Given δ, we have
the constrained QML estimators for β0 and σ
2
0 as follows,
βˆ(δ) = [X ′n(ρ)Xn(ρ)]
−1X ′n(ρ)Yn(δ) and σˆ
2(δ) = Y ′n(δ)Mn(ρ)Yn(δ), (6.10)
where Mn(ρ) = In − Xn(ρ)[X ′n(ρ)Xn(ρ)]−1X ′n(ρ). Concentrating out βˆ(δ) and
σˆ2(δ) from the quasi log-likelihood function we get the concentrated quasi log-
likelihood function for δ as,
`cn(δ) = −n2 ln(2pi)− n2 ln[σˆ2(δ)] + ln |An(λ)|+ ln |Bn(ρ)|, (6.11)
Maximizing `cn(δ) gives the unconstrained QML estimator δˆn of δ, and thus the




′, the QML estimator of the parameter vector θ.

















′nB¯jnn − σ2tr(Fjn) + ′nηjn
)
, j = 1, . . . , p
1
σ20
(′nGknn − σ2tr(Gkn)) , k = 1, . . . , q
(6.12)
where Fjn = WjnA
−1
n , Gkn = MknB
−1
n , B¯jn = BnFjnB
−1
n and ηjn = BnFjnXnβ0.
Some additional regularity conditions are required to establish the asymptotic
properties of the QML estimators.
Assumption 6.1: The true spatial parameter vector λ0 is in the interior of a
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compact parameter set Λ.9
Assumption 6.2: The errors {n,i} are independent such that E(n,i) = 0,
Var(n,i) = σ
2
0hn,i, where hn,i > 0 and
∑n
i=1 hn,i = n.
10 Further, E|n,i|4+η < c for
some η > 0 and constant c for all n and i.
Assumption 6.3:The elements of the n×k regressor matrix Xn are uniformly




X ′nXn exists and is non-
singular.
Assumption 6.4: The spatial weights matrices Wrn are uniformly bounded
in both row and column sums and their diagonal elements are zero.





are uniformly bounded in absolute value in both row and column sums. Further,
A−1n (λ) and B
−1
n (ρ) are uniformly bounded in either row or column sums, uni-
formly in δ ∈ ∆.
Assumption 6.6: Either (a) : lim
n→∞
Hn(ρ) is non-singular ∀ρ and lim
n→∞
Q1n(ρ) 6=
0 for ρ 6= ρ0; or (b) : lim
n→∞
Q2n(δ) 6= 0 for δ 6= δ0, where
Hn(ρ) = 1n(Xn, F1nXnβ0, . . . , FpnXnβ0)′B′n(ρ)Bn(ρ)(Xn, F1nXnβ0, . . . , FpnXnβ0),
Q1n(ρ) = 1n (ln |σ20B−1′n B−1n | − ln |σ2n(ρ)B−1′n (ρ)B−1n (ρ)|) ,











9The parameter space Λ must be such that the reduced form of (6.1) is well defined and
the Jacobian terms of the quasi log-likelihood function is non-singular ∀λ ∈ Λ. For a general
Wrn, Lee and Liu (2010) shows that since, ||
∑k
r=1 λrWrn|| ≤ (
∑k
r=1 |λr|) ·maxr=1,...,p ||Wrn||,
where || · || denote the matrix norm, a viable parameter space for λr is s.t.
∑k
r=1 |λr| <
(maxr=1,...,k ||Wrn||)−1. When Wrn are row normalised, we have maxr=1,...,k ||Wrn|| = 1 s.t.∑k
r=1 |λr| < 1. When Wrn are not row-normalised, we can use the relation ||Wrn|| =
∏n
i=1 wji,
where wji are the eigenvalues of Wrn to avoid the need to compute the determinants of Wrn.
However, Elhorst et al. (2012) argues that this parametrisation is too restrictive and gives an
alternative procedure to determine the exact boundaries which depends on the specification of
Wrn. Also see Kelejian and Prucha (2010) and Le Sage (2009) for related discussions of the
parameter space of the spatial parameters.
10For generality, we allow hn,i to depend on n for each i. This parametrisation, is a non-

















Assumption 6.2 is the heteroskedasticity condition of the errors. Clearly
hn,i = 1, ∀i when the errors are homoskedastic. The parameter σ20 is the aver-
age scale parameter of n,i and hn,i denote the heteroskedasticity parameters. The
uniform boundedness conditions in Assumption 6.4 limit the spatial dependence
to a manageable level. Assumption 6.5 is a standard assumption in spatial econo-
metric literature introduced by Kelejian and Prucha (1999) and allows a uniform
boundedness property in the asymptotic formulation. Assumption 6.6 is the iden-
tification condition introduced by Lee (2004) adjusted to suit the SARAR(p, q)
model.
Jin and Lee (2013) presents asymptotic results for the QML estimators of
the SARAR(1,1) model under homoskedasticity. However, the asymptotic distri-
bution for the SARAR(p, q) model is not given in the literature. The following
Theorem fills in this gap.
Theorem 6.1 Under Assumptions 6.1-6.6 and further assuming that hn,i =
1 ∀i, the QML estimator θˆn is consistent and asymptotically normal with
√
n(θˆn − θ0) D−→ N(0, Σ−1ΩΣ−1),









































jnB¯j′n), Σn,ρkρk′ = tr(G
s
k′nGkn),















tr(Gkn) and Σn,λjρk = tr(G
s
knB¯jn),






n , ηjn = BnFjnXnβ0, G
s




jn = B¯jn + B¯
′
jn.
Let Γn = Ωn − Σn, then the following elements representing block matrices
make up nΓn,





















































for j, j′ = 1, . . . , p and k, k′ = 1, . . . , q, where, ιn is an n × 1 vector of ones,
gkn = diagv(Gkn), b¯jn = diagv(B¯n), and γ and κ are respectively, the measures of
skewness and kurtosis of n.
Now suppose we relax the condition that hn,i = 1 ∀i. Does θˆn continue to be
consistent? Let Hn = diag(hn,1, . . . , hn,n). For any extremum estimator such as
θˆn to be consistent, it is necessary that plimn→∞ 1nψn(θ0) = 0. This is satisfied for
the derivatives w.r.t. β and σ2, however it may not be the case for the derivatives








tr(HnB¯jn − Fjn) + op(1), j = 1, . . . , p
= 1
n




i=1(hn,i − 1)(b¯jn − E(b¯jn)) + op(1)












i=1(hn,i − 1)(gkn − E(gkn)) + op(1)
= Cov(hn,i, gkn) + op(1), (6.14)
where b¯jn = diagv(B¯n) and gkn = diagv(Gkn). As such, for θˆn to be consistent, it
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is necessary that as n → ∞, Cov(hn,i, b¯jn) = 0 and Cov(hn,i, gkn) = 0. However,
to establish consistency more conditions are necessary. In practice it is more likely
that it is impossible to check whether these necessary conditions are satisfied or
now given that heteroskedasticity is of unknown form. Hence we move to an
alternative robust estimator directly.11
6.3.2 Adjusted Concentrated Quasi Score Estimation
We illustrate adjusted concentrated quasi score (ACQS) method for estimating
the parameters in the SARAR(p, q) described in a previous section. The Monte
Carlo results confirms the excellent performance of the new estimator for both
finite and large samples. For robust inferences concerning the spatial or regression
parameters, we introduce estimators of the variances of the ACQS estimators
based on the OPG of the score function.
The method
Consider the concentrated quasi score function of δ, when β and σ2 are con-





, j = 1, . . . , p
Y ′n(δ)Mn(ρ)[G¯kn(ρ)− 1ntr(Gkn(ρ))]Yn(δ)
Y ′n(λ)Mn(ρ)Yn(δ)
, k = 1, . . . , q
(6.15)
where B¯jn = BnFjnB
−1
n and for G¯kn(ρ) = Gkn(ρ)Mn(ρ).
Following the ideas given before, we can adjust the numerator of the concen-
trated quasi score function to attain the desired probability limit of zero at the
true parameters under heteroskedasticity. In order to ensure ψ˜n(δ) tend to zero in
11The exact form of these additional necessary conditions and the consistency of the QML
estimator is established in the FE-SPD model given in the next section. A milder form of this
results are also given in Chapter 5 for the SLD model.
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expectation so that δˆn = arg{ψ˜n(δ) = 0} is consistent we adjust the concentrated





, j = 1, . . . , p
Y ′n(δ)Mn(ρ)G¯◦kn(ρ)Yn(δ)
Y ′n(δ)Mn(ρ)Yn(δ)
, k = 1, . . . , q
(6.16)
where for j = 1, . . . , p, B¯◦jn(δ) = B¯jn(δ) − diag(Mn(ρ))−1diag[Mn(ρ)B¯jn(δ)] and
k = 1, . . . , q, G¯◦kn(ρ) = G¯kn(ρ)− diag(Mn(ρ))−1diag[Mn(ρ)G¯kn(ρ)].
The ACQS estimator of δ0 is defined to be δ˜n = arg{ψ˜∗n(δ) = 0} and we can
show that this estimator is consistent and asymptotically normal in the presence
of unknown heteroskedasticity.
Remark 6.1 As explained in the general section, the adjustment suggested
here is in line with the ideas of Lin and Lee (2010)’s adjustment to the moment
conditions of the SARAR(1,0) model so that the resulting GMM estimator is ro-
bust. They suggest to restrict a broader class of quadratic moments of the form
′nPnn where tr(Pn) = 0 to diag(Pn) = 0. Thus although the condition tr(Pn) = 0
is sufficient to ensure that the moment condition satisfies E(′nPnn) = 0 the lat-
ter condition also makes it robust. However, it is not clear how we can extend
these ideas to construct a GMM estimator for the SARAR(p, q) model. To attain
the ACQS estimator, if we apply a similar adjustment on the full score function
(6.12), where we replace σ2tr(Fjn) with 
′
ndiag(Fjn)n and replace σ
2tr(Gkn) with
′ndiag(Gkn)n we still get an asymptotically valid adjustment that satisfies the
conditions given in (6.14) and (6.14). However, this adjustment has poor small
sample performance since it does not take into account the variation stemming
from the estimation of the other parameters in the score function.
Remark 6.2 For the component of (6.15) w.r.t. λ, we replace 1
n
tr(Fjn(λ))In
with diag(Mn(ρ))−1diag[Mn(ρ)B¯jn(δ)], instead of diag(B¯jn(δ)) (in the spirit of
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Lin and Lee, 2010). Although the placement diag(B¯jn(δ)) is asymptotically valid,
finite sample performance, once again, maybe poor. Given E(Y ′nMnB¯jnYn) =
σ2ntr(HnMnB¯jn) = σ2ntr(Hndiag(MnB¯jn)), if we were to replace 1n tr(Fjn(λ))In
with diag(MnB¯jn) it ignores the effect of Mn since E(Y ′nMndiag(MnB¯jn)Yn) =
σ2ntr(HnMndiag(MnB¯jn) 6= E(Y ′nMnB¯jnYn). A similar argument can be given to
the adjustment applied to the component of the score with respect to ρ.
Remark 6.3 The adjustment applied to (6.16) is in line with the heteroskedas-
ticity robust LM test of Baltagi and Yang (2013) with finite sample corrections.
Remark 6.4 Due to the non-linear manner in which the spatial parameters
enter the quasi log-likelihood function, the resulting QML estimators are biased in
finite samples. However, an estimator derived from an estimating function with
an expected value of zero leads to a potentially bias corrected estimator. Thus the
proposed estimator is not only robust for heteroskedasticity and non-normality,
but also performs well in finite samples. Thus combined with a robust estimator
for the standard errors we have an improved basis for inference related matters
for the SARAR(p, q) model.
Asymptotic properties of the ACQS estimator
In order to establish the asymptotic distribution of the ACQS estimators of
the SARAR(p, q) model we need to adjust the identification condition given in
Assumption 6.6 to suit the new model as follows,
Assumption 6.6*: lim
n→∞
R1n(δ) 6= 0 and lim
n→∞
R2n(δ) 6= 0, ∀δ 6= δ0, where




































n(ρ)[G¯kn(ρ)− diag(G¯kn(ρ))]Bn(ρ)An(λ), for j = 1, . . . , p and
k = 1, . . . , q.
The normalised and adjusted concentrated quasi score function evaluated at



















+ op(1), k = 1, . . . , q
(6.17)
where Pjn = MnB¯◦jn, Qkn = MnG¯◦knMn, cjn = MnB¯◦jnBnXnβ0 and ckn =
MnG¯◦knBnXnβ0. Let τ 2n(ψ˜∗n) = Var(
√
nψ˜∗n). Using the central limit theorem
for linear-quadratic forms of Kelejian and Prucha (2001), we give the following
theorem:
Theorem 6.2 Under Assumptions 6.1-6.5 and R6*, the ACQS estimator δ˜n
is consistent and asymptotically normal, i.e., as n→∞, δ˜n p−→ δ0, and
√

























































































cjn =MnB¯◦jnBnXnβ0, ckn =MnG¯◦knBnXnβ0,





















= −GknB¯jn − B¯jnGkn − diag(M−1n M˙knM−1n )diag[MnB¯jn]
−diag(Mn)−1diag[M˙knB¯jn],
˙¯G◦kn = GknG¯kn +GknM˙kn − diag(Mn)−1diag(M˙knG¯kn)
−diag(Mn)−1diag(MnGknM˙kn)− diag(Mn)−1diag(MnGknG¯kn)
+diag(M−1n M˙knM−1n )diag(MnG¯kn),
M˙kn =MnGknPn + PnG′knMn and Pn = In −Mn.
Given δ˜n, the ACQS estimator for β0 is
βˆn(δ˜n) ≡ β˜n = (X ′nB˜′nB˜nXn)−1X ′nB˜′nB˜nA˜nYn.










. This can be used to derive the asymptotic
distribution of β˜n.
Theorem 6.3 Under Assumptions 6.1-6.5 and 6.6*, the ACQS estimator β˜n
is consistent and asymptotically normal, i.e., as n → ∞, β˜n p−→ β0, σ˜2n p−→ σ20
and
√




























Qdkn = diag(Qkn) for j = 1, . . . , p and k = 1, . . . , q and 0n is an n × 1 vector of
zeros.12
12The limiting distribution of σ˜2n can be easily derived. However, it is of limited use as any













which cannot be done.
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Robust estimation of VC matrix
In order to apply the OPG method to estimate τ 2n(ψ˜
∗






jnn, j = 1, . . . , p
′nQknn + c
′
knn, k = 1, . . . , q
(6.18)
where both Pjn and Qkn can be decomposed as a sum of upper triangular, lower














 ζ˜jn,i + p˜jn,ii˜n,i + c˜jn,i, j = 1, . . . , p
ξ˜kn,i + q˜kn,ii˜n,i + c˜kn,i, k = 1, . . . , q
, ζ˜jn = (P˜ u′jn+P˜ ljn)˜n, ξ˜jn =
(Qu′kn+Q
l
kn)n, and p˜jn,ii and q˜kn,ii are respectively the diagonal elements of Pjn and
Qkn. The estimator of τ
2










n , where Φ˜n is the











n), A˜n and plug-in estimates for other quantities, we have a consistent










give the following Theorem.
Theorem 6.4 If Assumptions 6.1-6.5 and 6.6* hold, then we have as n→∞,
τ˜ 2n(δ˜n)− τ 2n(δ˜n) p−→ 0 and τ˜ 2n(β˜n)− τ 2n(β˜n) p−→ 0.
For the plug-in estimator of Φ˜n, one could use − ∂∂δr0 ψ˜
∗(δ0)|δ0=δ˜ or its first order
term of −E( ∂
∂δr0
ψ˜∗(δ0)) using the expressions given at the end of Theorem 6.2.
Given the results of Theorem 6.2, we have that this estimator is a consistent
estimator of Φn.
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6.3.3 Monte Carlo Results
We consider a SARAR(3,3) specification with Wj = Mj for j = 1, 2, 3. As
such we have the following DGP:
Yn =
∑3
j=1 λjWjnYn + β0ιn + β1X1n + β2X2n + un, un =
∑3
j=1 ρjWjnun + n,
(6.20)
where ιn is an n×1 vector of ones corresponding to the intercept, X1n and X2n are
the n × 1 vectors containing the values of two fixed regressors generated as ran-
dom draws from a standard normal distribution and n = σHnen. The regression
coefficients β is set to (3, 1, 1)′, σ is set to 1 and n take values from {100, 250, 500}.
The ways of generating the values for the spatial weights matrix Wjn, the het-
eroskedasticity measure Hn, and the idiosyncratic errors en are described below.
Each set of Monte Carlo results is based on 1, 000 Monte Carlo samples.
We use two different spatial layouts: (i) Circular Neighbours and (ii) Queen
Contiguity. In (i), neighbours occur in the positions immediately ahead and be-
hind a particular spatial unit. In (i) the initial weights matrix we consider W0n
has 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 neighbours with equal proportion. Then we decompose W0n
into three distinct matrices s.t. W1n + W2n + W3n = W0n, where W1n contains
2 and 4 band of neighbours of W0n, W2n contains 6 and 8 band of neighbours
of W0n and W3n contains 10 band of neighbours of W0n. Details on how weight
matrices are generated and how other stochastic and non-stochastic quantities are
generated are given in Appendix B.
Given row normalised weights matrices, the parameter space for λ and ρ must
satisfy, 0 ≤ ∑3j=1 |λj| < 1 and 0 ≤ ∑3j=1 |ρj| < 1. We follow the following
parameter constellations:
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Constellation λ1 λ2 λ3 ρ1 ρ2 ρ3
1 .5 .3 .1 .4 .2 .1
2 .4 .2 .1 .5 .3 .1
3 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2
4 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 .5 .3 .1 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 .5 .3 .1
In case 1, the spatial dependence in the dependent variable Y is at least as
strong as the spatial dependence in the disturbance un while the opposite holds
in case 2. In case 3 the spatial dependence is equal. Cases 4-6 are sub-models
developed in SARAR(p, q) beginning with no spatial dependence in case 4 which
is the general linear regression model, SARAR(3,0) in case 5 and SARAR(0,3) in
case 6. Partial results of these experiments are summarised in Tables 6.1 and 6.2
with additional results available upon request.
From the Monte Carlo results, we observe that the ACQS estimator of δ per-
forms well in all cases, and it generally outperforms QML estimator in terms of
bias and rmse. Further, in the case where QML estimator is consistent, ACQS
estimator can be less biased than QML estimator, and is as efficient as QML
estimator. The relative performance of various estimators of β is much less con-
trasting than that of various estimators of δ, although it can be seen that ACQS
estimator of β is slightly less biased and more efficient than the QML estimator.
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Table 1a. Empirical Mean(rmse)[sd] of Estimators of δ of SARAR(3,3). Case when the regular QML estimator is inconsistent under
heteroskedasticity. n = 100, β = (3, 1, 1)′, σ = 1, Circular Neighbours, REG-1
δ0 QML ACQS QML ACQS QML ACQS
Normal Errors Mixed Normal Errors Log-Normal Errors
.5 .322[.142](.131) .420[.181](.178){.179} .334[.153](.142) .453[.171](.169){.159} .339[.204](.196) .441[.169](.165){.167}
.3 .172[.183](.170) .275[.156](.146){.151} .187[.195](.183) .280[.161](.154){.158} .174[.191](.181) .290[.139](.135){.137}
.1 -.069[.132](.126) .043[.191](.187){.189} -.052[.132](.125) .061[.193](.192){.193} -.055[.127](.118) .052[.184](.177){.180}
.4 .366[.120](.111) .372[.148](.146){.131} .258[.179](.163) .391[.182](.181){.176} .275[.180](.168) .362[.183](.181){.178}
.2 .063[.125](.122) .189[.180](.180){.180} .059[.154](.140) .169[.117](.116){.116} .058[.122](.118) .179[.162](.161){.162}
.1 .058[.171](.165) .096[.110](.101){.106} -.046[.180](.168) .045[.173](.171){.173} -.063[.174](.167) .090[.158](.156){.164}
.4 .289[.143](.139) .387[.196](.184){.190} .296[.145](.132) .321[.182](.178){.180} .215[.127](.111) .396[.154](.153){.153}
.2 .142[.176](.167) .144[.159](.153){.164} .042[.189](.180) .187[.156](.154){.155} .053[.186](.170) .183[.148](.139){.144}
.1 .020[.119](.104) .084[.184](.177){.181} -.022[.112](.108) .055[.177](.174){.175} -.038[.203](.193) .074[.157](.157){.157}
.5 .354[.189](.172) .479[.143](.136){.139} .348[.132](.127) .462[.149](.146){.139} .378[.116](.102) .459[.140](.137){.124}
.3 .190[.134](.129) .254[.178](.169){.153} .184[.133](.125) .283[.173](.168){.170} .173[.143](.130) .294[.148](.143){.141}
.1 .019[.126](.115) .085[.194](.194){.194} -.020[.134](.123) .078[.193](.193){.193} -.097[.117](.107) .093[.175](.175){.175}
.2 .023[.138](.125) .165[.166](.162){.164} .100[.186](.178) .175[.167](.164){.174} .088[.141](.136) .143[.169](.163){.152}
.2 .061[.177](.163) .180[.126](.125){.125} .050[.190](.173) .183[.116](.115){.115} .035[.180](.179) .162[.129](.126){.128}
.2 .062[.176](.161) .177[.122](.121){.121} .048[.185](.177) .179[.112](.111){.112} .032[.189](.176) .161[.121](.118){.119}
.2 .035[.199](.182) .168[.166](.164){.177} .003[.149](.132) .178[.117](.114){.128} .068[.151](.144) .167[.152](.146){.148}
.2 .001[.208](.194) .192[.153](.146){.149} .005[.190](.187) .183[.130](.130){.130} .009[.209](.199) .150[.139](.136){.138}
.2 .005[.183](.177) .197[.182](.179){.180} .009[.168](.153) .185[.163](.155){.160} .020[.185](.174) .171[.173](.173){.176}
.0 -.170[.145](.135) -.016[.176](.171){.173} -.177[.159](.147) -.050[.181](.176){.166} -.175[.148](.137) -.058[.152](.146){.149}
.0 -.126[.164](.152) -.035[.133](.131){.145} -.125[.179](.167) -.029[.131](.130){.130} -.125[.171](.169) -.045[.120](.115){.117}
.0 -.129[.166](.153) -.036[.126](.124){.125} -.127[.183](.171) -.027[.128](.127){.127} -.126[.181](.179) -.040[.117](.113){.115}
.0 -.105[.205](.195) -.029[.170](.168){.169} -.162[.151](.146) -.029[.104](.104){.104} -.184[.189](.175) -.056[.166](.157){.161}
.0 -.151[.181](.173) -.060[.116](.110){.113} -.138[.187](.173) -.053[.121](.116){.118} -.138[.182](.178) -.028[.198](.197){.189}
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Table 6.1b. Empirical Mean(rmse)[sd] of Estimators of δ of SARAR(3,3). Case when the regular QML estimator is inconsistent under
heteroskedasticity. n = 250, β = (3, 1, 1)′, σ = 1, Circular Neighbours, REG-1
δ0 QML ACQS QML ACQS QML ACQS
Normal Errors Mixed Normal Errors Log-Normal Errors
.5 .343[.098](.087) .505[.121](.119){.120} .346[.109](.091) .503[.106](.105){.107} .360[.142](.130) .503[.100](.100){.105}
.3 .113[.114](.107) .273[.110](.095){.102} .114[.159](.113) .289[.084](.081){.083} .116[.127](.114) .284[.073](.072){.087}
.1 -.056[.092](.082) .105[.118](.116){.117} -.052[.097](.080) .104[.130](.125){.127} -.033[.085](.077) .081[.123](.116){.119}
.4 .271[.081](.076) .395[.105](.099){.102} .274[.136](.109) .385[.123](.114){.118} .255[.110](.107) .387[.121](.114){.117}
.2 .084[.088](.077) .206[.111](.111){.114} .075[.091](.089) .209[.075](.075){.074} .076[.085](.073) .202[.103](.103){.102}
.1 -.087[.118](.107) .086[.067](.067){.067} -.073[.131](.105) .104[.105](.101){.103} -.036[.121](.108) .091[.098](.097){.098}
.4 .226[.094](.082) .384[.123](.117){.120} .221[.096](.082) .388[.128](.124){.126} .237[.098](.088) .393[.105](.099){.102}
.2 .086[.119](.108) .196[.087](.083){.085} .075[.136](.124) .193[.095](.089){.092} .078[.139](.128) .206[.085](.080){.082}
.1 -.010[.071](.062) .103[.125](.116){.121} -.010[.074](.065) .102[.121](.118){.119} -.004[.139](.121) .075[.104](.098){.101}
.5 .320[.118](.101) .471[.077](.076){.088} .352[.097](.084) .479[.101](.094){.097} .322[.077](.069) .508[.098](.098){.087}
.3 .194[.098](.085) .265[.107](.105){.106} .101[.088](.078) .280[.105](.104){.105} .197[.102](.090) .307[.076](.075){.076}
.1 -.090[.083](.072) .084[.140](.132){.136} -.085[.081](.070) .106[.150](.145){.148} -.016[.076](.069) .091[.110](.110){.111}
.2 .045[.091](.073) .185[.107](.107){.104} .030[.124](.111) .172[.105](.103){.104} .035[.090](.079) .197[.106](.106){.105}
.2 .080[.118](.105) .202[.074](.074){.079} .069[.111](.102) .190[.073](.072){.073} .073[.119](.106) .201[.082](.082){.081}
.2 .079[.111](.106) .201[.077](.077){.077} .064[.123](.117) .186[.074](.073){.074} .072[.121](.118) .202[.070](.070){.075}
.2 .043[.120](.115) .193[.102](.101){.104} .060[.091](.082) .204[.074](.072){.073} .080[.107](.092) .204[.102](.099){.100}
.2 .025[.138](.116) .193[.098](.098){.094} .038[.134](.119) .186[.088](.084){.086} .023[.141](.117) .183[.089](.081){.085}
.2 .056[.129](.113) .176[.120](.114){.117} .065[.107](.098) .207[.101](.097){.099} .049[.124](.116) .204[.110](.100){.105}
.0 -.151[.109](.093) -.014[.108](.108){.110} -.145[.121](.096) -.012[.111](.110){.111} -.149[.099](.084) -.019[.098](.097){.098}
.0 -.108[.106](.096) .000[.081](.081){.083} -.105[.110](.096) -.001[.087](.087){.083} -.106[.124](.113) -.009[.083](.076){.079}
.0 -.109[.115](.105) -.001[.071](.071){.079} -.105[.117](.107) .000[.085](.085){.081} -.108[.136](.116) -.012[.072](.072){.073}
.0 -.102[.134](.101) -.018[.112](.106){.109} -.112[.095](.088) -.018[.076](.068){.072} -.182[.129](.119) -.017[.093](.091){.092}
.0 -.121[.122](.116) -.025[.076](.071){.073} -.116[.122](.111) -.033[.073](.072){.075} -.124[.130](.118) -.029[.126](.124){.125}
.0 -.145[.128](.112) -.058[.103](.102){.108} -.141[.134](.120) -.025[.105](.098){.101} -.142[.109](.095) -.037[.105](.102){.103}
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Table 6.1c. Empirical Mean(rmse)[sd] of Estimators of δ of SARAR(3,3). Case when the regular QML estimator is inconsistent under
heteroskedasticity. n = 500, β = (3, 1, 1)′, σ = 1, Circular Neighbours, REG-1
δ0 QML ACQS QML ACQS QML ACQS
Normal Errors Mixed Normal Errors Log-Normal Errors
.5 .304[.068](.054) .496[.089](.088){.080} .333[.088](.070) .497[.064](.063){.076} .322[.098](.089) .498[.061](.060){.075}
.3 .110[.090](.077) .292[.063](.063){.067} .124[.130](.106) .294[.064](.064){.070} .120[.094](.086) .299[.064](.064){.061}
.1 -.015[.065](.054) .098[.097](.097){.084} -.096[.063](.054) .099[.096](.096){.086} -.088[.059](.046) .094[.099](.094){.096}
.4 .225[.087](.055) .410[.069](.063){.066} .296[.088](.073) .398[.085](.083){.084} .287[.088](.076) .405[.089](.082){.086}
.2 .000[.061](.051) .208[.082](.081){.080} .083[.081](.070) .197[.076](.074){.075} .085[.063](.058) .291[.079](.077){.078}
.1 -.053[.103](.090) .198[.048](.048){.047} -.096[.097](.080) .103[.078](.078){.077} -.075[.084](.077) .104[.046](.041){.043}
.4 .256[.072](.066) .392[.087](.085){.086} .248[.064](.056) .394[.082](.082){.080} .260[.052](.047) .393[.035](.035){.035}
.2 .006[.098](.087) .198[.058](.058){.058} .100[.099](.088) .193[.070](.067){.069} .100[.103](.093) .197[.065](.063){.064}
.1 -.070[.052](.044) .100[.098](.096){.097} -.054[.077](.066) .100[.079](.075){.077} -.047[.110](.090) .091[.072](.071){.071}
.5 .384[.081](.076) .509[.076](.070){.073} .390[.066](.055) .505[.089](.087){.088} .386[.080](.050) .507[.092](.090){.091}
.3 .182[.073](.057) .303[.095](.092){.093} .183[.072](.059) .303[.071](.070){.071} .183[.069](.053) .303[.051](.050){.065}
.1 -.099[.065](.055) .101[.088](.088){.087} -.076[.081](.071) .199[.069](.065){.067} -.078[.052](.042) .094[.074](.074){.078}
.2 .046[.056](.047) .198[.075](.074){.075} .047[.092](.083) .192[.099](.099){.099} .047[.076](.067) .192[.075](.071){.073}
.2 .084[.075](.063) .196[.060](.060){.056} .083[.075](.063) .199[.075](.075){.075} .080[.083](.070) .200[.080](.080){.080}
.2 .083[.075](.063) .195[.058](.057){.054} .083[.076](.064) .197[.075](.075){.075} .080[.071](.068) .198[.082](.082){.082}
.2 .084[.098](.087) .196[.076](.073){.075} .088[.057](.047) .198[.059](.059){.052} .099[.077](.067) .195[.042](.040){.041}
.2 .042[.101](.083) .191[.063](.063){.067} .043[.101](.083) .198[.049](.047){.048} .036[.097](.086) .192[.046](.043){.045}
.2 .077[.101](.079) .196[.082](.081){.081} .070[.079](.064) .197[.065](.063){.064} .073[.081](.078) .190[.043](.041){.042}
.0 -.115[.073](.061) .000[.098](.098){.098} -.120[.078](.066) -.007[.092](.091){.080} -.117[.074](.064) -.003[.061](.061){.067}
.0 -.101[.080](.060) .002[.060](.060){.059} -.104[.071](.061) -.003[.079](.078){.078} -.102[.076](.066) .003[.083](.083){.083}
.0 -.100[.069](.059) .002[.056](.056){.056} -.105[.072](.062) -.004[.077](.076){.077} -.101[.077](.067) .001[.079](.079){.079}
.0 -.134[.100](.077) -.009[.063](.063){.063} -.122[.089](.070) .000[.057](.057){.046} -.113[.087](.079) -.003[.050](.047){.048}
.0 -.112[.098](.082) -.005[.056](.054){.055} -.113[.090](.079) -.005[.049](.047){.048} -.119[.092](.079) -.002[.048](.044){.046}
.0 -.118[.102](.081) -.001[.079](.078){.076} -.117[.094](.083) -.009[.074](.074){.070} -.125[.062](.049) -.005[.033](.030){.031}
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Table 6.2a. Empirical Mean(rmse)[sd] of Estimators of δ of SARAR(3,3). Case when the regular QML estimator is consistent under
heteroskedasticity. n = 100, β = (3, 1, 1)′, σ = 1, Queen Contiguity, REG-1
δ0 QML ACQS QML ACQS QML ACQS
Normal Errors Mixed Normal Errors Log-Normal Errors
.5 .411[.120](.110) .463[.110](.108){.112} .494[.110](.109) .484[.110](.101){.105} .451[.117](.107) .490[.111](.104){.107}
.3 .271[.120](.112) .250[.128](.126){.127} .303[.114](.113) .272[.123](.120){.121} .262[.204](.200) .232[.105](.104){.105}
.1 .096[.148](.145) .085[.140](.140){.142} .065[.147](.143) .076[.137](.135){.139} .084[.143](.137) .075[.134](.133){.135}
.4 .394[.138](.138) .392[.126](.126){.132} .397[.138](.138) .382[.124](.123){.130} .405[.130](.130) .380[.110](.109){.109}
.2 .200[.192](.192) .204[.195](.194){.193} .201[.182](.181) .203[.174](.172){.173} .199[.183](.183) .204[.171](.170){.176}
.1 .043[.146](.140) .044[.129](.125){.127} .094[.142](.137) .071[.120](.119){.119} .064[.132](.130) .073[.119](.118){.119}
.4 .361[.116](.113) .381[.110](.109){.111} .395[.107](.100) .387[.112](.109){.111} .386[.106](.103) .378[.104](.103){.104}
.2 .182[.122](.121) .173[.124](.123){.122} .176[.109](.106) .175[.110](.109){.108} .187[.107](.107) .182[.109](.108){.109}
.1 .089[.142](.141) .088[.143](.142){.143} .082[.143](.142) .076[.140](.139){.141} .083[.135](.134) .097[.133](.131){.133}
.5 .469[.141](.133) .464[.122](.112){.117} .487[.135](.129) .452[.107](.101){.104} .475[.119](.113) .495[.201](.196){.198}
.3 .291[.183](.181) .264[.168](.166){.173} .293[.172](.164) .276[.158](.156){.160} .264[.183](.171) .284[.163](.160){.165}
.1 .066[.130](.127) .065[.109](.107){.117} .081[.128](.126) .061[.117](.115){.120} .061[.124](.123) .087[.103](.102){.103}
.2 .166[.106](.104) .178[.108](.107){.106} .195[.111](.107) .172[.109](.107){.109} .163[.113](.109) .182[.102](.101){.105}
.2 .193[.133](.125) .185[.141](.135){.138} .193[.123](.122) .152[.124](.119){.122} .184[.124](.117) .152[.125](.120){.121}
.2 .165[.168](.163) .164[.175](.170){.172} .152[.165](.161) .161[.166](.163){.164} .185[.144](.138) .164[.139](.136){.137}
.2 .195[.150](.146) .164[.149](.147){.146} .162[.144](.141) .176[.139](.137){.139} .161[.141](.138) .195[.129](.126){.127}
.2 .174[.171](.170) .194[.178](.178){.174} .188[.177](.176) .185[.167](.167){.171} .166[.164](.161) .180[.160](.159){.161}
.2 .185[.118](.114) .179[.114](.113){.115} .194[.118](.114) .167[.112](.110){.112} .187[.187](.185) .171[.178](.176){.180}
.0 -.005[.105](.105) .001[.103](.103){.104} -.019[.105](.104) -.016[.105](.105){.104} -.011[.103](.103) -.012[.110](.110){.110}
.0 -.049[.129](.124) -.055[.147](.141){.144} -.040[.119](.116) -.039[.135](.132){.133} -.047[.120](.115) -.048[.138](.133){.135}
.0 -.032[.174](.173) -.035[.182](.180){.181} -.036[.178](.176) -.033[.180](.178){.179} -.027[.144](.143) -.027[.154](.153){.154}
.0 -.070[.170](.161) -.048[.161](.156){.159} -.050[.155](.150) -.027[.147](.146){.148} -.047[.136](.131) -.017[.120](.119){.125}
.0 -.031[.108](.107) .004[.107](.107){.107} -.032[.171](.169) -.004[.173](.173){.171} -.027[.172](.170) -.003[.179](.179){.179}
.0 -.026[.139](.135) -.018[.134](.134){.136} -.029[.129](.128) .000[.129](.129){.128} -.053[.204](.199) -.021[.194](.193){.196}
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Table 6.2b. Empirical Mean(rmse)[sd] of Estimators of δ of SARAR(3,3). Case when the regular QML estimator is consistent under
heteroskedasticity. n = 250, β = (3, 1, 1)′, σ = 1, Queen Contiguity, REG-1
δ0 QML ACQS QML ACQS QML ACQS
Normal Errors Mixed Normal Errors Log-Normal Errors
.5 .493[.068](.068) .493[.070](.070){.071} .494[.065](.065) .496[.064](.064){.065} .496[.068](.068) .493[.068](.061){.064}
.3 .306[.074](.074) .275[.086](.086){.080} .290[.079](.079) .276[.076](.076){.078} .290[.127](.127) .296[.077](.070){.066}
.1 .087[.099](.096) .090[.084](.083){.090} .075[.095](.090) .094[.087](.087){.089} .092[.082](.082) .090[.082](.082){.085}
.4 .403[.081](.081) .404[.083](.083){.082} .400[.087](.087) .408[.071](.071){.079} .482[.084](.082) .406[.063](.063){.069}
.2 .165[.123](.121) .209[.121](.121){.122} .204[.115](.115) .205[.108](.108){.109} .203[.114](.114) .206[.105](.100){.111}
.1 .088[.084](.083) .077[.081](.080){.081} .106[.081](.081) .084[.080](.080){.075} .094[.090](.090) .081[.072](.072){.075}
.4 .375[.072](.070) .381[.063](.062){.066} .387[.067](.065) .376[.064](.062){.064} .396[.068](.068) .393[.064](.064){.066}
.2 .189[.072](.071) .184[.079](.070){.071} .197[.068](.068) .188[.068](.068){.069} .189[.061](.060) .171[.060](.068){.069}
.1 .082[.086](.085) .086[.096](.090){.088} .098[.098](.098) .084[.087](.087){.089} .087[.088](.088) .073[.083](.081){.084}
.5 .472[.091](.088) .473[.075](.072){.074} .473[.083](.080) .480[.069](.068){.066} .460[.082](.077) .466[.126](.122){.125}
.3 .288[.125](.123) .280[.106](.105){.110} .276[.105](.105) .288[.095](.095){.100} .264[.109](.107) .300[.102](.102){.104}
.1 .087[.088](.086) .086[.066](.065){.074} .096[.076](.076) .091[.072](.072){.074} .065[.079](.077) .107[.068](.063){.065}
.2 .197[.070](.070) .186[.069](.069){.067} .177[.072](.069) .187[.063](.060){.065} .172[.072](.069) .177[.069](.067){.068}
.2 .196[.074](.074) .181[.088](.088){.087} .194[.071](.071) .177[.072](.072){.071} .187[.077](.077) .188[.074](.073){.075}
.2 .171[.106](.103) .187[.108](.107){.109} .197[.107](.107) .197[.106](.106){.104} .162[.094](.090) .177[.083](.082){.086}
.2 .186[.097](.097) .197[.094](.093){.095} .202[.087](.087) .198[.088](.088){.087} .196[.086](.086) .195[.078](.078){.081}
.2 .187[.102](.102) .186[.116](.116){.110} .192[.113](.113) .186[.110](.110){.111} .193[.104](.104) .190[.106](.105){.102}
.2 .187[.080](.072) .176[.077](.075){.074} .188[.078](.077) .183[.062](.061){.069} .203[.112](.112) .191[.119](.111){.114}
.0 -.005[.065](.065) -.007[.069](.069){.067} -.009[.068](.068) -.010[.062](.062){.065} -.011[.073](.064) -.012[.069](.068){.070}
.0 -.014[.079](.078) -.014[.086](.085){.082} -.017[.072](.071) -.019[.090](.089){.084} -.016[.074](.074) -.017[.082](.081){.077}
.0 -.008[.107](.107) -.006[.115](.115){.111} -.011[.113](.112) -.009[.113](.112){.113} -.014[.100](.099) -.012[.096](.096){.097}
.0 -.023[.102](.101) -.011[.093](.092){.097} -.018[.100](.099) -.005[.107](.100){.094} -.020[.087](.086) -.009[.079](.079){.082}
.0 -.013[.070](.070) -.008[.071](.065){.067} -.021[.118](.110) -.005[.105](.105){.107} -.017[.106](.105) -.002[.114](.114){.113}
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Table 6.2c. Empirical Mean(rmse)[sd] of Estimators of δ of SARAR(3,3)
Case when the regular QML estimator is consistent under heteroskedasticity
n = 500, β = (3, 1, 1)′, σ = 1, Queen Contiguity, REG-1
δ0 QML ACQS QML ACQS QML ACQS
Normal Errors Mixed Normal Errors Log-Normal Errors
.5 .494[.041](.041) .496[.050](.050){.050} .493[.042](.042) .499[.040](.040){.041} .490[.048](.048) .493[.045](.045){.046}
.3 .298[.058](.058) .295[.053](.053){.055} .295[.054](.054) .291[.059](.059){.056} .295[.081](.081) .292[.044](.044){.047}
.1 .091[.068](.068) .090[.061](.061){.064} .091[.064](.064) .099[.064](.064){.064} .090[.067](.067) .092[.055](.055){.060}
.4 .408[.062](.062) .401[.056](.056){.059} .406[.066](.066) .392[.058](.058){.058} .403[.054](.054) .399[.050](.050){.049}
.2 .201[.082](.082) .208[.085](.085){.086} .206[.081](.081) .199[.078](.078){.079} .205[.083](.083) .204[.078](.078){.079}
.1 .108[.062](.062) .096[.054](.054){.057} .103[.068](.068) .098[.053](.053){.053} .108[.052](.052) .105[.059](.059){.055}
.4 .391[.057](.057) .399[.047](.047){.050} .395[.044](.044) .398[.044](.044){.044} .392[.042](.042) .396[.048](.048){.046}
.2 .197[.058](.058) .195[.058](.058){.058} .191[.049](.049) .195[.045](.045){.047} .193[.047](.047) .198[.046](.046){.047}
.1 .096[.066](.066) .092[.062](.062){.064} .100[.068](.068) .095[.063](.063){.063} .094[.064](.064) .094[.056](.056){.059}
.5 .497[.058](.058) .499[.052](.052){.052} .493[.057](.057) .500[.046](.046){.047} .496[.053](.053) .494[.081](.081){.089}
.3 .297[.085](.085) .304[.071](.071){.078} .296[.080](.080) .305[.073](.073){.071} .309[.071](.071) .307[.079](.079){.075}
.1 .099[.052](.052) .103[.041](.041){.047} .095[.060](.060) .102[.053](.053){.054} .099[.057](.057) .100[.041](.041){.046}
.2 .194[.045](.045) .196[.042](.042){.044} .197[.050](.050) .190[.048](.048){.049} .197[.044](.044) .191[.040](.040){.042}
.2 .198[.059](.059) .199[.062](.062){.062} .194[.057](.057) .195[.051](.051){.054} .191[.053](.053) .195[.055](.055){.054}
.2 .199[.078](.078) .193[.072](.072){.075} .196[.074](.074) .199[.070](.070){.072} .199[.069](.069) .196[.060](.060){.061}
.2 .198[.061](.061) .198[.063](.063){.062} .196[.070](.070) .196[.069](.069){.069} .195[.061](.061) .194[.056](.056){.057}
.2 .190[.074](.074) .193[.086](.086){.078} .197[.077](.077) .199[.078](.078){.078} .191[.077](.077) .191[.075](.075){.076}
.2 .194[.052](.052) .196[.054](.054){.053} .190[.058](.058) .193[.047](.047){.050} .196[.083](.083) .194[.074](.074){.079}
.0 .000[.044](.044) .000[.045](.045){.045} -.004[.043](.043) -.005[.045](.045){.044} -.007[.044](.044) -.006[.042](.042){.043}
.0 -.013[.054](.054) -.013[.064](.064){.065} -.005[.055](.055) -.005[.055](.055){.055} -.019[.053](.053) -.019[.055](.055){.054}
.0 -.009[.073](.073) -.010[.085](.085){.081} -.016[.071](.071) -.016[.082](.082){.080} -.009[.062](.062) -.008[.061](.061){.062}
.0 -.012[.070](.070) -.006[.071](.071){.071} -.013[.068](.068) -.007[.068](.068){.068} -.011[.052](.052) -.006[.050](.050){.051}
.0 -.005[.042](.042) .001[.045](.045){.043} -.013[.074](.074) -.005[.074](.074){.074} -.004[.074](.074) -.003[.084](.084){.080}
.0 -.008[.067](.067) .000[.069](.069){.068} -.006[.055](.055) .001[.055](.055){.055} -.009[.085](.085) -.003[.084](.084){.084}
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6.4 Fixed Effects Spatial Panel Data Model
Spatial panel data (SPD) models are popular since these models allow a loca-
tion related dependence structure to be attached to the conventional panel model
in terms of spatial dependence or spatial heterogeneity (Anselin et al., 2008),13
with a wide practical applicability.14 It allows robustness as fixed effects are al-
lowed to depend on included regressors and forms a platform for different random
effects models to be enveloped in.15 In particular short spatial panels (large num-
ber of spatial units over a short time span) seems to be the prevalent setting. In
this chapter, we consider the spatial panel model (SPD) with fixed effects when
the model suffers from heteroskedasticity of unknown form with a special focus on
the short panel case. In the model we consider, spatial correlation appear both in
the dependent variable and the disturbance term.
The same array of heteroskedasticity robust estimation techniques for param-
eters of cross sectional models are unavailable for heteroskedastic SPD models
with fixed effects.16 In terms of heteroskedasticity robust estimation, Moscone
and Tosetti (2011), extends the robust GMM estimation methods for the pure
cross sectional spatial model, given in Kelejian and Prucha (2010) and Lin and
Lee (2010), to the spatial panel framework where they consider unknown het-
eroskedasticity in a panel model with only spatial error dependence. Badinger
and Egger (2015) considers a higher order spatial panel model with heteroskedas-
tic error components and gives a three step 2SLS/GMM robust estimator extend-
13See Anselin (2001), Baltagi et al. (2003, 2013), Elhorst (2003), Kapoor et al. (2007), and
Lee and Yu (2010b, 2012, 2015) for some related works. Lee and Yu (2010b, 2015) provide
surveys of the evolution of SPD models in general.
14See Baltagi et al. (2016), Hsieh and Lee (2014), Kelejian and Piras (2014) among others for
some recent empirical studies.
15See Lee and Yu (2012) for a survey of the fixed effects SPD model vs. the random effects
SPD model and Mutl and Pfaffermayr (2011) for another comparison.
16General estimation and inference related issues for SPD models with homoskedastic distur-
bances have been considered in, among others, Baltagi et al. (2003, 2013), Fingleton (2008),
Kapoor et al. (2007), Lee and Yu (2010a), and Robinson and Rossi (2015a,b).
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ing the methods in Kapoor et al. (2007). However, like in the cross sectional
case, this estimator may lack efficiency compared to a pure GMM estimator or
a ML based estimator. Since ML based methods provides the most efficient es-
timate, a ML based method that is simple to implement and robust to unknown
heteroskedasticity for this model is useful.17
The line-up for this chapter is as follows. First we introduce the spatial panel
data model allowing both spatial lag and spatial error and individual-specific ef-
fects. QML estimation based on the transformed likelihood function is considered
along with conditions under which the usual QML estimator can be consistent
even under unknown heteroskedasticity. Next we introduce the ACQS estimator
that is generally robust against unknown heteroskedasticity and non-normality,
and provide methods for robust inferences. We also provide details of the Monte
Carlo experiment conducted for this model.
6.4.1 Robustness of QML estimator against unknown het-
eroskedasticity
In this section we outline briefly the QML estimation of the one-way fixed
effects panel data model with a spatial autoregressive lagged dependent variable
and a spatial autoregressive error structure (SARAR) where the truly idiosyncratic
component is first set to be independent and identically distributed (iid) as given
in Lee and Yu (2010a). Then, we examine the properties of this QML estimator
when the errors are independent but not identically distributed (inid). We provide
17When the disturbances are homoskedastic in a spatial panel model with fixed effects, Lee and
Yu (2010a) show that direct estimation of all the parameters in the model (including the fixed
effects parameters), yields consistent QML estimators (QML estimators) for all the parameters
when the number of spatial units (n) becomes large, except the QML estimator for the variance
parameter when the time dimension (T ) is small. However, upon transformation of the model,
QML estimators for all the parameters become consistent irrespective of the size of T and the
estimates other than the variance estimate are identical to those from the direct approach.
However, Lee and Yu (2010a) does not consider heteroskedasticity.
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conditions under which the QML estimator is robust against heteroskedasticity of
unknown form, and derive asymptotic distribution of this robust QML estimator.
Consider the SARAR panel data model with individual fixed effects,
Ynt = λ0W1nYnt+Xntβ0+cn+Unt, Unt = ρ0W2nUnt+Vnt, t = 1, . . . , T, (6.21)
for t = 1, 2, ..., T , where, Ynt = (y1t, y2t, ..., ynt)
′ is the vector of dependent vari-
ables, Xnt represents the n × k matrix containing the values of k non-stochastic
time varying regressors, Vnt = (v1t, v2t, ..., vnt)
′ is the vector of disturbances where,
vit ∼ iid(0, σ2). β is a k×1 vector of regression coefficients, λ and ρ are the spatial
parameters with W1n and W2n being the respective n × n non-stochastic spatial
weights matrices which may or may not be the same in practice. cn is the an
n× 1, time invariant vector of individual fixed effects.
The individual fixed effects in this model cause the incidental parameter prob-
lem (Neyman and Scott, 1948) which can be avoided by transformation of vari-
ables. Lee and Yu (2010a) suggests a transformation using the orthonormal matrix




mal matrix is given as [FT,T−1, 1√T ιT ], where FT,T−1 is the T × T − 1 eigenvector
matrix corresponding to the eigenvalues 1 and 1√
T
ιT corresponds to the eigenvalue
0.19 Let a typical transformed variable be, Z∗n1, ..., Z
∗
n,T−1 = (Zn1, ..., Zn,T )FT,T−1











nt for t = 1, ..., T − 1. The effective sample size after the trans-
formations is N = n(T −1). Upon stacking the vectors and matrices, we have the
18Lee and Yu (2010a) illustrates a QML estimator using either a direct approach or a transfor-
mation approach. In the direct approach parameters are jointly estimated along with the indi-
vidual effects. The transformation approach eliminates the individual effects and thus removes
the problem of incidental parameters when n becomes large, and yields consistent estimates
when either n or T is large.
19Transformation using orthonormal matrix of JT , allows the resulting transformed distur-
bances to be independent over t. However if the variables are transformed using a time mean
operator, then the transformed disturbances fail to be independent over t.
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following compact form of the model,
YN = λ0W1NYN + XNβ0 + UN , UN = ρ0W2NUN + VN , t = 1, . . . , T − 1,
(6.22)
where, YN = (Y
∗′
n1, . . . , Y
∗′
n,T−1)
′, UN = (U∗′n1, . . . , U
∗′
n,T−1)






n1, . . . , X
∗′
n,T−1)
′, and WrN = IT−1 ⊗Wrn, r = 1, 2. The transformed er-
rors, {V ∗nt} are uncorrelated for all n and t. Using the identity (V ∗′n1, . . . , V ∗′n,T−1)′ =
(F ′T,T−1⊗In)(V ′n1, . . . , V ′nT )′, we have that, E[(V ∗′n1, . . . , V ∗′n,T−1)′(V ∗n1, · · · , V ∗n,T−1)] =
σ20(F
′
T,T−1 ⊗ In)(FT,T−1 ⊗ In) = σ20IN . Hence, {v∗it} are iid N(0, σ20) if the original
errors {vit} are iid N(0, σ20). However, if {vit} is non-normal, then the transformed
errors may fail to be independent even though they are uncorrelated.
Let δ = (λ, ρ)′, ζ = (β′, δ′)′, θ = (ζ ′, σ2)′. Then the Gaussian log-likelihood is,
`N(θ) = −N2 ln(2piσ2) + ln |A1N(λ)|+ ln |A2N(ρ)| − 12σ2V′N(ζ)VN(ζ), (6.23)
where VN(ζ) = A2N(ρ)[A1N(λ)YN−XNβ], A1N(λ) = IN−λW1N , and A2N(ρ) =
IN − ρW2N . Let YN(δ) = A2N(ρ)A1N(λ)YN and XN(ρ) = A2N(ρ)XN . The









where MN(ρ) = IN − XN(ρ)[X′N(ρ)XN(ρ)]−1X′N(ρ). Substituting βˆN(δ) and
σˆ2N(δ) into (6.23) gives the concentrated quasi log likelihood function of (δ):
`cN(δ) = −N2 (ln(2pi) + 1) + ln |A1N(λ)|+ ln |A2N(ρ)| − N2 ln σ˜2N(δ). (6.26)
Maximizing (6.26) gives the unconstrained QML estimator δˆN of δ0 and thus the
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unconstrained QML estimators of β0 and σ
2




Yu (2010a) show that θˆN is
√
N -consistent when the errors are iid. Next we
turn to some further issues that can be considered. First we examine conditions
under which the regular QML estimator θˆN remains consistent when errors are
heteroskedastic. From a practical point of view, it may not be possible to validate
these conditions for a given dataset, especially considering that heteroskedastic-
ity is of unknown form. Hence, secondly we give methods to adjust the regular
QML estimator θˆN so that it becomes generally consistent under unknown het-
eroskedasticity. However, inferences based on these estimates are not possible
without having a consistent estimate of the standard errors. As such, thirdly we
give methods for estimating standard errors required for inference based on an
outer product of the gradient method.
Lin and Lee (2010) shows that QML estimator of the usual cross sectional
SAR model without a time varying index, is inconsistent when the errors are
heteroskedastic when a certain necessary condition is violated. In this section we
show that the violation of a similar condition will render the QML estimates for
the for the parameters of the model given in (6.21) inconsistent in general. As
such, it is at least theoretically possible to find situations where the original QML
estimates are consistent even when the disturbances are heteroskedastic. Suppose
now we have disturbances that are independent but not identically distributed
(inid), i.e., vit ∼ inid(0, σ2hi), i = 1, . . . , n, t = 1, . . . , T , where 1n
∑n
i=1 hi = 1
and hi > 0.
21 Consider the score function derived from (6.23),
20The computation of the two determinant terms can be simplified using, |A1N (λ)| =
|In−1 − λW ∗1n|T−1 =
(
1









, where ω1i are the
eigenvalues of W1n. A similar expression can be derived for |BN (ρ)|. Refer Lee and Yu (2010a)
and Griffith (1988).




























N(ζ)W2N [A1N(λ)YN −XNβ]− tr(G2N(ρ)),
(6.27)
where GrN = WrNA
−1
rN , r = 1, 2. The necessary condition for consistency is
satisfied for the components with respect to β and σ2, however, it is not always
true for the components with respect to the spatial parameters λ and ρ when the




















































= Cov(g2n,ii, hi) + op(1),
where G¯1N = A2NG1NA
−1
2N and G2N are block diagonal matrices, g¯1n,ii and g2n,ii
are the diagonal elements of the block matrices of G¯1n and G2n respectively, and
HN = IT−1 ⊗ Hn, where Hn = diag(h1, . . . , hn). Hence, plimN→∞ 1N ∂∂θ`N(θ0) =
22Note that all the quantities defined at the true parameter is represented with a suppressed
variable notation, e.g., A1N ≡ A1N (λ0) and G1N ≡ G1N (λ0) and so on. In addition diag(.)
denotes the symmetric matrix formed by the diagonal elements of a matrix, diagv(.) denotes
the vector formed by the diagonal elements of a matrix and tr(.) denotes the trace of a matrix.
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0 if Cov(g¯1n,ii, hi) and Cov(g2n,ii, hi) goes to 0 in the limit. Several cases can
be identified as cases where this condition is satisfied: (i) Lin and Lee (2010)
shows that this condition is satisfied when almost all the diagonal elements of
the matrix Grn are equal
23, (ii) the condition is also related to the variability of
the number of neighbours, i.e., Var(g¯1n) → 0 and Var(g2n) → 0, boils down to
Var(krn) → 0, where krn is the vector of number of neighbours for each spatial
unit24 and (iii) when heteroskedasticity arises due to reasons unrelated to the
number of neighbours25. Hence it seems necessary to investigate the asymptotic
results when the QML estimators are robust. We refresh the regularity conditions
as follows:
Assumption 6.7: The true spatial parameters δ0 is in the interior of a com-
pact set ∆.




i=1 hi = 1 and hi > 0, ∀i and E|vit|4+η < c for some η > 0 and constant c for
all n and t.
Assumption 6.9: The elements of the regressor matrix XN are non-stochastic
and uniformly bounded and limN→∞ 1NX
′
NXN exists and is non-singular.
Assumption 6.10: The spatial weights matrices Wrn, r= 1, 2 are uniformly
bounded in absolute value in both row and column sums and the diagonal elements
are zero.
Assumption 6.11: The matrices ArN are non-singular and A
−1
rN is uniformly
bounded in absolute value in both row and column sums. Further, A−11N(λ) and
A−12N(ρ) are uniformly bounded in either row or column sums, uniformly in δ ∈ ∆.
23such as the case where, (a) the group sizes are the same in a Group Interaction weights
matrix, (b) where there are equal number of neighbours before and after in a Circular world or
(c) when the spatial weights matrix is sparse
24This is because the diagonal elements of the higher order powers of Wrn inversely relate to
krn, see Anselin (2003). For example, when Wrn is row-normalised and symmetric, diag(W
2
rn) =
{k−1rn,i}. Var(krn) = o(1) can be seen to be true for many popular spatial layouts such as Rook,
Queen, group interactions, etc., see Yang (2010).
25such as when heteroskedasticity is a function of the exogenous regressors Xtn.
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Assumption 6.12:
Either (a): limn→∞HN(ρ) is non-singular ∀ρ and limn→∞Q1n(ρ) 6= 0 for ρ 6= ρ0;
or (b) limn→∞Q2n(δ) 6= 0 for δ 6= δ0, where


















































Assumption 6.13: n is large and T is finite or large.26
Let, Q1N = G¯
′
1NG¯1N , Q2N = G
′
2NG2N , Q3N = G2NG¯1N .
Assumption 6.14: The covariance between the vector of diagonal elements
of HN and the vectors of diagonal elements of, G¯1N , G2N , Q1N , Q2N , Q3N ,
Q
′





Theorem 6.5 Under Assumptions 6.7-6.14, as N →∞, θˆN p−→ θ0.
6.4.2 Adjusted Concentrated Quasi Score Estimation
In this section we look at an alternative robust estimator when the necessary
conditions for consistency of the QML estimator, limn→∞Cov(g¯1n,ii, hi) = 0 and
limn→∞Cov(g2n,ii, hi) = 0, are violated. This can happen when hi is proportional
to the number of neighbours ki for each spatial unit and limn→∞Var(kn) 6= 0.
However, even when these conditions hold for a given dataset, it is impossible
to check as the form of heteroskedasticity is unknown. Inspired by Lin and Lee
(2010), and Kelejian and Prucha (2010), Moscone and Tosetti (2010) proposed
a heteroskedasticity robust GMM estimator for a spatial panel data model with
26The case of finite n and large T is of less interest for two reasons: (a) the incidental pa-
rameter problem does not arise and (b) the problem of heteroskedasticity is not as severe as the
varying measures of hi, skewness and kurtosis can be consistently estimated. When T > n, the
spatial structure is less influential as the weight matrix can be estimated explicitly using the T
observations for each n.
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one way fixed effects and spatial autoregressive errors (with no extension to in-
clude a spatial lagged dependent variable). Also building on the works of Kelejian
and Prucha (2010), Badinger and Egger (2015), proposed a robust GMM based
estimator for a higher order spatial autoregressive panel data model with het-
eroskedasticity and error components. In this chapter, a robust quasi maximum
likelihood estimator (QML estimator) is proposed, to estimate the parameters of
the model given in (6.21) which includes a spatial lagged dependent variable as
well as a spatial error dependent variable. The proposed estimator is defined by
adjusting the concentrated quasi score function for δ. The method can be easily
extended to a two way fixed effects model or a higher order spatial panel data
model. We further introduce a method for estimating its robust standard errors.
The method
As evident from the analysis given after (6.27), the inconsistency of the QML
estimator of the model parameters of (6.21) is caused by elements of the score
function derived with respect to the spatial parameters, failing to reach a proba-
bility limit of zero. As such we look at an adjustment to the score function that
allows it to reach the required probability limit. Although it is possible to adjust
the full score function (6.27) to attain a robust estimator, with a decent asymp-
totic performance, the finite sample performance is diluted by the fact that the
full score function does not take into account the variability caused by estimating
the other model parameters β0 and σ
2
0. As such adjusting the concentrated quasi
score function is desirable in attaining both finite sample as well as asymptotic
performance in the robust estimator, since the concentrated quasi score function
captures the variability coming from estimating β0 and σ
2
0.
The averaged concentrated quasi score function derived by taking the deriva-
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where G¯1N(δ) = A2N(ρ)G1N(λ)A
−1
2N(ρ) and G¯2N(ρ) = G2N(ρ)MN(ρ).
Using ψ˜N(δ), the regular QML estimator is defined as, δˆN = arg{ψ˜N(δ) = 0}.
For δˆN to be consistent under unknown heteroskedasticity, it is necessary that
E(ψ˜N) equals or tends to zero, see van der Vaart (1998, ch. 5). However, this
does not hold if there exists unknown heteroskedasticity and the conditions of
Theorem 6.5 are violated. In other words, a condition required to attain consis-
tency is, E[Y
′
NMN(G¯rN − 1ntr(GrN)IN)YN ] equals or tends to zero for r = 1, 2.








Hence, a possible way to go is to replace 1
n
tr(GrN) of (6.28) with diag(MNG¯rN).
However, this introduces an additional MN to E(Y
′
NMNG¯rNYN) and hence the
final adjustment made is of the form diag(MN)
−1diag(MNG¯rN).






















where G¯◦rN(δ) = G¯rN(δ) − diag(MN)−1(ρ)diag[MN(ρ)G¯rN(δ)], r = 1, 2 and we
define the adjusted concentrated quasi score (ACQS) estimator as,
δ˜N = arg{ ddδ `c∗N (δ) = 0}. (6.30)
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Once a heteroskedasticity robust estimator for δ0 is obtained, heteroskedastic-
ity robust estimators for β0 and σ
2
0 follows from β˜N ≡ βˆN(δ˜N) and σ˜2N ≡ σˆ2N(δ˜N).
Hence the ACQS estimators of the model (6.21) are computationally as simple
as the QML estimators while being generally consistent under unknown het-
eroskedasticity and preserving the nature of being robust against non-normality.
Asymptotic properties of the ACQS estimator
In this section we derive the asymptotic properties of the ACQS estimator.
To do so, first, in order to ensure that the adjusted estimating equation given in
(6.29) uniquely identifies δ0, the Assumption 6.12 needs to be adjusted as follows:
Assumption 6.12*: ∀δ 6= δ0,





















2N)] 6= 0 and





















Asymptotic normality of the ACQS estimators can be established using CLT
for linear quadratic forms given in Kelejian and Prucha (2001). Consider the





















where BrN = MNG¯
◦
rN , crN = MNG¯
◦
rNXN(ρ0)β0 and diag(BrN) = 0n×n by con-






E(V′NMNVN) + op(1) =
σ20
N
tr(HNMN) + op(1) = σ
2
0 + op(1), and it follows that σˆ
−2
N (λ0) = σ
−2
0 + op(1).




N) is the first-order term of Var(
√
Nψ˜∗N). By (6.31) and Lemma
A.3, we derive ΣN(ψ˜
∗












































































where brN,it are the diagonal elements of (FT,T−1 ⊗ In)BrN(F ′T,T−1 ⊗ In), crN are
the elements of the vector c′rN(F
′
T,T−1 ⊗ In), si = E(v3it) and κi is the measure
of excess kurtosis of vit. The score function
√
Nψ˜∗N can be rewritten as a linear
quadratic form of the original disturbances, {Vit} and by Assumptions 6.9-6.11,
we also have that (FT,T−1⊗ In)BrN(F ′T,T−1⊗ In) is uniformly bounded in row and
column sums. Then by the multivariate CLT for linear-quadratic forms given in












This leads to the following theorem regarding the asymptotic properties of the
ACQS estimator δ˜N of the spatial parameter δ0.
Theorem 6.6 Under Assumptions 6.7-6.11 and 6.12∗, the ACQS estimator
δ˜N is consistent and asymptotically normal, i.e., as N →∞, δ˜N p−→ δ0 and
√














N and ΦN = −E[ ∂∂δ′0 ψ˜
∗(δ0)] or its first-order term,








































































PN = IN −MN and M˙N = MNG2NPN + PNG′2NMN .
As in the previous section, we consider δ0 and β0 to be the main parameters
of interest. A Taylor expansion of βˆN(δˆ0) around δ = δ0 gives βˆN(δˆN) = βˆN(δ0) +
β˙N(δ0)(δˆN − δ0) + Op( 1N ), where β˙(δ0) = ∂∂δ βˆN
∣∣∣
δ=δ0
. This is used to derive the
asymptotic distribution of β˜N .
Theorem 6.7 Under Assumptions 6.7-6.11 and 6.12∗, the ACQS estimator
β˜N is consistent and asymptotically normal, i.e., as n→∞, β˜N p−→ β0, and
√





















Nσ20HN , where B
d
rN = diag(BrN), SN = E(V
3
N), ΣN,11(δ˜N) is the top-right corner
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element of ΣN(δ˜N), and 0N is an N × 1 vector of 0’s.27
For asymptotically valid inferences using Theorems 6.6 and 6.7, we need a
consistent estimator of ΣN(ψ˜
∗
N) and a consistent estimate of ΣN(β˜N). As be-
fore a plug-in estimator will work for ΦN , but not for ΣN(ψ˜
∗
N) as it requires the
estimation of higher-order moments. Hence we look at an alternative method.
Robust estimation of VC matrix
The first-order variance of the adjusted score, ΣN(ψ˜
∗
N), contains second, third
and fourth moments of Vit which vary across i, and hence a simple White-type
estimator (White, 1980) may not be suitable, which in turn makes ΣN(δ˜N) infeasi-
ble.28 To overcome this difficulty, we follow the idea of Baltagi and Yang (2013) to
decompose the numerator of the adjusted score into a sum of uncorrelated terms,
and then use the outer product of gradients (OPG) to estimate the variance of this
score function which in turn leads to a consistent estimate of Σ(δ˜N). To illustrate










27As before, the limiting distribution of σ˜2N can be easily derived. However, it is of little use as











h2N,i) which cannot be done.
28Stock and Watson (2008) illustrated, that the White estimator used to estimate the variance-
covariance matrix of the disturbances of a fixed effects panel data model when T is fixed, is
inconsistent. Further, they gave a consistent heteroskedasticity robust estimate for the variance-
covariance matrix. Their method was later extended to the spatial panel data model by Badinger
and Egger (2015) under a GMM estimation setting. However, compared to their approach, the
technique we recommend is much easier to implement and does not rely on the estimation of
higher order moments of the disturbances. Kelejian and Prucha (2007) gives a non-parametric
HAC estimation in a spatial framework concentrating on the cross sectional model. However,
this method was never extended to the present framework.
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QN is not a sum of uncorrelated components, but can be made to be so (Baltagi












rN are respectively, an upper triangular, a lower triangular
and the diagonal matrices of BrN . Let Υg = (ζ1N,g + b1N,ggV
∗




′, where ζrN = (Bu′rN + B
l
rN)VN , brN,gg are the diagonal elements
of BdrN and V
∗
g are the transformed errors, for r = 1, 2 and g = 1, . . . , N . To
apply the OPG method to estimate the variance of the score function, QN(VN)







However, since the transformed errors are not necessarily independent, {V ∗g Υg}
may fail to be uncorrelated if the higher order moments (specifically third and
fourth order) of the original errors are non-zero.
We first look at the case where the original errors are inid Gaussian so that
the transformed errors will also have the same properties. In that case {V ∗g Υg}
will be uncorrelated for g = 1, . . . , N . Then the OPG of (6.35) gives a consistent


















and Υ˜g = (ζ˜1N,g + b˜1N,ggV˜
∗
g + c˜1N,g, ζ˜2N,g + b˜2N,ggV˜
∗
g + c˜2N,g)
′. Using (6.36), define









where ΦN can be estimated by the plug-in estimator of − dδ0 ψ˜∗N |δ0=δ˜N or the
1st-order term −E( d
dδ0
ψ˜∗N) using the terms given in Theorem 6.6 and H˜N =
1
σ˜2N
diag(V˜ ∗211 , . . . , V˜
∗2
N ). We give the following theorem.
Theorem 6.8 If Assumptions 6.7-6.11 and 6.12∗ and 6.13 hold, and in addi-
tion if Vnt ∼ N(0, σ20Hn) then we have as N →∞, Σ˜N(δ˜N)− ΣN(δ˜N) p−→ 0.
Now suppose the disturbances are not Gaussian. In this case we no longer
have {V ∗g Υg} to be uncorrelated for g = 1, . . . , N so that the OPG of (6.35) is not
a valid estimator of the variance of the score. However, as shown in the Appendix







g) + op(1). (6.38)








h Υh,1) becomes asymptoti-
cally negligible, so that the estimator given in (6.36) is an asymptotically valid
estimator.
Theorem 6.9 If Assumptions 6.7-6.11 and 6.12∗ hold, and in addition if T
is finite, then we have, as N →∞, Σ˜N(δ˜N)− ΣN(δ˜N) p−→ 0.
Given the consistent estimator for ΣN(δ˜N), a consistent estimator for ΣN(β˜N)

























0H˜N and S˜N = V˜
3
N . We give the following corollary.
Corollary 6.2 Under the conditions in Theorem 6.8, Σ˜N(β˜N)−ΣN(β˜N) p−→
0.
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6.4.3 Monte Carlo Results
Extensive Monte Carlo experiments were run to investigate the finite sample
performance of the QML estimator δˆN and the ACQS estimator δ˜N proposed
in this chapter, and their impacts on the estimators of β0 and σ
2
0, with respect
to changes in the sample size, spatial layouts, error distributions and the model
parameters when the disturbances are heteroskedastic. We consider cases where
the QML estimator are robust against heteroskedasticity and the cases it is not.
The simulations are carried out based on the following data generation process:
Ynt = λ0WnYnt+X1,ntβ1 +X2,ntβ2 +cn+Unt, Unt = ρ0WnUnt+Vnt, t = 1, 2, 3,
where X1,nt and X2,nt are fixed regressors and Vnt = σHnent. Regression coeffi-
cients β is set to (3, 1, 1)′, σ is set to 1, δ takes values from {−0.5,−0.25, 0, 0.25, 0.5},
n take values from {50, 100, 250, 500} and T is initially set to be 3. The ways of
generating the regressors, the spatial weights matrix Wn, the heteroskedasticity
measure Hn, and the idiosyncratic errors ent are described in Appendix B. Each
set of Monte Carlo results is based on 5, 000 Monte Carlo samples.
Tables 6.3-6.5 summarise partial estimation results for δ, where in each table,
the Monte Carlo means, root mean square errors (rmse) and the standard errors
(se) of the estimators are reported. To analyse the finite sample performance of
the proposed OPG based robust standard error estimators, we also report the
averaged se of the regular QML estimator when it is heteroskedasticity robust
and the averaged se of the ACQS estimator based on Theorem 6.9. The main
observations made from the Monte Carlo results are summarised as follows:
(i) For the case where QML estimator is consistent such as in Queen contiguity
given in Table 6.1, both estimators show less bias. In addition ACQS esti-
mator can be significantly less biased than QML estimator and is as efficient
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as QML estimator.
(ii) For the cases where the original QML estimator is inconsistent as given in
Tables 6.2-6.3, ACQS estimator provides a useful consistent alternative with
significantly less bias with little or no impact on the efficiency.
(iii) The OPG-based estimates of the robust standard errors of λ0 and ρ0 per-
forms well with their values very close to their Monte Carlo counterparts.
(iv) As the theory suggest, the QML estimate for the covariate effects remains
consistent under heteroskedasticity. The ACQS estimator for the covariate
effects (unreported for brevity) performs well as well.
(v) A second set of results with large T relative to n was carried out by setting
T = 15 and n = 20. The results (unreported for brevity) show that the
ACQS estimator for δ0 and the OPG based estimate for the standard errors
continue to perform well.
The case of large T relative to n is of particular interest especially due to the
effect it may have on the performance of the OPG estimate of the standard errors.
The validity of the OPG estimator of the variance of the score function depends
on the condition that the terms {V ∗g Υg} for g = 1, . . . , N are asymptotically
uncorrelated. For the cases of Gaussian errors or finite T , we show that the OPG
estimator is valid. However, when T gets large the viability of the OPG method
is questionable. However, our Monte Carlo results suggest that even for large T
the estimator works well. The case where T > n was not considered as in this
case alternative models than the one given in (6.21) is more suitable.
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6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we consider robust estimation and inference for spatial re-
gression models where the disturbances are heteroskedastic of unknown form. In
contrast to the available methods in the literature that focuses only on specific
spatial regression model, in this chapter we provide a likelihood based method of
robust estimation that can be widely applied to a wide class of spatial regression
models. In addition, the likelihood based method has the advantage of being ef-
ficient. The method proposed works by making a deliberate adjustment to the
concentrated quasi score function and hence, is named the adjusted concentrated
quasi score (ACQS) estimator.
In order to facilitate robust inference, we also provide a means of estimating
the standard errors based on the outer product of the gradient of the adjusted
concentrated quasi score function.
These techniques are illustrated using a SARAR(p, q) model and a fixed effects
spatial panel data model with a spatial lagged dependent variable and spatial error
dependent variable of order one. The related asymptotic theory is given where
consistency and the asymptotic distribution is given for the ACQS estimators.
The OPG method for estimating the standard errors are also given for these two
models along with the consistency of the estimator.
Extensive Monte Carlo experiments were carried out to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed methods in the context of the spatial models considered.
The results are very promising, some of which are presented here.
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Table 6.3a. Empirical Mean[rmse](sd){sˆd} of Estimators of λ and ρ, 1FE-SPD Model with SARAR
Case when the regular QML estimator is consistent under heteroskedasticity
T = 3, β = (1, 1)′, σ = 1, Queen Contiguity, REG-1, DGP 1
n λ ρ QML-λ ACQS-λ QML-ρ ACQS-ρ
50 .50 .50 .474[.202](.200) .490[.209](.207){.190} .452[.239](.234) .449[.244](.238){.234}
.25 .462[.190](.186) .470[.195](.191){.180} .225[.266](.265) .221[.268](.267){.266}
.00 .468[.166](.163) .470[.168](.165){.158} -.017[.275](.274) -.021[.273](.272){.279}
-.25 .469[.150](.147) .472[.151](.148){.149} -.257[.271](.271) -.258[.267](.267){.271}
-.50 .472[.138](.135) .476[.138](.136){.129} -.501[.271](.271) -.500[.267](.267){.270}
.00 .50 .007[.234](.234) -.001[.239](.239){.239} .443[.232](.225) .443[.234](.227){.226}
.25 -.002[.218](.218) -.004[.222](.222){.220} .204[.260](.256) .202[.261](.257){.250}
.00 -.008[.213](.213) -.007[.216](.216){.210} -.036[.281](.279) -.038[.279](.277){.273}
-.25 -.010[.199](.198) -.008[.200](.200){.200} -.278[.286](.284) -.277[.283](.282){.280}
-.50 -.018[.190](.190) -.013[.192](.191){.200} -.508[.281](.281) -.503[.278](.278){.280}
-.50 .50 -.469[.225](.223) -.480[.226](.225){.215} .450[.211](.205) .450[.211](.205){.192}
.25 -.475[.222](.221) -.480[.224](.223){.220} .196[.252](.246) .194[.252](.245){.239}
.00 -.484[.222](.221) -.485[.223](.223){.219} -.049[.277](.273) -.001[.275](.271){.268}
-.25 -.487[.218](.218) -.486[.220](.220){.217} -.288[.286](.284) -.274[.284](.281){.281}
-.50 -.489[.219](.219) -.490[.221](.221){.221} -.532[.288](.287) -.521[.285](.284){.280}
100 .50 .50 .472[.169](.167) .470[.169](.166){.151} .485[.179](.178) .490[.177](.177){.172}
.25 .474[.144](.142) .474[.143](.140){.150} .244[.194](.194) .250[.191](.191){.200}
.00 .481[.119](.118) .481[.118](.117){.118} -.005[.196](.196) -.003[.192](.192){.195}
-.25 .486[.099](.097) .490[.098](.097){.093} -.253[.193](.193) -.249[.190](.190){.192}
-.50 .487[.087](.086) .490[.087](.086){.083} -.504[.186](.185) -.498[.183](.183){.185}
.00 .50 -.003[.189](.189) -.002[.188](.188){.190} .474[.168](.166) .479[.167](.164){.162}
.25 -.008[.177](.177) -.008[.176](.176){.169} .231[.194](.193) .229[.191](.190){.189}
.00 -.009[.165](.165) -.008[.164](.164){.154} -.018[.209](.208) -.014[.205](.204){.199}
-.25 -.011[.152](.152) -.011[.151](.150){.143} -.256[.210](.210) -.252[.206](.206){.200}
-.50 -.011[.143](.143) -.011[.143](.142){.135} -.499[.207](.207) -.494[.204](.204){.199}
-.50 .50 -.486[.181](.181) -.485[.180](.179){.174} .474[.151](.149) .469[.151](.148){.148}
.25 -.495[.174](.174) -.500[.172](.172){.169} .228[.181](.180) .230[.179](.177){.177}
.00 -.494[.173](.173) -.493[.171](.171){.170} -.022[.202](.201) -.023[.199](.197){.196}
-.25 -.501[.169](.169) -.500[.167](.167){.162} -.263[.212](.212) -.261[.208](.208){.208}
-.50 -.501[.169](.169) -.500[.167](.167){.160} -.510[.216](.216) -.504[.211](.211){.214}
250 .50 .50 .486[.118](.118) .490[.121](.120){.119} .489[.128](.127) .490[.130](.130){.128}
.25 .486[.098](.097) .488[.099](.098){.096} .248[.134](.134) .250[.135](.135){.133}
.00 .487[.081](.080) .490[.081](.080){.078} .001[.135](.135) .000[.134](.134){.132}
-.25 .490[.068](.068) .500[.068](.068){.066} -.247[.128](.128) -.250[.128](.128){.127}
-.50 .493[.059](.059) .500[.059](.059){.058} -.500[.122](.122) -.500[.121](.121){.121}
.00 .50 .005[.139](.139) .000[.141](.141){.140} .482[.116](.115) .485[.117](.116){.113}
.25 .001[.127](.127) .000[.129](.129){.128} .234[.135](.134) .240[.136](.135){.132}
.00 -.007[.115](.114) -.007[.115](.115){.115} -.006[.141](.141) -.004[.141](.141){.140}
-.25 -.006[.105](.104) -.005[.105](.105){.105} -.255[.141](.141) -.254[.141](.141){.140}
-.50 -.005[.098](.098) -.004[.098](.098){.097} -.502[.136](.136) -.500[.136](.136){.136}
-.50 .50 -.486[.127](.127) -.491[.128](.127){.127} .481[.100](.098) .484[.099](.098){.096}
.25 -.490[.126](.126) -.493[.126](.126){.126} .233[.122](.121) .240[.122](.121){.121}
.00 -.493[.125](.125) -.500[.126](.125){.124} -.014[.141](.140) -.013[.141](.140){.140}
-.25 -.497[.123](.123) -.497[.123](.123){.121} -.260[.149](.148) -.258[.148](.148){.146}
-.50 -.500[.118](.118) -.500[.118](.118){.118} -.505[.148](.148) -.502[.147](.147){.146}
500 .50 .50 .492[.082](.082) .500[.083](.083){.083} .497[.089](.089) .497[.089](.089){.088}
.25 .494[.066](.066) .495[.066](.066){.064} .250[.095](.095) .250[.095](.095){.092}
.00 .496[.052](.052) .500[.052](.052){.052} -.001[.093](.093) .000[.093](.093){.092}
-.25 .497[.045](.045) .500[.045](.045){.045} -.251[.088](.088) -.250[.088](.088){.088}
-.50 .497[.041](.041) .500[.041](.041){.040} -.501[.086](.086) -.500[.086](.086){.085}
.00 .50 .002[.095](.095) .001[.095](.095){.095} .492[.078](.078) .492[.078](.077){.076}
.25 -.003[.088](.088) -.003[.088](.087){.087} .246[.092](.092) .246[.092](.092){.091}
.00 -.002[.079](.079) -.002[.078](.078){.078} -.004[.098](.098) -.003[.097](.097){.097}
-.25 -.002[.071](.071) -.002[.071](.071){.071} -.253[.098](.098) -.251[.097](.097){.097}
-.50 -.001[.067](.067) -.001[.067](.067){.067} -.503[.096](.096) -.500[.095](.095){.095}
-.50 .50 -.497[.086](.086) -.500[.086](.086){.086} .494[.065](.065) .500[.065](.065){.065}
.25 -.498[.087](.087) -.500[.087](.087){.086} .244[.085](.085) .243[.085](.085){.083}
.00 -.499[.085](.085) -.499[.084](.084){.084} -.004[.096](.096) -.001[.096](.096){.094}
-.25 -.502[.082](.082) -.500[.082](.082){.082} -.252[.102](.102) -.252[.101](.101){.101}
-.50 -.502[.081](.081) -.501[.080](.080){.080} -.502[.101](.101) -.500[.100](.100){.101}
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Table 6.3b. Empirical Mean[rmse](sd){sˆd} of Estimators of λ and ρ, 1FE-SPD Model with SARAR
Case when the regular QML estimator is consistent under heteroskedasticity
T = 3, β = (1, 1)′, σ = 1, Queen Contiguity, REG-1, DGP 2
n λ ρ QML-λ ACQS-λ QML-ρ ACQS-ρ
50 .50 .50 .475[.201](.200) .472[.208](.206){.220} .451[.239](.234) .450[.243](.237){.237}
.25 .467[.183](.180) .467[.187](.184){.173} .227[.255](.254) .230[.256](.255){.258}
.00 .469[.165](.162) .470[.167](.164){.160} -.016[.268](.267) -.012[.266](.265){.265}
-.25 .469[.152](.148) .480[.152](.149){.140} -.255[.268](.268) -.255[.264](.264){.260}
-.50 .471[.143](.140) .480[.143](.140){.145} -.503[.269](.269) -.500[.264](.264){.259}
.00 .50 .008[.229](.229) .001[.233](.233){.217} .446[.223](.217) .445[.225](.218){.199}
.25 -.003[.213](.213) -.004[.216](.216){.215} .208[.250](.246) .206[.250](.246){.244}
.00 -.010[.206](.205) -.009[.207](.207){.205} -.034[.269](.267) -.032[.267](.264){.266}
-.25 -.012[.193](.193) -.010[.195](.195){.192} -.271[.275](.274) -.270[.271](.270){.267}
-.50 -.019[.193](.193) -.012[.193](.193){.196} -.510[.281](.281) -.505[.275](.275){.276}
-.50 .50 -.469[.225](.223) -.480[.226](.224){.217} .448[.211](.205) .447[.211](.204){.196}
.25 -.481[.223](.222) -.484[.224](.223){.210} .201[.251](.246) .200[.249](.244){.246}
.00 -.487[.217](.216) -.487[.218](.217){.210} -.041[.274](.271) -.042[.271](.268){.265}
-.25 -.494[.216](.216) -.492[.218](.217){.200} -.279[.282](.281) -.272[.279](.277){.277}
-.50 -.499[.216](.216) -.495[.216](.216){.210} -.516[.283](.283) -.512[.278](.278){.274}
100 .50 .50 .473[.167](.165) .473[.165](.163){.148} .483[.177](.176) .482[.174](.173){.169}
.25 .473[.144](.141) .480[.140](.138){.133} .246[.193](.193) .250[.189](.189){.189}
.00 .479[.123](.121) .480[.121](.119){.110} -.001[.199](.199) .000[.194](.194){.191}
-.25 .487[.101](.100) .487[.100](.099){.092} -.252[.192](.192) -.248[.188](.188){.187}
-.50 .487[.091](.090) .487[.091](.090){.090} -.501[.185](.185) -.495[.182](.182){.182}
.00 .50 .000[.191](.191) .000[.188](.188){.188} .472[.169](.166) .470[.167](.163){.162}
.25 -.006[.173](.173) -.005[.170](.170){.164} .229[.191](.190) .227[.188](.186){.184}
.00 -.010[.163](.162) -.009[.161](.160){.152} -.011[.200](.200) -.011[.196](.196){.197}
-.25 -.012[.151](.151) -.011[.148](.148){.141} -.255[.205](.205) -.252[.199](.199){.199}
-.50 -.010[.143](.143) -.010[.142](.141){.140} -.504[.205](.205) -.500[.199](.199){.199}
-.50 .50 -.488[.181](.181) -.486[.179](.179){.169} .476[.151](.149) .480[.150](.147){.143}
.25 -.494[.177](.177) -.500[.174](.174){.165} .226[.183](.181) .223[.180](.178){.173}
.00 -.499[.174](.174) -.497[.171](.171){.160} -.015[.201](.201) -.012[.197](.196){.192}
-.25 -.498[.173](.173) -.497[.171](.170){.159} -.264[.213](.213) -.262[.208](.208){.199}
-.50 -.503[.169](.169) -.500[.167](.167){.157} -.506[.214](.214) -.501[.209](.209){.200}
250 .50 .50 .485[.119](.118) .484[.122](.121){.119} .493[.128](.128) .500[.130](.130){.127}
.25 .485[.099](.098) .486[.100](.099){.095} .251[.132](.132) .250[.133](.133){.132}
.00 .489[.080](.079) .499[.080](.079){.076} .001[.132](.132) .000[.132](.132){.130}
-.25 .491[.066](.065) .493[.066](.065){.065} -.248[.126](.126) -.250[.125](.125){.125}
-.50 .492[.060](.059) .500[.060](.059){.058} -.498[.124](.124) -.499[.124](.124){.120}
.00 .50 .005[.143](.142) .000[.144](.144){.140} .481[.119](.117) .484[.119](.118){.112}
.25 .000[.129](.129) -.001[.130](.130){.127} .235[.136](.135) .237[.136](.136){.130}
.00 -.007[.117](.117) -.006[.118](.117){.115} -.006[.143](.143) -.005[.143](.142){.140}
-.25 -.008[.106](.106) -.007[.106](.106){.105} -.249[.141](.141) -.250[.141](.141){.140}
-.50 -.008[.100](.100) -.007[.100](.100){.100} -.496[.140](.140) -.500[.139](.139){.135}
-.50 .50 -.490[.127](.126) -.500[.127](.127){.125} .485[.097](.096) .490[.097](.096){.094}
.25 -.491[.130](.130) -.500[.130](.130){.126} .233[.125](.124) .240[.125](.124){.120}
.00 -.498[.126](.126) -.499[.126](.126){.123} -.011[.140](.139) -.010[.139](.139){.136}
-.25 -.498[.123](.123) -.498[.123](.123){.120} -.261[.149](.149) -.254[.149](.148){.143}
-.50 -.502[.118](.118) -.500[.118](.118){.117} -.507[.147](.147) -.504[.146](.146){.144}
500 .50 .50 .493[.082](.082) .500[.083](.082){.080} .496[.089](.089) .496[.089](.089){.088}
.25 .494[.066](.065) .495[.066](.065){.064} .251[.093](.093) .250[.093](.093){.092}
.00 .497[.053](.053) .500[.053](.053){.052} -.003[.093](.093) -.002[.092](.092){.091}
-.25 .496[.046](.046) .500[.046](.046){.045} -.251[.090](.090) -.250[.090](.090){.089}
-.50 .498[.040](.040) .500[.040](.040){.040} -.503[.085](.085) -.500[.084](.084){.084}
.00 .50 .003[.094](.094) .003[.094](.094){.094} .492[.078](.077) .500[.077](.077){.077}
.25 -.002[.087](.087) -.001[.087](.087){.086} .244[.093](.092) .244[.092](.092){.090}
.00 -.003[.080](.080) -.003[.079](.079){.078} -.002[.098](.098) -.002[.097](.097){.096}
-.25 .000[.072](.072) .000[.072](.072){.071} -.255[.100](.100) -.254[.099](.099){.097}
-.50 -.002[.066](.066) -.002[.066](.066){.066} -.501[.094](.094) -.500 [.094](.094){.094}
-.50 .50 -.497[.087](.087) -.497[.087](.086){.086} .494[.065](.065) .493[.066](.065){.065}
.25 -.500[.087](.087) -.499[.087](.087){.086} .246[.084](.084) .250[.083](.083){.083}
.00 -.500[.084](.084) -.499[.084](.084){.084} -.004[.094](.094) -.005[.093](.093){.093}
-.25 -.499[.085](.084) -.498[.084](.084){.082} -.255[.103](.103) -.252[.102](.102){.100}
-.50 -.502[.082](.082) -.501[.081](.081){.080} -.502[.104](.104) -.500[.103](.103){.101}
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Table 6.3c. Empirical Mean[rmse](sd){sˆd} of Estimators of λ and ρ, 1FE-SPD Model with SARAR
Case when the regular QML estimator is consistent under heteroskedasticity
T = 3, β = (1, 1)′, σ = 1, Queen Contiguity, REG-1, DGP 3
n λ ρ QML-λ ACQS-λ QML-ρ ACQS-ρ
50 .50 .50 .475[.194](.193) .480[.200](.198){.195} .456[.228](.223) .453[.231](.226){.221}
.25 .466[.182](.179) .470[.187](.184){.188} .228[.250](.249) .230[.251](.249){.252}
.00 .466[.172](.168) .468[.173](.169){.153} -.009[.265](.264) -.011[.261](.261){.263}
-.25 .471[.149](.146) .473[.149](.146){.140} -.256[.265](.265) -.255[.260](.260){.263}
-.50 .475[.140](.138) .477[.140](.138){.130} -.500[.258](.258) -.495[.253](.253){.252}
.00 .50 .014[.225](.225) .008[.228](.228){.210} .442[.228](.220) .449[.229](.221){.199}
.25 -.005[.215](.215) -.005[.216](.216){.196} .207[.250](.246) .204[.249](.245){.246}
.00 -.015[.203](.203) -.013[.203](.202){.188} -.026[.262](.261) -.029[.258](.256){.255}
-.25 -.015[.195](.194) -.012[.194](.193){.184} -.270[.275](.274) -.269[.269](.268){.267}
-.50 -.018[.188](.187) -.015[.187](.186){.180} -.508[.268](.268) -.503[.262](.262){.264}
-.50 .50 -.467[.222](.220) -.480[.221](.219){.200} .448[.209](.203) .450[.208](.201){.190}
.25 -.477[.222](.221) -.480[.223](.221){.199} .201[.242](.237) .199[.241](.236){.234}
.00 -.487[.214](.214) -.490[.214](.213){.199} -.036[.268](.265) -.038[.264](.261){.259}
-.25 -.491[.209](.209) -.490[.209](.208){.198} -.285[.273](.270) -.250[.268](.266){.269}
-.50 -.498[.214](.214) -.500[.213](.213){.197} -.519[.280](.280) -.515[.274](.274){.270}
100 .50 .50 .478[.162](.160) .480[.158](.156){.144} .484[.170](.170) .482[.168](.167){.164}
.25 .475[.145](.143) .480[.140](.138){.137} .244[.189](.189) .250[.184](.184){.184}
.00 .480[.124](.123) .480[.122](.120){.107} .001[.189](.189) .002[.184](.184){.185}
-.25 .486[.104](.103) .490[.103](.101){.090} -.254[.187](.187) -.249[.182](.182){.179}
-.50 .487[.090](.089) .486[.091](.089){.084} -.499[.180](.180) -.491[.176](.176){.177}
.00 .50 -.001[.188](.188) .001[.184](.184){.170} .475[.166](.164) .471[.163](.160){.163}
.25 -.013[.173](.172) -.010[.167](.166){.160} .235[.183](.182) .240[.177](.177){.173}
.00 -.011[.162](.162) -.010[.156](.155){.150} -.009[.195](.195) -.009[.188](.188){.187}
-.25 -.007[.153](.153) -.007[.147](.147){.140} -.263[.204](.204) -.258[.196](.196){.191}
-.50 -.010[.143](.143) -.010[.139](.139){.130} -.506[.203](.203) -.500[.195](.195){.191}
-.50 .50 -.491[.180](.179) -.490[.174](.173){.160} .476[.150](.148) .480[.146](.143){.145}
.25 -.493[.176](.176) -.490[.171](.171){.155} .226[.180](.178) .230[.175](.173){.174}
.00 -.496[.173](.173) -.500[.167](.167){.155} -.019[.198](.197) -.021[.191](.190){.187}
-.25 -.500[.171](.171) -.498[.164](.164){.150} -.260[.214](.213) -.259[.203](.203){.194}
-.50 -.501[.170](.170) -.500[.164](.164){.150} -.509[.215](.215) -.500[.205](.205){.199}
250 .50 .50 .489[.118](.118) .490[.119](.119){.120} .489[.127](.126) .490[.128](.127){.129}
.25 .485[.102](.100) .486[.102](.101){.100} .248[.137](.137) .250[.137](.137){.137}
.00 .487[.082](.081) .489[.082](.082){.080} .003[.133](.133) .001[.133](.133){.130}
-.25 .493[.064](.064) .495[.064](.063){.063} -.250[.125](.125) -.250[.123](.123){.120}
-.50 .493[.058](.058) .496[.058](.057){.056} -.500[.120](.120) -.500[.118](.118){.114}
.00 .50 .008[.142](.142) .004[.142](.142){.140} .479[.121](.119) .490[.120](.118){.113}
.25 -.004[.131](.131) -.004[.130](.130){.130} .240[.135](.135) .240[.135](.134){.130}
.00 -.006[.117](.117) -.006[.117](.117){.113} -.007[.143](.142) -.006[.142](.142){.139}
-.25 -.005[.107](.107) -.004[.106](.106){.101} -.257[.143](.143) -.255[.141](.141){.143}
-.50 -.010[.099](.098) -.008[.097](.097){.094} -.495[.136](.136) -.495[.133](.133){.130}
-.50 .50 -.488[.130](.130) -.491[.128](.127){.128} .483[.101](.099) .485[.099](.098){.098}
.25 -.491[.131](.131) -.500[.129](.129){.124} .233[.127](.126) .235[.125](.124){.120}
.00 -.501[.128](.128) -.500[.126](.126){.120} -.010[.142](.141) -.010[.140](.140){.140}
-.25 -.495[.123](.123) -.500[.122](.122){.117} -.262[.147](.147) -.261[.146](.145){.140}
-.50 -.502[.123](.123) -.501[.121](.121){.120} -.504[.153](.153) -.501[.150](.150){.149}
500 .50 .50 .496[.082](.082) .500[.081](.081){.078} .494[.089](.089) .494[.088](.088){.086}
.25 .493[.065](.064) .494[.064](.064){.063} .251[.092](.092) .251[.091](.091){.090}
.00 .496[.053](.053) .500[.053](.053){.051} -.003[.092](.092) -.002[.092](.092){.089}
-.25 .497[.045](.045) .497[.044](.044){.044} -.251[.088](.088) -.250[.087](.087){.086}
-.50 .498[.041](.040) .498[.040](.040){.040} -.501[.086](.086) -.499[.085](.085){.082}
.00 .50 .002[.096](.096) .001[.094](.094){.093} .492[.077](.077) .500[.076](.076){.075}
.25 -.004[.092](.092) -.002[.090](.090){.090} .246[.094](.094) .250[.093](.093){.089}
.00 -.003[.081](.081) -.002[.080](.080){.080} -.001[.101](.101) -.001[.099](.099){.100}
-.25 -.001[.072](.072) -.001[.072](.072){.070} -.253[.098](.098) -.250[.097](.097){.095}
-.50 -.001[.067](.067) -.001[.066](.066){.065} -.502[.095](.095) -.500[.093](.093){.092}
-.50 .50 -.498[.088](.088) -.500[.087](.087){.084} .495[.067](.067) .494[.066](.065){.063}
.25 -.498[.087](.087) -.500[.086](.086){.084} .243[.085](.084) .242[.084](.083){.080}
.00 -.500[.087](.087) -.499[.085](.085){.082} -.004[.096](.096) -.006[.095](.095){.092}
-.25 -.503[.084](.084) -.500[.082](.082){.080} -.250[.102](.102) -.250[.100](.100){.098}
-.50 -.499[.084](.084) -.500[.081](.081){.080} -.503[.104](.104) -.500[.101](.101){.100}
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Table 6.4a. Empirical Mean[rmse](sd){sˆd} of Estimators of λ and ρ, 1FE-SPD Model with SARAR
Case when the regular QML estimator is inconsistent under heteroskedasticity
T = 3, β = (1, 1)′, σ = 1, Circular Neighbours, REG-1, DGP 1
n λ ρ QML-λ ACQS-λ QML-ρ ACQS-ρ
50 .50 .50 .486[.124](.123) .485[.165](.164){.208} .422[.181](.164) .444[.220](.213){.218}
.25 .451[.123](.112) .476[.144](.142){.144} .229[.172](.171) .213[.236](.233){.239}
.00 .435[.123](.104) .480[.126](.124){.127} .043[.179](.174) -.026[.241](.240){.229}
-.25 .418[.129](.100) .480[.116](.114){.115} -.142[.198](.166) -.267[.233](.232){.232}
-.50 .405[.137](.099) .479[.112](.110){.115} -.321[.241](.161) -.493[.219](.219){.226}
.00 .50 .075[.150](.130) .014[.172](.172){.177} .375[.201](.157) .445[.200](.193){.189}
.25 .033[.123](.119) .006[.161](.160){.164} .162[.183](.161) .195[.226](.220){.219}
.00 -.007[.114](.113) -.004[.157](.157){.154} -.020[.162](.160) -.037[.240](.237){.237}
-.25 -.036[.119](.114) -.001[.156](.156){.150} -.193[.165](.155) -.277[.241](.240){.232}
-.50 -.072[.136](.116) -.010[.158](.157){.151} -.359[.201](.143) -.504[.223](.223){.206}
-.50 .50 -.390[.152](.104) -.481[.117](.115){.117} .368[.199](.149) .457[.163](.157){.157}
.25 -.401[.143](.103) -.480[.126](.124){.121} .127[.208](.167) .202[.207](.201){.201}
.00 -.421[.128](.100) -.480[.137](.136){.134} -.078[.182](.165) -.047[.233](.228){.207}
-.25 -.443[.117](.102) -.478[.151](.149){.171} -.258[.152](.152) -.288[.237](.234){.379}
-.50 -.478[.106](.104) -.485[.161](.160){.155} -.426[.156](.137) -.523[.226](.225){.282}
100 .50 .50 .485[.096](.095) .490[.133](.132){.136} .447[.129](.117) .481[.154](.153){.153}
.25 .459[.093](.083) .483[.106](.105){.109} .245[.123](.123) .237[.163](.163){.162}
.00 .443[.095](.076) .486[.088](.087){.086} .053[.134](.123) -.005[.165](.165){.165}
-.25 .435[.095](.069) .490[.075](.074){.073} -.142[.161](.120) -.258[.161](.161){.161}
-.50 .428[.097](.065) .491[.068](.067){.072} -.332[.202](.112) -.495[.148](.148){.101}
.00 .50 .082[.129](.099) .006[.140](.140){.142} .382[.161](.110) .467[.142](.138){.140}
.25 .036[.099](.092) .000[.129](.129){.131} .174[.137](.114) .221[.161](.158){.159}
.00 -.002[.088](.088) -.003[.122](.122){.119} -.011[.116](.115) -.019[.173](.172){.170}
-.25 -.039[.092](.083) -.011[.114](.113){.113} -.183[.129](.110) -.256[.171](.170){.170}
-.50 -.068[.107](.083) -.010[.110](.109){.113} -.356[.176](.102) -.498[.155](.155){.160}
-.50 .50 -.359[.166](.088) -.487[.101](.100){.100} .364[.174](.108) .477[.114](.112){.112}
.25 -.381[.144](.082) -.487[.105](.105){.105} .121[.175](.118) .220[.149](.146){.146}
.00 -.409[.120](.079) -.489[.110](.110){.107} -.081[.144](.118) -.029[.171](.168){.168}
-.25 -.441[.095](.075) -.493[.113](.113){.114} -.257[.108](.108) -.269[.175](.174){.174}
-.50 -.479[.077](.074) -.498[.119](.119){.120} -.421[.125](.097) -.504[.168](.168){.162}
250 .50 .50 .490[.059](.058) .491[.086](.086){.083} .458[.082](.071) .494[.099](.099){.100}
.25 .461[.065](.052) .495[.067](.066){.066} .255[.078](.077) .242[.108](.108){.108}
.00 .441[.076](.048) .495[.055](.055){.055} .066[.102](.077) -.003[.107](.107){.107}
-.25 .427[.086](.045) .495[.050](.049){.050} -.124[.148](.076) -.251[.105](.105){.105}
-.50 .418[.093](.043) .496[.046](.046){.047} -.318[.195](.070) -.497[.093](.093){.093}
.00 .50 .086[.107](.063) .003[.090](.090){.090} .393[.127](.069) .489[.085](.084){.084}
.25 .040[.070](.058) -.001[.085](.085){.085} .183[.098](.072) .241[.103](.103){.103}
.00 .000[.055](.055) .001[.080](.080){.080} -.006[.073](.073) -.011[.114](.113){.113}
-.25 -.037[.066](.054) .000[.078](.078){.078} -.177[.100](.069) -.256[.113](.113){.113}
-.50 -.075[.092](.054) -.003[.076](.076){.080} -.347[.166](.064) -.500[.102](.102){.102}
-.50 .50 -.370[.141](.053) -.495[.057](.057){.060} .374[.143](.068) .491[.067](.066){.066}
.25 -.384[.127](.051) -.497[.061](.061){.061} .129[.143](.075) .239[.088](.088){.088}
.00 -.407[.105](.048) -.497[.066](.065){.065} -.078[.107](.073) -.009[.103](.103){.103}
-.25 -.436[.080](.047) -.495[.073](.073){.073} -.259[.067](.066) -.258[.111](.110){.111}
-.50 -.476[.053](.048) -.497[.084](.084){.084} -.422[.099](.060) -.502[.113](.113){.113}
500 .50 .50 .492[.039](.038) .497[.054](.054){.054} .460[.063](.048) .497[.066](.066){.066}
.25 .464[.050](.034) .498[.043](.043){.043} .257[.053](.053) .246[.072](.072){.072}
.00 .445[.064](.033) .498[.038](.038){.038} .064[.084](.054) -.003[.076](.076){.076}
-.25 .430[.076](.031) .498[.034](.034){.034} -.125[.136](.053) -.252[.074](.074){.074}
-.50 .419[.086](.029) .497[.032](.032){.032} -.319[.187](.049) -.499[.066](.066){.070}
.00 .50 .078[.089](.042) .000[.059](.059){.060} .401[.110](.048) .495[.057](.056){.056}
.25 .037[.053](.038) .000[.054](.054){.054} .188[.079](.048) .246[.067](.067){.067}
.00 -.001[.037](.037) -.001[.053](.053){.053} .000[.051](.051) -.002[.076](.076){.076}
-.25 -.036[.052](.037) -.001[.052](.052){.053} -.176[.088](.048) -.252[.078](.078){.078}
-.50 -.073[.082](.038) -.002[.053](.053){.053} -.348[.158](.044) -.499[.072](.072){.072}
-.50 .50 -.377[.129](.036) -.497[.039](.039){.040} .380[.129](.048) .494[.047](.046){.046}
.25 -.389[.116](.035) -.498[.041](.041){.041} .136[.126](.052) .245[.060](.060){.060}
.00 -.409[.096](.033) -.497[.043](.043){.043} -.074[.090](.051) -.005[.070](.070){.070}
-.25 -.438[.070](.033) -.496[.049](.049){.049} -.258[.049](.048) -.257[.079](.078){.078}
-.50 -.477[.040](.033) -.498[.057](.057){.060} -.422[.088](.042) -.502[.078](.078){.080}
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Table 6.4b. Empirical Mean[rmse](sd){sˆd} of Estimators of λ and ρ, 1FE-SPD Model with SARAR
Case when the regular QML estimator is inconsistent under heteroskedasticity
T = 3, β = (1, 1)′, σ = 1, Circular Neighbours, REG-1, DGP 2
n λ ρ QML-λ ACQS-λ QML-ρ ACQS-ρ
50 .50 .50 .483[.125](.124) .482[.163](.162){.163} .432[.177](.163) .454[.215](.210){.211}
.25 .456[.119](.111) .479[.142](.140){.174} .230[.171](.169) .216[.231](.229){.228}
.00 .438[.122](.105) .482[.126](.124){.123} .038[.177](.173) -.029[.241](.240){.240}
-.25 .420[.132](.105) .479[.119](.117){.122} -.143[.202](.172) -.264[.237](.237){.232}
-.50 .406[.139](.102) .479[.111](.109){.107} -.328[.238](.165) -.500[.218](.218){.276}
.00 .50 .054[.135](.123) .010[.148](.148){.150} .388[.194](.158) .450[.192](.185){.185}
.25 .030[.119](.115) .013[.145](.144){.144} .168[.185](.166) .196[.225](.218){.219}
.00 -.004[.113](.113) .002[.146](.146){.142} -.024[.166](.164) -.044[.240](.236){.236}
-.25 -.030[.116](.112) .001[.147](.147){.131} -.206[.162](.156) -.287[.238](.235){.238}
-.50 -.065[.134](.117) -.014[.153](.152){.153} -.366[.202](.151) -.503[.230](.230){.241}
-.50 .50 -.396[.151](.110) -.484[.117](.116){.116} .376[.196](.152) .461[.163](.158){.158}
.25 -.406[.144](.109) -.481[.127](.126){.121} .135[.203](.167) .207[.202](.198){.204}
.00 -.420[.130](.103) -.476[.135](.133){.131} -.076[.180](.164) -.048[.230](.224){.227}
-.25 -.445[.118](.104) -.480[.151](.150){.183} -.257[.151](.151) -.290[.236](.233){.262}
-.50 -.475[.110](.107) -.483[.164](.164){.103} -.425[.161](.143) -.523[.230](.229){.297}
100 .50 .50 .486[.095](.094) .484[.130](.129){.122} .445[.128](.116) .477[.151](.149){.115}
.25 .461[.092](.083) .485[.105](.104){.102} .240[.125](.125) .232[.165](.164){.201}
.00 .446[.094](.077) .488[.088](.087){.087} .048[.133](.125) -.011[.167](.167){.167}
-.25 .434[.098](.072) .487[.076](.075){.075} -.139[.165](.122) -.249[.160](.160){.159}
-.50 .430[.097](.067) .492[.067](.067){.067} -.338[.200](.117) -.502[.144](.144){.144}
.00 .50 .079[.131](.105) .005[.143](.143){.146} .389[.158](.112) .472[.139](.136){.137}
.25 .036[.099](.092) .000[.128](.128){.130} .177[.135](.114) .225[.159](.156){.156}
.00 .000[.086](.086) -.001[.118](.118){.118} -.012[.114](.114) -.021[.169](.168){.168}
-.25 -.037[.091](.083) -.009[.111](.111){.111} -.184[.126](.108) -.258[.166](.166){.166}
-.50 -.064[.107](.085) -.007[.110](.110){.111} -.360[.177](.108) -.501[.158](.158){.153}
-.50 .50 -.363[.167](.096) -.488[.103](.102){.102} .365[.177](.114) .476[.117](.115){.115}
.25 -.384[.144](.086) -.487[.105](.104){.104} .126[.173](.120) .220[.147](.144){.144}
.00 -.411[.120](.081) -.490[.108](.108){.108} -.075[.139](.117) -.024[.166](.164){.160}
-.25 -.441[.098](.078) -.491[.117](.117){.117} -.257[.109](.108) -.271[.177](.176){.176}
-.50 -.479[.078](.075) -.497[.120](.120){.124} -.420[.126](.098) -.504[.166](.166){.160}
250 .50 .50 .490[.059](.058) .491[.086](.085){.103} .456[.084](.072) .491[.100](.100){.104}
.25 .460[.067](.054) .493[.068](.068){.068} .256[.078](.078) .244[.108](.108){.108}
.00 .441[.077](.049) .495[.056](.056){.056} .064[.102](.079) -.005[.109](.109){.109}
-.25 .427[.087](.048) .495[.050](.050){.050} -.124[.148](.078) -.252[.104](.104){.104}
-.50 .419[.093](.046) .496[.046](.046){.046} -.320[.195](.075) -.499[.093](.093){.093}
.00 .50 .085[.107](.065) .003[.091](.091){.091} .393[.128](.070) .488[.085](.084){.084}
.25 .038[.070](.059) -.002[.086](.086){.086} .183[.099](.073) .241[.103](.103){.103}
.00 -.001[.055](.055) -.001[.079](.079){.079} -.005[.071](.071) -.009[.110](.110){.110}
-.25 -.039[.067](.054) -.004[.077](.077){.077} -.177[.101](.069) -.253[.111](.111){.111}
-.50 -.074[.092](.055) -.002[.077](.076){.080} -.349[.165](.067) -.501[.103](.103){.103}
-.50 .50 -.371[.142](.059) -.496[.058](.058){.060} .375[.144](.070) .490[.067](.066){.066}
.25 -.383[.129](.055) -.494[.063](.063){.063} .129[.144](.078) .238[.089](.088){.088}
.00 -.405[.107](.050) -.494[.066](.065){.065} -.080[.108](.073) -.013[.103](.102){.102}
-.25 -.435[.081](.048) -.493[.073](.073){.074} -.258[.068](.067) -.259[.112](.112){.112}
-.50 -.477[.053](.048) -.499[.083](.083){.083} -.422[.099](.060) -.501[.109](.109){.107}
500 .50 .50 .491[.040](.039) .496[.055](.055){.055} .460[.063](.050) .497[.067](.067){.067}
.25 .464[.051](.036) .498[.044](.044){.044} .256[.053](.053) .246[.073](.073){.073}
.00 .445[.064](.033) .499[.038](.037){.037} .064[.084](.055) -.004[.075](.075){.075}
-.25 .431[.077](.033) .498[.035](.035){.035} -.124[.137](.055) -.250[.074](.074){.074}
-.50 .420[.086](.031) .498[.032](.032){.032} -.320[.188](.054) -.500[.066](.066){.070}
.00 .50 .080[.091](.044) .002[.060](.060){.060} .400[.111](.048) .494[.057](.057){.057}
.25 .037[.053](.038) -.001[.054](.054){.055} .188[.080](.050) .247[.068](.068){.068}
.00 -.001[.037](.037) -.001[.052](.052){.052} -.002[.050](.050) -.003[.075](.075){.075}
-.25 -.036[.051](.037) -.001[.052](.052){.052} -.176[.088](.049) -.252[.077](.077){.077}
-.50 -.072[.082](.038) -.002[.053](.053){.053} -.349[.158](.047) -.499[.071](.071){.071}
-.50 .50 -.378[.129](.039) -.498[.039](.039){.040} .382[.128](.050) .496[.047](.046){.046}
.25 -.390[.116](.037) -.498[.041](.041){.041} .136[.126](.054) .245[.061](.061){.061}
.00 -.411[.095](.035) -.499[.044](.044){.044} -.072[.088](.051) -.003[.070](.070){.070}
-.25 -.438[.070](.034) -.497[.050](.050){.050} -.256[.048](.048) -.254[.078](.078){.078}
-.50 -.477[.040](.033) -.498.057](.057){.060} -.423[.088](.043) -.502[.077](.077){.080}
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Table 6.4c. Empirical Mean[rmse](sd){sˆd} of Estimators of λ and ρ, 1FE-SPD Model with SARAR
Case when the regular QML estimator is inconsistent under heteroskedasticity
T = 3, β = (1, 1)′, σ = 1, Circular Neighbours, REG-1, DGP 3
n λ ρ QML-λ ACQS-λ QML-ρ ACQS-ρ
50 .50 .50 .480[.129](.128) .480[.160](.158){.154} .435[.175](.163) .459[.204](.200){.208}
.25 .461[.126](.120) .483[.139](.138){.139} .224[.177](.175) .212[.227](.224){.224}
.00 .439[.131](.116) .476[.132](.130){.130} .035[.181](.178) -.020[.238](.237){.237}
-.25 .429[.132](.111) .478[.124](.122){.125} -.155[.203](.180) -.261[.237](.237){.231}
-.50 .416[.138](.109) .478[.124](.122){.183} -.334[.245](.180) -.496[.234](.234){.266}
.00 .50 .052[.138](.128) .016[.148](.147){.146} .392[.192](.159) .449[.188](.181){.201}
.25 .022[.123](.121) .007[.140](.140){.140} .171[.186](.168) .199[.211](.205){.205}
.00 -.001[.113](.113) .006[.141](.141){.141} -.029[.165](.163) -.048[.231](.226){.229}
-.25 -.028[.120](.116) -.003[.145](.145){.142} -.207[.167](.161) -.281[.234](.232){.280}
-.50 -.055[.132](.120) -.009[.148](.148){.157} -.377[.200](.158) -.511[.224](.224){.300}
-.50 .50 -.401[.159](.124) -.480[.128](.126){.124} .382[.197](.158) .460[.168](.163){.169}
.25 -.413[.145](.116) -.481[.126](.125){.125} .140[.201](.168) .202[.201](.195){.192}
.00 -.428[.135](.114) -.479[.137](.135){.135} -.064[.181](.169) -.042[.223](.219){.219}
-.25 -.448[.121](.110) -.481[.146](.145){.147} -.252[.162](.162) -.287[.235](.232){.221}
-.50 -.478[.112](.110) -.489[.159](.158){.195} -.419[.171](.151) -.520[.230](.229){.210}
100 .50 .50 .486[.097](.096) .486[.124](.123){.121} .446[.129](.117) .476[.146](.144){.140}
.25 .461[.096](.087) .482[.107](.105){.106} .243[.125](.125) .239[.162](.162){.162}
.00 .451[.093](.079) .488[.089](.089){.106} .041[.132](.126) -.012[.165](.164){.201}
-.25 .436[.103](.081) .485[.082](.081){.085} -.145[.168](.131) -.249[.161](.161){.160}
-.50 .433[.102](.077) .489[.082](.081){.080} -.341[.208](.134) -.497[.157](.157){.120}
.00 .50 .070[.130](.110) .006[.138](.138){.139} .394[.158](.117) .469[.135](.132){.138}
.25 .029[.103](.099) .000[.125](.125){.125} .180[.139](.121) .222[.157](.154){.154}
.00 -.002[.096](.096) -.002[.121](.121){.124} -.011[.122](.122) -.021[.169](.168){.170}
-.25 -.031[.095](.089) -.005[.111](.111){.109} -.192[.130](.117) -.264[.168](.167){.167}
-.50 -.060[.108](.090) -.010[.111](.110){.131} -.363[.181](.118) -.498[.159](.159){.148}
-.50 .50 -.369[.172](.111) -.483[.110](.109){.110} .369[.178](.121) .472[.120](.117){.114}
.25 -.393[.147](.100) -.487[.106](.105){.105} .136[.170](.126) .223[.145](.143){.146}
.00 -.417[.124](.092) -.490[.111](.110){.109} -.069[.138](.120) -.025[.163](.161){.165}
-.25 -.446[.102](.087) -.494[.112](.111){.110} -.249[.117](.117) -.265[.170](.169){.169}
-.50 -.476[.088](.085) -.493[.123](.123){.121} -.422[.133](.108) -.512[.169](.169){.170}
250 .50 .50 .488[.063](.062) .490[.086](.086){.083} .457[.086](.074) .492[.099](.098){.100}
.25 .462[.067](.055) .494[.067](.067){.067} .255[.077](.076) .245[.103](.103){.103}
.00 .444[.078](.054) .495[.056](.056){.056} .060[.102](.082) -.005[.106](.106){.106}
-.25 .431[.088](.055) .496[.053](.053){.050} -.132[.148](.089) -.254[.107](.107){.107}
-.50 .420[.097](.055) .495[.050](.050){.049} -.324[.201](.096) -.499[.097](.097){.097}
.00 .50 .080[.107](.071) .004[.091](.091){.091} .398[.127](.076) .488[.083](.082){.082}
.25 .036[.071](.061) -.001[.085](.085){.085} .186[.099](.075) .241[.102](.101){.100}
.00 .000[.058](.058) .000[.079](.079){.079} -.004[.073](.073) -.007[.108](.108){.108}
-.25 -.035[.068](.058) -.002[.077](.077){.077} -.182[.101](.074) -.257[.111](.111){.110}
-.50 -.070[.092](.059) -.005[.074](.074){.074} -.353[.167](.080) -.498[.102](.102){.102}
-.50 .50 -.374[.147](.076) -.494[.063](.063){.060} .380[.145](.082) .491[.070](.069){.069}
.25 -.391[.128](.067) -.495[.060](.060){.060} .138[.140](.083) .240[.086](.086){.086}
.00 -.410[.109](.062) -.495[.066](.065){.065} -.073[.107](.079) -.011[.101](.100){.099}
-.25 -.440[.084](.059) -.496[.075](.075){.075} -.256[.072](.072) -.260[.110](.110){.110}
-.50 -.476[.059](.053) -.497[.082](.082){.085} -.424[.103](.068) -.505[.111](.111){.116}
500 .50 .50 .492[.040](.039) .498[.054](.054){.054} .458[.065](.049) .494[.065](.065){.061}
.25 .464[.052](.037) .497[.044](.044){.044} .256[.054](.054) .246[.072](.072){.072}
.00 .446[.066](.037) .498[.038](.038){.038} .062[.085](.058) -.002[.075](.075){.075}
-.25 .432[.078](.039) .498[.036](.036){.036} -.128[.138](.064) -.252[.075](.075){.075}
-.50 .423[.087](.041) .498[.032](.032){.032} -.323[.191](.074) -.499[.067](.067){.067}
.00 .50 .076[.090](.048) .002[.059](.059){.060} .404[.110](.053) .494[.055](.055){.055}
.25 .036[.055](.042) .001[.056](.056){.056} .189[.081](.053) .245[.069](.068){.068}
.00 -.002[.038](.038) -.001[.053](.053){.053} -.002[.050](.050) -.003[.075](.075){.075}
-.25 -.034[.052](.039) .000[.052](.052){.052} -.180[.087](.052) -.254[.077](.077){.077}
-.50 -.069[.081](.042) -.002[.052](.052){.052} -.353[.159](.059) -.500[.072](.072){.072}
-.50 .50 -.380[.132](.055) -.498[.040](.040){.040} .385[.129](.058) .496[.046](.046){.046}
.25 -.393[.117](.049) -.498[.041](.041){.041} .139[.127](.062) .244[.061](.061){.060}
.00 -.413[.098](.045) -.498[.044](.044){.044} -.070[.090](.056) -.005[.070](.070){.070}
-.25 -.439[.072](.039) -.497[.049](.049){.049} -.254[.049](.048) -.253[.075](.075){.075}
-.50 -.477[.045](.038) -.498[.058](.058){.059} -.423[.091](.049) -.503[.077](.077){.080}
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Table 6.5a. Empirical Mean[rmse](sd){sˆd} of Estimators of λ and ρ, 1FE-SPD Model with SARAR
Case when the regular QML estimator is inconsistent under heteroskedasticity
T = 3, β = (1, 1)′, σ = 1, Group Interaction, REG-2, DGP 1
n λ ρ QML-λ ACQS-λ QML-ρ ACQS-ρ
50 .50 .50 .473[.161](.158) .482[.184](.165){.173} .416[.214](.197) .474[.278](.172){.170}
.25 .431[.169](.154) .433[.295](.284){.271} .218[.229](.227) .253[.239](.237){.250}
.00 .416[.162](.139) .456[.210](.206){.205} .030[.243](.241) -.012[.257](.241){.240}
-.25 .409[.156](.126) .473[.163](.161){.152} -.150[.272](.253) -.239[.245](.243){.236}
-.50 .404[.150](.115) .479[.139](.137){.138} -.316[.310](.249) -.462[.144](.142){.130}
.00 .50 .130[.228](.188) -.073[.260](.197){.193} .324[.259](.190) .540[.232](.200){.205}
.25 .042[.186](.181) -.059[.157](.152){.151} .123[.250](.215) .243[.269](.254){.253}
.00 -.022[.178](.177) -.052[.131](.130){.138} -.057[.228](.221) -.011[.241](.239){.228}
-.25 -.056[.180](.171) -.033[.165](.163){.151} -.234[.233](.232) -.238[.237](.218){.217}
-.50 -.085[.182](.161) -.026[.176](.161){.155} -.393[.254](.230) -.522[.236](.218){.215}
-.50 .50 -.186[.380](.213) -.492[.334](.334){.344} .263[.308](.196) .484[.231](.228){.236}
.25 -.305[.277](.197) -.519[.286](.285){.298} .048[.294](.214) .229[.236](.234){.239}
.00 -.389[.222](.192) -.522[.235](.234){.245} -.144[.266](.224) -.013[.240](.238){.230}
-.25 -.447[.190](.182) -.515[.211](.211){.228} -.319[.235](.225) -.239[.243](.241){.253}
-.50 -.498[.178](.178) -.519[.185](.184){.199} -.477[.223](.222) -.503[.230](.209){.205}
100 .50 .50 .483[.114](.112) .490[.126](.125){.127} .445[.144](.133) .489[.121](.121){.126}
.25 .446[.120](.107) .464[.170](.167){.163} .248[.157](.157) .258[.143](.140){.142}
.00 .431[.119](.097) .477[.126](.124){.118} .057[.180](.171) -.049[.127](.225){.124}
-.25 .425[.114](.085) .487[.101](.100){.110} -.127[.216](.177) -.231[.127](.127){.124}
-.50 .420[.111](.077) .500[.089](.089){.090} -.307[.265](.181) -.576[.135](.133){.125}
.00 .50 .131[.188](.135) -.062[.233](.233){.247} .360[.188](.126) .546[.120](.119){.125}
.25 .045[.141](.134) -.036[.155](.152){.157} .154[.175](.146) .220[.139](.123){.122}
.00 -.010[.128](.128) -.023[.120](.120){.148} -.035[.161](.158) -.061[.170](.163){.162}
-.25 -.045[.128](.120) -.018[.166](.157){.178} -.206[.169](.163) -.231[.198](.192){.176}
-.50 -.071[.135](.115) -.013[.157](.157){.162} -.373[.210](.167) -.557[.132](.132){.133}
-.50 .50 -.181[.354](.152) -.503[.235](.235){.247} .293[.244](.128) .544[.198](.189){.190}
.25 -.309[.237](.141) -.503[.266](.254){.253} .086[.216](.141) .260[.121](.122){.122}
.00 -.387[.177](.136) -.502[.248](.247){.251} -.111[.192](.156) -.062[.164](.157){.166}
-.25 -.446[.142](.132) -.513[.221](.221){.228} -.289[.161](.157) -.232[.190](.181){.170}
-.50 -.489[.128](.128) -.504[.120](.120){.126} -.454[.168](.162) -.521[.132](.131){.140}
250 .50 .50 .489[.068](.067) .499[.114](.112){.123} .464[.087](.080) .492[.115](.115){.121}
.25 .462[.071](.060) .495[.076](.076){.073} .259[.093](.093) .258[.127](.126){.124}
.00 .453[.069](.051) .496[.058](.057){.057} .058[.117](.101) -.017[.112](.102){.102}
-.25 .447[.070](.045) .497[.049](.049){.049} -.132[.159](.107) -.256[.157](.156){.155}
-.50 .442[.071](.041) .498[.045](.045){.046} -.313[.217](.109) -.502[.108](.106){.102}
.00 .50 .115[.141](.082) -.015[.169](.167){.160} .391[.132](.074) .486[.109](.108){.114}
.25 .039[.086](.077) -.011[.124](.124){.125} .184[.107](.085) .250[.102](.102){.102}
.00 -.004[.074](.074) -.008[.103](.103){.099} -.012[.098](.097) -.011[.102](.101){.104}
-.25 -.031[.074](.067) -.005[.087](.087){.087} -.196[.113](.099) -.257[.139](.126){.122}
-.50 -.051[.082](.064) -.004[.080](.080){.081} -.369[.167](.103) -.502[.117](.103){.106}
-.50 .50 -.240[.276](.091) -.501[.178](.178){.180} .348[.168](.071) .494[.095](.094){.101}
.25 -.340[.181](.085) -.500[.146](.146){.151} .126[.150](.084) .253[.107](.106){.108}
.00 -.405[.124](.080) -.502[.127](.127){.124} -.076[.121](.095) -.023[.104](.104){.103}
-.25 -.453[.091](.078) -.503[.114](.114){.111} -.261[.098](.098) -.239[.105](.105){.105}
-.50 -.488[.073](.072) -.502[.102](.102){.104} -.431[.122](.100) -.524[.170](.168){.167}
500 .50 .50 .492[.049](.048) .499[.077](.077){.078} .468[.064](.056) .495[.081](.081){.082}
.25 .466[.054](.042) .496[.051](.051){.051} .261[.066](.065) .249[.087](.087){.088}
.00 .457[.057](.036) .498[.039](.039){.039} .059[.093](.072) -.012[.100](.099){.098}
-.25 .450[.059](.032) .498[.033](.033){.033} -.130[.141](.074) -.251[.106](.106){.109}
-.50 .447[.060](.028) .500[.030](.030){.031} -.313[.202](.077) -.501[.102](.101){.102}
.00 .50 .115[.130](.059) -.007[.120](.120){.123} .396[.116](.052) .499[.076](.076){.078}
.25 .041[.069](.056) -.005[.088](.088){.088} .188[.086](.060) .250[.086](.086){.086}
.00 -.001[.052](.052) -.003[.071](.071){.071} -.006[.068](.067) -.009[.097](.096){.096}
-.25 -.029[.056](.048) -.004[.060](.060){.061} -.190[.092](.070) -.251[.106](.105){.107}
-.50 -.046[.064](.044) -.001[.054](.054){.056} -.366[.152](.071) -.501[.107](.107){.107}
-.50 .50 -.239[.269](.066) -.500[.132](.132){.135} .351[.157](.051) .498[.068](.068){.068}
.25 -.342[.170](.061) -.502[.107](.107){.109} .133[.132](.060) .250[.083](.082){.083}
.00 -.408[.109](.058) -.504[.091](.091){.090} -.067[.095](.067) -.010[.096](.096){.094}
-.25 -.452[.072](.054) -.500[.078](.078){.078} -.255[.069](.069) -.256[.106](.105){.105}
-.50 -.488[.054](.053) -.500[.073](.073){.073} -.424[.103](.070) -.501[.117](.117){.118}
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Table 6.5b. Empirical Mean[rmse](sd){sˆd} of Estimators of λ and ρ, 1FE-SPD Model with SARAR
Case when the regular QML estimator is inconsistent under heteroskedasticity
T = 3, β = (1, 1)′, σ = 1, Group Interaction, REG-2, DGP 2
n λ ρ QML-λ ACQS-λ QML-ρ ACQS-ρ
50 .50 .50 .467[.182](.179) .538[.180](.162){.172} .419[.221](.206) .542[.233](.232){.241}
.25 .433[.177](.164) .443[.185](.175){.155} .220[.238](.237) .257[.233](.231){.244}
.00 .417[.170](.148) .454[.213](.208){.204} .029[.251](.250) -.011[.214](.200){.205}
-.25 .408[.160](.131) .472[.159](.156){.144} -.153[.274](.256) -.242[.238](.220){.224}
-.50 .404[.154](.121) .477[.139](.137){.148} -.316[.324](.266) -.460[.236](.223){.211}
.00 .50 .114[.241](.213) -.075[.229](.263){.270} .333[.260](.199) .540[.231](.229){.234}
.25 .029[.202](.200) -.063[.135](.135){.142} .131[.252](.222) .248[.237](.232){.238}
.00 -.021[.193](.192) -.046[.131](.131){.136} -.062[.242](.233) -.012[.241](.236){.227}
-.25 -.058[.186](.177) -.033[.161](.159){.154} -.238[.242](.242) -.238[.240](.220){.225}
-.50 -.082 [.185](.166) -.027[.228](.226){.228} -.400[.261](.241) -.519[.243](.241){.247}
-.50 .50 -.208[.380](.242) -.494[.272](.271){.270} .278[.301](.203) .539[.304](.283){.374}
.25 -.324[.278](.215) -.521[.279](.278){.286} .061[.290](.220) .137[.235](.233){.255}
.00 -.402[.227](.205) -.525[.239](.238){.228} -.137[.269](.231) -.013[.239](.237){.267}
-.25 -.454[.198](.192) -.520[.213](.212){.230} -.311[.242](.234) -.239[.242](.241){.233}
-.50 -.495[.186](.186) -.518[.187](.186){.182} -.475[.234](.232) -.463[.243](.240){.244}
100 .50 .50 .480[.118](.116) .465[.127](.126){.119} .449[.143](.134) .473[.121](.120){.145}
.25 .445[.122](.109) .466[.171](.167){.158} .248[.157](.157) .251[.141](.138){.123}
.00 .433[.119](.098) .482[.127](.126){.119} .055[.178](.169) -.051[.166](.162){.160}
-.25 .428[.114](.088) .495[.101](.101){.105} -.133[.215](.180) -.232[.206](.198){.193}
-.50 .422[.112](.080) .494[.089](.088){.099} -.305[.271](.187) -.514[.232](.131){.133}
.00 .50 .127[.194](.146) -.052[.229](.225){.240} .362[.191](.131) .460[.155](.150){.160}
.25 .041[.144](.138) -.037[.153](.150){.166} .160[.174](.148) .223[.135](.131){.121}
.00 -.012[.130](.130) -.026[.121](.120){.120} -.034[.163](.159) -.008[.168](.161){.171}
-.25 -.045[.130](.122) -.018[.136](.127){.143} -.210[.172](.167) -.234[.194](.187){.197}
-.50 -.065[.132](.115) -.008[.151](.149){.147} -.382[.207](.170) -.530[.132](.131){.159}
-.50 .50 -.196[.349](.171) -.514[.235](.234){.249} .306[.234](.131) .451[.187](.181){.190}
.25 -.312[.244](.156) -.516[.225](.219){.219} .088[.221](.151) .248[.130](.123){.121}
.00 -.390[.181](.143) -.513[.247](.247){.250} -.108[.191](.158) -.063[.161](.154){.157}
-.25 -.447[.148](.138) -.510[.223](.223){.247} -.289[.167](.162) -.224[.195](.186){.176}
-.50 -.489[.131](.131) -.504[.201](.201){.227} -.454[.170](.163) -.517[.171](.164){.168}
250 .50 .50 .489[.069](.068) .497[.117](.113){.111} .464[.088](.080) .493[.116](.116){.120}
.25 .462[.071](.060) .497[.075](.074){.073} .257[.094](.094) .254[.127](.126){.124}
.00 .453[.070](.052) .499[.057](.057){.057} .058[.117](.102) -.017[.141](.140){.138}
-.25 .448[.070](.047) .498[.049](.049){.049} -.136[.159](.110) -.257[.109](.108){.105}
-.50 .443[.071](.042) .498[.044](.044){.046} -.316[.217](.114) -.502[.107](.107){.108}
.00 .50 .112[.140](.084) -.016[.107](.106){.108} .391[.132](.074) .498[.106](.105){.108}
.25 .038[.088](.079) -.011[.103](.103){.102} .185[.109](.088) .255[.125](.124){.125}
.00 -.004[.073](.073) -.008[.101](.100){.099} -.011[.097](.096) -.016[.110](.109){.106}
-.25 -.032[.075](.068) -.006[.087](.087){.087} -.196[.113](.100) -.257[.105](.105){.105}
-.50 -.051[.081](.063) -.004[.076](.075){.081} -.369[.168](.105) -.502[.107](.107){.107}
-.50 .50 -.244[.275](.100) -.501[.101](.101){.099} .348[.170](.075) .489[.097](.095){.101}
.25 -.345[.177](.086) -.501[.146](.145){.140} .130[.148](.086) .253[.118](.117){.116}
.00 -.406[.124](.081) -.503[.124](.124){.124} -.073[.118](.093) -.019[.134](.132){.131}
-.25 -.453[.089](.076) -.503[.105](.105){.102} -.260[.100](.100) -.257[.105](.105){.105}
-.50 -.489[.075](.074) -.504[.103](.103){.104} -.432[.122](.101) -.506[.107](.107){.107}
500 .50 .50 .493[.048](.048) .499[.076](.076){.077} .468[.066](.057) .499[.082](.082){.083}
.25 .467[.054](.042) .497[.051](.051){.051} .261[.066](.065) .254[.088](.088){.088}
.00 .457[.056](.036) .499[.039](.039){.039} .060[.094](.072) -.011[.099](.098){.098}
-.25 .451[.059](.033) .500[.034](.034){.034} -.133[.140](.077) -.256[.108](.107){.107}
-.50 .447[.061](.029) .499[.030](.030){.031} -.313[.203](.079) -.500[.118](.118){.121}
.00 .50 .114[.129](.060) -.008[.117](.114){.113} .397[.115](.053) .496[.076](.075){.080}
.25 .041[.070](.056) -.004[.089](.088){.088} .190[.086](.062) .249[.087](.087){.087}
.00 -.002[.052](.052) -.003[.070](.070){.070} -.007[.069](.068) -.008[.098](.097){.097}
-.25 -.028[.056](.048) -.003[.061](.061){.061} -.192[.091](.070) -.256[.106](.106){.107}
-.50 -.047[.065](.045) -.002[.054](.054){.056} -.366[.152](.073) -.501[.114](.114){.113}
-.50 .50 -.241[.269](.072) -.500[.134](.134){.130} .352[.158](.054) .497[.069](.068){.065}
.25 -.342[.170](.062) -.501[.105](.105){.109} .133[.132](.062) .254[.084](.083){.083}
.00 -.407[.109](.058) -.500[.089](.089){.089} -.066[.093](.066) -.001[.094](.094){.094}
-.25 -.453[.072](.054) -.500[.078](.078){.078} -.251[.069](.069) -.251[.104](.104){.104}
-.50 -.487[.053](.052) -.500[.071](.071){.073} -.426[.103](.071) -.501[.117](.116){.117}
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Table 6.5c. Empirical Mean[rmse](sd){sˆd} of Estimators of λ and ρ, 1FE-SPD Model with SARAR
Case when the regular QML estimator is inconsistent under heteroskedasticity
T = 3, β = (1, 1)′, σ = 1, Group Interaction, REG-2, DGP 3
n λ ρ QML-λ ACQS-λ QML-ρ ACQS-ρ
50 .50 .50 .444[.253](.247) .538[.264](.246){.248} .428[.225](.214) .543[.231](.230){.236}
.25 .421[.239](.225) .460[.233](.234){.231} .218[.257](.255) .266[.237](.230){.234}
.00 .413[.211](.192) .452[.224](.219){.234} .028[.269](.267) -.088[.240](.239){.258}
-.25 .409[.195](.172) .467[.192](.188){.156} -.162[.298](.285) -.258[.244](.243){.245}
-.50 .413[.168](.144) .480[.164](.162){.149} -.349[.333](.297) -.462[.233](.219){.210}
.00 .50 .084[.285](.273) -.072[.241](.241){.199} .347[.265](.217) .441[.230](.228){.259}
.25 .014[.244](.244) -.051[.239](.235){.234} .132[.266](.238) .244[.235](.234){.233}
.00 -.033[.235](.232) -.043[.255](.223){.233} -.058[.261](.255) -.012[.240](.239){.236}
-.25 -.055[.205](.198) -.034[.254](.252){.246} -.245[.265](.265) -.237[.242](.240){.244}
-.50 -.076[.199](.184) -.024[.223](.222){.210} -.411[.276](.261) -.462[.242](.239){.261}
-.50 .50 -.235[.384](.278) -.498[.341](.341){.360} .293[.301](.218) .540[.228](.225){.230}
.25 -.346[.302](.260) -.514[.336](.336){.322} .075[.299](.243) .244[.233](.232){.248}
.00 -.411[.250](.234) -.513[.262](.259){.242} -.127[.275](.244) -.013[.236](.236){.234}
-.25 -.464[.219](.216) -.516[.296](.299){.292} -.307[.252](.245) -.282[.240](.237){.231}
-.50 -.500[.204](.204) -.511[.270](.269){.268} -.473[.257](.255) -.528[.242](.237){.227}
100 .50 .50 .462[.204](.200) .463[.227](.226){.254} .452[.163](.156) .472[.121](.121){.125}
.25 .441[.161](.150) .462[.176](.172){.176} .247[.172](.172) .243[.190](.163){.150}
.00 .433[.145](.129) .476[.136](.133){.136} .044[.199](.194) -.041[.173](.168){.177}
-.25 .432[.123](.103) .487[.106](.105){.104} -.147[.227](.202) -.233[.204](.198){.196}
-.50 .429[.117](.093) .492[.099](.099){.116} -.329[.275](.216) -.508[.225](.217){.231}
.00 .50 .099[.235](.213) -.051[.232](.231){.236} .373[.194](.147) .546[.199](.194){.196}
.25 .028[.190](.188) -.033[.251](.248){.249} .163[.192](.171) .230[.139](.134){.123}
.00 -.016[.163](.162) -.023[.203](.201){.200} -.030[.179](.176) -.005[.163](.157){.170}
-.25 -.042[.144](.137) -.016[.175](.175){.194} -.214[.183](.179) -.253[.196](.188){.198}
-.50 -.064[.142](.127) -.013[.157](.157){.180} -.385[.224](.193) -.540[.232](.231){.230}
-.50 .50 -.223[.353](.218) -.506[.234](.234){.232} .315[.237](.148) .463[.192](.184){.187}
.25 -.337[.263](.206) -.511[.286](.286){.275} .100[.227](.170) .287[.133](.125){.120}
.00 -.406[.202](.179) -.510[.227](.225){.224} -.099[.199](.173) -.068[.162](.154){.168}
-.25 -.454[.171](.165) -.506[.176](.174){.161} -.282[.183](.180) -.232[.191](.182){.196}
-.50 -.492[.155](.155) -.501[.135](.134){.147} -.453[.192](.186) -.458[.216](.206){.192}
250 .50 .50 .485[.104](.103) .487[.115](.114){.124} .464[.094](.087) .490[.114](.114){.113}
.25 .464[.080](.071) .500[.078](.078){.072} .256[.097](.097) .257[.108](.107){.103}
.00 .456[.073](.058) .496[.057](.057){.056} .052[.129](.118) -.016[.104](.104){.104}
-.25 .449[.073](.052) .498[.049](.049){.048} -.140[.162](.120) -.258[.106](.105){.110}
-.50 .445[.075](.051) .500[.044](.044){.044} -.326[.224](.141) -.506[.107](.107){.107}
.00 .50 .100[.156](.119) -.018[.169](.168){.168} .398[.136](.091) .499[.108](.107){.110}
.25 .032[.106](.101) -.013[.126](.126){.123} .189[.115](.097) .254[.124](.123){.118}
.00 -.006[.082](.082) -.008[.099](.099){.098} -.012[.101](.100) -.017[.108](.107){.104}
-.25 -.029[.083](.078) -.004[.088](.087){.087} -.200[.119](.108) -.257[.105](.105){.105}
-.50 -.047[.087](.073) -.003[.081](.081){.080} -.379[.172](.123) -.507[.108](.107){.107}
-.50 .50 -.263[.274](.137) -.502[.174](.173){.180} .357[.168](.089) .489[.095](.094){.102}
.25 -.356[.186](.118) -.504[.145](.145){.146} .135[.151](.097) .253[.115](.113){.113}
.00 -.416[.134](.104) -.505[.126](.126){.126} -.067[.125](.106) -.020[.109](.105){.107}
-.25 -.455[.102](.091) -.502[.106](.105){.107} -.256[.108](.108) -.258[.105](.105){.104}
-.50 -.487[.084](.083) -.502[.103](.103){.106} -.432[.131](.112) -.508[.107](.106){.107}
500 .50 .50 .490[.075](.074) .498[.077](.077){.078} .470[.067](.060) .500[.080](.080){.080}
.25 .467[.057](.046) .500[.054](.054){.050} .261[.068](.067) .254[.088](.088){.087}
.00 .457[.060](.043) .500[.043](.043){.040} .057[.096](.078) -.010[.098](.097){.096}
-.25 .451[.061](.038) .500[.034](.034){.034} -.134[.145](.087) -.251[.108](.108){.108}
-.50 .448[.064](.037) .500[.030](.030){.031} -.317[.210](.103) -.501[.117](.116){.120}
.00 .50 .105[.139](.092) -.009[.122](.121){.122} .402[.117](.063) .500[.075](.075){.079}
.25 .039[.076](.065) -.003[.081](.081){.084} .191[.088](.065) .250[.086](.085){.085}
.00 -.002[.061](.061) -.003[.070](.070){.070} -.006[.072](.071) -.006[.097](.095){.094}
-.25 -.026[.058](.052) -.001[.060](.060){.060} -.196[.094](.077) -.253[.106](.105){.105}
-.50 -.046[.066](.047) -.002[.054](.054){.054} -.370[.155](.084) -.501[.116](.115){.113}
-.50 .50 -.255[.267](.106) -.500[.131](.131){.135} .359[.156](.066) .500[.067](.065){.064}
.25 -.350[.172](.086) -.500[.106](.106){.108} .139[.132](.070) .254[.082](.082){.082}
.00 -.411[.114](.071) -.500[.090](.090){.089} -.063[.095](.071) -.001[.094](.093){.092}
-.25 -.454[.080](.065) -.500[.078](.077){.077} -.251[.074](.074) -.252[.106](.105){.106}




In this study, we provide asymptotically refined and heteroskedasticity robust
inferences for spatial linear and panel regression models, based on the QML or
the ACQS approaches. We recommend refinements through bias correcting the
QML estimators, bias correcting the t-ratios for covariates effects, and improving
tests for spatial effects. We also provide heteroskedasticity-robust inferences by
adjusting the quasi score functions so that it goes to zero in expectation at the
true parameter by design. Thus the resulting estimator is consistent even when
the model suffers from heteroskedasticity.
These methods are illustrated using several popular spatial linear and panel
regression models including the linear regression models with spatial error depen-
dence (SED), spatial lag dependence (SLD), or both SED and SLD (SARAR),
the linear regression models with higher-order spatial effects, SARAR(p, q), and
the fixed effects panel data models with SED or SLD or both. Asymptotic prop-
erties of the new estimators and the new inferential statistics are examined. The
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methods are also implemented in extensive Monte Carlo experiments which show
excellent performance.
Implementation of the methodologies discussed in this thesis to dynamic spa-
tial panel data models will be an interesting avenue of research. Especially when
the time dimension is short, how the initial observation affect asymptotic refine-
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The following lemmas are extended versions of selected lemmas from Kelejian and
Prucha (2010), Lee (2004), and Lin and Lee (2010), which are required in the proofs of
the main results. Note that the following results are give in the most general form as
required by this dissertation, however, for certain simpler models special cases of these
results are applicable.
Lemma A.1: Under Assumptions 6.7, 6.9 and 6.10, the projection matrices, MN (ρ) =
IN − PN (ρ) and PN (ρ) = A2N (ρ)XN [X′NA′2N (ρ)A2N (ρ)XN ]−1X′NA′2N (ρ) are uni-
formly bounded in both row and column sums, where A2N (ρ) and XN are as defined in
Section 6.2.
Lemma A.2: Let AN be an N × N matrix, uniformly bounded in both row and
column sums. Then for MN defined in Lemma A.1,
(i) tr(AmN ) = O(N) for m ≥ 1,
(ii) tr(A′NAN ) = O(N),
(iii) tr((MNAN )
m) = tr(AmN ) +O(1) for m ≥ 1 and
(iv) tr((A′NMNAN )
m) = tr((A′NAN )
m) +O(1) for m ≥ 1.
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Let BN be another N × N matrix, uniformly bounded in both row and column sums.
Then,
(iv) ANBN is uniformly bounded in both row and column sums,
(v) tr(ANBN ) = tr(BNAN ) = O(N) uniformly.
Lemma A.3 (Moments and Limiting Distribution for Linear Quadratic
forms): For a given process of innovations {vit}, let vit ∼ inid(0, σ20hi), where hi > 0
for i = 1, . . . , n such that 1n
∑n
i=1 hi = 1. Let Hn = diag(h1, . . . , hn), N = n × T ,
HN = IT ⊗Hn, BN be an N ×N matrix with diagonal elements bit and cN an N × 1
vector with elements cit for i = 1, . . . , n and t = 1, . . . , T . For QrN = V
′
NBrNVN +
c′rNVN , r = 1, 2, where VN = (V
′




(i) E(QrN ) = σ
2
0tr(HNBrN ),
(ii) Var(QrN ) = σ
4
0tr[HNBrN (HNBrN + B
′




















(iii) Cov(Q1N ,Q2N ) = 2σ
2




















where si and κi are, respectively, the measures of skewness and excess kurtosis of vit.
Now, if BrN is uniformly bounded in either row or column sums then,
(iv) E(QrN ) = O(N),
(v) Var(QrN ) = O(N),
(vi) QrN = Op(N),







(viii) Var( 1NQrN ) = O(N
−1).
Further, if BrN is uniformly bounded in both row and column sums and Assumption 6.8
holds. Let QN = (Q1N ,Q2N )




N = [Cov(Qrn,Qsn)]r,s=1,2, then,
(ix) QrN−E(QrN )√
Var(QrN )
D−→ N (0, 1) and
(x) Σ
−1/2
N (QN − E(QN ))
D−→ N (0, I2).
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APPENDIX B
Settings of Monte Carlo Experiments
Spatial Weight Matrix: Spatial weight matrices are generated according to: (i)
Rook contiguity, (ii) Queen contiguity, (iii) Circular neighbours and (iv) Group
interaction, (details given in Yang, 2015b). In (ii), neighbours could occur in the eight
cardinal and ordinal positions of each unit while in (i) neighbours could occur only in
the ordinal positions. In (iii), neighbours occur in the positions immediately ahead and
behind a particular spatial unit. For example, for the ith spatial unit with 6 neighbours,
the ith row ofWn matrix has non-zero elements in the positions: i−3, i−2, i−1, i+1, i+2,
and i+ 3. We consider has 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 neighbours with equal proportion. In (iv),
neighbours occur in groups where each group member is spatially related to one another
resulting in a symmetric Wn matrix. The degree of spatial dependence specified by
layouts (i), (ii) and (iii) are fixed while in (iv) it grows with the increase in sample size.
This is attained by allowing for the number of groups, k, to be related to n. Specifically
in (iv), Wn is block-diagonal, with k blocks (groups) of sizes n1, . . . , nk. The rth block is
an nr×nr matrix with off-diagonal elements 1nr−1 and diagonal elements zero. We have
considered k = n0.5 and k = n0.65, where k is the number of groups for each n and hence
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the degree of spatial dependence indicated by the average group size is m = n/k. The
actual sizes of the groups are generated from a discrete uniform distribution from .5m
to 1.5m. Clearly in this case the degree of spatial dependence, indicated by the average
group size m, increases with n, and it is stronger when δ = .5 than when δ = .65. In the
case of experiments using heteroskedastic disturbances, to ensure the heteroskedasticity
effect does not fade as n increases (so that the regular QML estimator is inconsistent),
the degree of spatial dependence is fixed with respect to n. This is attained by fixing the
group sizes in the Group Interaction scheme, and fixing the number of neighbours the
Circular Neighbours scheme. The degree of spatial dependence is naturally bounded in
the Queen Contiguity weight matrix. To analyse the performance of the original QML
estimator when it is robust against heteroskedasticity, we use Queen Contiguity scheme
and the balanced Circular Neighbours scheme where all spatial units have 6 peers
each. All weights matrices are row normalised.
Regressors: Fixed regressors are generated by REG1: {x1i, x2i} iid∼ N(0, 1)/
√
2
when Rook contiguity, Queen contiguity or Circular neighbours is followed; and accord-
ing to either REG1 or REG2: {x1,ir, x2,ir} iid∼ (2zr+zir)/
√
10, where, (zr, zir)
iid∼ N(0, 1)
when group interaction scheme is followed. The REG2 scheme gives non-iid regressors
where the group means of the regressors’ values are different, see Lee (2004). Note that
both schemes give a signal-to-noise ratio of 1 when β1 = β2 = σ = 1
Error Distribution: To generate disturbances, three DGPs are considered: DGP1:
{en,i} are iid standard normal, DGP2: {en,i} are iid standardised normal mixture with
10% of values from N(0, 4) and the remaining from N(0, 1), and DGP3: {en,i} iid stan-
dardised log-normal with parameters 0 and 1. Thus, the error distribution from DGP2
is leptokurtic, and that of DGP3 is both skewed and leptokurtic.
Heteroskedasticity: For the unbalanced Circular Neighbour scheme, hn,i is
generated as the ratio of the total number of neighbours to the average number of
neighbours for each i while for the Group Interaction scheme hn,i is generated as the
ratio of the group size to mean group size. For the balanced Circular Neighbour and the





Additional Quantities for Bias Corrections

























For the SED model, the full expressions for Djn(ρ), j = 2, 3, 4, required in the
expressions of Rjn(ρ) in (2.18), for up to third-order bias corrections are:
D2n(ρ) = 2Gn(ρ)Pn(ρ)Gn(ρ) +Gn(ρ)Pn(ρ)G
′
n(ρ)−G′n(ρ)Mn(ρ)Gn(ρ),








where Pn(ρ) = In −Mn(ρ) and D˙jn(ρ) = ddρDjn(ρ), j = 2, 3. Note that a predictable




















n (ρ)Mn(ρ)Gn(ρ) + 2G
′2





+G′n(ρ)M¨n(ρ)Gn(ρ) + 2G′n(ρ)M˙n(ρ)G2n(ρ) +G′n(ρ)Mn(ρ)G3n(ρ)















































M˙n(ρ) = −Pn(ρ)G′n(ρ)Mn(ρ)−Mn(ρ)Gn(ρ)Pn(ρ), and Pn = In −Mn.
For the SARAR model, the full expressions for Djn(ρ), j = 2, 3, 4 and F
(r)
n , r =
1, 2 follow a similar pattern as in the quantities for the SED model with the exception
that Gn(ρ) in the SED must now be replaced with G2n(ρ).
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APPENDIX D
Proofs of Results in Chapter 2
Proofs of Asymptotic Results
Proof of Theorem 2.1: Following Theorem 3.4 of White (1994), it is sufficient






n(ρ0)] < 0 for any  > 0, where N c (ρ0) is the compliment of an open neighbourhood of
ρ0 on P of radius , and (ii) the uniform convergence in probability: hnn [`cn(ρ)− ¯`cn(ρ)]
p−→
0 uniformly in ρ ∈ P.
















2n (log |A′n(ρ)An(ρ)| − log |A′nAn|) + hn2n (log |σ−2n (ρ)In| − log |σ−20 In|)
]
6= 0 for ρ 6= ρ0, by Assumption 2.6.
Next, let pn(θ) = exp[`n(θ)] be the quasi joint pdf of un(= Yn−Xnβ0), and p0n(θ) the
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true joint pdf of un. Let E
q denote the expectation with respect to pn, to differentiate
from the usual notation E that corresponds to p0n. By Jensen’s inequality (see Rao, 1973,




















last equation follows from the fact that log pn(θ0) and log pn(θ) are either a quadratic
form or a linear-quadratic form of un, and hence their expectations w.r.t pn(θ0) are
the same as those w.r.t. p0n(θ0). It follows that E[log pn(θ)] ≤ E[log pn(θ0)], and that,
¯`
n(ρ) = maxβ,σ2 E[log pn(θ)] ≤ E[log pn(θ0)] = ¯`n(ρ0) for ρ 6= ρ0.
To show (ii), note that hnn [`
c
n(ρ) − ¯`cn(ρ)] = −hn2 [log(σˆ2n(ρ)) − log(σ2n(ρ))]. By
the mean value theorem, hn[log(σˆ
2
n(ρ)) − log(σ2n(ρ))] = hnσ˜2n(ρ) [σˆ
2
n(ρ) − σ2n(ρ)] where










































n n. By Assumption 2.3, V1n(ρ) ≡ 1nX ′nA′n(ρ)An(ρ)Xn =
O(1). By Lemma A.2, tr(Gn) = O(
n
hn






















n(ρ) = op(1), uniformly in













n ] + op(1) = op(1), uniformly in ρ ∈ P.
To show σ2n(ρ) is uniformly bounded away from zero, we usea counter argument.
Suppose σ2n(ρ) is not uniformly bounded away from zero in P. Then there exists a
sequence ρn ∈ P s.t. σ2n(ρn) → 0 as n → ∞. Consider the truncated model by
setting β = 0. The Gaussian log-likelihood is `t,n(θ) = −n2 log(2piσ2) + log |An(ρ)| −
1
2σ2
Y ′nA′n(ρ)An(ρ)Yn. Then ¯`t,n(ρ) = maxσ2 E[`t,n(θ)] = −n2 [log(2pi)+1]− n2 log(σ2n(ρ))+




t,n(θ)− ¯`t,n(θ0)] ≤ 0 and −12 log(σ2n(ρ)) ≤ −12 log(σ20)+ 1n(log |An(ρ0)|−log |An(ρ)|) =
O(1) by Lemma A.2, i.e., − log(σ2n(ρ)) is bounded from above which is a contradiction.
Hence, log(σ2n(ρ)) is well defined ∀ρ ∈ P. Since σ2n(ρ) is bounded away from zero and
hn[σˆ
2
n(ρ)− σ2n(ρ)] = op(1), σˆ2n(ρ) is bounded away from zero uniformly in P. Collecting
all these results together along with the mean value theorem, we have hn| log(σˆ2n(ρ))−
log(σ2n(ρ))| = op(1) uniformly in ρ ∈ P. Hence supρ∈P hnn |[`cn(ρ)− ¯`cn(ρ)]| = op(1).
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Proof of Theorem 2.2: By applying the mean value theorem on the adjusted first

















nK−1n (θˆn − θ0) (D-1)
where θ˜n lies between the line segment joining θ0 and θˆn, thus θ˜
p−→ θ0. Here Hn(θ) is
the negative Hessian matrix and Kn is as defined in section 2.2.
Under Assumptions 2.1-2.5, the central limit theorem for linear-quadratic forms














n(θ0)]. The asymptotic normal-
ity of θˆn thus follows from: (i)
1
nKnHn(θ˜n)Kn − 1nKnHn(θ0)Kn = op(1) and (ii)
1
nKnHn(θ0)Kn − 1nKnΣnKn = op(1), where, Σn = E[Hn(θ0)] is the information ma-



























































nAnXn + op(1) = op(1),
noticing that A′nAn − A˜′nA˜n = (ρ˜n − ρ0)(Wn +W ′n)− (ρ˜2n − ρ20)W ′nWn. Similarly, it can





















(′nn − ˜′n˜n) + op(1) = op(1),
since ˜′n˜n−′nn = 2(ρ0− ρ˜n)′nGnn+2′nAnXn(β0− β˜0)+(ρ0− ρ˜0)2′nG′nGnn+2(ρ0−
ρ˜n)
′
nWnXn(β0 − β˜n) + 2(ρ0 − ρ˜n)′nG′nAnXn(β0 − β˜n) + (β0 − β˜n)′X ′nA′nAnXn(β0 −
β˜n)+2(ρ0− ρ˜n)2′nG′nWnXn(β0− β˜n)+2(ρ0− ρ˜n)(β− β˜n)′X ′nA′nWnXn(β0− β˜n)+(ρ0−
ρ˜n)
2(β0 − β˜n)′X ′nW ′nWnXn(β0 − β˜n) = op(1).
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n(ρ¯n)](ρ˜n − ρ0), where








. Hence, hnn [tr(G
2
n(ρ˜n))− tr(G2n)] = op(1) since ρ˜n p−→ ρ0. Further, ′nG′nGnn =





by Lemmas A.2(i) and




nG˜n˜n − ′nG′nGnn] = hnn [(β0 − β˜n)′X ′nW ′nWnXn(β0 − β˜n) −



























′nG′nGnn + op(1) = op(1).































(′nG′nn − ˜′nG˜′n˜n) + op(1) = op(1).






(X ′nA′nn) = op(1),
1
2nσ6


















tr(Gn) = op(1), and
hn
nσ20









nK−1n (θˆn − θ0) + op(1).














0 −2σ20n T2n hnn T4n











deriving Σ∗−1n Γ∗nΣ∗−1n = K−1n Σ−1n ΓnΣ−1n K−1n is just a matter of matrix multiplication.
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Proofs of Higher Order Results
Proof of Lemma 2.1: Note, σˆ2n(ρ0) ≡ σˆ2n0 = 1nY ′nA′nMnAnYn = 1n′nMnn. By
the moments for quadratic forms, Var(σˆ2n0) =
1
n2
O(n) = O( 1n). Now by the generalised
Chebyshev’s inequality, P(
√
n|σˆ2n0 − σ20| ≥ δ) ≤ 1δ2nVar(σˆ2n0) = O(1). Hence, by the






In order to prove that σˆ−2n0 is
√


























= σ40 + Op(
1√
n



































) = Op(1). (D-2)




















−E(hnn ′nMnGnMnn( 1σ¯4n0 − 1σ40 )(σˆ2n0 − σ20)).
The 1st term is, hn
σ20n




2 ) by As-










). Then by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality,
|E(′nMnGnMnn(σˆ2n0 − σ20))|
= |E([′nMnGnMnn − E(′nMnGnMnn) + E(′nMnGnMnn)](σˆ2n0 − σ20))|
≤ |E([′nMnGnMnn − σ20tr(MnGnMn)](σˆ2n0 − σ20))|+ σ20|tr(MnGnMn)E(σˆ2n0 − σ20)|














1If ∀ > 0,∃c ≥ 0, n0 > 0 s.t. P(|xn| > cfn) < ,∀n ≥ n0 then xn = Op(fn)
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2 ) = O((hnn )
1
2 ).




), of the sandwich forms of Rjn for j = 2, 3, 4..
Proof of Proposition 2.1: We go on to prove the proposition using Lemma 2.1.
To that effect consider the Taylor series expansion of ψ˜n(ρ) around ρ0,
0 = ψ˜n(ρˆn) = ψ˜n +H1n(ρˆn − ρ0) + 12H2n(ρˆn − ρ0)2 + 16H3n(ρˆn − ρ0)3
+16 [H3n(ρ¯)−H3n](ρˆn − ρ0)3,
where the last two terms sums up the mean value form of the remainder term with ρ¯ lying





2 . Next, note that hnTrn =
O(1) for r = 0, 1, 2, 3 by Assumptions 2.4 and 2.5. Now, in order to prove the result






and E(ψ˜n) = O(
hn






for r = 1, 2, 3,
(iii) H−11n = Opu(1) and E(H1n)
































































2 ). Hence, Assump-
tion 2.8 implies, E[(hnR1n)
s] = E(hnR1n)
s + O((hnn )
1












2 ) for s =




2 ). Combining these with (D)
and Lemma 2.1, we have, Hrn−E(Hrn) = Op((hnn )
1
2 ) and E(Hrn) = O(1) for r = 1, 2, 3.

























































That is, E(H1n) is negative for sufficiently large n and it is finite. Therefore, E(H1n)
−1 =




2 ), we have, H−11n = Op(1).












n(ρ˜))(ρ¯ − ρ0), where, ρ˜ lies between ρ¯ and ρ0. By
repeatedly applying the mean value theorem we can find a ρ˜ which is much closer to the




n(ρ˜)) = O(1) by Assumptions 2.4 and 2.5. Combining with
the ( nhn )















nMnAnYn. Similarly, by the mean
value theorem we have, σˆ2n(ρ¯) = σˆ
2
n0 − 2n(ρ¯ − ρ0)Y ′nA′n(ρ˜)Mn(ρ˜)Gn(ρ˜)Mn(ρ˜)An(ρ˜)Yn =
σˆ2n0−2(ρ¯−ρ0)Op(h−1n ) = σˆ2n0 +Op((nhn)−1/2). By continuity of σˆ−2n0 , it can be deduced
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))−Op((hnn ) 12 ) = hnR1n +Op(hnn ) 12 (D-4)





for k = 2, 3, 4. Then it follows that, H3n(ρ¯)−H3n = Op((hnn )
1
2 ).
Proof of Proposition 2.2: Arguments are similar to that of Proposition 2.1.
Proof of Proposition 2.3: Note that b2(ρ0, γ0) = O((
n
hn
)−1) and that it is dif-
ferentiable. It follows that ∂∂(ρ0,γ0)b2(ρ0, γ0) = O((
n
hn
)−1). As ρˆn, the QML estimator
of ρ defined at the beginning of Section 5.2, is
√
n/hn-consistent, it can be shown that
γˆn = γ(Fˆn) is also
√
n/hn-consistent. We have, under the additional assumptions in
Proposition 2.3, b2(ρˆn, γˆn) = b2(ρ0, γ0)+
∂
∂ρ0








)−2)]. As E(ρˆn − ρ0) = O(hnn ), it can be shown that E(γˆn − γ0) =
O(hnn ). These lead to E[b2(ρˆn, γˆn)] = b2(ρ0, γ0) + O((
n
hn
)−2). Similarly, we show that
E[b3(ρˆn, γˆn)] = b3(ρ0, γ0)+o((
n
hn
)−2), noting that b3(ρ0, γ0) = O(( nhn )
−3/2). Clearly, our
bootstrap estimate has two step approximations, one is that described above, and the









n,b, ρˆn). However, these approximations can
be made arbitrarily accurate, for a given ρˆn and Fn, by choosing an arbitrarily large B.
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APPENDIX E
Proofs of Results in Chapter 4
Some First-Order Results
The following list summarises some frequently used notations in the paper:
• δ = (λ, ρ)′, and δ0 is its true value.
• Jm = Im − 1m lml′m where lm is an m × 1 vector of ones. [Fm,m−1, 1√m lm] is the
eigenvector matrix of Jm, where Fm,m−1 corresponds to eigenvalue of ones.
• W ∗hn = F ′n,n−1WhnFn,n−1, h = 1, 2.
• An(λ) = In − λW1n and Bn(ρ) = In − ρW2n.
• [Z∗n1, . . . , Z∗n,T−1] = F ′n,n−1[Zn1, . . . , ZnT ]FT,T−1 for any n×T matrix [Zn1, · · · , ZnT ].
• YN = (Y ∗′n1, . . . , Y ∗′n,T−1)′, XN = (X∗′n1, . . . , X∗′n,T−1)′, and WhN = IT−1⊗W ∗hn, h =
1, 2.
• AN (λ) = IN − λW1N , and BN (ρ) = IN − ρW2N .
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• MN (ρ) = B′N (ρ){IN −XN (ρ)[X′N (ρ)XN (ρ)]−1X′N (ρ)}BN (ρ).
The following set of regularity conditions from Lee and Yu (2010b) are sufficient for
the
√
N -consistency of the QML estimator δˆnT defined by maximizing (4.8), and hence
the
√
N -consistency of the QML estimators βˆN and σˆ
2
N of β and σ
2, which are clearly
essential for the development of the higher-order results for the QML estimators.
Assumption E1. W1n and W2n are row-normalised non-stochastic spatial weights
matrices with zero diagonals.
Assumption E2. The disturbances {vit}, i = 1, 2, . . . , n and t = 1, 2, . . . , T, are iid
across i and t with zero mean, variance σ20 and E|vit|4+η <∞ for some η > 0.
Assumption E3. An(λ) and Bn(ρ) are invertible for all λ ∈ Λ and ρ ∈ P, where
Λ and P are compact intervals. Furthermore, λ0 is in the interior of Λ, and ρ0 is in the
interior of P.1
Assumption E4. The elements of Xnt are non-stochastic, and are bounded uni-




Assumption E5. W1n and W2n are uniformly bounded in both row and column
sums in absolute value (for short, UB).2 Also A−1n (λ) and B−1n (ρ) are UB, uniformly in
λ ∈ Λ and ρ ∈ P.
Assumption E6. n is large, where T can be finite or large.3
Assumption E7. Either
(a): limn→∞HN (ρ) is non-singular ∀ρ ∈ P and limn→∞Q1n(ρ) 6= 0 for ρ 6= ρ0 or
1Due to the non-linearity of λ and ρ in the model, compactness of Λ and P is needed. However,
the compactness of the space of β and σ2 is not necessary because the β and σ2 estimates given
λ and ρ are least squares type estimates.
2A (sequence of n × n) matrix Pn is said to be uniformly bounded in row and column
sums in absolute value if supn≥1 ‖Pn‖∞ < ∞ and supn≥1 ‖Pn‖1 < ∞, where ‖Pn‖∞ =
sup1≤i≤n
∑n
j=1 |pij,n| and ‖Pn‖1 = sup1≤j≤n
∑n
i=1 |pij,n| are, respectively, the row sum and
column sum norms.
3The consistency and asymptotic normality of QML estimators still hold under a finite n and
a large T , but this case is of less interest as the incidental parameter problem does not occur in
this model.
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(b): limn→∞Q2n(δ) 6= 0 for δ 6= δ0, where
































positive, where Cn = JnG¨n− trJnG¨nn−1 Jn and Dn = JnHn− trJnHnn−1 Jn, with Hn = W2nB−1n









N(θˆN − θ0) D−→ N
[










`N (θ0)] assumed to be positive definite for large enough N ,









′] assumed to exist.
Theorem E.1 serve two purposes: (i) the
√
N -consistency of θˆN , which is crucial for
the higher-order results, and (ii) the asymptotic VC matrix of θˆN , which is needed in




























∼, ∼, ∼, K1N +K∗1N

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To obtain the other component ΓN (θ0) of the VC matrix, it is helpful to express the
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where bnT = FnT,NBNηN , A1nT = FnT,NBNXN , A2nT = FnT,NF′nT,N , A3nT = FnT,NBN
·GNB−1N F′nT,N , and A4nT = FnT,NW2NB−1N F′nT,N . Letting ainT be the diagonal vec-






inTajnT , we obtain,




















∼, ∼, Π33 + 1Nσ20 b
′
nTbnT , Π34




Derivatives of MN (ρ) defined below (4.7). Let, CN (ρ) = B
′
N (ρ)BN (ρ) and
DN (ρ) = [X
′
NCN (ρ)XN ]
−1, then write MN (ρ) = CN (ρ) − CN (ρ)XNDN (ρ)X′NCN (ρ).
Let C
(k)
N (ρ) and D
(k)
N (ρ) be, respectively, the kth order partial derivatives of CN (ρ) and
DN (ρ) w.r.t. ρ. The derivatives of MN (ρ) are:
M
(1)
N (ρ) = C
(1)
N (ρ)− C(1)N (ρ)XNDN (ρ)X′NCN (ρ)− CN (ρ)XND(1)N (ρ)X′NCN (ρ)
−CN (ρ)XNDN (ρ)X′NC(1)N (ρ),
M
(2)
N (ρ) = C
(2)
N (ρ)− C(2)N (ρ)XNDN (ρ)X′NCN (ρ)− 2C(1)N (ρ)XND(1)N (ρ)X′NCN (ρ)
−2C(1)N (ρ)XNDN (ρ)X′NC(1)N (ρ)− 2CN (ρ)XND(1)N (ρ)X′NC(1)N (ρ)
−CN (ρ)XND(2)N (ρ)X′NCN (ρ)− CN (ρ)XNDN (ρ)X′NC(2)N (ρ)
M
(3)
N (ρ) = −3C(2)N (ρ)XND(1)N X′NCN (ρ)− 3C(2)N (ρ)XNDN (ρ)X′NC(1)N (ρ)
−3C(1)N (ρ)XND(2)N (ρ)X′NCN (ρ)− 6C(1)N (ρ)XND(1)N (ρ)X′NC(1)N (ρ)
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−3C(1)N (ρ)XNDN (ρ)X′NC(2)N (ρ)− 3CN (ρ)XND(2)N (ρ)X′NC(1)N (ρ)
−3CN (ρ)XND(1)N (ρ)X′NC(2)N (ρ)− CN (ρ)XND(3)N (ρ)X′NCN (ρ)
M
(4)
N (ρ) = −6C(2)N (ρ)XND(2)N X′NCN (ρ)− 12C(2)N (ρ)XND(1)N (ρ)X′NC(1)N (ρ)
−6C(2)N (ρ)XNDN (ρ)X′NC(2)N (ρ)− 4C(1)N (ρ)XND(3)N (ρ)X′NCN (ρ)
−4CN (ρ)XND(3)N (ρ)X′NC(1)N (ρ)− 12C(1)N (ρ)XND(2)N (ρ)X′NC(1)N (ρ)
−12C(1)N (ρ)XND(1)N (ρ)X′NC(2)N (ρ)− 6CN (ρ)XND(2)N (ρ)X′NC(2)N (ρ)
−CN (ρ)XND(4)N (ρ)X′NCN (ρ).
For the derivatives of CN (ρ), we have C
(1)
N (ρ) = −W′2NBN (ρ) − B′N (ρ)W2N ,
C
(2)
N (ρ) = 2W
′
2NW2N , and C
(k)
N (ρ) = 0, k ≥ 3. For the derivatives of DN (ρ), denoting
PN (ρ) = X
′
NCN (ρ)XN and its kth derivative P
(k)
N (ρ), we have,
D
(1)
N (ρ) = −DN (ρ)P (1)N (ρ)DN (ρ),
D
(2)
N (ρ) = −D(1)N (ρ)P (1)N (ρ)DN (ρ)−DN (ρ)P (2)N (ρ)DN (ρ)−DN (ρ)P (1)N (ρ)D(1)N (ρ),
D
(3)
N (ρ) = −D(2)N (ρ)P (1)N (ρ)DN (ρ)−DN (ρ)P (1)N (ρ)D(2)N (ρ)− 2D(1)N (ρ)P (2)N (ρ)DN (ρ)
−2D(1)N (ρ)P (1)N (ρ)D(1)N (ρ)− 2DN (ρ)P (2)N (ρ)D(1)N (ρ),
D
(4)
N (ρ) = −D(3)N (ρ)P (1)N (ρ)DN (ρ)−DN (ρ)P (1)N (ρ)D(3)N (ρ)− 3D(2)N (ρ)P (2)N (ρ)DN (ρ)
−3D(2)N (ρ)P (1)N (ρ)D(1)N (ρ)−3D(1)N (ρ)P (1)N (ρ)D(2)N (ρ)−3DN (ρ)P (2)N (ρ)D(2)N (ρ)
−6D(1)N (ρ)P (2)N (ρ)D(1)N (ρ).
Clearly, P
(k)
N (ρ) can be obtained from C
(k)
N (ρ), and both are zero when k ≥ 3.
Additional quantities required in (4.17): Letting E(Q
(1)
N ) = (s1, s2), qN =
(s3, s4) and E[Q
(2)
N (δ0) = (s5, s6, s7, s8), we have






























































where MN ≡MN (ρ0) and M(k)N ≡M(k)N (ρ0).
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Proofs for Section 4.4
Proof of Lemma 4.1: The results of (a) follows from the following properties of
cumulants: for two independent random variables X and Y and a constant c, (i) κ1(X+
c) = κ1(X) + c, (ii) κr(X + c) = κr(X), r ≥ 2, (iii) κr(cX) = crκr(X), and (iv) κr(X +
Y ) = κr(X) +κr(Y ). See, e.g., Kendall and Stuart (1969, Sec. 3.12). The results of (b)
follows from the definition of the joint cumulants, and some tedious derivations.
Proof of Lemma 4.2: Note that the rth cumulant w.r.t. the EDF GN of {vi, i =




i=1 vi = 0. To show κ
?
2(v
?) = σ20 + Op(N




NVN ) = σ
2
0. From Lemma 4.1, we have Var(v
2
































































mj − 2N k4a¯4





















mi is bounded, uniformly in m = 1, 2, . . . , nT . It follows by
the generalised Chebyshev’s inequality that κ?2(v
?) = σ20 +Op(N
−1/2).
For the general results with r ≥ 3, it is easy to verify that E(κ?r(v?)) = kra¯r +
O(N−1/2). By the results of Lemma 4.1 and the fact that
∑N
i=1 |fmi|r is bounded,
uniformly in m = 1, 2, . . . , nT , it is straightforward, though tedious, to show that
Var(κ?r(v
?)) = O(N−1). The result thus follows.
Proof of Lemma 4.3: As VˆN is defined by replacing θ0 in VN by θˆN , the result
follows directly from the
√
N -consistency of θˆN .
Proof of Lemma 4.4: The proof is trivial.
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APPENDIX F
Proofs of Results in Chapter 5
Proof of Theorem 5.1: We only prove the consistency of λˆn as the consistency
of βˆn and σˆ
2
n immediately follows from identities similar to (5.13) and (5.14). Define
¯`c
n(λ) = maxβ,σ2 E[`n(θ)]. By Theorem 5.7 of van der Vaart (1998), it amounts to show,




n(λ)− ¯`cn(λ0)] < 0 for any  > 0




n(λ) − ¯`cn(λ)] p−→ 0
uniformly in λ ∈ Λ.












. Recall `cn(λ) defined in (5.3).











2n(log |A′n(λ)An(λ)| − log |A′nAn|) + 12n(log |σ−2n (λ)In| − log |σ−20 In|)
]
6= 0 for λ 6= λ0, by Assumption 5.6.
Next, note that pn(θ0) = exp[`n(θ0)] is the quasi joint pdf of n, which is N(0, σ
2In).
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Let p0n(θ0) be the true joint pdf of n ∼ (0, σ2Hn). Let Eq denote the expectation with
respect to pn(θ0), to differentiate from the usual notation E that corresponds to p
0
n(θ0).
Now consider n(β, λ) = An(λ)Yn − Xnβ = Bn(λ)n + bn(β, λ), where Bn(λ) =
An(λ)A
−1
n and bn(β, λ) = An(λ)A
−1
n Xnβ0 −Xnβ. Then, with `n(θ) given in (5.2), we
have
Eq[`n(θ0)] = −n2 ln(2piσ2) + ln |An| − n2 ,
E[`n(θ0)] = −n2 ln(2piσ2) + ln |An| − n2 , as 1n
∑n
i=1 hn,i = 1
Eq[`n(θ)] = −n2 ln(2piσ2) + ln |An(λ)| − 12σ2 [σ20tr(B′n(λ)Bn(λ)) + b′n(β, λ)bn(β, λ)],
E[`n(θ)] = −n2 ln(2piσ2) + ln |An(λ)| − 12σ2 [σ20tr(HnB′n(λ)Bn(λ)) + b′n(β, λ)bn(β, λ)],
where we have used the identities, Bn(λ0) = In and bn(β0, λ0) = 0. Now using the
identities An(λ) = An + (λ0 − λ)Wn and Bn(λ) = In + (λ0 − λ)Gn, we have,
E[`n(θ)]− Eq[`n(θ)]
= 2(λ0 − λ)[tr(HnGn)− tr(Gn)] + (λ0 − λ)2[tr(HnG′nGn)− tr(G′nGn)] = o(1),
where the last equality holds by assumptions Cov(gn, hn) = o(1) and Cov(qn, hn) = o(1).
By Jensen’s inequality, 0 = log Eq
( pn(θ)
pn(θ0)






)] ≤ 0 or E[log pn(θ)] ≤ E[log pn(θ0)], for large enough n. Thus,
¯`
n(λ) = maxβ,σ2 E[log pn(θ)] ≤ maxβ,σ2 E[log pn(θ0)] = E[log pn(θ0)] = ¯`n(λ0), for λ 6=
λ0 and n large enough.
Condition (b): Note 1n [`
c
n(λ)− ¯`cn(λ)] = −12 [log(σˆ2n(λ))− log(σ¯2n(λ))]. By the mean
value theorem, log(σˆ2n(λ))− log(σ¯2n(λ)) = 1σ˙2n(λ) [σˆ
2
n(λ)− σ¯2n(λ)], where σ˙2n(λ) lies between
σˆ2n(λ) and σ¯
2
n(λ). Using MnAn(λ)Yn = (λ0 − λ)Mnηn +MnAn(λ)A−1n n we have,












































2′nG′nPnn + ′nG′nPnGnn] = op(1) uniformly, using Cov(hn, gn) = o(1). Lemmas A.1
- A.3 imply, 1
n2
Var(′nA−1n A′n(λ)An(λ)A−1n n) = o(1). Then, together with Chebyshev






n ] = op(1), uniformly for λ ∈ Λ.
It left to show σ2n(λ) is uniformly bounded away from zero. Suppose σ
2
n(λ) is not uni-
formly bounded away from zero. Then ∃{λn} ⊂ Λ such that σ2n(λn)→ 0. Consider the
model with β0 = 0. The Gaussian log-likelihood is `t,n(θ) = −n2 log(2piσ2)+log |An(λ)|−
1
2σ2
Y ′nA′n(λ)An(λ)Yn and ¯`t,n(λ) = maxσ2 E[`t,n(θ)]. By Jensen’s inequality, ¯`t,n(λ) ≤






t,n(λ0)] ≤ 0, and −n2 log(σ2n(λ)) ≤ −n2 log(σ20) + 1n(log |An(λ0)| − log |An(λ)|) = O(1).
That is, −n2 log(σ2n(λ)) is bounded from above which is a contradiction. Hence, σ2n(λ)
is bounded away from zero uniformly, and n2 log(σ
2
n(λ)) is well defined ∀λ ∈ Λ.
Collecting all these results we have, supλ∈Λ
1
n |[`cn(λ)− ¯`cn(λ)]| = op(1), completing
the proof of consistency part.
To prove the asymptotic normality, first note that tr(Hn) = n. By the mean value
theorem,
√









∂θ `n(θ0), where θ˜n lies elementwise be-
tween θˆn and θ0. By Assumptions 5.1-5.6, the condition Cov(gn, hn) = o(n
−1/2), and





D−→ N(0,Σ), where Σ is defined in the theorem.
Let Hn(θ) = ∂2∂θ∂θ′ `n(θ). It left to show (i) 1nHn(θ˜n)−Hn = op(1) and (ii) Hn −In =
op(1).
Condition (i): By Assumptions 5.3-5.5 and the assumption that Cov(hn, gn) = o(1)
stated in the theorem, Lemma A.2-A.3, θ˜n − θ0 = op(1), n(β˜n, λ˜n) = Xn(β0 − β˜n) +




















′nn − 1σ˜6n 
′
n(δ˜n)n(δ˜n)








































n)− tr(G2n(λ˜n)) = op(1),
where the last equality holds since tr(G2n)− tr(G2n(λ˜n)) = 2tr(G2n(λ¯n))(λ0 − λ˜n) by the
mean value theorem for some λ¯n between λ0 and λ˜n.
Condition (ii): Using the results E(′nn) = σ20tr(Hn), E(′nGnn) = σ20tr(HnGn)






























nGnn) = op(1). Then by Chebyshev inequality,
Hn,ββ − In,ββ = 0,
Hn,σ2β − In,σ2β = Op( 1√n) = op(1),





Hn,λβ − In,λβ = 1nX ′nGnn = Op( 1√n) = op(1),
Hn,λσ2 − In,λσ2 = 1σ40n
′
nGnn − 1σ20ntr(HnGn) +Op(
1√
n
) = op(1) and
Hn,λλ − In,λλ = 1n′nG′nGnn − 1ntr(HnG′nGn) +Op( 1√n) = op(1).
Proof of Theorem 5.2: Let E(ψ˜∗n(λ)) = ψ¯∗(λ). By Theorem 5.9 of van der Vaart
(1998), the proof of consistency of λ˜n requires (a) Convergence: supλ∈Λ|ψ˜∗n(λ)−ψ¯∗(λ)| =
op(1) and (b) Identification uniqueness: for  > 0, infλ:d(λ,λ0)≥|ψ¯∗(λ)| > 0 = |ψ¯∗(λ0)|.
The proof of Theorem 5.1 implies that σˆ2n(λ) is uniformly bounded away from 0.
Thus, the ACQS estimator λ˜n = arg{ψ˜∗n(λ) = 0} is equivalently defined as λ˜n =
arg{Y ′nA′n(λ)MnG◦n(λ)An(λ)Yn = 0}, suggesting that we can work purely with the
























nMnGnAnYn + (λ0 − λ)Y ′nA′nG′nMnGnAnYn
= ′nMnGn(Xnβ0 + n) + (λ0 − λ)(Xnβ0 + n)′G′nMnGn(Xnβ0 + n), and
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E(T1n(λ)) = (λ0−λ)β′0XnG′nMnGnXnβ0+σ20tr(HnMnGn)+σ20(λ0−λ)tr(HnG′nMnGn).
By Lemma A.3 and Assumptions 5.5 and 5.6, we have 1n [T1n(λ) − E(T1n(λ))] = op(1).
Now, as Mn appeared in T2n is a projection matrix, by Lemma A.2, similar arguments
as for T1n(λ) lead to
1
n [T2n(λ)−E(T2n(λ))] = op(1). Thus, 1n{Tn(λ)−E[Tn(λ)]} = op(1).
Condition (b): First, we have E[Tn(λ0)] = 0, as tr[HnMndiag(M)
−1diag(MnGn)] =
tr[diag(HnMndiag(M)























By Assumption 5.6∗ and Lemma A.2, E[Tn(λ)] 6= 0, for any λ 6= λ0. Then the
conditions of Theorem 5.9 of van der Vaart (1998) hold, and thus the consistency of λ˜n.











n(λ˜n − λ0), (F-2)





































































nMnAnYn + op(1). By Assumptions 5.4, 5.5 and continuous mapping theorem,
































































nMnWnYn+op(1). Collecting these results
and observing σˆ2n(λ¯n) = σˆ
2




n(λ¯n)− ddλ ψ˜∗n(λ0) = op(1).
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nMnAnYn) · (Y ′nW ′nMnAnYn) + op(1) ≡
∑4
i=1 Tin + op(1).




nn = op(1) for a vector an of uniformly bounded
















nGnn)+op(1), and T4n = op(1), by Lemma A.2. It follows











Condition (iii): By Assumptions 5.3-5.6 and Lemmas A.2 and A.3, it is easy to






) 6= 0 for large enough n.
Proof of Theorem 5.3: Recall β˜n = (X
′
nXn)
−1X ′nAn(λ˜n)Yn. We have,
√
n(β˜n−β0) = ( 1nX ′nXn)−1 1√nX ′nn−
√






The proof of the asymptotic normality of λ˜n in Theorem 5.2 and the asymptotic repre-
sentation for
√
nψ˜∗n given in (5.10) imply that
√
n(λ˜n − λ0) = Φ−1n
√





nn) + op(1). (F-4)
This shows that each component of
√
n(β˜n−β0) is a linear-quadratic form in n. Thus,
Crame`r-Wold device and the CLT for linear-quadratic form of Kelejian and Prucha
(2001) lead to the asymptotic normality of
√
n(β˜n − β0). Clearly, the asymptotic mean
of
√





−1X ′nVar(n)Xn(X ′nXn)−1 + τ2(λ˜n)(X ′nXn)−1X ′nηnη′nXn(X ′nXn)−1
−2(σ20Φn)−1(X ′nXn)−1X ′nCov(n, ′nBnn + c′nn)η′nXn(X ′nXn)−1
= (X ′nXn)−1X ′nAnXn(X ′nXn)−1,
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where An = nσ20Hn + τ2n(λ˜n)ηnη′n − 2Φ−1n (σ−20 diag(Bn)sn +Hncn)η′n, and sn = E(3n).
The limiting distribution of
√
n(σ˜2n − σ20) can be found in a similar manner from
√









(′nn − nσ20) + 2
√
n(λ˜n − λ0) 1nσ20tr(HnGn) + op(1),

















Cov(′n, ′nBnn + c′nn)tr(HnGn)Φ−1n . Cov(′n, ′nBnn +
c′nn) can be easily derived but not needed in light of the discussions provided.
Proof of Theorem 5.4: To prove the consistency of τ˜2n(λ˜n) as an estimator of
τ2n(λ˜n), we need to prove (a) Φ˜n − Φn = op(1), and (b) τ˜2n(ψ˜∗n)− τ2n(ψ˜∗n) = op(1). First,
(a) follows from the proof of Theorem 5.2 (the asymptotic normality part). To prove
(b), as σ˜2n = σ
2
0 + op(1) by Theorem 5.3, it suffices to show that, by the consistency of











where ξn,i = ζn,i + bn,iin,i + cn,i. This follows immediately by Theorem A.1 and the
poof of Theorem 5.1 of Baltagi and Yang (2013b).
The consistency of τ˜2n(β˜n) follows that of τ˜
2
n(λ˜n) and the consistency of θ˜n.
Finally, the same procedure proves the same set of the results for the regular QML





Proofs of Results in Chapter 6
G.1 Proofs of Results for SARAR(p, q) Model
Proof of Theorem 6.1: Details of the proof of Theorem 6.1, that shows the con-
sistency and the asymptotic normality of the QML estimators of θ under homoskedastic
assumption is similar to the proofs of Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 of Lee (2004) after making
adjustments for the autoregressive disturbances. As such we omit the proof of Theorem
6.1 and focus on the case where the errors are heteroskedastic.
Proof of Theorem 6.2: Let E(ψ˜∗n(δ)) = ψ¯∗(δ). By Theorem 5.9 of van der Vaart
(1998), the proof of consistency of δ˜n requires, (a) Uniform convergence: supδ∈∆||ψ˜∗n(δ)−
ψ¯∗(δ)|| = op(1) and (b) Identification uniqueness: for  > 0, infδ:d(δ,δ0)≥||ψ¯∗(δ)| > 0 =
|ψ¯∗(δ0)|.
The proof of Theorem 6.1 implies that σˆ2n(β, λ) is bounded away from 0 with prob-






n(δ)Mn(ρ)B¯◦jn(δ)Yn(δ) = 0, j = 1, . . . , p
Y ′n(δ)Mn(ρ)G¯◦kn(ρ)Yn(δ) = 0, k = 1, ..., q
 ,
suggesting that we can work purely with the numerators of ψ˜∗n(δ) in order to establish
consistency of δ˜n. Let Rjn(δ) = Tjn(δ)−Sjn(δ) where Tjn(δ) = Y ′n(δ)Mn(ρ)B¯jn(δ)Yn(δ)
and Sjn(δ) = Y
′
n(δ)Mn(ρ)diag(Mn(ρ))−1diag[Mn(ρ)B¯jn(δ)]Yn(δ) for j = 1, . . . , p.
Condition (a): By a Taylor expansion around δ0 we have,
Tjn(δ) = Y
′
n(δ0)MnB¯jnYn(δ0) + (δ − δ0)′ ∂∂δTjn(δ) + op(1)









T˙jj′,n(δ) = −Y ′n(δ)B¯′j′n(δ)Mn(ρ)B¯jn(δ)Yn(δ) and
T˙jk,n(δ) = −Y ′n(δ)Mn(ρ)G¯kn(ρ)B¯jn(δ)Yn(δ) − Y ′n(δ)G¯′kn(ρ)Mn(ρ)B¯jn(δ)Yn(δ) for
j, j′ = 1, . . . , p and k = 1, . . . , q. Then,
E[Trn(δ)] = σ
2
0tr(HnMnB¯jn) + (δ − δ0)′E( ∂∂δTjn(δ)), where
E[T˙jj′,n(δ)] = −σ20tr(HnB¯′j′nMnB¯jn)− η′j′nMnηjn,
E[T˙jk,n(δ)] = −σ20tr(HnMnG¯kn(ρ)B¯jn)− σ20tr(HnG¯′kn(ρ)MnB¯jn)− η′knMnηjn,
ηjn = BnFjnXnβ0 and ηkn = G¯knBnXnβ0.
By Lemma A.3 and Assumptions 6.3-6.6, we have 1n [Tjn(δ) − E(Tjn(δ))] = op(1).
Now, asMn in Sjn is a projection matrix, by Lemma A.2 and similar arguments as for
Tjn(δ) lead to
1
n [Sjn(δ)−E(Sjn(δ))] = op(1). Thus, 1n{Rjn(δ)−E[Rjn(δ)]} = op(1). We
can reach a similar conclusion by following the same line of arguments for the second
set of equations of the system of estimating equations.
Condition (b): Once again we prove the condition for the component of the ad-
justed score with respect to λ noting that the proof for the component with respect to
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By Assumption 6.6∗ and Lemma A.2, E[Rjn(λ)] 6= 0, for any λ 6= λ0. Hence, the
conditions of Theorem 5.9 of van der Vaart (1998) hold, and thus the consistency of λ˜n.











n(δ˜n − δ0), (G-2)




















































































































k,n(ρ) = Gkn(ρ)G¯k′n(ρ) +Gkn(ρ)M˙k′n(ρ)
+diag[M−1n (ρ)M˙k′n(ρ)M−1n (ρ)]diag[Mn(ρ)G¯kn(ρ)]−diag[Mn(ρ)]−1diag[M˙k′n(ρ)G¯kn(ρ)]
−diag[Mn(ρ)]−1diag[Mn(ρ)Gkn(ρ)G¯k′n(ρ)]−diag[Mn(ρ)]−1diag[Mn(ρ)Gkn(ρ)M˙k′n(ρ)]
and M˙kn(ρ) =Mn(ρ)Gkn(ρ)Pn(ρ) + Pn(ρ)G′kn(ρ)Mn(ρ).
Condition (i): First note that the common term in the denominator of the com-
ponents in ∂∂δ′ ψ˜
∗
n(δ¯n) can be written as Y
′
n(δ)Mn(ρ)Yn(δ) = nσˆ2n(δ¯n), where σˆ2n(δ¯n) =









kn(δ0) + op(1) and
˙¯G◦kn(δ¯n) =






j′n(δ¯)Mn(ρ¯)B¯◦jn(δ¯)Yn(δ¯) can be written as, T1n(δ0) + (δ¯− δ0)′ ∂∂δT1n(δ0), where
together with the continuous mapping theorem, Lemma A.2 and Assumptions 6.3-6.6
and some tedious algebra, we have T1n(δ¯) = T1n(δ0) + op(1).
Condition (ii): The result follows from a direct application of Lemmas A.2 and
A.3 using Assumptions 6.3-6.6. See proof of Theorem 5.2 for further details.
Condition (iii): By Assumptions 6.3-6.6 and Lemmas A.2 and A.3, it is easy to








for large enough n.





−1X ′nB˜′nB˜nA˜nYn. Then by a
Taylor expansion, we have,
√
















QnGsknBn(In −XnQnBn)Xnβ0 + op(1),
for Qn = (X ′nB′nBnXn)−1X ′nB′n, ηjn = BnFjnXnβ0, and Gskn = G′kn + Gkn. By As-
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This shows that each component of
√
n(β˜n−β0) is a linear-quadratic form in n. Thus,
Crame`r-Wold device and the CLT for linear-quadratic form of Kelejian and Prucha
(2001) lead to the asymptotic normality of
√
n(β˜n − β0). The asymptotic mean of
√
n(β˜n − β0) is zero and the first-order variance of it can be found using (G-4):
τ2(β˜n) = QnVar(n)Q′n +Qnηjnτ2(δ˜n)η′jnQ′n − 2σ−20 QnCov(n, Rn(n))Φ−1n η′jnQ′n
= QnAnQ′n,










nσ20Hn, sn = E(
3
n) and Rn(n) is as defined in (6.18).
The limiting distribution of
√
n(σ˜2n − σ20) can be found in a similar manner from
√














which has a limiting mean of zero and first-order variance that can be easily derived
but not needed in light of Footnote 4. Thus by the consistency of δ˜n from Theorem 6.2,
we have the consistency of σ˜2n, in particular, it is
√
n-consistent.
Proof of Theorem 6.4: This follows immediately by the Central Limit Theorem
for quadratic forms by Kelejian and Prucha (2001) and the poof of Theorem 1 of Baltagi
and Yang (2013b). The details of the proof are similar to the proof of Theorem 6.8 given
below but extended to include higher order spatial dependence.
The consistency of τ˜2n(β˜n) follows that of τ˜
2
n(λ˜n) and the consistency of θ˜n.
G.2 Proofs of Results for Fixed Effects SPD Model
Proof of Theorem 6.5: The concentrated expected quasi log-likelihood function is,
¯`c
N (δ) = maxβ,σ2 E[`N (θ)] = −N2 ln(2pi + 1) + ln |A1N (λ)| + ln |A2N (ρ)| − N2 ln(σ¯2N (δ)),
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2N ]. To apply Theorem 5.9 of
van der Vaart (1998) for consistency, we need (a) the identification uniqueness condition:
infδ:d(δ,δ0)≥
1
N ||¯`cN (δ)|| > 0 = ||¯`cN (δ0)|| for any  > 0 and a distance measure d(δ, δ0),
and (b) the uniform convergence: sup 1N ||`cN (δ)− ¯`cN (δ)||
p−→ 0 uniformly in δ ∈ ∆.



















(log |σ¯−2IN | − log |σ−20 |IN )
6= 0 for θ 6= θ0, by Assumption 6.12.
Next, note pN (δ0) = exp[`N (δ0)] is the quasi joint pdf of VN , which is N (0, σ2IN ).
Let p0N (δ0) be the true joint pdf of VN ∼ (0, σ2HN ) and Eq denote the expectation
w.r.t. pN (δ0), to differentiate from the usual notation E that corresponds to p
0
N (δ0).
Now consider VN (ζ) = A2N (ρ)[A1N (λ)YN − XNβ] = BN (δ)VN + bN (ζ), where




2N and bN (ζ) = A2N (ρ)[A1N (λ)A
−1
1NXNβ0 − XNβ].
Then, for `N (θ) given in (6.23), we have
Eq[`N (θ0)] = −N2 ln(2piσ2) + ln |A1N |+ ln |A2N | − N2 ,
E[`N (θ0)] = −N2 ln(2piσ2) + ln |A1N |+ ln |A2N | − N2 , as 1N tr(HN ) = 1





N (δ)BN (δ)) + b
′
N (ζ)bN (ζ)],





N (δ)BN (δ)) + b
′
N (ζ)bN (ζ)],
where we have used the identities, BN (δ0) = IN and bN (ζ0) = 0. Then, E[`N (θ)] −
Eq[`N (θ)] = o(1), where the last equality holds by assumptions Cov(grn, hn) = o(1)

















)] ≤ 0 or
E[log pN (θ)] ≤ E[log pN (θ0)], for large enough N . Thus, ¯`N (δ) = maxβ,σ2 E[log pN (θ)] ≤
maxβ,σ2 E[log pN (θ0)] = ¯`N (δ0), for θ 6= θ0, and N large enough.
Condition (b): Note, 1N [`
c
N (δ)− ¯`cN (δ)] = −12 [log(σˆ2N (δ))−log(σ¯2N (δ))]. By the mean
value theorem, log(σˆ2N (δ))−log(σ¯2N (δ)) = 1σ˙2N (δ) [σˆ
2
N (δ)−σ¯2N (δ)], where σ˙2N (δ) lies between
σˆ2N (δ) and σ¯
2




2N (A2NXNβ + VN ),
σˆ2n(δ) = σ¯
2





















































2N = IN +(ρ0−ρ)G2N +(λ0−λ)G¯1N +(λ0−λ)(ρ0−ρ)G2NG¯1N .
Combined with Assumptions 6.9-6.12, we have, T1N (δ) = op(1) uniformly. Further, by

















op(1). Now, Lemmas A.1 - A.3 imply,
1
N2
Var(T2N (δ)) = o(1). Then, together with
Chebyshev inequality, T2N (δ)− T3N (δ) = op(1), uniformly for δ ∈ ∆.
It left to show that, σ2N (δ) (defined in Assumption 6.12 and the main part of
σ¯2N (δ)) is uniformly bounded away from zero. Suppose σ
2
N (δ) is not uniformly bounded
away from zero. Then ∃{δn} ⊂ ∆ such that σ2N (δ) → 0. Consider the model with
β0 = 0, which has the quasi log-likelihood, `
∗
N (θ) = −N2 log(2piσ2) + log |A1N (λ)| +
log |A2N (ρ)| − 12σ2Y
′
N (δ)YN (δ) and
¯`∗
N (δ) = maxσ2 E[`
∗
N (θ)]. By Jensen’s inequal-
ity, we have ¯`∗N (δ) ≤ maxσ2 E[`∗N (θ0)] = ¯`∗N (δ0). Then together with Lemma A.2, we
have 1N [
¯`∗
N (δ) − ¯`∗N (δ0)] ≤ 0, and −N2 log(σ2N (δ)) ≤ −N2 log(σ20) + 1N (log |A1N (λ0)| −
log |A1N (λ)|) + 1N (log |A2N (ρ0)| − log |A2N (ρ)|) = O(1). That is, −N2 log(σ2N (δ)) is
bounded from above which is a contradiction. Since σ2N (δ) is bounded away from zero
uniformly, we have that σ¯2N (δ) is also bounded away from zero since it is the sum of a
quadratic term and σ2N (δ). Further by (G-5), σˆ
2
n(δ) is also bounded away from zero.
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Collecting these we have, supδ∈∆
1
N |[`cN (δ)− ¯`cN (δ)]| = op(1), completing the proof.
Proof of Theorem 6.6: Let E(ψ˜∗N (δ)) = ψ¯
∗(δ). By Theorem 5.9 of van der
Vaart (1998), the proof of consistency of δ˜N requires (a) Convergence: supδ∈∆||ψ˜∗N (δ)−
ψ¯∗(δ)|| = op(1) and (b) Identification uniqueness: for  > 0, infδ:d(δ,δ0)≥||ψ¯∗(δ)|| > 0 =
||ψ¯∗(δ0)||. The proof of Theorem 6.1 implies that σˆ2N (δ) is bounded away from 0 with
probability one for large enough N . Thus, the ACQS estimator δ˜N = arg{ψ˜∗N (δ) = 0} is
equivalently defined as δ˜N = arg{Y′N (δ)MN (ρ)G¯◦rN (δ)YN (δ) = 0, r = 1, 2}, suggesting
that we can work purely with the numerator of ψ˜∗N (δ) to establish consistency. For
r = 1, 2, write the numerators of the components of the adjusted score as,
RrN (δ) = Y
′
N (δ)MN (ρ)G¯rN (δ)YN (δ)
−Y′N (δ)MN (ρ)diag[MN (ρ)]−1diag[MN (ρ)G¯rN (δ)]YN (δ)
≡ TrN (δ)− SrN (δ).





VN ), B1N (δ) = A2N (ρ)A1N (λ)A−11NA
−1
2N = IN + (ρ0 − ρ)G2N + (λ0 − λ)G¯1N + (λ0 −
λ)(ρ0−ρ)G2NG¯1N , B2N (ρ) = IN +(ρ0−ρ)G2N and the fact that the projection matrix
MN (ρ) is uniformly bounded, we have,
T1N (δ) = Y
′
N (δ)MN (ρ)G¯1N (δ)YN (δ)
= (A2NXNβ0 + VN )
′
B′1N (δ)MNB2N (ρ)G¯1NG¯1N (A2NXNβ0 + VN ) + op(1)
T2N (δ) = Y
′
N (δ)MN (ρ)G¯2N (δ)YN (δ)




1N (δ)MNG2NMNB1N (δ)(A2NXNβ + VN ) + op(1).
Then by Lemma A.3 and Assumptions 6.11 and 6.12, 1N [TrN (δ)−E(TrN (δ))] = op(1) for
r = 1, 2. Now, as MN (ρ) in SrN (δ) is a projection matrix, by Lemma A.2 and similar
arguments as for TrN (δ) lead to
1
N [SrN (δ) − E(SrN (δ))] = op(1). Thus, 1N [RrN (δ) −
E[RrN (δ)]] = op(1).
Condition (b): First, we have E[RrN (δ0)] = 0. By Assumption 6.12
∗ and Lemma
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A.2, E[RrN (δ)] 6= 0, for any δ 6= δ0. It follows that the conditions of Theorem 5.9 of van
der Vaart (1998) hold, and thus the consistency of δ˜N follows.
To prove asymptotic normality, we have, by the mean value theorem,
0 =
√








N(δ˜N − δ0), (G-6)





































˙¯G◦11,N (δ)−B1N (δ)G¯1N (δ)− G¯′1N (δ)B1N (δ)





˙¯G◦12,N (δ) + MN (ρ)G2N (ρ)G¯
◦
1N (δ)−B1N (δ)G2N (ρ)






2,N (δ)MN (ρ)G¯1N (δ)− G¯′1N (δ)B2N (δ)





˙¯G◦22,N (δ) + MN (ρ)G2N (ρ)G¯
◦
2N (δ)−B2N (δ)G2N (ρ)
−MN (ρ)G¯2N (ρ)G¯◦2N (δ) − G¯′2N (ρ)B2N (δ) + 2ψ˜∗2,N (δ)MN (ρ)G¯2N (δ)]YN (δ) where
BrN (δ) = MN (ρ)G¯
◦





1N (δ) = G¯
2





1N (δ) = G¯1N (δ)G2N (ρ)−G2N (ρ)G¯1N (δ)
+diag[MN (ρ)]
−1diag[MN (ρ)G2N (ρ)G¯1N (δ)−MN (ρ)G¯1N (δ)G2N (ρ)−M˙N (ρ)G¯1N (δ)]
+diag[MN (ρ)]





2N (δ) = G2N (ρ)G¯2N (ρ) + G2N (ρ)M˙N (ρ)
−diag[MN (ρ)]−1diag[MN (ρ)G2N (ρ)G¯2N (ρ)+MN (ρ)G2N (ρ)M˙N (ρ)+M˙N (ρ)G¯2N (ρ)]
+diag[MN (ρ)]
−2diag[M˙N (ρ)]diag[MN (ρ)G¯2N (ρ)] and




Condition (i): First note that the common term in the denominator of the compo-
nents in ∂∂δ′ ψ˜
∗
N (δ¯N ) can be written as Y
′
N (δ)MN (ρ)YN (δ) = Nσˆ
2
N (δ¯N ), where σˆ
2
N (δ¯N ) =
σˆ2N (δ0) + op(1). By Assumptions 6.10 and 6.11 and continuous mapping theorem,
G¯◦rN (δ¯N ) = G¯
◦
rN (δ0) + op(1) and
˙¯G◦rN (δ¯N ) =
˙¯G◦rN (δ0) + op(1) for r = 1, 2. Then, using









can be written as, T1N (δ0) + (δ¯ − δ0)′ ∂∂δT1N (δ0), where together with the continuous
mapping theorem, Lemma A.2 and Assumptions 6.9-6.12 and some tedious algebra, we




N (δ¯N )− ddδ′ ψ˜∗N (δ0) = op(1).
Condition (ii): The result follows from a direct application of Lemmas A.2 and
A.3 using Assumptions 6.9-6.12. See proof of Theorem 5.2 for further details.
Condition (iii): By Assumptions 6.9-6.12 Lemmas A.2 and A.3, ΦN is non-singular







is non-singular for large enough N .
Proof of Theorem 6.7: By a Taylor expansion, we have,
√



















2NA2N (IN −XNRNA2N )XNβ0 + op(1),












By Assumptions 6.9-6.11, the asymptotic order of the second component of ∂∂δ βˆN
∣∣∣
δ=δ0
is op(1). This shows that each component of
√
N(β˜N − β0) is a linear-quadratic form
in VN . Thus, Crame`r-Wold device and the CLT for linear quadratic forms given in
Lemma A.3 lead to the asymptotic normality of
√
N(β˜N − β0). The asymptotic mean
of
√
N(β˜N − β0) is zero and the first-order variance of it can be found using (G-8):
Σ(β˜N ) = RNVar(VN )R
′





−2σ−20 RNCov(VN ,QN (VN ))Φ−1N η′jnR′N










−1(η1N , 0N )′+η1NΣN,11(δ˜N )η′1N+
Nσ20HN , sN = E(V
3
N ) and QN (VN ) is as defined in (6.33).
The limiting distribution of
√
N(σ˜2N − σ20) can be found in a similar manner from
√














which has a limiting mean of zero and first-order variance that can be easily derived but
not needed. Thus by the consistency of δ˜N from Theorem 6.6, we have the consistency
of σ˜2N , in particular, it is
√
N -consistent.
Proof of Theorem 6.8: To prove the consistency of Σ˜N (δ˜N ) as an estimator of
ΣN (δ˜N ), we need to prove (a) Φ˜N − ΦN = op(1), and (b) Σ˜N (ψ˜∗N )− ΣN (ψ˜∗N ) = op(1).
For, (a) note E(VNV
′
N ) = σ
2HN . By Theorem 6.6, H˜N =
1
σ˜2
diag(V˜ 21 , . . . , V˜
2
N ) =
HN + op(1). Then following the proof of Theorem 6.6 (the asymptotic normality part)




0 + op(1) by Theorem 6.7, it suffices






V ∗2g ΥgΥ′g −Var(V ∗g Υg)
)
= (∆r,s)r,s=1,2 = op(1),
where Υg = (ζ1N,g + b1N,ggV
∗
g + c1N,g, ζ2N,g + b2N,ggV
∗
g + c2N,g)
′. To do so we use
Theorem 19.7 in Davidson (1994) and the weak law for large numbers (WLLN) for
martingale difference sequences. First note that when the errors are independent and
normal, {V ∗g Υg}g=1,...,N form a martingale difference sequence since (i) E|V ∗g Υg| < ∞
and (ii) E(V ∗g Υg|Fg−1) = 0, a.s. where Fg−1 is the increasing σ-field generated by the
transformed errors {V ∗1 , . . . , V ∗g−1}. For the second condition note, brN,ggE(V ∗2g |Fg−1) =
0 since brN,gg = 0 by design and E(V
∗
g ζrN,g|Fg−1) = 0 since ζrN,g is a triangular array
measurable up to Fg−1.




































≡∑6k=1 TkN , where, drsN,j = 4∑g−1k=1 brN,gkbsN,gkE(V ∗2k ).
For T1N , under Assumption 6.8 and the fact that the original disturbances are in-
dependently and Normally distributed, we have, {V ∗4g − E(V ∗4g )} are independent with
mean zero and it is also a martingale difference sequence. Further, maxg=1,...,N E|V ∗4g −
E(V ∗4g )|1+η < ∞ for η > 0. Thus, {V ∗4g − E(V ∗4g )} is a uniformly integrable se-













sN,gg → 0. Then using the WLLN for martingale dif-
ference arrays, T1N
p−→ 0. By similar arguments T2N p−→ 0 and T3N p−→ 0.
























E(V ∗2g )] is Fg-measurable and E[(V ∗2g − E(V ∗2g ))|Fg−1] = 0. Hence, ζrN,gζsN,g[V ∗2g −
E(V ∗2g )] is a martingale difference array, thus using the WLLN for martingale difference
arrays we have, T4N































































l ). Thus T
b
4N is the
sum of two martingale difference arrays and the WLLN applies so that T4N
p−→ 0.
Similar arguments can be given to show T5N
p−→ 0 and T6N p−→ 0.
Proof of Theorem 6.9: To prove the consistency of Σ˜N (δ˜N ) as an estimator of
ΣN (δ˜N ), we need to prove (a) Φ˜N − ΦN = op(1), and (b) Σ˜N (ψ˜∗N )− ΣN (ψ˜∗N ) = op(1).
First, (a) follows an argument similar to that of the proof of Theorem 6.8. For
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(b), as σ˜2N = σ
2
0 + op(1) by Theorem 6.7, it suffices to show that, by the consistency






V ∗2g ΥgΥ′g − Var(V ∗g Υg)
)
= op(1), where Υg =
(ζ1N,g + b1N,ggV
∗
g + c1N,g, ζ2N,g + b2N,ggV
∗
g + c2N,g)
′ = (Υg,1,Υg,2)′. To do so consider
the score function,
















Define index, {g} = {1, . . . , N}, {h} = {1, . . . , N} ⇐⇒ {(i, t)} = {i = 1, . . . , n, for each
t = 1, . . . , T}. Hence, V ∗j = v∗it, for some i and t. As T is fixed, without loss of generality
let T = 3. Then we have, (i) v∗it are independent across i, ∀t; (v∗i1, v∗i2) uncorrelated ∀t;

































































 V ∗g Υg,1V ∗h Υh,1 V ∗g Υg,1V ∗h Υh,2





 = o(n) or o(N).
(G-9)
Using (i, t) index, (Note: t = 1, 2), consider the (1, 1) component of the covariance
265


























≡ Q1 +Q2 +Q3
To keep the notation simple for the moment the r = 1 index is suppressed. Note
{Υi1} = ζn1 + c1n, cN = (c1n, c2n)′ =⇒ {Υi1} is Fn,i−1− measurable.






































i2 · v∗j2Υaj2 + v∗i2Υai2 · v∗j2Υbj2 + v∗i2Υbi2 · v∗j2Υaj2 + v∗i2Υbi2 · v∗j2Υbj2)







































































i2 · v∗j2b21,jjv∗j1 + v∗i2b22,ijv∗j2 · v∗j2b21,jiv∗i1
)






























































































= 0 since (i, j) are independent and (t, s) are uncorrelated and b11,ii = b22,ii = 0.













































as off diagonal elements of BN are O(
1
N ) by Assumptions 6.9-6.11. Similar workings on


















Proof of Corollary 6.2: The consistency of Σ˜N (β˜N ) follows that of Σ˜N (λ˜N ) and
the consistency of θ˜N .
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